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Pricing Aggregate and Credit Risk for Risk 
Sharing Entities 

John D. Deacon, FCAS 



ABSTRACT 
This paper recognizes that entering into a risk-sharing financial arrangement with another entity 

creates credit risk. One can use a distribution ofoutcomas to price both aggregate and credit risk. This 
paper presents a way to price aggregate and credit risk for deals in which another entity is contractually 
liable for losses. 

INTRODUCTION 

Can you say "balance"? When arranging any risk-sharing deal between an insurance company 
and another entity, the insurance company can be extending credit, whether it knows it or not. Pricing the 
aggregate risk in concert with credit risk must be considered to avoid exposing the insurance carrier to risks 
that were not realized, quantified, or priced for. A financial arrangement can quickly get out of  balance 
when these two risks are not priced and evaluated together. I will introduce concepts that are fundamental 
to this study, discuss pricing of  aggregate risk, and offer a method for pricing credit risk when aggregate 
cover is provided. 

FUNDAMENTALS 

The scope of  this paper is small risk sharing entities (RSE), which generally do not have much 
equity to comrmt. The analysis in this paper can be applied to any size entity, however. A few typical 
entities that fall into the category of  RSE are: group and single parent captives, risk retention groups, large 
insureds with large deductibles (or annual deductibles), and large insureds on retrospective rating plans. 
'Small '  is considered to have annual losses less than $10 million. Attempts can be made to price aggregate 
cover for entities with less than $1 million expected annual losses, but I argue that the losses for this entity 
will be too volatile to provide aggregate cover. 

To price a deal with an RSE requires balance. Since these entities do not have much equity, they 
generally have an interest in having an annual cap on losses they will be responsible lbr. Entering into a 
risk-sharing deal with an RSE usually exposes the insurance carrier to another form of risk, credit risk. 

Typically, an RSE will do business with a primary insurance carrier, taking advantage of  the 
strength, flexibility, services, expertise, national presence, or product line rate/form/rule filings. The RSE 
needs the insurance carrier for one of  these reasons, or a primary insurance carrier would not be involved. 
One of  the risks for the primary carrier is that RSE losses will exceed the aggregate limit. When RSE 
losses exceed the aggregate limit, the RSE is relieved of  responsibility for losses above that level which are 
now the responsibility of  the insurance carrier. The insured and the claimant may not even be aware of  the 
business arrangement, since the purpose of  insurance is to indemnify those damaged as a result of  doing 
their business. The primary company is ultimately responsible for paying claims to claimants, which makes 
it even more important that they structure deals to protect themselves and ensure their solvency. 

Even if the all the premiums are sufficient to cover all the losses on a gross basis, it is certainly 
conceivable to rnis-structure and mis-price a deal so that one entity or the other will certainly lose 
financially. This can happen quite easily. We propose keys in this paper to avoid financial disasters 

PRICING AGGREGATE - Simulation 

What can actuaries do when we are pricing the aggregate charge for an RSE? We can use 
simulation. Two alternatives for a simulation approach to pricing aggregate cover: 

1) simulation of  frequency and severity and 
2) simulation of  loss ratios 

Simulation of  frequency and severity should be the more precise method as long as the parameters 
and loss distributions are accurate. Those are critical conditions, however. This method is not for 
discussion in this paper. The results from this first type of  simulation should be theoretically the same as 
those from simulation of  loss ratios. 
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Another possible way to use simulation in pricing aggregate cover is simulation of  loss ratios. 
Simulation of  loss ratios involves determining the distribution of  expected outcomes based on the expected 
amount and variance of  how losses relate to premium h/storically. One immediate caveat is that we need to 
on-level premiums and losses so that we are measuring true variance and not just variance from changing 
prices or trends. 

Simulation of loss ratios is much quicker and more convenient than simulation of frequency and 
severity. The claim and severity distributions don't  need to be determined explicitly. Loss ratio simulation 
should nonetheless provide a reasonable approximation oftbe variance of the outcomes on a prospective 
basis if on-leveling has been done. We can easily read loss ratios and their corresponding percentiles from 
the simulation output and relate them to key parameters of the deal. For instance, iftbe aggregate 
attachment is 90% of premium we can determine the likelihood that the RSE losses will exceed the agg in 
terms of percentile. 

To help illustrate, the table below shows some assumptions for a possible deal and the 
relationships between simulated loss ratios and their likelihood of occurring, given the inputs. Let's assume 
that this is a homogeneous deal for General Liability coverage where the RSE retains $500k per occurrence 
and also has and aggregate cap of 90% of gross premium (%GP) on annual occurrence-limited losses. We 
have already simulated loss ratios given the assumptions. 

AssumPtions 

I 
Loss Ratio Distribution L~nlxmal I 
On_Level Limited Expected LR (MEAN) 60% 
Standard Deviation of Lim LR (STD DEV) 21% 
Aooreoate Attac;hment (%(~P} ~)0% 

Probability 
Weighted 

Agg Loss Expected 
Percentile LR % OP Aqg LO~ 

5% 30% 0% 0.0% 
10% 34% 0% 0.0% 
15% 37% 0% 0.0% 
20% 40% 0% 0.0% 
25% 42% 0% 0.0% 
30% 45% 0% 0.0% 
35% 47% 0% 0.0% 
40% 49% 0% 0.0% 
45% 51% 0% 00% 
50% 54% 0% 0,0% 
55% 56% 0% 0.0% 
60% 59% 0% 0.0% 
65% 61% 0% 0.0% 
7"0% 65% 0% 0,0% 
75% 68% 0% 0.0% 
80% 72% 0% 0,0% 
85% 77% 0% 0,0% 
90% 84% 0% 0.0% 
95% 96% 6% 0.3% 
99% 121% 31% 1.6% 

ITOT COST % Gr Prem 1.8%~ 

For example, we would say that a 77% loss ratio is at the 85 ~ percentile. Or, there is a 15% 
chance that the Loss ratio will be higher than 77%. 



The loss ratio for a given percentile can be seen as the average for a range. I equate the change in 
percentile of a given range with the probability of that (average) loss ratio occumng. These agg losses 
(loss ratio minus agg attachment) ate weighted against these probabilities. For example, at a 96% loss ratio 
the expected agg losses are 6% but these ate not certain. They need to be multiplied by the probability of 
that loss ratio occurring in that range. So multiply 6% by 5% (.95-.90 = the difference in the probability 
from 90%ile to 95%ile) to get 0.3%, expected agg loss for that outcome. 

We would perform the same calculations (to determine expected agg losses) using the output from 
simulation of frequency and severity in pricing the agg as we do with simulation of loss ratios. 

Using simulation to price aggregate cover is not the only method. Table M is a traditional way 
insurance companies price annual aggregate cover for workers' coatpensatinn (WC). The NCCI has 
developed Table M which uses 'size group' and 'entry ratio' to determine expected agg losses in pricing 
aggregate cover. Table M contains ranges of expected losses to deternune the size group. The entry ratio 
refers to the relationship of the aggregate attachment point and the expected losses. When one looks up 
the size group and entry ratio, the table returns the expected aggregate loss as a percentage of RSE expected 
losses. 

The table M charge was developed using all workers compensation business. There are adjustments to be 
made for differences in severity and whether or not the RSE has a cap on individual claims and others. So 
then, is Table M applicable to RSEs? This question needs to be evaluated. Table M is the benchmark and 
is the starting point for RSEs but may not be applicable for a few reasons: 1) homogeneity 2) risk sharing 
and 3) pricing agg for lines of business other than WC. I do not wish to destroy the credibility of Table M, 
as the theory is solid, but only to offer alternatives to pricing aggregate cover. 

PRICING CREDIT RISK 

Once we have determined the distribution of aggregate losses, we have another t2q0e of risk our 
hands, maybe without even realizing it. This risk is credit risk. As mentioned earlier, RSEs are generally 
not very well capitalized. 

We now introduce the need to achieve balance in extending aggregate cover to an RSE. Earlier 1 
spoke of determining ways to avoid financial disaster. Financial disaster can happen a few ways. 

One example of financial disaster would be that the aggregate is set so high that the RSE is not 
able to pay for their losses (because the RSE does not have enough equity) if they were to reach the agg. 
In this case the primary carrier must pay the losses to the claimants anyway, and will encounter a credit 
loss. If the carrier does not charge appropriately for the credit risk, it will lose financially. 

Another example of a financial disaster would be for the primary carrier to provide agg cover al a 
low level because the RSE can only afford to pay for losses up to a certain point above premiums. In this 
case the primary carrier can have very high agg losses since the likelihood of losses exceeding the agg is 
high. ! would consider agg risk to be 'high' when either there exists a 20% chance or higher of an agg loss 
or if expected agg losses are larger than 10% of GP. These are very rough guidelines and can vary greatly 
from deal to deal. If the carrier does not charge appropriately for the agg risk, it will lose financially. 

We would consider a deal to be balanced when we have both an aggregate attachment point that 
will be reached only infrequently (roughly less than 20% of the time and 10% of GP) but at the same time 
the RSE needs to be able to afford losses at that level. 



Basics 

Credit  [ Aggrega t e  ] 

Aggregate Anacilmrnt I'nmt 

• Reducing risk ofagg losses by increasing agg attachment increases credit risk, 

• Reducing risk of credit losses by decreasing anachment increases risk ofagg losses 

The first illustration "'Basics" shows how the balance between agg and credit risk works  Pushing 
on one makes the other pop up. 

] 'he second illustration "Possible Outcomes and How They are Covered" is a more detailed 
illustration of  the risks at play. There are a few key sections of  this graph to explain. The illustration 
shows a number line of  all of  the different outcomes of  RSE losses. I f  losses are low, they are covered by 
the loss funds (portion of  premium for losses, the non-expense piece only). I f  losses are high enough, they 
will exceed the agg and be the responsibility of  the primary carrier or reinsurer providing the agg cover. 
The difference between the agg and loss fund is often referred to as the "gap". The gap is the maximum 
amount the RSE can actually lose, since it uses loss funds from premium to cover at least a portion of  its 
liabilities 



P o s s i b l e  O u t c o m e s  a n d  H o w  T h e y  A r e  C o v e r e d  

f 
RSE Collateral  Probable RSE 

Loss  Funds  incl. Inv Inc Capital  

[ 
M._ 

Y 
J 

RSE Expected Losses  

~o i l e  ] 

Potenhal  ~ Agg  
Credi t  R isk Loss 
/ R . . . . .  e / 
I,,:,..,..,,~,.\\\\\\\\\NN\x~ 

' A 
Agg A l t a r  h 

Point 

0 %  5 0 %  1 0 0 %  

I f  losses exceed RSE loss funds, they will need to be covered by some other funds. Loss funds 
earn investment income until used to pay losses, and these investment gains could also be used to pay 
losses. The primary carrier should absolutely hold collateral (to protect against credit losses) at least up to 
expected losses of  the RSE, preferably up to the agg i f  possible. In the illustration above, RSE loss funds 
are insufficient to cover RSE expected losses. This is natural for the same reason that it is common for 
insurance companies to write profitably above a 100% combined ratio. The reason they can do that is 
investment income. 

In the above example, the RSE expected losses are at the 50th percentile o f  the distribution of  
outcomes. It is common when using a Lognormal distribution that the expected loss outcome is at 55th 
percentile or higher, due to the nature of  a long-tailed distribution. 

I f  losses are greater than expected, how will those losses get paid? The answer is the same way 
that they are paid when the premiums o f  a primary carrier are insufficient. They must be paid with equity 
or surplus. So, it becomes necessary to determine whether the RSE can even afford to pay for the "gap".  If 
losses were to reach the agg. Even i f  the RSE can afford to pay for the "gap", there is some chance that 
they will not, for whatever reason. For the risk that the RSE will be unable or unwilling to pay, the 
insurance carrier will have to carry and charge for a credit risk reserve. 

Now it is time to estimate the amount of  credit risk of  the primary career. While there are 
probably an unlimited number of  ways to do this, I believe there is some value in ha~ ing a simple model 

The steos for measurin2 credit risk for one contract period are as follows: 

1. Determine the size of  the gap 
2. Determine the likelihood of  the losses occurring in the gap 
3. Deterrmne how much capital the RSE has 
4. Estimate the likelihood of  receiving reimbursement for losses out of  this surplus 

I will now explain each of  these steps m turn. 



Determining the size of the gap should be the easiest step. All that is required is to subtract the 
loss funds from the aggregate attachment point (agg) which are both known values. The agg is often 
represented as a % of gross premium, which is 90% in the example. Specifying the agg attachment point in 
this manner is highly recommended since a set dollar amount can become inadequate quickly with any 
growth in exposures in the program from the time the pricing work is done to when final exposures are 
known. For that matter, increases/decreases in price adequacy throughout the contract year can also 
improve/deteriorate the level o fagg  protection. These issues should be addressed when setting up the den[. 
In the example, the "gap" is 35% of gross premium (GP). 

Determining the likelihood of losses occurring in the gap can be accomplished by referring to the 
simulation of losses or loss ratios. The actuary can read percentiles of the distribution that relate to the 
endpoints of the gap (beginning = level of loss funds %GP, end = aggregate attachment %GP). Since the 
loss funds (55% GP) are at about the 50th percentile, the probability of losses occurring in the gap (or 
higher) is about 50% = I-.50. 

In order to evaluate the surplus of  the RSE, or whether the RSE will even be able to pay/f losses 
occur in the "gap", we can analyze the financial information of the RSE. Generally speaking, the equity or 
surplus must be able to take a financial hit in the amount of  the gap (and then some since equity needs to 
cover multiple years of  exposure). The equity must be greater than the gap. If  it isn't the deal is not really 
financially viable since the RSE will not be able to pay their liabilities and have some surplus left over to 
stay in business. This is a straightforward high-level check to make sure the RSE is capable of covering its 
risk. In the example, the RSE is barely capable of  paying for losses if  they reach the agg since dollars of  
gap are close to equity. The step of determining the amount of RSE equity can be fairly difficult since: 

1. Accurate financial information may be tough to get (but should be required) 
2. Assets and liabilities are constantly changing so this information can become quickly out of date, 

especially with a small RSE 
3. The financial information may not have been audited 
4. The RSE may have business with other insurance carriers, which makes any individual carriers "stake" 

of the RSEs equity extremely difficult to determine. 

Since the RSE equity and surplus can bounce around, it behooves the actuary oftbe primary 
company to be in tune with the way that the RSE books liabilities and budget for any under reserving 
through adjusted surplus or conservative estimates, we would recommend the former if possible. It is 
possible to structure a deal so that the RSE will be unable to pay, so the onus is on the actuary of the 
primary company to recognize when this is happening and make alternative recommendations. 

The final element to evaluate is the likelihood that the RSE will pay (or be able to pay) its 
liabilities. I name this creditworthiness. Creditworthiness can be determined from financial analysis of  the 
RSE balance sheet and operations. Evaluation of this element is not for the scope of this paper. The 
number is critical and must be estimated, since ignoring it implies 100% creditworthiness, which is an 
optimistic and impossible assumption. Every entity has some likelihood of being unable or unwilling to 
pay its liabilities. 

Resulting from this exercise is a dollar and %GP estimate of credit risk that needs to be priced for 
and managed. For the example, this is $116,.361 or 1.7% of  GP. This risk also needs to be funded. It 
should ideally be charged hack to the RSE on an expected basis since it is a real risk that the primary carrier 
takes on. There exist circularity issues with this method since if the price ofcredit risk is added in with the 
expenses, the loss funds will be lower. So it is an iterative process. I will not go through the iteration here. 
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Structure of the deal, key parameters, and Credit Pricing 

Program 
Est Annual Gross Premium (GP) A 
Per Occurrence limit B 
Annual Aggregate Attachment point C 
Program Expenses incl. reins. D 
"GAP" E 
"GAP" F 

RSE Information 

Value Formula 
given 
given 
given 

45% given 
35% C-H 

$2,482,721 AXE 

RSE Expected Loss G 60% given 
RSE Loss Fund H 55% 1-D 
RSE Equity I !$~ 0~0,~O0. given 
Creditworthiness J given 
Probability of Losses above loss funds K 50% from sim table 

Credit Risk Pricinq 
Probability Expected Credit Loss L 
Probability Expected Credit Loss M 
Discount factor for time value of money N 
Indicated Price for Credit Risk O 

$116,371 A*E*K-i*J 
1.7% L/A 
0.86 3 years at 5% 
1.4% M*N 

Assumptions with this method of evaluating credit risk: 
1. Measuring credit risk can be done with a simple model 
2. Reliant on estimates of probabilities from the simulation 
3. Liabilities on the RSE financial statements are adequately stated (mentioned earlier); i.e. all equity is 

allocated to prospective contract period. 

This exercise could be applied to older contract periods in much the same manner. The 
distribution of outcomes (i.e. the variance) should decrease as the period matures. 

CONCLUSION 

When pricing a financial arrangement with an RSE, the actuary must be cognizant of the different 
nuances of the deal. The actuary must recognize that RSEs do not usually have a lot of equity to commit, 
so that entering into a deal with an RSE can create credit risk. Knowing where the attachment point is with 
respect to the expected losses and quantifying the relative position of these key elements is critical to a 
well-structured arrangement. If  the credit risk and agg risk are not priced in concert, the arrangement can 
quickly get out of balance, and the primary carrier couhl have great financial losses. 

In most cases, entering into a deal with an RSE also means extending credit. For small RSEs 
without much surplus, this can be true. In order to price for credit risk, we should consider the amount the 
RSE has at risk, the likelihood of losses exceeding loss ~'ands, the amount of equity the RSE has, and the 
likelihood the RSE will pay losses when they exceed loss funds. Using this information, the actuary can 
recognize, quantify, and price for credit risk and aggregate risk using the same distribution of outcomes. 
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Managing  Commerc ia l  Lines Pricing Levels  in a Loss Cost  Environment  

Lisa A. Hays, F.C.A.S., M.A.A.A. 

Abstract 

The Percent of Loss Cost statistic (PoLC) is an effective tool, either alone or in 
conjunction with standard renewal pricing reports, to measure changes in commercial 
lines price levels in a loss cost environment. This paper demonstrates the calculations 
and definitions associated with the PoLC statistic. A case study for workers' 
compensation is presented which demonstrates a practical application of how PoLC can 
be used to segment a book of business when implementing indicated rate changes. 
Finally, sample reports are developed to monitor pricing results versus stated goals. 

[The opinions expressed by the author are solely her own and are not attributable to any 
organization with which the author has been affiliated. The author would like to thank 
Kevin Kelley, Kim Mullins, Mike Sullivan, and the CAS team of reviewers for their 
helpful comments on earlier drafts.] 
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Managing Commercial Lines Pricing Levels in a Loss Cost Environment 

One challenge facing today's commercial lines actuary is to accurately measure 

pricing changes in a book of business. In commercial lines, the actuary cannot simply 

file a base rate change and feel confident that the intended change will be the 

implemented change. Underwriters have many judgment rating tools at their disposal 

including access to multiple companies and schedule rating plans that enable them to 

match the pricing of a policy to its exposure, or to match the pricing of a policy to a 

competitor's quote. Thus, the implemented rate change may not be equal to the filed or 

intended rate change. 

Correctly estimating the actual pricing change is an important task for both 

pricing and planning. Anticipated rate changes are typically used for business production 

and loss ratio plans. If these changes are inaccurate, one may find (12 or 15 months later) 

that the planned results differ from the actual results due to the difference in the planned 

and actual pricing levels. Estimated rate impacts are generally the basis for the 

calculation of premium onlevel factors. Inaccuracy of these onlevel factors can have a 

material impact in the calculation of rate-level indications. 

In order to measure the actual impact of a rate filing or pricing change, it is 

necessary to develop methods for tracking the actual change in the total price level, 

which includes measuring changes in the impact of all the rating factors as well as base 

rate changes. These changes can then be m o r e  accurately reflected in business plans and 

in subsequent rate indications. 
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How are these changes tracked today? 

Today many companies are able to measure the pricing level changes on their 

renewal book o f  business by performing a cash-to-cash comparison on policies that were 

renewed. It is a fairly simple process - the policies that renewed are matched up to their 

expiring terms and the premiums are directly compared after adjusting for some obvious 

differences such as unequal policy term lengths. The pros and cons o f  this method are: 

• PRO - cash-to-cash is easy for the underwriters to understand and to 

implement on a policy-by-policy basis. 

• PRO - when measured over the entire book o f  business it should provide an 

adequate measure o f  the rate plus exposure change for the book. 

• PRO - the data necessary to perform the comparison is fairly basic and should 

be available without extensive manipulation. 

• CON - on an individual policy basis or with smaller segments o f  the book, 

significant exposure changes will distort the results. 

• CON - only renewal business that is retained is evaluated, new business and 

lost renewals are excluded. 

It is possible, although potentially difficult depending on data availability, to 

develop a renewal increase report that adjusts for exposure changes. That would 

certainly address the first drawback o f  the cash-to-cash reports; however, it would still 

only capture pricing changes for renewal business while ignoring new business. 

For new business, some companies have monitored discretionary credit/debit 

usage and the amount o f  change from one time period to another; however, this is only 

one o f  several pricing/rating factors affecting the overall price change. The pricing 

picture is only complete when all factors are included. 
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is there a better way? 

For lines of  business where rating bureaus promulgate loss costs, there is a 

valuable pricing measurement tool that appears to be under-utilized in the nlanagement of  

commercial lines insurance operations, the Percent o f  Loss Cost (PoLC) statistic, 

PoLC Definition 

Most rating algorithms start with basic limits bureau loss costs and apply a 

multitude o f  factors to compute the premium. Depending on the line of  business, tile list 

o f  potential factors includes (but is not limited to); 

1.) Increased Limits Factor 

2.) Deductible Factor 

3.) Experience Modification Factor 

4.) Package Modification Factor - the rating bureau generally files a suggested 

package mod to reflect tile decreased expense in issuing a commercial multi- 

peril policy 

5.) Loss Cost Multiplier defined here as the (expense multiplier) * (company 

deviation) 

6.) Schedule Rating Factor generally a subjective factor used to capture risk 

characteristics not already accounted for in tile rating algorithm, such as 

quality of  management, dispersion of  risk, etc. 

7.) Company-specific deviations to territorial, class, or other relativities. 

8.) Renewal Credits can be based on a combination of  loss experience and/or 

the number of  policy terms that the insured has been a customer 

The PoLC is the ratio of the collected premium to the underlying bureau loss 

cost dollars.  Tile loss cost dollars are calculated by multiplying the published loss costs 

by the exposures and represent the amount of  premium the bureaus estimate is needed to 

cover projected losses and loss adjustment expenses. The first decision to makc is x~ hich 

rating factors should be included in the calculation of  the underlying loss costs. Somc 
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factors, such as the increased limits factor and the deductible factor, should always be 

considered part of the underlying loss costs since they are promulgated by the rating 

bureau and are objective factors used to quantify the expected loss costs. Likewise, 

obviously judgmental factors such as schedule rating should not be included in the 

underlying loss cost. However, it is less clear how package mods and experience mods, 

for example, should be treated in the formula. 

If a company uses bureau-promulgated package roods with no modification, they 

should be included in the loss cost. However, if the company has filed package mods that 

are materially different than the bureau, the revised mods (or at least the difference from 

the bureau level) should be tracked as a deviation to loss costs and monitored over time. 

Although experience rating plans themselves are considered to be objective, in 

practice, there are situations where the use of schedule credit may double-count a risk 

characteristic underlying the experience mod. For this reason, it is useful to track the 

experience rood as part of the PoLC statistic, but retain the ability to exclude it for ad hoc 

analysis. 

As a general rule of thumb, rating factors that result from the pricing actuaries' or 

the field underwriters' judgment should be captured and tracked via the PoLC statistic as 

a deviation from the bureau loss costs. 

For the purpose of this paper, the PoLC is defined as the aggregation of the loss 

cost multiplier, schedule rating factor, experience modification factor, package 

modification factor, and any company-filed deviations from the bureau loss costs. A 

PoLC of 120(%) means the collected written premium was 20% more than what the 
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bureau has filed for estimated loss costs. The general formula for the PoLC when all 

rating factors are multiplicative is: 

PoLC = Collected Written Premium = Loss Costs * [:.xposures * LCM * OTttR * PK(; * SRP * EXPER 
Loss Costs * Exposures Loss Costs * Exposures 

LCM ~ Loss Cost Muhiplter (including company deviations) 
OTHR ~ Modification Factor for company-specific des'iations such as territory, class, or renex~ al 

credits 
PKG = Package Modification Factor 
SRP = Schedule Rating Modification Factor ( I * credit'debit) 
EXPER = Experience Rating Modificalion Factor 

"'Rate" states, or states that have not converted to loss costs, can also be includcd 

in the calculation by estimating the LCM This can be determined by using the 

underwriting expenses and profit load assumed ill the bureau rate filing, and converting 

these to a loss cost multiplier. Then, the rates are divided by the LCM to compute the 

underlying loss costs. 

In a Perfect  W o r l d  

Ideally, lhe PoLC is calculated by comparing the collected written premium to the 

loss cost dollars in effect at a chosen point in time (the base year). These indexed loss 

costs are calculated as the product of  the exposures in the experience period and the loss 

costs in effect for the base year. The computation of  an 'Indexed PoLC' facilitates 

comparison between years by capturing underlying base loss cost changes as well as 

changes in all of  the modification factors. The calculation is a simple one, assuming that 

the loss costs from the base year are accessible and you have a program that can re-rate 

the current exposures with the base loss cosls. For policies written in 1999: 

Indexed PoLCI,~,~,~ = Collected Written Premiuna!,~,~,~ 
(Exposuresl,~,~,) * Base Loss Costs) 
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If  the indexed PoLCs were 90%, 97% and 105% for policies with effective dates 

in 1998, 1999, and 2000 respectively the computed pricing changes for 1999 and 2000 

are~ 

1999 change = 

2000 change = 

(97% / 90%) - 1 = +7.8% 

(105% / 97%) - 1 = +8.2% 

The +7.8% change for 1999 could be due to a change in loss costs, company 

deviation, schedule rating, or any other rating factor affecting the overall premium. 

Because the same exposures are used for the calculation o f  both the collected premium 

and the indexed loss cost dollars, the exposures cancel out and it becomes possible to use 

the indexed PoLC to measure true pricing changes from year to year. In other words, the 

change in indexed PoLC measures the change in price per exposure over the entire book; 

thus, it addresses both o f  the Cons listed for the cash-to-cash renewal reports. 

Unfortunately, most companies do not have the capability to re-rate or extend 

exposures in this manner. If that is the case, it is still beneficial to understand the 

changes in all factors other than the loss costs, and to quantify the change in loss costs 

separately. 

Calculation of Components 

If  re-rating or extending exposures are not viable options, there is another way to 

compute the underlying loss costs and the impact o f  each o f  the rating components for the 

PoLC statistic. Exhibit 1 demonstrates the calculations for a 5-record Commercial Auto 

database. This same calculation can be applied to more extensive databases. This 

example is for Commercial Auto where schedule rating and experience modifications are 

additive. The rating formula for a single vehicle and a single coverage is: 
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Written Premium = Loss Cost * LCM * OTHR * (SRP + EXPER - l ) 

The loss cost should be the only field not readily available since the other fields are 

required for statistical reporting purposes; therefore, the first step is to calculate the Loss 

Cost (LC) for each record in your database: 

LC = Written Premium 
LCM * OTHR * (SRP+EXPER -1) 

At this point, you can compute the PoLC for a segment  of  business  by adding the ~ ritten 

premiums and comparing them to the sum of  the loss costs. 

PoLC = Written Prenlium 
LC 

Although this indicates where you are pricing }'our book relative to bureau loss 

costs, it does not quantify how much each o f  the rating elements is impacting tile PoLC. 

The contributions by rating element become important in using the PoLC infomlation to 

formulate pricing guidelines for the field unde~vriters. 

The first component  to quantify is the LCM, which also includes ally filed 

company  deviations. To detemline the impact o f  the LCM, create a new field called 

"LC_LCM' which is the LC multiplied by the LCM for each record: 

LC LCM = LC * LCM. 

To calculate the average loss cost multiplier for tile entire book of  business,  sum 

LC_LCM for all records and divide'by the sum of  the loss costs. This is s imply the 

weighted average Loss Cost Multiplier using the Loss Cost as weights. 

Average Loss Cost Multiplier = LC LCM 
LC 

The average expense rood is computed using the newly calculated ' L C _ L C M '  

field as a base. A new field, LC LCM OTHR is then calculated and the sum of  
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LC_LCM OTHR is compared to the sum of LC_LCM to compute the average expense 

rood. 

LC_LCM OTHR = LC_LCM * OTHR = LC * LCM * OTHR 

Average 'Other' Mod = LC LCM OTHR 
LC LCM 

Again, this is the weighted average 'Other' Mod factor using the product of the 

Loss Costs and the Loss Cost Multiplier as weights. 

Because schedule and experience rating are additive in this example, the base, 

LC_LCM OTHR, will be the same for each average modification factor. New fields, 

LC_LCM OTHR_SRP and LC LCM_OTHR_EXPER are calculated as follows: 

LC LCM OTHR SRP = LC LCM OTHR* SRP 

LC LCM OTHR EXPER = LC LCM OTHR* EXPER 

and the average factors are computed: 

Average SRP Mod= LC LCM OTHR SRP 
LC LCM OTHR 

Average EXPER Mod = LC LCM OTHR EXPER 
LC LCM OTHR 

Note that for individual records, it is mathematically equivalent to use the factors 

alone in the PoLC calculation: 

PoLC = LCM * OTHR * (SRP + EXPER - I) 

This is also true for a segment of business using weighted factors as computed above. 

Workers' Compensation Case Study 

The first step in using PoLC to manage pricing levels is to correlate the PoLC 

levels with loss experience so that target PoLC levels can be established. A sample 

analysis for Workers' Compensation is shown in Exhibit 2. The exhibit shows WC loss 
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ratios and claim frequencies by PoLe  range. For this cornpany, the results for business 

priced below 65 PoLC have been consistently poor relative to the average. For policy 

year (PY) 2000, the loss ratio relativity is 1.321 for this segment compared to the total 

reported loss ratio. Results in the 66 to 75 PoLC range have deteriorated, shorting a loss 

ratio relativity o f  1.077 and a frequency relativity of  1.207 for PY 2000. While the 

projected ultimate loss ratios for business in the 76 to 145 PoLC range have deteriorated 

from PY 1997 to PY 2000, there has been little variation across this range within each 

individual year. Results at PoLC levels o f  146 and above have been consistently x~orsc 

than average. This may indicate that the underwriters are able to do a better job of  

matching price to exposure in the 76 to 145 PoLC range than above and below it. 

After the loss ratios by PoLC range have been calculated, you can use the rate 

indication to detemaine the necessary rate action for each PoLC range {Exhibit 3). In this 

example, the overall rate indication is +20% as computed using standard actuarial 

methods, After allocating the rate increase to PoLC range using the loss ratio relativities 

front the prior step, it shows an indicated increase of+51-59% for the 'Less than .65" 

range. Over half o f  the premium is from the PoLC ranges with an indicated increase o f  

+5% (the 76-145 range), l fone  were to file for an increase in loss costs and/or loss cost 

multiplier o f  +5%, the underwriters.could essentially renew this business 'as is' - i.e. use 

the same schedule credit, company, etc. assuming thai updates to the experience 

modification factors would net to a negligible change. 

Further segmentation is necessary to deter-mine a plan o f  action for the ranges 

with significantly different indicated rate changes, lit this example, the "1.46 and .-kbo~ e" 

rangc is a mix with 35% of  the category being compriscd of  accounts ~ ith cxpcricncc 
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mods less than 125. As you can see from Exhibit 3, the indicated increase on this 

business is in line with the +5% that was selected for the overall rate change. The 

remaining business has an indication -+33-37% and are policies that generate experience 

debits greater than 25%. Since they are likely larger policies, underwriters may be 

tempted to follow market pricing and price them in a lower rated company or with 

unwarranted schedule credit, thereby partially offsetting the impact of the debit. Instead 

of substantially increasing the base rates, it may be more appropriate to evaluate the use 

of company rating tiers or schedule credit and correct individual policies. 

At the opposite end, the policies at PoLC levels below 75% appear to be 

significantly under-priced. In an effort to write the best risks, the underwriters may have 

double-counted the risks' prior profitable experience by applying too much schedule 

credit for characteristics already captured in the experience mod (probably a credit). 

Although there may be some classes or segments where this price level is appropriate, in 

general this problem will need to be corrected by individual risk pricing and underwriting 

and not by across-the-board base rate increases. Based on the loss correlation analysis, 

new business pricing guidelines should be established that limit or specify the types of 

business that can be written at a PoLC less than 75% or over 145%. 

The above analysis, when conducted on a countrywide basis, assumes that the 

underlying loss cost inadequacy or redundancy is the same across states and industry 

segments. Companies that write business in a limited number of states or industry 

segments may find this assumption to be reasonable; however, other companies may find 

it necessary to review the PoLC and loss ratio correlations by industry group or by state. 
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Setting Goals and Monitoring Results 

Exhibit 4 shows a sample PoLC monitoring report for Workers' Compensation 

that could be produced at various levels of detail including countrywide, industry 

segment, state, or profit center. In this example, the PoLC increased from 84.7% in 1999 

to 88.2% in 2000 with most of the change coming from a reduction in SRP credits. Upon 

closer examination it is evident that new business pricing in 2000 did not improve in 

comparison to the overall average for 1999; however, the renewal business price level 

relative to loss costs increased by 6.7% (PoLC increased from 84.7% to 90.1%). 

Given that the rate indication was +20% and that this PoLC report is not indexed 

with loss costs from a base year, ifa 5% loss cost increase were filed effective 1/1/2001, 

the PoLC goal for 2001 policies to achieve rate adequacy would be: 

88.2% * (1.20/1.05) = 100.8°/o. 

In this case, where changes to the underlying loss costs are not reflected in the PoLC 

statistic, the adjustment of (1.20 / 1.05) represents the amount of pricing increase that 

needs to come from factors other than the underlying loss cost change. 

The goal of 100.8% can apply to both new and renewal business; however, since 

rather large increases were selected at either end of the PoLC ranges, the average 2001 

PoLC statistic could be impacted by tow policy retention in these ranges. For example, 

non-renewing a significant portion of the policies in the < 75 PoLC range would increase 

the average PoLC for the book of business, even if the pricing change on the remaining 

policies was fiat. In situations where targeted price changes vary significantly, it is 

probably better to use the PoLC report to monitor new business and to use renewal price 

increase reports to monitor the implementation of a segmented pricing plan. 
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Exhibit 4 shows an example of tying the selected rate changes by PoLC range for 

Workers' Compensation to an existing renewal increase report. For each policy, the 

current PoLC is computed and matched to the selected rate change for its PoLC range. If 

the renewal increase is calculated on a cash-to-cash basis (not adjusted for exposure 

changes) the selected rate change should be increased by the expected average exposure 

change, The 'Target Renewal Premium' is then computed by multiplying the written 

premium by the selected rate and exposure changes for each policy in the database. On 

the cash-to-cash report, for policies that were renewed and retained, the actual renewal 

premium is compared to the expiring premium to compute the renewal increase. The 

renewal increase goal is the target renewal premium divided by the expiring premium for 

the policies that renewed, 

Mapping the goals to individual policies as opposed to publishing an overall 

average goal will yield a more accurate measure of actual vs. target pricing levels. For 

example, if policies with large targeted increases are cancelled or non-renewed, the goal 

will automatically adjust downward for the lost policies and there will not be a 'penalty' 

by comparing the achieved pricing change to an overall goal. As mentioned earlier, on a 

policy-by-policy basis the results vs. goal may not track well due to large exposure 

changes; however, on a countrywide or state level, the overall exposure change should be 

close to the expected average built into the goals. Obviously, the ideal is to compute the 

goals and the actual renewal price change excluding the impact of exposure changes 

especially if reports by field underwriter or agency are to be produced. 
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Caveats 

The case studies and examples provided in thi~ paper assume that the underlying 

loss costs are inadequate or redundant by the same percentage amount across states, 

industry groups and effective years. If the loss cost redundancy for a state (or industry 

group) differs significantly from the countrywide average and if the mix of business is 

shifting either into or out of the state, an adjustment for this mix shift should be made 

before comparing the countrywide PoLC statistic from one year to the next. Likewise, 

state-to-state comparisons within the same year should recognize differences in 

underlying loss cost adequacy. For example, if the loss costs in State A are 10% more 

adequate than the loss costs in State B, business priced at a PoLC of 100% in State A is 

equivalent to a PoLC of I 10% in State B. 

Summary 

The PoLC statistic can be a powerful tool for quantifying pricing changes for 

lines of business that rely on bureau loss costs. Un-indexed, it measures the change in 

usage of company tiers, schedule credits, and experience rating plans over time. An 

indexed PoLC also incorporates underlying loss cost changes and completes the pricing 

picture. Correlating PoLC with loss experience provides another method of segmenting a 

book of business and establishing pricing goals more appropriate for the risk as opposed 

to implementing across-the-board rate changes. Tying PoLC ranges with renewal pricing 

goals should reduce adverse selection and help "to improve retention of business that is 

already adequately priced since that business will no longer subsidize inadequately priced 

insureds and will receive lower than average price increases. In short, incorporating 

PoLC into a company's pricing strategy can result in more accurate and responsive 
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assessments of pricing changes and therefore, enhance the ability to atlain profitability in 

a competilive commercial lines marketplace. 
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Percent of Loss Cost Example 
Commercial Auto 

Record # 

LCM OTHR SRP EXPER LC LC_LCM LC LCM O'rHR LC LCM OTHR_SRP 

Collected Loss Cost 'Other' Schedule Experience Loss 
Wr. Prem Multiplier Mod Ratin~l Mod Mod Cost LC * LCM LC*LCM*OTHR LC°LCM*OTHR*SRP 

1 1,000.00 1.40 1.00 0.90 1.05 751.88 1,052.63 1,052.63 947.37 
2 750.00 1.60 1.00 0.75 0.80 852.27 1,363.64 1,363.64 1,022.73 
3 800.00 1.56 0.95 1.00 1.00 543.29 842.11 800.00 800.00 
4 600.00 1.35 1.00 1.00 1.00 444.44 600.00 600.00 600.00 
5 450.00 1.50 1.00 0.80 0.90 428.57 642.86 642.86 514.29 

Total 3,600.00 3,020.46 4,501.23 4,459.13 3,864.38 

LC LCM_OTHR_EXPER 

LC*LCM*OTHR*EXPER 
1,105.26 
1,090.91 

800.00 
600.00 
578.57 

4,174.74 

Assume the rating formula: Collected Written Premium = Loss Cost * LCM * OTHR * (SRP + EXPER - 1) 

PoLC 
133.0% 

88.0% 
147.3% 
135.0% 
105.0% 
119.2% 

Percent of Loss Cost (PoLC) = 

Average Loss Cost Multiplier (LCM) = 

Average 'Other' Modification (OTHR) = 

Average Schedule Rating Mod (SRP) = 

Average Experience Mod (EXPER) = 

Double-check: 

119.2% = 3,600.00 / 3,020.46 

1.490 = 4,501.23 / 3,020.46 

0.991 = 4,459.13 / 4,501.23 

0.871 = 3,884.38/4,459.13 

0.936 = 4,174.74/4,459.13 

119.2% 

= Written Premium / LC 

= L C L C M  / LC 

= LC LCM OTHR / LC_LCM 

= LC LCM OTHR SRP / LC_LCM_OTHR 

= LC LCM OTHR_EXPER I LC LCM_OTHR 

= 1.49 * 0.991 * (0,871 + 0,936 - 1 ) 

Since Experience and Schedule Rating are additive in this example, they are compared to the same base, LC_LCM_OTHR 
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Workers' Compensation 
Loss Ratio Analysis by PoLC Range 

Exhib i t  2 

Avg Claim 
Projected Ultimate Frequency per 

PoLC Pctg of Total Ultimate Loss Ratio Claim $1000 Earned Frequency 
Range Earned Prem Earned Prem Loss Ratio Relativity Counts Premium Relativity 

Less than 65% 32,715.625 20~7% 92 1.321 9,684 0.296 1.441 
68 to 75 17,812,500 11 3% 75 1.077 4,418 0.248 1.207 
76 to 85 14,364,000 9.1% 60 0.862 2,183 0.152 0 740 
86 to 95 11.720,625 74% 62 0890 1.894 0.162 0787 
96 to 105 16,957,500 10 7% 56 0.804 2.578 0 152 0 740 
108 to 115 13,718,625 8 7% 80 0862 2,151 0157 0753 
116 to 125 10.723,125 68% 82 0890 1,853 0 173 0841 
126 to 135 9,975,000 63% 56 0.804 1,772 O 178 0865 
136 to 145 9,226,875 5.8% 60 O 862 1,402 D 152 0 740 

146 and Above 20,662,500 13.1% 73 1.048 4,496 0.218 1 059 
Total 157,873.375 100.0% 70 1.000 32,430 0.205 1 000 

Avg PoLC 0.870 

~:oliC "rear 1999 as of 1212000 
Less than 65% 72,500,000 222% 83 

66 to 75 37,500,000 11 5% 70 
76 to 85 28,800,000 8.8% 55 
86 to 95 23.500,000 7 2% 53 
96 to 105 34,000,000 10,4% 54 
106 to 115 27,500,000 8.4% 51 
116 to 125 21,500,000 6.6% 56 
126 to t 35 20,000,000 6.1% 55 
136 to 145 18,500,000 5.7% 57 

146 and Above 43,500,000 13.3% 66 
Total 327,300,000 100.0% 64 

Avg PoLC 0.832 

19,793 0273 1 369 
8,663 0 231 1 159 

0860 I 4,687 0183 0 8t6 
0 828 I 3.504 0149 0748 
0 844 j 5,177 0152 0764 
0797 I 4,331 0158 0.790 
0,875 I 3,296 0153 0 769 
0.860 J 3,360 0.168 0.843 
0.891 I 2,855 0,154 0774 
1.032 I 9,592 0.221 1 106 

65,257 0 199 1000 

Polio Year 1998 as of 12/2000 
Less than 65% 75,500,000 23.3% 78 

68 1o 75 41,2DO.000 12 7% 64 
76 to 85 36,500,000 11 3% 55 
86 to 95 21,500,000 6.6% 56 
96 to 105 29,500,000 9.1% 52 
106 to 115 25,000,000 7 7% 53 
116 to 125 20,000,000 6.2% 50 

126 to 135 19.500,000 6 0% 53 
136 tO 145 17,400,000 5.4% 56 

146 and Above 38,200,000 11.8% 63 
Total 324,300.000 100.0% 62 

Avg PoLC 0,799 

25,670 0.340 1 301 
11,124 0.270 1 033 
8,395 0230 0880 
4,945 0.230 0880 
6,490 0.220 0842 
5,250 0210 0 804 
4,000 0 200 0765 
4,485 0230 0880 

3,306 0190 0727 
11,078 0.290 1.110 
84.743 0261 1 000 

Polio Year 1997 as of 12/2000 
Less than 65% 74,500,000 23.6% 75 

66 to 75 39.750.000 126% 58 
76 to 85 35,500,000 11 2% 54 
86 to 95 20,500,000 6.5% 53 

96 to 105 28.9(30,000 91% 50 
106 to 115 25,000,000 7.9% 52 
116 to 125 19.100,000 60% 51 
126 to 135 17,600,000 5.6% 54 
136 to 145 16,900,000 5,3% 53 

146 and Above 38,200,000 12,1% 61 
Total 315,950,000 1000% 59 

AVg PoLC 0,797 

23,468 0315 1 273 
9,739 0.245 0.990 
7,988 0.225 0909 
4,100 0.200 0808 
5.63E, 0.195 0.788 
5,125 0.205 0 828 
4,107 0.2t5 0869 
3,344 0190 0.768 
3,803 0225 0.909 

10,887 0,285 1.152 
78,194 0.247 1 000 
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Exhibi t  3 

Workers' Compensation 
Calculation of Indicated Rate Increases by PoLC Range 

From Exhibit 2 

Pctg of Loss PY 2000 PY 1999 PY 1998 PY 1997 

Cost Pricing Lose Ratio Loss Ratio Loss Ratio Loss Ratio 
Range Relativity Relativity RelaUvit¥ Relativity 

Less than .65 1,321 1.297 1.264 1.261 

.66 to .75 1,077 1.094 1.037 0975 

,76 to 85 0,862 0,860 0,891 0.908 

.86 to .95 0.890 0.828 0.908 0.891 
,96 to 1.05 0.804 0.844 0.843 0.841 

1.06 to 1,15 0.862 0.797 0.859 0,874 

1.16 to 1.25 0.890 0.875 0,810 0.857 
1.26 to 1.35 0.804 0.860 0,859 0.908 

1.36 to 1.45 0.862 0.891 0.908 0.891 
1.46 and Above 1.048 1.032 1.021 1.026 

Indication Indication Indication Indication 
Balled on Baled on Based on Based on Selected 

PY 2000 PY 1999 PY 1998 PY 1997 Rata 

Ralatlvltiei Ralatlvlties Relativities Relativltias Change 

58.6% 55.7% 51.7% 51.3% 55.0% 

29,3% 31.3% 24.5% 17,0% 250% 

3.4% 3.2% 7.0% 8.9% 5.0% 

6.9% -0.6% 89% 6.9% 5.0% 
-3.5% 1.3% 1,1% 0.9% 5.0% 

3.4% -4.3% 31% 4.9% 5.0% 
6.9% 5.0% -2.8% 2.9% 5.0% 

-3,5% 3.2% 3.1% 8.9% 5.0% 

3,4% 6,9% 8,9% 6.9% 5.0% 
25,8% 23.8% 22.5% 23,1% 23.5% 

Total 1.000 1.000 1,000 1.000 20.0% 20,0% 20,0% 20.0% 20.0% 

3etail  Analys is  for  '1.46 and Above '  Range.  

Year 

2000 

Indication 
Projected Based on 

Earned Ultimate Loss Ratio LIR 

Range Premium Loss Ratio Relativity RalMIvitlea 
• 146, Exper Mod < 1.25 7.231,875 61,0 0.88 8,1% 

• 146. Exper Mocl • 1.25 13,430,625 79.5 1.14 36.9% 

1999 • 146, Exper IVIod < 1.25 15.225,000 55.0 0.86 3.2% 
• 146. Exper Mod > 1,25 28.275,000 71,9 1.12 34.9% 

1998 > 146. Exper Mod < 1.25 13,370,000 53.0 0.86 3.1% 
• 146, Exper Mod > 1.25 24,830,000 68.4 1.11 33.0% 

1997 • 146, Exper Mod < 1.25 13,370,000 52,0 0.87 4.9% 

• 146, Exper M0d > 1.25 24,830,000 65.8 1.11 32.8% 
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Exhibit 4 

Total 

Percent of Loss Cost Report 
Workers' Compensation 

Written Loss 
Effective Premium Costs 

Year Quarter (000's) (000's) PoLC LCM OTHR SRP EXPER 
1999 1 88,500 104,468 84.7 1.10 0998 0.848 0.910 
1999 2 79,600 96,117 82.8 1.08 0.997 0.874 0.880 
1999 3 85,500 98,813 86.5 1.11 0.999 0.867 0900 
1999 4 73,700 86,921 84.8 1.11 0998 0860 0.890 
1999 Total 327,300 386,319 847 1.10 0.998 0.862 0.895 

Total 
Written Loss 

Effective Premium Costs 
Year Quarter 1000's) ~O00's) PoLC LCM OTHR SRP EXPER 
2000 1 67,615 99,437 661 1.09 0.996 0895 0.905 
2000 2 77,575 91,054 85.2 1.06 0.998 0.910 0885 
2000 3 81,588 91,485 89.2 1.09 0999 0.900 0910 
2000 4 69,550 76,514 90.9 1.10 0.998 0.920 0.900 
2000 Total 316,328 358,491 882 1 06 0.996 0.905 0.900 

u ~ m =  

Percent of Loss Cost Report 
Workers' Compensation 

New 
Written Loss 

Effective Premium Costs 
Year Quarter (000's) (000's) PoLC LCM OTHR SRP EXPER 
2000 1 23,500 29,083 80.8 1.07 0.998 0.855 0.885 
2000 2 22,000 26,438 83.2 1.06 0.998 0.874 0.900 
2000 3 23,000 27,341 84.1 1.05 0.999 0.667 0.925 
2000 4 20,000 22,833 87.6 1.09 0.998 0.880 0.915 
2000 Total 88,500 106,696 83.7 1.07 0.998 0.868 0.906 

Renewal 
Written Loss 

Effective Premium Costs 
Year Quarter (O00's~ (O00's) 
2000 1 64,115 70,354 
2000 2 55,575 64,616 
2000 " 3 58,588 64,144 
2000 4 49,550 53,681 

PoLC LCM OTHR SRP EXPER 
91.1 1.10 0.998 0.911 0.913 
86.0 1.06 0,998 0.925 0.879 
91 3 1.11 0.999 0.913 0.904 
92.3 1.10 0.998 0.937 0.894 

2000 Total 227,828 252,795 90.1 1.09 0.998 0.921 0.898 
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ExhJbil 5 

Renewal Price Increase Goals 
Workers' Compensation 

Experience Target Target Target 
Mod Expiring Renewal Renewal Renewal 

Policy > 125% Premium PoLC Price Chg Exposure Chg Premium 
101112 N 5,000 120 5% 3% 5,408 
123456 N 2,500 130 5% 3% 2,704 
212223 N 25,000 70 25% 3% 32,188 
345678 Y 30,000 150 35% 3% 41,715 
567891 N 7,500 110 5% 3% 81111 

and so on... 

f IPolicylevel detail sums into summary 
/ 7  Ireports for policies that renewed. 

Renewal Price Increase Report 
~ Workers' Compensation 

(A) ~ _ (C) (B)/(A)- 1 (C)/(A)- 1 
Expiring Target Renewal 
Premium Renewing Renewal Price 

State (000's) Premium Premium Change Goal 
AL 5,000 5,375 5,300 7.5% 6.0% 
AR 1,500 1,620 1,620 8.0% 8.0% 
CA 2,500 2,650 2,638 6.0% 5.5% 
CO 2,000 2,200 2,240 10.0% 12.0% 

and so on... 
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Mining Insurance Data To Promote Traffic 
Safety and Better Match Rates to Risk 

By Greg Hayward, FCAS, MAAA, FCIA, CPCU 

Abstract 

Operating or riding in a vehicle is one o f  the most dangerous things the 
typical person does on a regular basis. This paper describes how one 
company is using new technologies and techniques to mine massive amounts 
o f  vehicle crash statistics. In 1998, the company invested in new data mart 
technology that opened the door to more sophisticated analysis o f  real world 
insurance claims data by vehicle, by driver, and by geographic area. This 
paper will discuss the new data mart and illustrate some data mining tools. 
Four examples will be used to illustrate how the data is being mined to 
promote safety and better match rates to risk. These include vehicle safety, 
dangerous intersections, child passenger safety, and teenage driver safety. 

Introduction 

The CAS Constitution challenges us to advance the body of knowledge of 
actuarial science. The Actuarial Code of Professional Conduct obligates us 
to fulfill the profession's responsibility to the public and to uphold the 
reputation of the actuarial profession. The CAS Statement of  Principles 
Regarding Property and Casualty Ratemaking emphasizes to us how 
important it is that actuaries derive rates that protect the insurance system's 
financial soundness and promote equity and availability for insurance 
consumers. These three objectives are repeated in the ASOP #12 concerning 
Risk Classification. The purpose of this paper is to expand our actuarial 
horizons by focusing on using new technologies and techniques to mine 
massive amounts of insurance data not only to promote financial soundness, 
equity, and availability but also to promote traffic safety. 

Operating or riding in a vehicle is one of the most dangerous things the 
typical person does on a regular basis. A vehicle crash with injury occurs on 
average every ten seconds in the United States. More than half of  us will be 
involved in an injurious vehicle crash during our lifetime. Over 3.2 million 
people are seriously injured or killed every year in vehicle crashes. Over 
375,000 children (age 0 to 15) are among those who are killed or injured. 
Our profession is uniquely positioned with the skills, the data, and new 
technology that can make a positive difference for the benefit of all society. 
By embracing new technologies, we can open up opportunities for actuaries 
not only to better match rates to risks, but also to serve as broader based 
problem solvers working to reduce risks. 
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Data Mart Technology 

Data is at the heart of  nearly everything actuaries do. We desire data that is 
accurate, appropriate, and comprehensive. As noted in ASOP #23, such data 
is seldom, if ever, available to our complete satisfaction. No matter how 
much of  this four-letter word we have, we crave more. The good news is, 
with today's technology, there is no excuse to be data-starved. If  you have 
not recently reinvented your actuarial data base technology, it 's time to think 
again. 

In 1998, my company embraced new data technology by investing in a 
state-of-the-art SP2 data mart. At the time this data mart was built, it was the 
largest commercial DB2 database parallel processor in the United States. It 
consists of  130 nodes with sixteen 18.2 GB disk drives per node. There are 
four processors per node for a total of  520 processors and 2,080 disk drives. 
This adds up to a total of  37 terabytes of  storage capacity. (A terabyte= 1,000 
gigabytes = 10 ̂  12 bytes) It would take a stack of  CD's  higher than the CN 
Tower, the world's tallest building, to match the storage capacity of  this SP2 
technology. Exhibit 1 provides a photo of the data mart. 

As of  July 2001, this data mart contained roughly 14 terabytes of  transaction 
level data. This includes nearly all policy related and claims related 
transactions, allowing us the flexibility to slice and dice the data with 
multivariate analysis in ways that were never before possible. 

The following suggestions are drawn from the lessons we learned in the 
experience of setting up a comprehensive data mart. It is critical that you 
have an in-depth understanding of the data that will populate your data mart, 
along with the hardware and software needed to store and process the data. 
Design your system to be as flexible as possible, plan for growth, and expect 
frequent changes. Take the time to determine: (1) the specific data elements 
that you will need, (2) at what point in the business cycle the data will 
become available, (3) how frequently the data will be refreshed, and (4) the 
number of  years the data will be kept. When selecting data elements, be 
inclusive yet avoid the urge to include everything except the kitchen sink. 
Develop a data dictionary that contains the source of  the data, the specific 
coding system, the data edits, and the data validations. Review your data 
loading procedures to partition data among the disk drives in a way that 
optimizes the access speeds. Establish rigorous quality control procedures 
and make sure you comply with privacy laws. Never think you are finished 
upgrading your system. Appreciate and protect the value of  the investment 
that your company has in its data. 
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Data Mining Tools 

Giving actuaries access to terabytes of  detailed data was like putting kids in 
a candy store. It opened up endless opportunities to do actuarial work that 
was previously impossible. It has been, by far, the biggest structural change 
I have seen in my twenty-plus years of  actuarial work. At the same time, we 
faced some major challenges, such as figuring out where to start and what 
tools to use. It required learning new skills and training our actuarial staff 
how to access and use the new data mart. As with any change, some have 
embraced the new technology more quickly than others. Some have merely 
done what they had previously done in a more efficient manner. Others 
have been more creative and have realized the power of  this technology by 
doing new and more sophisticated multivariate analyses. 

We evaluated numerous tools and decided to use SAS as our primary 
interface to the DB2 database. Exhibit 2 illustrates the main menu our 
actuaries use to access the data mart. 

Using SAS for the desktop, we created basic lookup programs for frequently 
used applications. These queries produce common data elements such as 
exposures, premiums, claim frequency, claim severity, pure premium, 
expenses, loss ratios, etc. By selecting the desired combinations of states, 
type of  vehicle, coverage, driver class, vehicle, etc. these buttons provide 
data lookups for many variations. Exhibits 3 and 4 provide illustrations of  
how actuaries obtain the data for frequently used applications such as limits 
analysis and loss development triangles. These data queries can be tailored 
to any combination of  attributes and data elements on the data mart. 

A very useful technique is to download this data into an EXCEL pivot table. 
To facilitate this each of these applications has a button programmed for this 
purpose. Exhibit 5 illustrates how a pivot table was created so that the 
actuary can quickly analyze how the data elements change for various 
combinations of  variables. Significant correlations and risk relationships 
can be discovered that were previously not visible using traditional 
ratemaking techniques. 

Two questions encountered in data mining are: (1) how to identify the most 
significant and predictive risk characteristics and eliminate the insignificant 
ones and (2) once identified, how to use them in ratemaking procedures. 

The term "data mining" is often used to refer to a specific group of 
computer-intensive techniques (such as neural networks, decision trees, and 
association rules) which are used to detect patterns and relationships in large 
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volumes of data. In this paper the term is used in a more general way. It is 
beyond the scope of this paper to discuss the various data mining software 
on the market or to endorse one over another. However, for purposes of  
illustration, Exhibit 6 provides a brief summary of  the use of  the data mart in 
conjunction with step-wise regression analysis as one way to identify the 
most significant risk characteristics. 

After the most significant risk characteristics are identified, various 
ratemaking methods can be utilized to match the rates to the risks. It 's 
beyond the scope of this paper to provide an exhaustive discussion of how 
such methods can utilize the data mart. For illustrative purposes, one such 
method is to begin with a traditional univariate analysis of  the loss ratios for 
each significant risk characteristic. The initial indicated rate factors are 
calculated to equalize the loss ratios within that risk characteristic, for 
example, the age of the principal operator. The univariate analysis is 
repeated for each of the risk characteristics. The resulting initial rate factors 
become the seed for an iterative multivariate rate factor analysis that uses the 
data mart. The premium for every combination of risk characteristics is 
recomputed using the rating factors for the initial seeds. The loss ratios for 
each risk characteristic are then recomputed based on the summation of the 
premiums and losses in the individual cells from the data mart. These loss 
ratios are used to calculate the next iteration of indicated factors. The 
iterative process is repeated until the indications stabilize. Exhibit 7 
provides an algebraic illustration of how the data mart can be used with this 
ratemaking procedure. 

Putting the Technology to Use 

As actuaries doing ratemaking, bow many of  us are viewed as heartless 
bearers of  bad news about rate increases? Yes, it is important to mine the 
data to match rates to risk through cost based pricing, but is there more that 
can be done? The following are four examples of  mining massive amounts 
of  insurance data to not only better match rates to risk, but also to promote 
traffic safety. Each is a work in progress as we continue to refine the 
analysis and do additional multivariate studies. Each has received 
considerable attention from the media. [1] 

Vehicle Safety 

Even though all vehicles are made to meet federal motor vehicle standards, 
consumers are demanding and manufacturers are delivering advanced safety 
features. Manufacturers have recognized that "safety sells" and they are 
attempting to differentiate their vehicle's safety features to promote sales. 
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The insurance industry has long been very active in promoting vehicle 
safety. The Insurance Institute for Highway Safety performs crash tests and 
provides the public with valuable safety information. [2] While crash tests 
are important, insurance claims data captures how well vehicles perform in 
the real world laboratory. Insurance data measures the frequency and 
severity of crashes of all types and medical treatments associated with those 
crashes. 

How well a vehicle performs in the real world depends on how all of the 
safety features interact in the event of a crash. These include among others 
the braking systems, the head and belt restraints, the types of airbags, the 
visibility including daytime running lights and rear brake lights, how well 
the crumple zones absorb the crash energy, and how well the passenger cage 
protects the occupants. Overall vehicle safety is not based on these items in 
isolation, but instead on their interaction during actual crashes. 

Effective January 1,2001, the company implemented a new Vehicle Safety 
Discount that was based on an analysis of claims experience from millions 
of crashes. Exhibit 8 provides a summary of the 2000 model year vehicles 
that qualified for the maximum vehicle safety discount. 

The analysis was based on the most recent three years of claims experience 
by make and model of car. The claims experience was adjusted for 
distributional bias by using the loss ratio method with adjustments for age 
and gender related class differences. The experience was then adjusted to 
recognize fixed expenses. In multivariate analysis, sparsity of data is an 
important consideration. In accordance with ASOP #25, a credibility 
procedure was used when a particular model's experience was not fully 
credible. The standard for full credibility was based on 30,000 vehicles (for 
3 years or 10,000 per year). Partial credibility was assigned based on the 
square root rule. The complement of credibility was assigned to the loss 
experience for a similar group of vehicles; however, the maximum 
credibility assigned to any similar grouping was 50%. Any credibility not 
assigned to the vehicle's claims experience or the similar group's claims 
experience was assigned to the average for all cars. 

An issue from this analysis that received considerable media attention was 
the vehicle safety ratings by body style. Each body style had some models 
that qualified for the maximum vehicle safety discount of 40%. Contrary to 
some of  the media coverage, very few SUV models qualified for the 
maximum vehicle safety discount. 
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The following table provides a distribution of the vehicle safety discounts 
applicable to the medical and personal injury protections premiums. 

Vehicle Safety Discounts for 2000 Models 
Body Style 40% 30% 20% 
2-door cars 6 models 23 models 51 models 
4-door cars 24 22 62 
2-wd pickups 5 12 9 
4-wd pickups 3 12 8 
Station wagons 2 14 4 
SUV's 3 30 24 
Vans 1 l 9 11 

The feedback we have received from consumers has been very positive and 
underscores consumers' interest in vehicle safety when purchasing vehicles. 
Each of the major auto manufacturers has been in contact with us to review 
the claims experience for the vehicles they produce. This has prompted 
some very healthy discussions about ways to further improve vehicle safety. 

As a brief example, roughly two-thirds of all injuries involve neck sprains 
and strains. This amounts to billions of dollars of treatments for neck 
injuries each year. The federal standards for head restraints have not been 
updated in over 30 years. Some manufacturers have developed safer head 
restraints that are showing positive results in our data analysis. The National 
Highway Traffic Safety Administration (NHTSA) is now considering a 
proposed rule change for head restraints. [3] 

Using these data mining techniques we hope to work with manufacturers, 
NHTSA, and others to promote vehicle safety to reduce injuries in 
automobile accidents while at the same time better matching rates to risks. 

Dangerous Intersections 

The screeching of tires, followed by the sound of  metal smashing metal, 
happens on average every ! I seconds at an intersection somewhere in the 
United States. A significant number of them are deadly. The National 
Safety Council reported 8,514 fatal crashes at intersections in 1999. [4] 
Roughly one-third of all injury accidents occur at intersections. Rear-end 
collisions are the most frequent at intersections because vehicles often are 
required to stop. Side-impact collisions are also a common event with 
frontal collisions being less prevalent at intersections. 

Taking advantage of our terabytes of  data and data mining tools, we sought 
to identify the most dangerous intersections in the United States and Ontario. 
Unlike traditional traffic engineering studies, which focus on the number of  
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vehicles passing through intersections, this study mines the insurance data in 
order to focus on driver behaviors and places greater emphasis on safety- 
driven solutions to intersection problems. We used the data mining tools to 
sort through every claim, determining where each one happened, and to add 
them street by street. Our initial analysis counted all accidents the same, 
whether they were fatal or just fender-benders. We have now developed a 
crash severity index that considers two levels of property damage severity 
and the presence of injuries in the crash. A two-year period (1999 and 2000) 
was utilized. The claims were adjusted to a common baseline using the 
company's percentage of vehicles insured by area. 

In June 2001 the company released the latest results of this analysis for the 
ten most crash-prone intersections in the United States. Separate lists were 
created for 38 states, the District of Columbia, and Ontario. The national top 
ten list is displayed in Exhibit 9. 

The Company offers grants up to $120,000 per intersection to the 
communities on the national list and up to $20,000 per intersection to 
municipalities on state lists to fund engineering studies and low-cost 
improvements. Roughly 100 grants have been issued for approximately $2.4 
million in the first phase of  this program. The second phase will make 
another $5 million available for studies and improvements at intersections 
on the new lists. Some of  the recommendations have been as follows: 

• Add traffic signals and/or improve location of existing signals 

• Install better traffic signal timing to prevent rear-end collisions 

• Designate left tum-only lanes and allow only protected left turns 

• Improve visibility of signals by making them brighter and larger 

• Provide larger street signs 

• Give pedestrians more time to cross 

• Install skid-resistant pavement 

• Improve lighting at intersections 

• Relocate driveways that are too close to intersections 
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It is too early to claim success, but there is early evidence that the number 
of crashes has been reduced at locations where intersection design 
improvements were implemented as a result of safety studies we funded. 
Using these data mining techniques, we hope to work with traffic safety 
officials and others to make our intersections safer while at the same time 
providing valuable information in matching rates to risk. 

Child Safety 

Motor vehicle crashes remain the leading cause of death and disability in the 
United States for children over the age of one. In an effort to improve this 
situation, my company has partnered with The Children's Hospital of 
Philadelphia to do a comprehensive investigation of how and why children 
are injured or killed in crashes. This study is the largest single research 
project in the country devoted exclusively to pediatric motor vehicle injury. 

Partners for Child Passenger Safety is led by a multidisciplinary research 
team of intemationaUy recognized experts in medicine, biomechanics, 
engineering, health education, advocacy and behavioral science. While the 
study is on-going, preliminary findings have already been published in some 
prestigious and scientific journals including the Journal of the American 
Medical Association. [5] 

The Partners study is unprecedented in size and scope. The study uses crash 
database analysis in conjunction with in-depth telephone interviews, near 
real time on-site crash investigations, and computer crash simulations. The 
study is examining the entire range of crash and injury severity, from the 
most minor to the most severe. That helps to explain why children are 
injured in some crashes but not in others. 

The following are some preliminary findings regarding the injuries children 
are sustaining: 

• Sixty-four percent of significant injuries sustained by children are to 
the head (8% face, 6% neck/back/spine, 8% upper extremity, 6% 
abdomen, 5% lower extremity, and 3% chest). 

• Fifteen percent of children come into contact with something in the 
vehicle. 

• Forty percent made contact with the back of the seat in front of the 
child (34% with the door, window, or side panel; 20% with broken 
glass; 15% with a loose object in the vehicle; 13% with the dashboard 
or windshield; and 13% made contact with another occupant). 
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The following are some preliminary findings about why children are injured: 

• Children not restrained are three times more likely to sustain 
significant injury 

• Eighty-two percent of  car seats are being misused in some way 
ranging from minor misuse such as not being tightly fastened to gross 
misuse such as not even being attached to the vehicle 

• Eighty-three percent of  children between the ages of  4 and 8 are 
inappropriately restrained in adult seat belts 

• Sixteen percent of  children age 12 and under are inappropriately 
seated in the vehicle front seat 

• Thirty percent of  infants are incorrectly turned forward facing in their 
car seat before age one 

Exhibit 10 shows that children in seat belts were 3.5 times more likely to 
suffer a significant injury in a crash than children in car seats or booster 
seats. In particular, children in seat belts were 4 times more likely to suffer 
significant head injury than those in car or booster seats. It is clear that 
premature graduation to adult seat belts places young children at risk. 

There is hope that the Partners for Child Passenger Safety project will 
produce recommendations that will significantly reduce deaths and injuries 
to children in auto accidents. 

Teenage Drivers 

Traffic safety for teenage drivers is a major health problem that has received 
far too little attention. Automobile crashes are the number one killer of  
young people between age 15 and 20. Over 6,000 teenagers die every year 
in traffic accidents and another 600,000 are injured. Per mile traveled, teen 
drivers have the highest crash risk of any age group. 

Our data mart contains valuable information on millions of teenage drivers. 
We have been able to mine this insurance data in the development and 
support of  programs aimed at the teenage driver problem. In cooperation 
with the American Driver and Traffic Education Association, we have 
developed and experimented with a new program aimed at an 
agent/parent/driver team to focus on gaining experience and having a safe 
attitude. 

The agent/parent/driver team program is called Steer Clear TM and is aimed at 
two powerful deterrents to auto crashes: experience and attitude. Experience 
comes with time, practice, and exposure to a variety of  driving situations. 
Attitude comes with being patient, not being aggressive or taking unsafe 
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risks, and not becoming distracted. The program provides a period in which 
driving is supervised during the safest hours of  the day under controlled 
circumstances, allowing young drivers to gain experience under safer 
conditions. The program includes an 11-minute video, a magazine, and 
requires the teen driver to complete a pre-trip and post-trip log for 30 trips of 
at least 15 minutes each. Supervised trips are also logged by the passenger. 
The trips are to cover a variety of driving experiences in varying weather 
conditions including every-day trips to work or school, running errands, 
social trips with passengers, nighttime trips, dusk/dawn trips, and highway 
trips. Upon completion of the program there is a quiz and a personal 
meeting with their insurance agent. Although not mandatory, the program 
also offers a parent/driver agreement form. 

We are carefully mining the data that has come from this experiment. As 
shown in Exhibit 11, the preliminary results are encouraging. Teenagers 
completing the Steer Clear program have roughly a 20% better claim 
frequency at each age level. 

Using these data mining techniques, we hope to refine these teenage driver 
programs to save as many lives and prevent as many injuries as possible. In 
the process we are providing a ratemaking tool to better match rates to risk 
as those completing the program receive a substantial discount. 

Conclusion 

Today's technology provides us better access to data and better data mining 
tools than ever before. These tools are extremely valuable in our quest to 
match rates to risk in accordance with our ratemaking principles and 
standards of practice. However, we can go beyond that to use these tools to 
promote safety for one of the most dangerous things the typical person does 
on a regular basis. This paper has discussed how one company is using this 
technology to mine insurance data to both promote traffic safety and better 
match rates to risk. Four examples were discussed including vehicle safety, 
dangerous intersections, child passenger safety, and teenage driver safety. 

I hope that this paper has provided helpful information about how 
technology is changing the way actuaries make rates and has challenged you 
to find ways in which actuaries can be of further benefit to society as a 
whole. The value and recognition of our profession will be significantly 
enhanced if we wisely use our skills, data, and technology to promote 
financial soundness, equity, availability, and safety. 
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Photo of  the Data M a r t  

Exhibi t  I 

~.~. 

This  photo shows some of  the cabinets  that  house the processors  and 
disk s torage  units of  the SP2 da ta  mar t .  Each disk cab ine t  contains  
d r a w e r s  of  disc dr ives  where  the da ta  is s tored.  In the event a disk  fails, 
the offending d isk  can be swapped  out  and  re loaded  f rom a backup ,  
no rma l ly  with no d i s rup t ion  to the person using the system. The  
processor  cabinets  conta in  the processors ,  memory ,  and  local d isk  for 
the ope ra t ing  system. The  processors  a re  g rouped  into modules  for easy 
access and rep lacement .  A s t a n d a r d  RS/6000 works ta t ion  is at the 
cen te r  of the SP2 da ta  mar t  managemen t  system. It is the focal point  
for  systems admin i s t r a t ion .  Each a c t u a r y ' s  works ta t ion  is connected  to 
the da ta  m a r t  t h rough  the c o m p a n y ' s  network.  
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Main Data Mart Menu 

Exhibit 2 
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This is the main menu that actuaries use to access the data mart. 
Various buttons have been created to provide the actuary a means to 
quickly and flexibly download the data needed to do ratemaking 
analyses and to conduct data mining research. 
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Illustration of the Data Menu for Limits 
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It is common for actuaries to review data by limit of coverage when 
doing ratemaking analysis. This menu provides the actuary a means to 
quickly and flexibly download data from the data mart by limit for 
various analyses. Similar menus were constructed for other 
information that is frequently needed for ratemaking such as size of 
claim, catastrophe experience, age of driver, vehicle usage, accident and 
conviction records, make and model of vehicle, deductibles, geographic 
areas, and miscellaneous vehicles. 
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Illustration of the Data Menu for Loss Triangles 
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it is common for actuaries to sort various claim and claim expense data 
into loss triangles. This menu provides the actuary a means to quickly 
and flexibly download data from the data mart for various analyses. 
Similar menus were constructed for other frequently used ratemaking 
applications such as premium, loss, and expense trends. 
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Exhibi t  5 

Illustration of Using Pivot Tables 
,Idll [ ~  . . . . . . . . . .  -- ..,.,~ .1|1.1 

J 

.... 817 - --~"--~] . . . . . . .  

A O C D E 
I st=e i ~ f i  -[ 
2 Co~raqe L ~  
3 Driver's A~e I ( A , ) ~  
4 D ~ S  Gender(All) "t 

WhJc~ use  l ( ~ q  "t 
5 Make of iehlcleii~J~ ) °t 

"7 :ModelYear | [ A i r )  __ .~ 
8 
9 Data .[Totad - Z 
I 0 Ei~rned Premlurd $1.783.904 
11~ Earned Cars c~ 14,944[ 
12 C~aim Frequen 47.8 = 
|~:O~m SeverJ~l] $,.4a3 l 
14  Pure Premium I S68"49l 
i5  ~Loss Ratio / 574[ 
15 
17 

1 9  

25 
25 

R~dy 

F G H I J K -:  

| 

This pivot  table  has been popula ted  with deta i led in format ion  for seven 
var iab les  f rom the da ta  mar t .  These seven var iab les  a re  state,  coverage,  
d r i v e r ' s  age, d r i v e r ' s  gender ,  vehicle use, make  of  vehicle, and  the 
model  year .  These  var iables  can be selected in any combina t ion  desired.  
Fo r  example ,  for  the " s ta te"  but ton,  the ac tua ry  can select a specific 
s ta te  or  any  combina t ion  of  states. The same is t rue  for each of  the 
seven var iables .  Once  a selection is made  for each of  the var iables ,  the 
pivot  table  provides  six da ta  elements.  Any var iab le  or  da t a  e lement  in 
the da ta  m a r t  can be put  into this type of  pivot  table.  

This  tool is p r i m a r i l y  used for exp lo ra to ry  da ta  analysis,  i t  provides  a 
means  to quickly  sort ,  fil ter,  and  summar i ze  da ta  with the click of a few 
buttons.  The  d imens iona l i ty  and flexibili ty of  the analysis  is l imited only 
by the creat iveness  of  the ac tua ry  and the credib i l i ty  of  the data .  
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Exhibit 6 
Page 1 

Identifying Significant Risk Characteristics in the Data Mart, 
A Step-Wise Regression Approach 

Identify the target variable you wish to predict. In identit3ing significant 
risk characteristics in an insurance environment, this might be claim 
frequency, loss ratio, or pure premium. 

Transform the target variable in order to facilitate the predictions. When 
dealing with characteristics and insurance performance of individual 
exposure units, a large percentage of the observations will have a frequency, 
loss ratio, or pure premium value of zero. The purpose of this target variable 
transformation is to make the variable more Normally distributed, and 
improve the model predictions over the entire range of values. Examples 
might involve logarithms or roots, tbr example: (1.00 + square root of  loss 
ratio). 

Search the available information about the exposure units loaded onto the 
data mart - sources might include any available internal insurance statistical 
data files based upon the company's own data collection, both before and 
after the risks were insured, as well as demographic information obtained 
from external sources, and consumer report information. 

Explore the available data items for quality and usability as independent 
variables - consider missing or invalid values, extreme values, and accuracy 
of coding. Sometimes it helps to review relationships to the target variable 
based upon univariate analysis. 

Develop derived variables that are relationships between two variables or 
derivatives of  single variables. A simple example is that the birth year could 
be used to derive the age of the applicant during each calendar year. 

Derive meaningful intervals for some variables. For example, it might be 
useful to divide applicants into several different age intervals, instead of 
keeping all of  the different integer values of age. Sometimes this is a good 
way to deal with missing and extreme values. 

In this manner, a pool of candidate risk characteristics (independent 
variables) is developed. It is not unusual to inch, de hundreds of risk 
characteristics in the pool of candidates. 
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Exhibit 6 
Page 2 

Identifying Significant Risk Characteristics in the Data Mart, 
A Step-Wise Regression Approach 

Next, a step-wise multivariate regression analysis might proceed as follows: 

All of the candidate variables are tested, and the one which explains the 
greatest amount of variation in the (transformed) target variable is selected 
as the first independent variable. 

Next, all of  the remaining candidate variables are tested, assuming that the 
first independent variable will also be used. The one that explains the most 
variation in the target variable, above and beyond what is explained by the 
first variable alone, is selected as the second variable. 

This process is repeated. Tests are performed to determine whether some 
previously added variables should be deleted, since, for example, two 
selected independent variables might be highly correlated. Correlations are 
determined after each step. Various statistical tests are performed to help 
determine whether each variable is a significant contributor. 

Eventually, adding more variables does not significantly improve prediction 
of the dependent target variable. 
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Exhibit 7 

An Iterative Multivariate Rate Factor Analysis Procedure 

Let X, = indicated rate factor for the x variable, i ~" class 
Yj = indicated rate factor for the y variable, j "  class 
Zk = indicated rate factor for the z variable, k a' class 
L,jk = losses in the ijk t~' cell from the data mart 
P,jk - premium in the ijk ~h cell from the data mart 

Note: For ease o f  illustration, this exhibit assumes a three variable analysis ol 
multiplicative related variables. The process is the same for additional variables 
and can be modified for other than multiplicative relationships. 

In the iterative process: 

XI~ = X, '.2 l-.k ".2 [-,pk 
i / ijk 

X.2 P,;k "'S P,lk 
i ijk 

yI j  = YI ".2 [-,3k / ,,.2 l..k 
j / iJk 

v p,,~ E P.k 
j ijk 

Elk = Zk ".2 [-:jk / Z l.,jt 
k / ijk 

E P,j~ V P,~k 
k ijk 

Repeat the process replacing X L, for X,, Y~j for Yj, ZIk for Zk and 

R e p l a c i n g  Pijk w i th  Pi.lk X I i " y I j  . Zlk 

X, Y~ Zk 

Repeat the process until the indications stabilize. 
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Exhibit 8 

Vehicle Safety Discount 

54 Models Received the Maximum Discount for Model Year 2000* 

Acura RL 4 door model 

Audi A4 4-door model 

Audi A6 4-door and Station Wagon 

BMW 528i, 540L 740i, 750i, M5 4 door models 

Chevrolet Corvette 2dr and Convertible models 

Chevrolet Express 2500 and 3500 Vans 

Chevrolet Silverado 2500 4wd pickup 

Chevrolet Silverado 3500 2wd and 4wd pickups 

Chevrolet Suburban C1500 and KIS00 SUV's 

Chrysler Town and Country Van 

Dodge B2500 Ram Van/Wagon 

Dodge Ram 3500 2wd pickup 

Ford Eeonoline El50, E250, and E350 vans 

Ford F150 4wd pickup 

Ford F250 and F350 2wd pickups 

GMC Savana 1500, 2500, and 3500 vans 

GMC Sierra 1500 2wd pickup 

GMC Yukon XL CI500 SUV 

Infiniti Q45 4-door model 

Jaguar S-type, VDP, X J8, X JR 4-door models 

Jaguar XK8 and XKR 2-door models 

Lexus GS 300, GS 400, and LS 400 4-door models 

Mercedes-Benz E320, E430, and E55 AMG 4-door models 

Pontiac Montana van 

SAAB 9-3 Convertible 

SAAB 9-3 and 9-5 4-door models 

Volvo C70 Convertible 

Volvo $40, $70, and $80 4-door models 

Volvo V70 Station Wagon 

• Medical Payments and Personal Injury Protection Coverage Premiums Discounted 40% 
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T o p  10 Most  D a n g e r o u s  Intersect ions  

Exhibit 9 

1. Pembroke Pines, Fla 

2. Philadelahia. Penn. 

3 Philadelphta, Penn. 

4. Phoenix. Ariz. 

5. Tulsa, Okla 
6. Tulsa. Okla. 
7 Phoenix Ariz 
8. Piano. "rex. 
9. Metaine, La 

10. Sacramento. Calif. 

l[sIl,l[':. I I [ a l  I 

Flamingo Road and Pines Boulevard 

Red Lion Road and Roosevelt 
Boulevard 

Grant Avenue and Roosevelt Boulevard 

7 ~ Street and Bell Road 

51 St Street and Memorial Drive 
71 = Street and Memorial Drive 
19 th Avenue and Northern Avenue 
State Highway 121 and Preston Road 
Clearview Parkway and Veterans 
Memorial Boulevard 
Fair Oaks Boulevard and Howe Avenue 

~ll[,[aiRr;F:F1 
2568 

2317 

2204 
2089 

2000 
1995 
1975 
1937 
1925 

1912 

* The danger index is determined by the number of crashes at various 
intersections, how many of those crashes involved injury, and the 
severity of those crashes, it is adjusted to account for the percentage of 
vehicles insured by the Company in areas where the intersections are 
located. 
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Child Passenger Safety 

Exhibit 10 

Premature Graduation To Seat Belts 
Places Young Children At Risk 
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Sea t  Belt~ 

S e a t  Belt~ 

Car S e a t /  

B o o s t e r  

Any Significant Injury 

Car S e a t /  
. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .  B o o s t e r  . . . . . . .  

Significant Head Injury 
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Teenage  Drivers 

Exhibit 1 ! 

Percentage Reduction In Claim Frequency of 
Those Completing the Steer Clear Program, 

Among Different Age Categories 
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Dependence Models and the Portfolio Effect 
Donald Mango, FCAS and James Sandor, ACAS 

American Re-Insurance 

Abstract 

This paper describes efforts to estimate the "portfolio effect" - -  the diversification benefit 
from assembling a portfolio - by simulating the implied portfolio-level capital safety 
standard for various contract-level capital safety standards. The results showed that 
apparently aggressive contract-level capital standards still implied conservative 
portfolio-level capital safety standards. Taken at face value, this would have had a 
dramatic impact on pricing decisions. 

However, the method used to generate the simulated contract outcomes - -  the Normal 
copula - -  was found to generate asymptotically independent tail samples, thus 
understating the tail of the portfolio outcome distribution. Tail-based risk measures 
were, therefore, understated as well. 

This provides compelling evidence why actuaries must utilize alternative 
dependence models beyond the Normal copula. 

Key words: dependence models, Normal copula, portfolio effect, capital allocation. 

Acknowledgements: The authors wish to thank the Ratemaking Committee reviewers, Dave 
Clark and Dan Heyer for valuable editorial assistance, The original study was performed with 
the assistance of Pete James, Seth Shenghit and Mike Belfatti. The views expressed are those 
of the authors and not American Re-Insurance. All remaining errors are the authors' 
responsibility. 
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Dependence Models and the Portfolio Effect 
Donald Mango, FCAS and James Sandor, ACAS 

American Re-Insurance 

1. Introduction 

Many re-insurers assess the price of their business using some form of contract-level 
capital allocation - -  e.g., ruin threshold, marginal standard deviation, expected 
policyholder deficit ("EPD") [1], or tail conditional expectation ("TCE") [4]. Practical 
application of any of these capital measures in contract pricing requires (i) stochastically 
modeled contract outcome distributions, and (ii) a selected "safety standard" for that risk 
measure (e.g., 99 ~ percentJle for ruin threshold). The more stringent the safety 
standard, the more capital will be allocated. But what contract safety standard should a 
company use? And what portfolio safety standard does that contract-level standard 
imply? In other words, what is the "portfol io effect" - -  the diversification benefit of 
writing a contract as a part of a large portfolio rather than on its own? 

This paper presents results of a simulation study of the relationship between contract- 
level safety standards and the implied portfolio safety standard for the expected 
policyholder deficit and ruin threshold risk measures. The study uses a simulation model 
of a portfolio of reinsurance contracts programmed in the S-Plus language 1. 

Using a standard technique for generating a multivariate log-Normal sample with 
correlation - -  the "Normal copula" - -  across a reasonable range of inputs, apparently 
aggressive contract-level safety standards roll up to prudent portfolio-level safety 
standards. Similarly, more conservative contract-level safety standards roll up to 
extremely conservative portfolio safety standards. 

Taken at face value, these results challenge popular thinking about reinsurance pricing 
using capital allocation, as the portfolio effect is greater than anticipated. However, upon 
deeper analysis, it appears the effect may be overstated due to limitations in the 
dependence modeling implicit in the Normal copula. In other words, an accepted 
"standard" actuarial simulation technique understated the tail of the portfolio outcome 
distribution. Tail-based risk measures were, therefore, understated as well. 

This provides compelling evidence why actuaries must utilize alternative 
dependence models beyond the Normal copula. 

This paper proceeds through six additional sections. Section 2 presents an overview of 
the study. Section 3 provides details of the study, and Section 4 describes in depth all 
the calculations for a single example iteration of the study. Section 5 explains the results 

' The results of the study in Excel pivot tables, as well as the S-Plus script file (program), will be posted 
on the CAS website. 
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of the study. Section 6 addresses the concept of dependence modeling. Section 7 gives 
conclusions. 

2. Overview of the Study 

This study was prompted by efforts at American Re to calculate risk-based capital 
amounts for individual contracts. The methods tested were expected policyholder deficit 
("EPD") and ruin threshold. To calculate contract capital using a particular method, a 
contract-level safety standard is needed. An EPD standard based in part on A.M Best 
information was available at the portfolio level, and there were several popular 
anecdotal ruin thresholds (e.g., 99 th percentile). 

Clearly the portfolio-level standard would be too conservative to use at the contract 
level, due to diversification - -  the elusive portfolio effect. But how much should the 
standard be relaxed at the contract level? And is there any way to tie the selected 
contract standard to the portfolio standard? In order to make an informed decision, and 
to test the assumptions, we conducted the simulation study described below. 

The results were surprising and contrary to our expectations. Because of the 
widespread use of similar techniques in re-insurance (and some primary insurance), we 
felt it would be beneficial to put the details and results of the study into the public 
domain, tt is our hope that this study will prompt deeper discussion about choices of a 
dependence model with respect to diversification and capital allocation. 

3. Details of the Study 

The impact of these four variables was studied: 

A. Individual contract expected loss 
B. Aggregate portfolio standard deviation 
C. Inter-contract correlation measure 
D. Contract-level risk measure standard 

For each iteration of the simulation, we selected a value for each of these variables. 

A. Individual Contract Expected Loss 
We modeled the portfolio as comprised of identical contracts of various expected loss 
amounts. We tested seven different individual contract expected loss amounts: 

$5M, $10M, $15M, $25M, $50M, $75M, and $100M 

We assumed the entire portfolio of contracts had a total expected loss of $1 Bill ion. 
Given that amount, the choice of an average contract size determines how many 
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contracts of that size make up the portfolio. For example, there would be two hundred 
$5M contracts, one hundred $10M contracts, etc. 

B, Aggregate Portfolio Standard Deviation 
We tested aggregate portfolio coefficients of variation ("CV's") of 0.29, 0.32, and 0.36. 
We considered these to be reasonable values for the overall portfolio variability. Given 
the $1B total expected loss, these CV's determined the portfolio standard deviation. 

C. /nter-contract Correlation Measure 
We tested three different inter-contract correlation levels for input to the multivariate 
Normal copula: 15%, 20%, and 25%. Since the process involves generating Normal 
samples, then exponentiating these to derive log-Normal samples, these measures in 
fact represent the correlation between the log of the contract outcomes. We assumed 
this correlation was constant between all contracts. 

D. Contract-/evel Risk Measure Standard 
We tested the following levels for EPD and ruin threshold: 

EPD: 20%, 15%, 10%, 7.5%, and 5% 
Ruin: 15%, 12.5%, 10%, 7.5%, and 5% 

Contract Loss Distributions 
Given: 

A. Contract Expected Loss (hence number of contracts), 
B. Aggregate Portfolio Standard Deviation, and 
C. Inter-contract Correlation, 

individual contract variance is uniquely defined. Aggregate portfolio variance is the sum 
over the entire covariance matrix. The diagonal elements of the covariance matrix are 
the individual contract variance (assumed constant). Each off-diagonal element is the 
individual contract variance multiplied by the inter-contract correlation (assumed 
constant). Thus, for N contracts, 

Contract Variance = v 
Aggregate Portfolio Variance = V 
Inter-contract correlation = p 

V = N v  + p N ( N  - 1 ) v  = v [ N  + p N ( N  - 1)] 
v= V / [N+  pN(N- 1)] 

We assumed a log-Normal distribution for the individual contracts, because it is a 
skewed distribution that represents aggregate contract loss distributions reasonably 
well. It is also straightforward to generate correlated log-Normal samples using the 
multivariate Normal distribution. We determined the/J and a parameters for the log- 
Normal using moment matching. 
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Contract-level Capital 
For each iteration, we selected a Total Asset amount A for each contract, based on 
either EPD or ruin threshold. For example, a ruin threshold of 99% (1% ruin probability) 
for a log-Normal distribution with known parameters is simply the 99 th percentile of that 
distribution. This amount would be A. 

A is composed of premium and capital. For purposes of the study, we assumed the 
premium amount was the individual contract expected loss amount, implying contract 
capital C = A - ELL]. 

Implied Portfolio Caoita/ 
The implied portfolio capital is the sum of the calculated individual contract capital 
amounts. The portfolio expected loss is the sum of individual contract expected loss 
amounts. The sum of these two items gives the portfolio asset amount. In order to 
determine what risk measure standard this total asset amount corresponds to, we 
needed to determine an aggregate portfolio loss distribution. We did this using 
simulation. 

Using the/.t and a parameters and the selected inter-contract correlation, we generated 
5,000 samples from a multivariate Normal distribution with the number of variables 
equal to the implied number of contracts. Log-Normal samples were then created by 
exponentiating the generated Normal samples. For each iteration, the sum of these log- 
Normal sampled loss amounts is the simulated portfolio total loss. 

The 5,000 iterations produce an empirical portfolio aggregate loss distribution. We could 
then calculate the risk measures using this distribution. Portfolio ruin probability is 
estimated as the number of iterations where portfolio loss exceeded the total portfolio 
assets divided by the total number of iterations. Portfolio EPD is the expected value of 
the amount by which portfolio loss exceeded the total assets. 

4. Detailed Explanation of an Example iteration 

This section provides details of a single example iteration of the study. As stated above, 
for each set of simulations we selected a different scenario from each of four variables: 

A. Contract Expected Loss (7 possibilities) 
B. Aggregate portfolio standard deviation (3) 
C. Inter-contract correlation (3) 
D. Contract-level risk measure standard (5) 

In the actual study, the simulation was repeated 315 times (7 x 3 x 3 x 5). For this 
example, we will select one value from each of the above variables. 
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A. Contract Expected Loss 
In this case, we will use $10M as our individual contract expected loss. Since we are 
keeping our aggregate expected loss fixed ($1B), this individual contract expected loss 
implies 100 contracts. 

B. Aclclreqate portfolio standard deviation 
We used different CV scenarios to come up with our implied aggregate portfolio 
standard deviation. Here we will use a 0.32 CV, which implies an overall portfolio 
standard deviation of $320M. 

C.. Inter-contract correlation 
For this example we will use 0.20. We already have the first moment of our individual 
contract loss distribution by assumption ($10M). Our selection of inter-contract 
correlation, combined with our assumption with respect to aggregate portfolio standard 
deviation, implies a unique second moment for our individual contract loss distribution. 

Contract Variance = v 
Aggregate Portfolio Variance = V= (320M) = 
Inter-contract correlation = p = 0.20 
Number of Contracts = N = 100 

V =  N v  + p N ( N -  1)v = v[N + pN(N  - 1)] 
(320M)= = v[ (100)  + (0 .20) (100) (99) ]  
v = ( 320M)  = I (2080)  
v = (7 .016M)  z 

An intuitive way to visualize this is to picture our 100 x 100 covariance matrix, which 
represents our entire portfolio of contracts. By assumption, the sum of this matrix must 
add up to (320M) 2. In the case of independence, only the diagonal of our covariance 
matrix would be populated and our individual contract variance would simply be equal to 
Vl N. As we increase the correlation, the variance along the diagonal becomes diluted 
as we spread more and more of the total variance to the off-diagonal cells in our matrix. 
The pN(N- 1) term in the above expression represents the strength of this dilution. 

D. Contract Loss Distributions 
Our individual contracts have an expected loss of $10M with a variance of (7.016M) =. 
This implies a contract coefficient of variation of 0.7016. Since we are assuming a log- 
Normal distribution for individual contracts, we can solve for the a parameter by using 
the following relationship. 

CV =~e  ~ - I  

cr = x / I n ( C V  2 + l )  
(1) 

where CV is the coefficient of variation. 
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The o" parameter for our contracts is the square root of In[(0,7016) 2 + 1] which is equal 
to 0.6327. Similarly, we can solve for the/~ parameter using the following relationship. 

(: /  
E [ L ]  = e "+Y 

0. 2 

I t  = l n ( E [ L ] )  - - -  

2 

(2) 

where E[L] is the expected loss. 

For our example, we know the expected loss is $10M and we know ~ris equal to 
0.6327. This implies 

p = In($10M)-(0.5)(0.6327) 2 = 15.918. 

Contract-level risk measure and safety standard 
We'll examine the above individual contract at a 10% expected policyholder deficit. A 
similar exercise can be performed for probability of ruin. We will take this result for the 
individual contract, and multiply it by the number of contracts in our portfolio to get total 
implied capital for our portfolio. 

The deficit (D) for a given contract with a certain amount of assets (A) allocated to it, 
and an uncertain loss amount (X) can be defined as: 

X o A  X > A 
D= X<_A 

If f(x) is the density function for the loss variable X, then the expectation of the deficit, D, 
is: 

0o 

E(D)= fD. f(x)doc 

A 

= + I(x- 
Q A 

= S(x - A)f(xldx 
A 

go 

A A 
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A A 

o o A 

= e ( x ) -  E ( X  ^ A) 

where E(X^A) is the expected value of X, limited to A. 

Typically, the expected deficit is expressed as a percent of expected loss, E(X). This 
gives us: 

E P D %  - E ( X )  - E ( X  ^ A) 

F.(X) 

- I  E(X^A) 
E ( X )  

(4) 

For our specific example we have an EPD percent of 10% and the log-Normal 
parameters of our individual contract loss distribution/1 and a are 15.918 and 0.6327, 
respectively. We need to solve for A, individual contract assets. This can be determined 
either via simulation or through numerical methods. In our case, A is equal to 
approximately $16.2M. 

Implied Portfolio Capital and Safety standard 
Continuing our example, assuming we write 100 identical $10M contracts, the implied 
portfolio capital would be 100 x $16.2M or $1.62B. The final question is, "How 'safe' is 
the portfolio?" 

To create the distribution of losses for our portfolio, we simulated from a multivariate 
Normal distribution using our individual contract parameters and the selected correlation 
p, in this case 20%. In this example, since we have 100 contracts, each iteration of the 
simulation produces a vector of length 100. This vector is exponentiated, then summed. 
This procedure is repeated 5000 times to produce the loss distribution for our portfolio. 

Using this loss distribution for the portfolio, it is a simple exercise to solve for EPD% in 
the above expression using A = $1.62B. For our example, using the simulation results 
from the study, this was equal to 0.0067 or 0.67%. 
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5. Results o f  t h e  S t u d y  

Pivot Table of Results 
Given the number of dimensions in motion here (four), the best way to assess the 
results is with a pivot table. A Microsoft Excel 97 file with pivot tables of results for ruin 
threshold and EPD is posted on the CAS website (www.casact.orq). The pivot table 
allows the user to select aggregate portfolio CV and inter-contract correlation values. 
The tables then display contract expected loss down the column, and contract-level risk 
measure across the row. The table itself shows the resulting portfolio risk measure. 

Tables 1 - 6 show the EPD and ruin threshold results for selected aggregate portfolio 
CV's and inter-contract correlation values. 

S-Plus Script 
S-Plus is a statistical programming environment produced by Insightful Software 
(www.insi.qhfful.com). The S language was first developed by Bell Labs. S-Plus is used 
extensively in the statistical community. It is a vector-based language with substantial 
statistical and simulation capabilities. It handles large amounts of data well, and runs 
large-scale simulations quickly. The script file is also on the CAS website for others to 
use or modify and extend the analysis. 

Implications 
For a range of reasonable input assumptions, aggressive contract-level safety 
standards (e.g., 10% EPD) appear to roll up to prudent portfolio-level safety standards. 
Similarly, more conservative contract-level safety standards (e.g., 1% EPD) roll up to 
extremely conservative portfolio safety standards. 

For example, if the company wished to hold capital commensurate with an A rating 
(roughly corresponding to an EPD of 0.5%), they could use the study results to support 
contract safety standards anywhere from 5.0% to 10.0% Similar examples could be 
found using ruin threshold. The implications of implementing such contract safety 
standards in pricing are dramatic. These results were far from those expected by 
underwriters and pricing actuaries. They were also far from the standard in use at the 
time of the study (1% EPD). Implementing even the most conservative standard - -  5% 
EPD - -  would have represented a dramatic shift. 

Whenever indications deviate dramatically from current figures, both sets are called into 
question. The same phenomenon occurred here; the divergence of indications from 
current values led us to backtrack and analyze each component step in the simulation 
study. The range of input assumptions held up under further review. However, the 
seemingly innocuous choice of simulation method did not. 
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6. Dependence Modeling 

As described previously, our approach to generating multivariate log-Normal samples 
relied upon the Normal copula and linear correlation. This approach qualifies as de facto 
"standard practice" for many simulation exercises carried out by North Amedcan 
actuaries. We are familiar with the multivariate Normal distribution and linear correlation 
from our exam syllabus, and software products to generate samples from this 
distribution are widely available (e.g., Microsoft Excel with @Risk, S-Plus). That makes 
it familiar and convenient, but is it any good? Does it produce appropriate results? 

Risk and capital measures focus on the tails of distributions, so simulation techniques 
should reasonably model aggregation risk as reflected in the tail of the portfolio 
distribution. We relied on the Normal copula to model that risk. Our results were to a 
large extent a function of the mechanics of the Normal copula and its implicit 
dependence model. 

The concept of stochastic dependence measures is not on the North American actuarial 
syllabus yet. Correlation is, but correlation is only one measure from this broader and 
more general class. Quoting Embrechts et al [2]: 

"Some of the confusion [surrounding correlation] may arise from the literary use of the 
word to cover any notion of dependence. To a mathematician correlation is only one 
particular measure of stochastic dependence among many. It is the canonical measure 
in the world of multivariate normal distributions, and more generally for spherical and 
elliptical distributions. However, empirical research in finance and insurance shows that 
the distributions of the real world are seldom in this class." [2, p. 2] 

In other words, linear correlation completely describes the dependence relationship 
among the variables for the classes of elliptical and spherical distributions, of which the 
multivariate Normal is a member. However, most skewed distributions - including the 
log-Normal - are not members of these classes. So the dependence relationship 
between individual variables in a multivariate distribution from non-elliptical and non- 
spherical classes is not fully described by the linear correlation matrix. 

Asymptotic Tail Independence in the Normal Copula 
Of particular concern to actuaries performing simulation studies is the asymptotic tail 
independence of the Normal copula. Section 4.4 of Embrechts et al [2] discusses this at 
length. Summarizing their conclusions: 

"Thus the Gaussian [Normal] copula gives asymptotic independence, provided that p < 
1. Regardless of how high a correlation we choose, if we go far enough into the tail, 
extreme events appear to occur independently in each margin." [2, p.19] 

This is an alarming conclusion. Most actuarial risk measures focus on the tails. Any 
multivariate simulation exercise that systematically generates essentially independent 
tail samples will understate aggregate tail probabilities and, thus, understate the risk 
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measure• The very portion of the curve we are focusing on is not being modeled 
properly by this "familiar and convenient" method. 

A simple example will help reinforce this important concept. Figure 1 shows the plot of a 
5000 point sample generated from a bivariate Normal distribution with p = (12, 12), o = 
(0.5, 0.5), and correlation = 70%. 
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The sample correlation is 70.3%, showing the sample size is significant and the 
multivariate Normal generation algorithm is reasonably accurate. The correlation is also 
noticeable from the plot by the clustering of the points along the 45-degree line in an 
ellipsoid shape. 

Figure 2 shows the plot of the bivariate log-Normal sample generated from the Normal 
sample by exponentiating every point• What is immediately apparent visually is the 
divergence of the points away from the 45-degree line. The divergence appears to grow 
wider as the magnitude of the generated loss amounts increases. This demonstrates 
the asymptotic tail independence of the bivariate log-Normal distribution. 

Analytic measures of dependence fare no better. Apparently the simple act of 
exponentiating did not preserve the correlation, as the 70% sample correlation for the 
Normal sample drops to 64.3% for the log-Normal. Embrechts et al [2] explain why: 

"Linear correlation has the serious deficiency that it is not invariant under non-linear 
strictly increasing transformations." [2, Section 3.2] 

If we perform this demonstration using more variables, the impact of the tail 
independence would be even more pronounced. 

16 

x 10 6 
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Other Copulas 
Copulas are multivariate uniform-(0,1) distributions with a defined dependence 
relationship. Frees and Valdez [3] provide this definition: 

"To define a copula, begin as you might in a simulation study by considering p uniform 
(on the unit interval) random variables, ul, u2 ..... up. Here, p is the number of outcomes 
you wish to understand. Unlike many simulation applications, we do not assume that ul, 
u2 ..... up are independent; yet they may be related. This relationship is described 
through their joint distribution function 

C(u,.u, . . . . .  u,)=Pr(U, <u,,U2 <u 2 . . . . .  U. <u,). 

Here, we call the function C a copula." [3, p.2] 

If the multivariate distribution is continuous, the copula is unique. Per Embrechts et al 
[2], if it is unique, the copula can be interpreted as the dependence structure. Since the 
multivariate Normal is continuous, its copula is unique and, therefore, the dependence 
structure is unique and completely defined by the linear correlation. If we are using the 
Normal copula, there is no way to generate any more tail dependence than we have 
seen. The asymptotic tail independence is a fundamental characteristic of the Normal 
copula itself, and makes it a poor choice for many simulation studies. If actuaries want 
different dependence relationships, they must employ different copulas. 

Embrechts et al [2], Frees and Valdez [3] and Venter [5] discuss several promising 
alternative copulas. Many of the explanations are steeped in difficult statistical language 
that hampers the communication effort to broad actuarial audiences. To facilitate wider 
acceptance and use of these copulas in the North American actuadal community, 
actuaries need to become more familiar with alternative dependence measures. In 
addition, both algorithms and demonstration software need to be placed in the public 
domain. 

A/temafive Dependence Measures: other copulas require measures of dependence 
besides linear correlation: for example, rank correlation, Kendall's tau, and 
comonotonicity. See Embrechts et al [2] for an extensive discussion of these measures. 

North American actuaries need to understand these new measures, how they are 
calculated, how they might be estimated from insurance data, how they measure tail 
dependence in particular, and how they compare with correlation. Of perhaps primary 
importance is "plain English" translations of the often complex formulas, to help 
actuaries develop an intuitive comfort level. Also critical are techniques that evaluate the 
appropriateness of various copulas for the particular study. Venter [5] presents several 
measures focusing on tail dependence, which is relevant to risk and capital 
measurement. 

Algorithms and Software: Perhaps the Normal copula enjoys such widespread use in 
part because of its prevalence in so many software packages. Linear correlation can be 
calculated in a spreadsheet. Well-documented, widely available software 
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implementations of new dependence measures and copulas would substantially 
increase their use and facilitate further research. 

7. Conclusion 

This paper has presented compelling evidence for alternative dependence models to 
the Normal copula. Many of the listed references provide detailed explanations of these 
models, but often from a statistical perspective that is difficult for a broad audience to 
grasp. There is a need for publication of survey papers to translate these often difficult 
statistical concepts into terms accessible to a broader audience. Equally important is the 
need for public domain demonstration software, giving practical examples of the 
measurement and use of these methods. 
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Reinvent ing  Risk  Classification - A Set Theory. Approach  

Romel G. Salam 

Abstract 

Risk Classification represents one of the most important and controversial topics of actuarial science. It is 

covered broadly throughout the Casualty Actuarial Society's exam syllabus. The importance and 

persistence of this topic is also reflected in the long array of papers that permeate the casualty actuarial 

literature. Most of the recent work on Risk Classification has focused on automobile insurance coverage, 

which is principally responsible for bringing the issue into the public debate. However, Risk Classification 

impacts on all types of insurance coverage and has ramifications beyond the world of insurance. 

Risk Classification starts necessarily as a subjective process. The characteristics along which risks are 

delineated are intuitive at best. Traditional treatments of Risk Classification in the actuarial literature, in 

our view, do not provide the tools to move beyond intuition. In this paper, we will review the common 

definitions of Risk Classification by quickly glancing through two reference materials on the subject: the 

American Academy of Actuaries Risk Classification Statement of Principles [2] and Robert Finger's 

chapter on Risk Classification in the Foundations of Casualty Actuarial Science textbook [6]. Then, by 

building on the existing definitions, we will look to establish a more rigorous and consistent treatment of 

the subject. At the core of our treatment will be a non-traditional definition of the notion of class. We will 

borrow terminology from Set Theory ~ to help us in this endeavor. We will not only define more rigorously 

such concepts as homogeneity and separation but we will also integrate them into the very definition of 

Risk Classification. A method of Risk Classification will emerge as a natural byproduct of our definitions. 

This method, which may he described as what Venter [10, p. 345] terms a "credibility only" method, will 

provide an alternative to using arithmetic functions in Risk Classification schemes. To illustrate our newly 

I Familiarity with elementary Set Theory, although not required, is helpful in order to understand the 
material presented herein. For an introduction to Set Theory, see Gilberl and Gilbert [7]. 
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defined precepts of Risk Classification, we will construct a specific model using simulated observations. 

We will introduce a set of statistics that will allow us to make inferences about our model. Also, we will 

propose measures for assessing the relative efficiency of competing schemes and suggest procedures for 

validating a classification scheme. Finally, we hope that this paper will provide ideas to actuaries looking 

to build a Risk Classification scheme from scrap. 

Introduction 

Let us introduce an example where rates are being sought to provide professional liability coverage to 

actuaries. A classification scheme is proposed, which groups actuaries based on two criteria or 

classification variables: "area of practice" and "years of experience." "Area of practice" is subdivided into 

two (mutually exclusive) bands or risk characteristics: Life, Non-Life while "years of experience" is 

subdivided into two (mutually exclusive) bands: 10 or fewer, 11 or more. Four cells or sets of actuaries 

will emerge out of this arrangement: Life actuaries with 10 or fewer years of experience, Life actuaries 

with 11 or more years of experience, Non-Life actuaries with 10 or fewer years of experience, Non-Life 

actuaries with 11 or more years of experience. 

Why are we pooling actuanes into various cells in the first place? Couldn't we charge a single rate to all 

actuaries based on their combined experience7 Taking this approach, we would run the risk of charging the 

same rates to groups that have fundamentally different loss propensities 2. This would create subsidies 

across groups that carry both economic and social consequences. Conversely, are we to presume that 

actuaries across these cells have different loss propensities by virtue of our having separated them in this 

manner? Should we proceed to calculate rates for each cell based on its respective experience? Wouldn't 

we then run the risk of charging different rates to groups that essentially have the same loss propensity? 

This too might create subsidies with dire economic and social consequences. What if we had instead 

devised a classification scheme that grouped actuaries according to whether they were left-handed or right- 

z Loss propensity may refer to either the probability distribution of the claim process for a cell or to the 
parameters and functions of parameters of the probability distributions within a cell. 
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handed and according to whether they sported bifocals or contact lenses (assuming all actuaries wear one or 

the other eye-device but not both)? Besides from lacking intuitive appeal, what separates the latter scheme 

from the former.'? Perhaps, we need to take a step back and ask ourselves what exactly is Risk 

Classification or its purpose. Let's look to the literature for guidance. 

Current  Definitions 

The American Academy of Actuaries, Risk Classification Statement of Principles defines Risk 

Classification as "[the process of] grouping risks with similar risk characteristics for the purpose of setting 

prices. [2, p . l ]"  "Risk Classification", the Statement adds, "is intended simply to group individual risks 

having reasonably similar expectations of  loss. [2, p.I]" 

Robert Finger defines Risk Classification as the "formulation of different premiums for the same coverage 

based on group characteristics. [6, p.231]" 

Discussion 

Both the above definitions are intuitively appealing. However. in our opinion, they leave open certain key 

questions. For instance, the Statement's definition does not directly address the question of whether the 

risks across cells need to have different loss propensities. Finger, while implying in his definition that Risk 

Classification should recognize differences amongst cells, does not elaborate on how those differences 

might be recognized. The mere grouping of risks with similar characteristics, as suggested by the 

American Academy of Actuaries, seems like a rather incomplete goal of Risk Classification. We agree 

with Finger that Risk Classification must entail the emergence of differences amongst cells of risks. 

Otherwise, there would not be a need to classify in the first place. However, in our opinion, there should 

not be a presumption that any chosen risk characteristics, however intuitive, will result in cells that have 

different loss propensities. Before charging different rates to risks across different cells, it seems that one 

would need to be reasonably certain that the cells have diffeTent loss propensities. We believe that Risk 
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Classification should avoid two mistakes: charging the same rates to pools of  risks that have fundamentally 

dissimilar loss propensities or charging different rates to pools of  risks that have fundamentally similar loss 

propensities. The goal of  risk classification should be to arrive at rates that closely represent the loss 

propensity of  every risk while avoiding these the t~so types of  mistakes. 

Let's return to the classification scheme for actuaries introduced earlier. We should keep in mind that it 

may be appropriate to devise a different classifcation scheme ~ for each aspect of  the claim process  For 

instance, the rating variables along ",~hlch frequency is analyzed need not coincide ~slth those used for 

severity. For simplicity, let's assume we are looking at only one aspect o f  the claim process and that 

aspect alone determines the differences [if any) in the cost of  coverage bet~seen cells. Let 's  assume a 

probability model ts initially derived for each cell based on the respectlse observations m each cell. Let 's  

finally make the assumption that the models all ha~e tbe same functional form and only their parameter 

values may differ. Let 's revlev, the lbllo~sing four scenarios: 

Scenario 1 : In the first scenario, the parameters underlying the models for life and non-life actuaries ~ ith 

10 or fev,'er ),'ears o f  experience, respectively, can't be differentiated. We will say of  these cells that they 

are compatible "~. t inder this scenario, life and non-bfe actuaries with 11 or more years of  experience. 

respectively, are also compatible. Finally, under this scenario both life and non-life actuaries v, ith 10 or 

fev.er years of  experience, respecli,.ely, are compatible ,xilh their more experienced counterparts. This 

scenario is illustrated in the chart sho~n in figure I below. Has Risk Classification been successful under 

this scenario'? Can the process even be called Risk Classification'? Do any of  the cells defined above 

constitute ck1~.~e.~? More importan~ly, should the obser,,ations o f  all or any o f  the cells be joined for the 

purpose of  estimating the parameters of  the models? 

I f  the processes are independent as is often assumed, it makes sense to classify them separately. 

' This narrow definition of  compatibility assumes symmetry.  That is. g iven t~so cells C i and ( ' ~ .  if  

Cj  compatible ~r~tl~ C~ , finis definition implies thai C~ compatible with C i and vice ~ ersa This ~ zl l  n o t  

be the case in our general defitlitton pro~ ided later in this paper. Also. a cell ts compatible ~ tth itsell" b'. 
definition. 
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Figure t: Compatibility ~ Chart for Scenario 1 

Are Cells Compatible? ] 

t Non Life 11+ Life 11 ÷ 

1 

Scenario 2: In the second scenario, it is found that the parameters underlying the models for life actuaries 

with l0 or fewer years of experience and those with 11 or more years of experience can be differentiated. 

We will say of these two cells that they are incompatible. Under the second scenario, it is found that life 

and non-life actuaries, respectively, who fall in the same experience group are compatible. It is also found 

that non-life actuaries with 10 or fewer years of experience are compatible with their more experienced 

counterparts. The compatibility chart is shown in figure 2 below. To what degree has Risk Classification 

been successful under this scenario? Do any or some of the cells defined above constitute classes? Should 

any of the cells bc joined for the purpose of estimating the parameters of these models? If so, which? 

5 Life actuaries are not compared with non-life actuaries falling in opposite experience groups, as these 
groups do not share any common characteristics. These comparisons would be irrelevant in the context of 
the given classification scheme. These pairs of cells will be defined later as non-adjacem and a~e 
incompatible by det-mition. 
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Figure 2: Compatibility Chart for Scenario 2 

A r e  C e l l s  C o m p a t i b l e 7  i 
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Scenario 3: In the third scenario, it is found that life actuaries x',ith 10 or fev, er years of  experience and 

those with 11 or more years of  experience are incompatible Also, under this scenario, it is found that life 

and non-Life actuaries who fall in the lO or fev, er years of  experience group are compatible .,,,bile life and 

non-life actuaries :,,ho fall in the I I or more years of  experience group are incompatible. Finally. tt is 

found that rJon-life actuaries v, ith 10 or fev,,er years of  experience are compatible with their more 

experienced counterparts. The compatibility chart is shown in figure 3 below. To ,,',hat degree has Risk 

Classification been successful under this scenario7 Do any or some of  the cells defined above constitute 

ela+~.+e.+? Should any of  the cells be joined for the purpose of  the parameters of  these models7 If  so, which? 
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Figure 3: Compatibility Chart for Scenario 3 

Are Cells Compatible? 1 

Non Life 1 0 - ] ~ ~  Life 10- 1 

[ N o n  Life 1 l + ~ L ~ f e  I I -+-~  

Scenario 4: Finally, in the fourth scenario, all pairs of cells are found incompatible. The compatibility chart 

is shown in figure 4 below. Is this the only scenario under which Risk Classification has been successful? 

Is this the only scenario in which the cells defined by the classification scheme constitute classes? Should 

any of the cells be joined for the purpose of estimating the parameters ofthese models? lfso, which? 
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Figure 4: Compatibility Chart for Scenario 4 

Are Cells Compatible? 
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We have raised several questions in reviev, ing the preceding scenarios. Let 's see ho~ ~, these questions 

could be answered from the perspecti~ e of  the AAA's  Statement of  Principles and Robert Finger's chapter 

on the subject. Based on our understanding of  the Statement of  Principles. the pooling of  actuaries 

suggested in our example would fit the AAA's definition of  Risk Classification even before any of  the 

scenarios are considered. Remember that the American Academy of Actuaries' Statement of  Principles 

simply defines Risk Classification as "'a grouping of  Risk with similar risk characteristics." The Statement 

of  Principles is silent on the issue of  ~hether, and '.vhich cells should be joined for the purpose of  

estimating costs The Statement of  Principles does list credibility among three statistical considerations in 

designing a Classification scheme. Under this consideration, the Academy suggests that "it is desirable that 

each of  tl'Je classes in a risk classification scheme be large tvJottgll to allo'~', credible statistical predictions 

about that class Accurate  predictions for small, narrowly defined classes often can be made b', 

appropriate statistical analysis of  the experience for broader grouping of  correh~tive chJsses. 12. p I0 ] ' " /h i s  

implies that the parameters of  a cell :'.ith a small number of  observations ma_v be estimated b~, iotnmg It 
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with other ceils, while the parameters of a cell with a large number of observations may be based on that 

cell alone. 

Would our grouping satisfy Robert Finger's definition of Risk Classification under the first scenario? 

Under that scenario, the grouping would be unable to formulate statistically different premiums based on 

the characteristics of each cell of  actuaries. What about the second scenario where only one pair of cells 

shows differences in the parameters of their models, or the third scenario? Would our grouping fit Finger's 

definition under these scenarios7 Finger is also silent on the issue of whether, when, and which cells 

should be joined for the purpose of estimating the models' parameters. Similarly to the American 

Academy of Actuaries Statement of Principles, Finger mentions credibility as one of four actuarial criteria 

for selecting rating variables. This criterion requires that "a rating group ... be large enough to measure 

costs with sufficient accuracy. [6, p.237]" 

The notion of credibility, as presented in Finger [6] and the American Academy of Actuaries [2] and for 

that matler in most actuarial papers on Risk Classification and Ratemaking, is used in what Phithrick [8, p. 

214] calls "[its] familiar sense (as opposed to its technical meaning) [as] almost a synonym for confidence." 

"[This] terminology", Venter [11, p. 382] tells us "is misleading if it implies that the credibility weight is an 

inherent property of the data. " Our definition of credibility, unlike that of Finger and of the Academy, will 

be analogous to the technical meaning of credibility as presented in Philbrick [8, p. 214] that is credibility 

is " the appropriate weight to be given to a statistic of the experience in question relative to other 

experience." 

We view the grouping of the actuaries into the four cells as no more than the posing of a pair of 

hypotheses, which roughly state: 

1) Actuaries within the same cell share the same loss propensity. 

2) Actuaries across different cells have different loss propensities. 
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We will refer to the first and second hypotheses as the homogeneity" and .~e~aration '~ hypotheses, 

respectively. Merely setting the hypotheses does not make them true. Merely selecting classification 

variables and risk characteristics that seem intuitive and reasonable does not mean that the resulting cells 

will satisfy the hypotheses. For, intuition and reasonableness remain only subjecti',e concepts 

H o m o g e n ~  It may be difficult to prove directly that all risks within a cell have the same loss propenslty. 

However,  this hypothesis may be proven false if  one or more risk characteristics are found such that risks 

within a cell can be subdivided to define ne ~J.' sub-cells and the risks across the ne~ly defined sub-ceUs 

have different loss propensities. Theoretically. there are an infinite number of  risk characteristics that could 

be used to separate risks within a cell  In reality, most potential risk characteristics are either unknox~n or 

simply unfeasible lo use. Hence, one is limited to a haladful o f  characteristics from '* hich to choose  When 

a classification scheme is proposed, one may test homogeneity by introducing additional characteristics 

(known and feasible) to see v, hether the risks across the nev, ly defined sub-cells ha',e different loss 

propensities. For instance, we may introduce pension as an additional area of  practice by v, hich to pool 

non-life actuaries. [f  11o such characteristics emerge, we may assume the homogeneity hypothesis to hold. 

Alternatively, v,e may simply assume that a gi,.en classification scheme provides the smallest and finest 

pooling of  risks and no further subdivision of  the cells is possible. Therefore. the homogeneity hypothesis 

would hold by de fauh  

.Separation: This hypothesis can be tested by successively comparing the compatibility of  different pairs o f  

cells. We assume thal a test or a statistic can be devised to ansv,'er the question of  compatibility between 

pairs of  cells, For instance, given a ran~'e of  ',alues of  a chosen statistic, ~.ve may  conclude thal r.vo given 

cells are incompatible and. therefore, their parameters need to be estimated independently of  each other. 

Conversely, for values of  the chosen statistic that fall outside the range, we would conclude that tv, o gixen 

cells are compatible. Then. the law of  large numbers dictates that the observations across both cells 

* This concept is somewhat different than the one introduced by Michael Wa/ters ~ho. in his I081 
Dorweiler prize-winning paper Risk Classification Standards, defines separation as "a measure of  v, hether 
classes are sufficiently different m their expected losses to warrant the setting of  different premitnu rates 
[12, p, I11." 
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provide a better estimate of the parameters underlying the statistical models of these cells rather than just 

the observations in each individual cell. If all pairs of cells were incompatible, we would then accept the 

separation hypothesis. Then the parameters underlying each cell in the classification scheme would be 

estimated by relying solely on the observations from that cell. If the separation hypothesis were rejected, 

then one of several alternatives could be accepted. These alternative hypotheses range from finding that all 

pairs of cells are compatible (no need to classify at all) to finding various combinations of cells that are 

compatible. For example, given a cell C and a set Ccor~patibl e representing the union of all cells that are 

compatible with C excluding Citself, the estimates of the parameters of Cwould  be derived from 

observations taken from C together with those taken from Cco,,va~i,l ~ . 

Credibility: When the separation hypothesis fails, the new estimates of C based on observations taken from 

C together with those taken from Cco,,,m,lbl ~ can also be viewed as the credibility weighted average of the 

estimates based on observations from C alone with estimates based on observations taken from Ccompatibte. 

The new estimates ENe . of the parameters of C might then be expressed as follows: 

E u e  . =Z×Ecompat ib teCe  m + ( 1 - Z ) x E o l  a (1) 

where Eco,,,~l, bt e teas are the estimates based on Cco,.mtibte, E o t  a are the estimates based on C ,  and Z is 

the credibility weight assigned to the observations from Cco .~ ib~  e . The value of Z may be calculated 

from the values of E o ~ , E c ~ , , u . c e l t , ,  andEu ,  ~ . Seldom will we be interested in the value 

o f Z  i f E u e  w is already known. Ultimately, if we know the value o f Z ,  Eo~ a , and Ecomt,.tibt ~ c>m, we want 

to be able to calculate E N .  " via credibility formula (1) above rather than through an additional estimation 

based on the collective data from C and Cco,~,,tit, t . .  We can derive Z from the statistical assumptions 

made about the cells. For instance, if we assume the observations from C are from a normally distributed 

population with mean/. /and varianceO "2 , the population mean is estimated by the sample mean E o t  a . If 
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the separation hypothesis fails, we conclude that the observation from Cco.w~ti~e are also from a normally 

distributed population with mean ~ and variance o'2 with the population mean estimated by the sample 

mean Ecomp,,,i,l ~ c¢tl~, and the estimate ENe ~ of the mean of the population C is given by formula (1) above. 

The credibility weight Z atlached to the mean of the observations from Cco,~r~ibl e is given in Venter [11, 

p 381] as: 

Z =n-'/(. l + m - ' ) = t 2 / ( s 2  + t  2) (2), 

wherem and r/ represent the number of observations in Cco,.pa,,bl ¢ a n d C ,  respectively, whiles2 and 

t 2 are the variances of the means of the observations in Cco~p,,,,t,~ and C ,  respectively. 

Joining the cells 

The manner in which cells should be joined for each of the scenarios introduced earlier is shown in figures 

5 through 8 below. Under the fourth scenario, the separation hypothesis is true. In that scenario, the 

parameters underlying the probability model for life actuaries with 10 or fewer years of experience would 

be estimated based solely on the experience of that cell. The same would apply to the remaining three 

cells. This is illustrated in figure 5 below: 
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Figure 5: How to Join Cells in Scenario 4 

I 
'1 Jo in  Cel l s?  1 

Scenarios one through three represent various altemati~,e hypotheses to the separation hypothesis. In the 

second scenario, the estimates of the parameters of the models of all four cells would involve other cells as 

shown in figure 6 below: 

Figure 6; tlow to Join Cells in Scenario 2 

j Jo in  Cells  "~ 

Non Life 10- - - 6  Yes " -  Life 10- 
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In the third scenario, the cells would be joined as shown in figure 7: 

Figure 7: How to Join Cells in Scenario 3 

Join Cells? _ _ ]  

Under the first scenario, all pairs of  cells are compatible except for those that are incompatible by 

definition. To borrow terminology from regression analysis, we may say that the risk characteristics are 

insignificant and the classification scheme needs to be reconstructed. An alternative classification scheme 

is provided by dropping one of  the rating variables. For instance, by dropping the years of  experience 

variable, we would compare Life versus Non-Life actuaries as shown in figure 8. Alternatively, by 

dropping the area of  practice variable, actuaries with 10 or fewer years o f  experience would be compared to 

those with 1 lor more. l f these pairs of  new cells are found to be compatible again, then all rating variables 

are dropped and the original four cells are merged into one to make one set of  parameter estimates. If  the 

two new cells are incompatible, then parameters are estimated from each new cell separately. 
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Figure 8 

r [ Join CeLls? i 

~ N o n L i f e  ~ - - - ~  Life 

Defining Risk Classification 

Although the definition of various terms that were introduced earlier should be obvious from the context in 

which they were introduced, let's now attempt to formally define several of these terms. 

Risk: "Individual or entity covered by financial security systems [1, p. 2]." 

Risk Characteristic: Attribute that identifies a risk or group of risks. 

Classification Variable: Categorization or set of risk characterislics consisting of two or more such 

characteristics. Within a classification variable, risk characteristics define mutually exclusive sets of risks. 

In other words, a risk can't be identified by more than one characteristic within a classification variable. 
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Classification Dimension: Number of classification variables used. 

Classification Cell: Set of risks sharing all the same risk characteristics. 

A~acent Cells: Two cells C t and C~ are adjacent if they have exactly D-1 common characteristics where 

D represents the dimension of the classification scheme. 

Non-adjacent Cells: Two cells Cj  and C k are non-adjacent if they have fewer than D-I common 

characteristics where D represents the dimension of the Classification scheme. 

Cell Universe ~: Set of all cells defined by the classification variables and risk characteristics. 

Classification sam E All observations generated by the risk universe for the process under examination 

(i.e. frequency, severity). Assume the classification sample is made up of N observations, each observation 

x i may be seen as a realization of a random variable X i where i = 1,2,..., N.  

Models: Probability Distributions Fx~ (x)underlying the random variables in a classification sample. 

The models underlying the random variables in a classification cell share the same functional form and the 

same parameters. The parameters of an a priori model for a cell C j  are based on observations from that 

cell only. The parameters of an ~ s t e r i o r i  model for a cell Cj  are based on the observations from the 

class {C) } (see below for a definition of class). 

Compatibility: C k is compatible with C i if there is a "reasonable probability" that the observations in 

cell C,  could have come from the a priori model (or from a model with the same parameters as) for cell 

C i . Technically, the a priori models underlying each cell may have different functional forms. For 
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instance, the models underlying cells C~ andC~ may be Poisson and Negative Binomial, respectively. For 

the purpose of assessing compatibility of cell C~ to celIC,.,  one asks whether the observations from 

cell Ct  could have come from a Poisson distribution with parameters as in Ci .  It is up to the modeler to 

devise an appropriate tesl or a set of statistics that can be used to answer the question of compatibility and 

to define reasomlblep_robbabili~. By definition, a cell is compatible with itself. 

lncompatibdlllS': C~ is incompatible with Cj  if C~ is not compatible with C .  By definition, we will 

require Ihal non-adjacent cells be incompatible x~.ilh one another. 

Relation R from ~ to ~: Non-empty set of ordered pairs ( C ¢ , C ~ )  such that C't is compatible with C~. 

If ( C i , C  A ) E R ,  we wr i t eC~RCj ,  l f ( C i , C ~ ) ~  R , we write C ,  R C  i l f t~oce l l s  C and C~are 

non-adjacent, then by definition C, R C  ~ and C r RC~ 

A very important type of relation in set theory is an equivalence relation, which is defined as one 

having the follo',~ ing three properties: 

1 ) Reflexi,,ity: This p~'operty holds that any cell in the cell uni;erse is compatible ','~ith itself. We 

write: 

C~RC I v, hen j = k or ( C i , C / )  E R V j .  

2) Symmetry: Given any two ce l l sC jandC~,  if C / i s  compatible wdh C~ then C k is 

compatible with C i and vice versa. We '*'rite: C ~ RC / ¢:~ (" R('~ 

3) Transitivity: Given any three ce l l sCi ,  C k , and C 1 in the cell universe, if C i is compatible 

with C~, and C~ compatible witbCi ,  it follows that C~ is compatible with C / . We write: 

C~RCi a n d C i R C  k ~ C tRC i 
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By definition, the first property always holds for the relation R from f / t o  tq. However, R need be 

neither symmetric nor transitive. In order words, R need not be an equivalence relation. In 

Appendix D, we provide an example of  an asymmetric relation. 

Class {C i } : Set of all cells that are compatible with C j .  All cells C~ E k") s.t. (Ci,C k ) E R. Each 

cell within a classification scheme defines its own class. 

Credibility: Weights assigned to the a priori parameter estimates of  the cells in a class {C) } in order to 

come up with the a posteriori parameter estimates for the cell C j .  

Classification Scheme: Process of defining the risks to be covered in a classification scheme, the 

classification variables and the risk characteristics, the statistical models of the cells, and the roles of 

compatibility. 

Emdairical Distribution of the Classification Sample: The empirical distribution of the classification is given 

by F;v (x)  = N._~_~ where N~ represents the number of X i ' s  such x~ < x .  
N 

| N 
Fitted Distribution of the Classification S a ~  This distribution is given by F r ( x  ) = NEFx'I=J ( x ) ,  

where Fx, (x) represents the a posteriori probability distribution underlying the random variable X i . If the 

1 " 
Fv, (x ) ' s  are identical for all the random variables in a cell, then we can write Fy (x)  = ~ -  E N:Fj (x), 

*, ]~l 

where F/(x)represents the a posteriori probability distribution underlying the random variables in ¢ell 

C ) .  N'/ the number of observations in c¢[1 C i ,  and n the number of  cells in the ceil universe. 
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Illustration 

Let's use the classification example presented in our introduction to illustrate our definitions: 

Risk: Each ac'~uary represents a risk 

Risk Characteristic: Life, Non-Life. 10 or fewer years of  experience, I I or more years of  experience. 

Classificalion Variable: Area of  practice (life or non-life), Years of  experience (IO or fewer, I l or more). 

Classification Dimension: 2. 

Classification Cell: For example, life actuaries with 10 or fewer years of experience represent a 

classification cell 

Adlacent Cells: Two ceils are adjacent if  they have at least one common characteristic. For instance, Life 

actuaries with 10 or fewer years of  experience and Non-life actuaries with 10 or fewer are adjacent cells. 

Non-adjacent Cells: Two cells that have no common characleristics~ Life actuaries with 10 or fewer years 

of  experience and Non-life actuaries with I l or more years of experience are non-adjacent ceils. 

Cell Universe f~: Life actuaries with 10 or fewer years of  experience, Life actuaries with 11 or more years 

of  experience, Non-Life actuaries with I0 or fewer years of  experience, Non-Life actuaries with 1 lot  more 

years of  experience. 

( A / ) ~ e  ~ 
Model: fix) 

x! 
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Compatibility: C, RC  i if P rob(2 j  = 2, ) > .9. 

Let's assume information is collected as per table 1 below: 

Table I 

Exposure # of 
Actuaries Units Claims 
Life 10" 5,000 20 
Life I I" 10,000 48 

Non-Life 10" 15,000 88 
Non-Life I1" 25,000 161 

We assume the number of claims in each cell is modeled by a Poisson distribution. The density function of 

the Poisson distribution is given by: f ( x )  = - -  
(Ad)~e -~a 

x! 
where d is the number of exposure units and 2 

^ 

is the average number of claims per exposure unit. The maximum likelihood estimates ~ of the /]. 's for 

each cell of actuary is obtained by dividing the number of claims by the number of exposure units and are 

shown in table 2 below: 

Table 2: MLE Estimates 

Exposure # of MLE 
Actuaries Units Claims Estimate 
Life 10" 5,000 20 .0040 
Life I I" 10,000 48 .0048 

Non-Life 10 15,000 88 .0059 
Non-Life 11" 25,000 161 .0064 

Recall the two hypotheses introduced in the discussion above. 

1) Actuaries within the same cell share the same loss propensity. 

2) Actuaries across different cells have different loss propensities. 

We will assume that the first hypothesis is true. The second hypothesis can be tested using the following 

statistic to compare in succession the ~ 's for pairs of cellsCjand C,  : R0 - - -  

d, 

where 

~ and ~ represent the MLE for cells Cj  and C , ,  respectively, and dj and d k represent the 
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exposure units in cells Cj  and C~, respectively. If ~j and Jk are equal (we will refer to the equality of 

the3. 's as a sub-hypothesis) in which case we will say that cells Cj and C k are compatible, 

thenR o -*  N(0,1). In other words, R 0 has the standard normal distribution if cells A and B are 

compatible. This fact is proven in detail in Appendix A. R0 may be thought of as a measure of the 

distance between the /[ 's of the two models. For values of Ro falling within a given range we will accept 

the sub-hypothesis that ~j and ~t are equal, while we will reject that sub-hypothesis for values of 

)~o falling outside that range. For instance at a 90% confidence level, the range of real numbers for which 

we will accept the hypothesis is (-1.645,1.645). We need only calculate )~o fOr adjacent cells. By 

definition, non-adjacent cells are not compatible. We must reject all the sub-hypotheses in order to accept 

the main hypothesis. The following two figures 9, 10, and llshow, respectively, the values of Rofor the 

relevant pairs of cells, whether a sub-hypothesis has been accepted or rejected, and whether cells are 

compatible: 

Figure 9: Ro values 

I ko I 

~ on Life 1 0  ~ Life I0- 
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Figure 10: Test Results 

Accept/Reject Hypothesis that Pairs of CeUs 
are Compatible 

I Non Life 10- ~ Life I0" 

Non Life 11÷ ~ @ ~  Life II ÷ 

Figure ! 1: Compatibility Charl 

Are Cells Compatible? ] 

Non Life 10 " . ~  Life 10" 

Non Life 1 I" " ~ ~ ~  Life 11 * 
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Relation R from f~ to ~:  {(Life_10-,Life_10"), (Non-Life_t0 ,Non-Life_)0), (Life_l 1 + ,Life_l I+), (Non- 

Life_! I + ,Non-Life_l I +) (Life_t0" ,Life I I+), (Life_l I*,Life 10-), (Non-Life_t0 ,Non-Life_l 1+), (Non- 

Life_ I I*,Non-Life 10") } 

Classes: 

{Life_t0"} ={Life_t0", Life l 1 +} 

{Life_l 1 +} ={Life_t0", Life_l I+} 

{Non-Life_10"} ={Non-Life_t0", Non-Life_l I ÷} 

{Non-Life_l 1"} = {Non-Lifet0", Non-Life_l 1 +} 

CredibilityT: 

{Life_t 0"} ={ 1/3 Life_l 0, 2/3 Life l I +} 

{Life_l 1 +} ={I/3 Life t0-, 2/3 Life_It +} 

{Non-Life_10-} ={3/8 Non-Life 10-, 5/8 Non-Life 1 I*} 

{Non-Life_l 1 + } ={3/8 Non-Life_10", 5/8 Non-Life_l l + } 

Based on figure 11 above, the compatible cells will be joined as shown in figure 12 below in order to 

produce new estimates of the2 's. Another way of viewing this is that the new estimates for each cell will 

be a credibility weighted average of the original estimates of other compatible cells where the weights are 

given by the relative exposure units of each cell. 

7 For the Poison model the credibility weights for each cell in a class equal the number of exposures in a 
cell divided by total number of exposures in a class. The derivation is shown in Appendix C. 
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Figure 12: How to Join Cells 

I Join Cells? 

I Non Life 10- ~ Life 10- 

Non Life 11" ~ @ ~  Life ! I+ 

The re-estimated ,2. 's are as per table 3 below: 

Table 3: Revised MLE Estimates 

Exposure # of 
Actuaries Units Claims 
Life 10" 5,000 20 
Life l 1" I 0,000 48 

Non-Life 10 15,000 88 
Non-Life 1 I" 25,000 161 

Initial MLE Revised MLE 
Estimate Estimate 

.0040 .0045 

.0048 .0045 

.0059 .0062 

.0064 .0062 

The separation hypothesis has been rejected. The alternative hypothesis that is being accepted here is that 

both life and non-life actuaries, respectively, have the same loss propensity (expected number of loss per 

unit of exposure) regardless of their years of experience and that life and non-life actuaries have distinct 

loss propensities. Hence, the experience of all life actuaries across all years of experience will be combined 

to arrive at a single estimate of the average claim per exposure unit and the same will be done for non-life 

actuaries. If, for example, the severity of  claims for all actuaries were constant, all life acluanes and all 

non-life actuaries, respectively, would be charged the same rates. If the separation hypothesis had been 

accepted, each cell of  actuaries would be charged a different rate. In particular, more experienced actuaries 
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would be charged a higher rate than less experienced ones. The number of claims were simulated from two 

Poisson distt-ibutions for which the actual ~. 's are shown in table 4 below. If the main hypothesis had been 

erroneously accepted, it would lead to subsidies from more experienced actuaries to less experienced ones. 

Exposure # of 
Actuaries Units Claims 
Life 10" 5,000 20 
Life 11" 10,000 48 

Non-Life 10" 15,000 88 
Non-Life 11" 25,000 161 

Classification Efficiency 

Table 4 

Initial MLE Revised MLE 
Estimate Estimate Actual 

.0040 .0045 .0050 

.0048 .0045 .0050 

.0059 .0062 .0060 

.0064 .0062 .0060 

Given a classification scheme, we would like to be able to measure its performance. Classification 

efficiency is an oft-used notion of performance, which Robert Finger defines as "a measure of a 

classification system's accuracy [6, p.250]." "A perfect classification system," Finger adds, "would 

produce the same variability as the insured population. [6, p.250]" Then Finger settles on the squared ratio 

of the classification system's coefficient of variation (CV) to that of the underlying population as a measure 

of efficiency. Finger, after observing that, ". . . the variability [of the insured population] is unknowable," 

goes on to calculate the efficiency factor for an automobile classification example based on an assumed 

coefficient of variation of 1.00 for the insured population. This CV of 1.00 is also assumed by Robert 

Bailey who in his 1960 paper, Any Room Left for Skimming the Cream_, uses a similar measure of 

classification efficiency to Robert Finger's. 

The procedure we have outlined makes assumptions about not only the variability but also the actual 

probability distribution of the underlying population by providing a fitted distributionFy (x ) to  the 

sample's empirical distribution F~ (x ) .  We could compare the empirical CV of the insured population to 

that of the fitted distribution. Like Finger and Bailey, we could use some ratio of the CV's as a measure of 

efficiency. However, the comparison of CV's provides only a limited picture of a classification scheme's 
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accuracy. We know or have assumed too much about the insured population to rely only on CV ratios to 

assess the accuracy of the classification scheme. Traditional measures of goodness-of-fit may be more 

appropriate to evaluate the fit of the assumed distribution vis-i-vis the empirical sample distribution. Two 

measures immediately come to mind: the Chi Square and the Kolmogorov-Smimov statistics. 

Efficiency, however, should not be thought of as an absolute measure. We would slightly alter Fmger's 

definition of efficiency to read: "efficiency is a measure of a classification system's relative accuracy." 

What we are in fact measuring is the accuracy of one scheme relative to another. The task becomes one of 

selecting the classification scheme that best represents the underlying population amongst competing 

schemes. Each efficiency measure may give a different ranking of the goodness of fit of classification 

schemes The modeler may take into account other considerations when making a judgment as to which 

classification scheme to use. 

Validation 

Measures of efficiency help us choose the best amongst competing models. However, even the best model 

might give a poor representation of the data. Validation helps us decide whether the chosen model will be 

relevant or valid in some future period for which a forecast is sought. I f a  model fails to validate, we need 

to rethink the classification scheme and stun the process over. 

A procedure that could be used to validate a classification scheme consists of randomly selecting out of 

each cell a percentage of the observations, say 90%, and re-estimate the parameters of the cells through the 

same process used for the fu/I data set. One then checks to see whether the parameters for each cell fall 

within an acceptable confidence band of the parameters estimated using the full data set. One may also 

compare the fitted distribution derived from a 90% sample of the data with that derived from the full data 

set to see whether the two are "close". This process can he repeated several hundreds or thousands of times 

using a new random sample each time. A large percentage of the models based on the 90% random 

samples being consistent with that based on the full data set would tend to validate the original model. One 
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of the problems with this procedure is that the compatibility of  cells will likely depend on the number of 

observations in the cells. A reduced sample size may affect the compatibility relationships and the 

composition of the classes. Other validation procedures such as "train and test" and those based on 

"bootstrap" may be adapted to our classification problem. 

When trying to validate a model through the procedure mentioned above, one may need to develop 

confidence intervals for the original estimates of the parameters of the models so that one could gauge 

whether the estimates based on the re-sampled data are within an acceptable range of the original estimates. 

For instance, the standard error of 2 in our example is given by ~ and a k% confidence interval for 2 

is defined by the interval ,2. _ z~+k)/2 , where z0+~)/2 is the (I + k)/2 th quantile of the standard 

normal distribution. The derivation of this interval is shown in Appendix B. The standard error and the 

90% confidence interval for).  are shown in table 5 below. A classification scheme that is successfully 

validated would ensure Predictive Stability, which is one of three actuarial criteria listed by the American 

Academy of Actuaries in designing a classification scheme. 

Table 5: Confidence Interval for .~ 

Initial Revised Std 90% 
Exposure # of MLE MLE Er ror  Confidence 

Actuaries Units Clms Estimate Estimate of ~. Interval Actual 
Life I0" 5,000 20 .0040 .0045 .00055 (.0036,0054) .0050 
Life_l I" I0,000 48 .0048 .0045 .00055 (.0036,0054) .0050 

Non-Life_f0 15,000 88 .0059 .0062 .00039 (.0056,0068) .0060 
Non-Life I I" 25,000 161 .0064 .0062 .00039 (.0056,0068) .0060 

Practical Considerations 

Earlier in the paper, we stated that separate classification schemes should be used for different aspects of 

the claim process. The claim process may be decomposed into a frequency and severity component and 

these components can be further decomposed into more sub-components. We believe that whenever 
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possible such decomposition may provide a better understanding of the entire claim process. Finally, given 

how hard it is to find, manipulate, and make inferences about models representing single components of the 

claim process, the task gets only more daunting when these components are compounded. 

Often in insurance problems, there is a need to adjust data for trend and development. Adjustments made 

to a body of data may cause that data to violate the assumptions of a model. For instance, a Poisson 

random variable multiplied by a constant is no longer Poisson. If adjustments are made to the data, the 

model needs to be adjusted accordingly. There may be ways to define the models to see whether any 

adjustments are appropriate in the first place and the magnitude of  such adjustments. 

Areas of development 

The procedures we have outlined rely on finding good models to represent the probability of  random events 

in a classification cell. There is an extensive library of such models in the literature. In addition, the ability 

to test the compatibility o f  cells in a classification scheme is an equally important feature of  the procedures 

presented above. In the illustration, we presented a statistic that allowed us to test the equality of the 

expected claim per exposure of  two Poisson distributions. A number of  statistics are available to test 

hypotheses of  the Normal and, by extension, the Lognonnal distributions, Various tests and statistics need 

to be developed in order to make inferences about other distributions, such as the Gamma, Pareto, or the 

Negative Binomial, that are often used in insurance problems. Distribution of test statistics may also be 

obtained through simulation rather than heavy-handed calculus. 

However, it may not be always feasible to come up with models to represent the probability of  events in a 

cell. Perhaps, there is an even greater role to be played by non-parametric distribution functions and non- 

parametric approaches to hypothesis testing such as those based on "bootstrap" and "permutation." See 

Efron and Tibshirani [5] for a discussion of these topics. 
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Conclusion 

The American Academy of Actuaries [2, p. 2] states that the three primary pull~oses of Risk Classification 

should be to: 

1) pro*~ct the insurance program's financial soundness; 

2) be fair; and 

3) permit economic incentives to operate and thus encourage widespread availability of coverage. 

Our def'mition of Risk Classification is derived out of the very concept of fairness. It is a concept that 

requires that the same rates not be charged to pools of risks that have fundamentally dissimilar loss 

propensities or that different rates be charged to pools of risks that have fundamentally similar loss 

propensities. We believe that the first and third purposes are direct byproducts of the second. The 

Academy also lists three statistical considemfions: homogeneity, credibility and predictive stability. Our 

definition of credibility differs from that of the Academy. Credibility, as we have defined it, can't be a 

goal into itself. In lieu of credibility, we would substitute separation as one of the statistical considerations 

of a classification scheme. If we take this liberty, the purposes and considerations inherent in our definition 

of risk classification are consistent with those of the American Academy of Actuaries. Our definition 

provides a definite methodology by which these goals and considerations are met. In addition, nothing m 

the way we have defined risk classification should preclude us from taking into account other 

considerations listed by the American Academy of Actuaries including the operational and acceptability 

considerations. 
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APPENDIX A 

Let A and B represem two cells, each with frequency distribution defined by a Poisson model with 

parameters A~ and A n representing the expected number of  occurrences per unit of  exposure 

d~ where d i ~ N and 1 <_ d ~ < d . ~  for  all i' s . Assume that m and n observations represented by 

random variables X i are made for cells A and B, respectively. Their Poisson models arc set as follows: 

Random Number o f  Exposures 
Mean Variance 

Variable Occurrence s Units 

X !  x I d I A A d  I A A d  I 

X 2 x2 d2 AAd2 AAd2 

• : : ". . 

X .  x .  d .  And - AAd . 

X . + .  x=÷ I d.~+. A B d . ÷  I 2 a d . ÷  , 

X.,.z x~,.z d.÷2 Asd.÷z 2sd.+z 

: : : . : 

X .+~ x.** d . . .  A n d . .  - 2 s d  .÷ ~ 

The maximum likelihood estimator 2 A of .2. A is obtained by maximizing the likelihood function 

2~ '  I - I d : ' e  "' 
L i - I  

i= l  i= l  i=l  i - I  

d In(L) 1 " " 
- - - A x - ~  d, 

dan An i.i ' 
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i= l  

dgA £ dl 

ta÷n 

Similarly, }t n = '°'*' 
m ÷ n  

i = ~ 4 1  

m 

~x,  
2A andS8  are realizations of  random variables /;l A = i~, 

m 

Y J, 

E(AA) : 2 A Var(AA)= / ~  
~'~d, 

ALSO,  i~ l  

E(/~n) = 2 n Var(A~)= 2"n 
y a, 

i : m ÷ l  

~ _ X  
and A n ..... = ,,,;£ 

, . i , t  

Let ~ = E( /~ ,~ ) - E( /~  n ) = 2g - A n . Let's define 

R6 _ / ~ . ~ - / ~ n - c ~ ,  and / ~  - / ~ A - / ~ n - l i  

-F m*n 3- m ~ .  

a Za, a, X,l, 
: 1  1 i = m * l  s M * I  

Fo~ ,~ : o .  we hav~ R,, - £ ~ - h .  a . a  k,,  - 

+ nw~. 

d ~[d, 
i ¢ n ~ l  

h A  - £ , ,  

d, ~ d ,  

Equation I 

+ 

- D ,  R, 
We may write R,~ = /~tA)~ /~ n ' 

+ 
D~ 
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Definition 114, p. 216] 

A sequence of random variables, X t ,  )C: ,..., converges in distribution to a random variable X if 

Lint Fx. (x) = F x (x) , 
at all points x where F x (x) is continuous. 

L 

We write X ,  ~ X 

Definition 2 [4, p. 213] 

A sequence of random variables, Xi, X2,... , converges in probability to a random variable X if, 

for every C > 0,  

P 

We write X~ ~ X 

L 

We will show that R,s,,~6, Ro, Ro - ' 9  Z ,  where Z has the standard normal distribution N(0,1) .  

Then R0 can be used to test the null hypothesis 

Ho: ~A = "~B versus the alternative 

Ht: 2A ¢: ~'B 

We accept H0 at the p confidence level if IRol<Z(,÷p)/2, 

and we reject Ho if [J~o[ > zt,+p)/z. 
If the null hypothesis is accepted, we conclude that the claim frequency per unit of exposure underlying 

cells A and B are equal and we estimate one .2. for both cells based on the joint experience of the two. If the 
null hypothesis is rejected, we say that say that cells A and B have different expected claim frequencies, 

which are estimated with parameters 2~ and '~s - 

L 

We first show that R,~ --_~ Z .  

, ~  - , ~  - 6  
= 

~X~ 
i z l  

m 

i=l 

m + a  

F,x, 
i - m ÷ l  

m ÷n  

Zd, 
i~m+l 
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R~ 

i-m÷l i -I  i ' l  ilm+l i ~ l  i - m + ]  i - ]  i - m ÷ l  
m m+a 

Zd, Za, 
i=l i ~ m ÷ |  

m m ÷ n  [ m ÷ n  m 

,., , . . . ,  d',. .Z.5 

m * n  m m+n x m m+n m m ÷ a  

Zd, Z X , - ~ d ,  Z , -Zd ,  Z~,~ + Zd, Zd,~ 
i=m÷l i)l  i~l i-m*l i~ l  i=m÷l  i=l i=m÷l  

R 6  ~" m m+a m+n m 

i di 2 "~'A + , i a 
i I I'=m+] i-I 

Let D A = d i and D a = d i 
i=l i=m÷l 

m m ÷ n  m m * l  

Z ~.x, - Z o,x, - Z o,~,~, + Z ~,d,,~, 
i=l i=m+l i=l i=m+l w o o , = . . , =  ° 

nZdiA~ + diA. 
- i - m + l  

We define: 

D B X  , i = 1 , 2 , - - - , m  DBx ~ i = 1 , 2 , . . . , m  
U~ = a n d  u, = 

- D A X  ~ i = m + l , m + 2 , . . . m + n  - D A x  ~ i = m + l , m + 2 , . . . m + n  

We then have: 

D s d i A  A i = 1 , 2 , . . . , m  
/~i = E ( U  i )  = - D j ~ 2  B i=m+l,m+2,...,m+n 
~2 i = Var(Ui  ) = Ds2 diX A i = 1 , 2 , . - . , m  

D~2d~As i = m + l , m +  2 , . . . , m + n  

m ÷ n  m ÷ n  

Zu,-Z. ,  
We again rewrite R~ - i=l i=i 

m ÷ n  2 

The Central Limit Theorem - Lindeberg [9, p. 282] provides that the distribution o f  R~ converges to the 

standard normal distribution if the following condition is met: 
[ m÷a 

Q=m[jm~, _-T""-Z Z(14il-['ll)2Pit----0) 
~m+m i-I fu~t-~,]>a. . .  
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m + w  

2 Z where s,,,+,, = o '2 /and  Pit = Pr ob(U, = lilt ) .  
i=1 

I Pr ob (  D e X  = u ,i ) f o r  i = 1,2 ..... m 

p,~ = Pr  ob(U~ = u,~ ) = [ Pr  oh(  - D ~ X = u,i ) f o r  i = m + 1. m + 2 ..... m + n 

= I P r o b ( X ~  = u .  I D  n ) f o r i  = 1.2 ..... m 

Pu [ P r o b ( X  i = - u i l l D  A f o r i = m + l , m + 2  ..... m + n  

Pil = Pr  o b ( X ~  = x u ) w h e r e  I xit = u ' l / D e  f o r i  = 1.2 ..... m 
( x .  = - u , i / D 4  f o r  i = m + 1. m + 2 ..... m + n 

(2fl i)~" e-X ,a, f o r  i = 1.2 ..... tit 
Xil ! 

P,t = ,, e_X. a 
( ; t e d ' ) '  ' f o r i = m + l . m +  2 ..... m + n  

x u ! 

m ÷ n  

Q : L . , ,  I Z Z ' , , - p  ...... :o  

I Pr oh(  D e X  ` = u,t + 12 ) f o r  i = 1.2 ..... m 

p . . , ,  = Pr o h ( U  i = u,t + ~ ,  ) = [ Pr o h ( - D ,  ~, = u .  + It, ) f o r  i = m + I. m + 2 ..... m + n 

Pit.~, = Pr ° h ( X i  = x,t + Z, ) w h e r e l  Z~ = 12 , /De  = E ( X ,  ) f o r i  = 1.2 ..... tii 
[ Z ,  - . u , / D ,  = E ( ~ ( , ) f o r i = m + l  m + 2  ..... m + n  

[ ( 2 ~ / ) , , + . r ,  e-~ ,a___ (2d/ ,)~. ,  x,fl ( 2 . , d , ) '  e ~,.i f o r i  = 1.2 ..... m 
(.~'~ +%~)! (.v, + % , ) !  x . !  

P,t+,., = (2e  d, ) '" + *'e-~"'t' _ (2n  d, ) z  x,t! (2~ d, ) ' " e -  ~"'~' f o r  i = m + I, m + 2 ..... m + n 

( x .  + Z , ) !  (x,t + 2",)! x,~! 

1( 2 ,di ).r, ( 2 f l , ) ' "  e -~ ,,i f o r i  = 1.2 ..... m 
Xii ! 

P +~ < [  ( 2 # / ' ) ' r ' ( 2 e d ' ) '  e ~,,,t, f o r i = m + l . m + 2  ..... m + n  
x u ! 

• ~ : . ( 2 , d , )  ( 2 f l , ) ' " e  ~' '  . . . . . .  2 ( 2 ~ d , ) ,  e_~,s 

. . . . . . . .  s;,+,, t ' = '  " '  . . . . . . . .  " x, , !  i=.,+, ,,~.> . . . . . . .  D: ,  ' .v,! I 

1 0 9  



Q< Lim ~ ('~"d': Z x:, (2Adi)" e -a~a' + ~ (2sdl)*'  ~ xi ] (2sdi)"' e -'~'a' 
x .  ! D~ . . . .  x .  ! 

Q< Lira 1 ,~--,(.AAdy' ( .ZAdy"e -'~''t' ( 2 n d y '  
- . ° ~  Z x,, (x , - l ) !  z)~ !~"'~7. 

~ (z~a')*' ~ (x,, +1) ( ' t~a ' )  ...... e-*'" 
~= Dn z i~,,1>...~+ ~ xu ! 

O <- Lira 1 o. 
m+n 

. . . . .  s2=+" + E (andi)X' Z (xi, +l)(2.d,)~,,+. e a.., 
,...+, DJ I~,,l>~+l x.!  

[~-, (2Adl) x' x"  (2adi)  ": t  e-a~' (2Ad~) ~':~ e-z'~' 
I L - - - - N -  " L x,, ~ y .  

• /i~l a r~,l>'~...+l gift gill 
• 1 ~ ' D R O -< L,m ~--~  o, 

"+"-*® s / "+' t3. d ~x, a.d, =+" l+  "g" ~ n is ~ (2Bdi) ~'÷le (2Bd,) ~'+le-'t'a' 

m Z gl*l 2~d 2 d xr+l  2~d, IS" ('2"~a')z S" (2~d' ) ' ""e '"" '4-  S" ( '2Ad')~:  e ""' 
IZ.~ D 2 z... tx - IX~ ~ ~ t 

• i I '°' ' l,,~>~., '" ' ~,,~>~7+, ~" 

O<-L~m®sz"÷--"~l+~(3"s--~2)z' Z (~'~'I~.~ a°a'+ E (3"'d')~ e-x'' 
i=..I DA i~.l>~÷l ( " - ) "  I"l>"-"+Io~ u' 

m Z, xa+2  - 3.~d, t u + l  ,tAd , 
IS  ~(2Ad')z'  ~ '  (2Ad/)~""e-""  ~- S" ( 2 A d ' ) " ' e  ~°' 

Q < Lira : ~ o. o. 
m + t l ~  ~ m+n Z, xa+2  - 2 a d  , xa+ l  -,,led, s.+. i+  ~-~ (2 .d , )  ~ ,  (2 .d , )  e + ~ (and,)  e 

( 2sd y .  e-~'. d, 

(x,  - !)! 
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O_ <- Lira -~--, 

Q <_ Lira 1__~_, 
m + a ~ o o  z 

1 
Q < Lim _..z__. 

m + n .-+no 2 
S m + n  

1 
Q <_ Lim --T--, 

,...~.-,-, E +(~.a,) E 
,-, - s  t,,I,~g~, , ,  xf l  t~ol ,~.  ., x .!  

+~-'~ (Asd , )  x' , ~  ~ ,2 (Asd , )  ~" e-a'~' ( A n d , ) "  e-a'n' 

,.,.+, DA xa ! x a ! p,~l> ~'*" +2 I,,~1> '~''" +l 
DA D a 

~'~ ( 2~d ' ) r '  (,~ d C (2AdY"  e-a"a' (2Ad' ) ' "  e - ~ '  

i-i ~ s  ,,... xu! i~,1>~,.o. +1 xu! 
I~,,1> o-T +2 o0 

+ ~ - - - ' - ~  - ~ ( 2 s d ' )  ~ ( 2 s d y ,  e ,t,a, +(2sd,) ~ (2sdY,,e-,~,,~. 
' . . . .  " I . . I .~=V+, ~"!  ~ , , l . ~ :+ ,  x,,! 

~-~ (3.,d~)~' t 2  d ~ (2~dl) ' "  e -a"a' ( 2 , d  i )" e -a'a' 

i-, ~ s  i.,.i..~.+ 2 x u r tx~,l>~.,, x a ! 

(Asd~) ta ,t ~z (Asdl) " e-a'a' ( A s d Y  ' e-a°~' 
+ ~ ~,-s-,, E +(asa,) Z 

' o~ l'~'tl> o~ -+~ 

[, 1 [' °"" ]]I 
~-,(2,~d,.) x'+2 is,,+, (AAd')~'"' Prob xu[> +I z...., - ~  Prob xu[> . + 2  -~ 2 
,.~ Ds Ds Ds Ds 

+ ( ) ' s d ' ) ' : ~  Prob x,,l> + 2  ~ = P ,  oO Ix.i> +~ 
,...~ D~ D A D~ D~ 

Using Cbebysbev's inequality, we obtain: 

' m ~ + 2  5- , (~d , )  E(x,)  ( ~ d , )  x~+' E(xD 
~ . . , ~  - -  + - -  
~.~ D s gs +. O~ ~ . . ,  

Ds Ds 

"*" _ _  (Asd,) z'" E(xu) + ~ (asa,)"'~ E(~,,), , 
,..+~ D~ t ~ + .  D A E s . , .  

D~ D~ 

¢;.(.LaA ~: E(x,) (.La.)"" e(x,) 
i-I Ds m.+. D] ~ . . .  

Ds Ds 

. . . . .  s ' " "  (,lsd,) ~'+' E(x , )  - [+ Z (~s4)"~ E(,.), 

t D A D~ 

Q ~  Lim 1_~ ,  
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Q < Lira 

Q < Lira 1__:__. 

!~.(2ad~) x'÷2 E(x.~) (2ad~) x'+l E(xu) ] 
~ .  _ _ _ _  , u -  q.  . . . .  / 
i.~ Oa ~s +. O a ~ .÷ .  [ 

(aaa,)"" E(:,,,) (aaa,)':' E(x,,)[ 
i -  

~.(2ad,)X,.. ,,+3 (2ad..)x,+z ~ (Aaa,)x,+, (2aa,)x,.2~ 
+ + -- 

Ds~ .+ .  Ds~S.+. ~-..1~ D a ~ . . .  Dam.+. tj 

m+~  

Recall that s.2÷. = ~ Da'd/l a + ~ Da2d,28 
i * l  i - m + l  

2 ~DB2di.~aattd$ "+£Da2d,28 s.,+. >- ~+~ >- 
Hence. i=l i-m+l 

S~+. >- mnZ3.a ands~+. >_ m2n2s 

since I < d i < d.~ for all i = 1,2,..., rn + n, 

and Ds >mandD s >_n 

I xF (~'adA ~'" + Q<_ Lim l_l~7(2ad,)  x''' (2ad , )""  . . . . . .  , (2ad,),,.2 
. . .  i., am.+. Da~,+. s . . .  i..,+, Dam,,+. Dacs.+. 

m I, +3 I~+2 1 m + n  I,+3 Q< Lim |---L-S "('taa'~) +('~aa'~) .-=---S'~('tad"~) 
. . . .  mn22a ~.j n ,4mn22a n~: m~-T-~A + mZnAa ,.~+,m¢4m2nAa + 

Define M such thai 
M > (2ad.~ ~ )z,*~ + (2adm~)z:2 and alsoM > (2ad,,.~)x,.3 + (2sd.~ x )z:2 

M M 
We then have, Q < Lira -~ - -  = 0 

. . . . .  n 4 , ~  m,~dnyta 

L 

Therefore, the LindebeTg condition is me~;, and R,~ ---) Z.  
L 

We now show that R~ --).Z. 

/ ~'a + 2a 

From equation 1, we have k~ l lAa  + AB 

vN N 
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The following theorems and statements can be found in or easily verified from Rohatgi [9]. 

Theorem I [9. p.253] 

L k' 
If X ,  ~ X and Y~ -----~a, a constant, then 

L 
Y , , X , , - . ~ a X  if c * : 0  

Theorem 2 [9, p. 245] 

P P 
Let X ,  ....-~ X and g be a continuous function defined on ~.1~. then g ( X ,  ) - . ->  g ( X ) a s  n ---> o o  

Corollary 1 [9, p. 245] 

p P 
X ~ c .  '..,'here c is a constant ::z> g ( X  )-....~g(c). g being a continuous function. 

Statement I 

P (I P 
X -----> a ~ - - - - - - ~  I, wherea is a constant. 

We first show thal /~j  + , ~  t, ~ f  "~n 

We,vi, sho,vtha, K= ....... Li,,, P~ObPLi D,L+/t"D. -C~- , ~  a, +x. iD. > .]=o. 

L I D ,  ' " 

Using the Chebyshev inequality, we have 

K < Lira E ( D . X ,  + D , A .  - D n . , ! .  , - D~A.)2 _ Lira Par(DnA" + O"?ln) = Lira D." D j  + D," 
. . . . . .  g ' -D  "-Dn'- . . . . .  ~'-D. ZDn "- . . . . .  c'-D "-Dn'- 

a 

Dn'A ~ + D i3An D n A ~ D ~ A~ 2~ A n 
K <_ Lira , ~ ~ - Lint  ~- L im  , 3 ~ =  L i m  _ ~ + Linl  ~ = 0  

c - D ,  D n  ~ . . . . .  g Z D 4 3 D  ~ . . . . .  g - D  i D n ~ . . . . .  D ,  ~ . . . .  D B  

By application of statement I, we find that 
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1), I),,, 

A, + A~ 

~ I A , +  A , 
] / ) ,  /). 

and i'~ ~a||~ b~, application of theorem I. 

] I), I). 

['he proof i.'; t.'Olllplt.'l¢. 

N(0,1) 
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APPENDIX B 

Confidence Inlerval for ~. 

Let ,~ be the MLE of  2 for Poisson distributed random variables X , .  i = 1,2, . . . , t t .  ~ ith means .,~t i and 

variances , ' ]d  where d,  is the number of  exposure units associated '.~ith X .  Let x .  i = 1,2 ..... pt be the 

realization of  the random variables X .  
N 

Zx, Zx, 
Then, .~ = ,=l is the realization of  a random variable A.. v.here /~ - ,=l 

Z 't, Z", 

+ = '~ - ~ is the realization of  the random variable G - /~ - ~ 

Using the definition introduced in appendix A, x~e will sho~ G 

distribution, and a k %  COlffidence interval for 2 ~s,~ _+ 2~1 ~ ~ 2 

(l + k ) / 2  th quantile of  the standard nomml distribution. 

t 1, Z ",','here Z has the standard nomaal 

Let's nov,' prove that G 1 l, Z 

We first prove G t. 1,Z 

Zx, 
i=l __~ 

We rewrite G - ,=1 ,=t _ _  _ ,=1 

] 'he Central Limit Theorem- Linderberg [9, p.282] states that the distribution of  G converges to the 
standard normal distribution provided that the following condition is met: 
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1 N 
L=Lim---=-'~" ~'(Xa -/z~)2 p~t = O. 

N i=l ]xit-U,l>a . 
n 

,,,h,,~,u, = E(X, ), s~ =- ~.. Var(X~ ), and P~I = Pr ob(X~ = x u ). 
i=l 

| A: 
• 2 L = L tm--F '~  "~"xtpu+ 

N i=t [x.l>a~ 

(2d~) ...... e -W' (2d , )P 'xu! (Rdy"e  -~' <(2dl)U, (2d,)X"e -~' 
Pu..,,, = (xll +/.t;)! = (x u +g,)! x,~! xu! " 

1 N 1 N 2(M~),,,e-~a, 
L<Lim--'~" ~" x:t(Ad.) ~' ()tdi)"ae-~' =Lim--5-~.(Ad,) u' E xil 

#- '®s'  ~ ~ ' x,! # - ' ~ s ,  %7 rx,,i>=, x,,! N = xu > v 

N xa+l -.~d, 

Lim ~ u x,, (2dy"e-:a '  L im+~. (Ad~)# '  ~ (x~,+l) (Ad') e 
L-<.~7--(~')"- (x,,-1)~ ,,-.- s,, ~ 

1 ~/ [ (.?wl,)"'+'e -~' (Adi)x"+'e -~' ] 
L <Lim~-~'.( ';uti  )~' ~ xa + Z 

,=' LI,,,I,~:, x~l! /,,,1>~+, x.! 

xt*l -old 1 1 # . , [  ,r'- (2d , ) '  e ' ( 2 d i ) ' : ' e  -~a' 

L<-Lim~-~( '2"d,  )~[  ~ . !  N (/ldl)~"'2e-'U' + E (2d')X"+'e-~a'] 
u~® SN ,%7 L[~,,I>~-"~÷2 Xifl I~,,l>~÷l XU! 

1 U [ (2d,.)"e -aa' ( 2 d i ) " e  -~' ] 
L <-Lim-v-~'.()td )U' Z ÷('~li) Z 

~ " - -  ' ( a d  s ~  ,..  L ' I , ,1>o:~ x,,r I , , r  . . . . . .  . x . ,  

1 
L <- L i m ~ -  E (2d),,÷2 Pr ob~xu[ > ~ + 2]+ (Az/,) ~'÷* Pr ob~xal > m# + 1] 

N~,~a S N  /=1 

Using Chebyshev's inequality, we obtain: 

1 ~ . E x  :m ~ ' ~ ' ~ ' "  ~ (~t)  E(xlt ) 1 u (2dl)U, ÷a (2di)U,+~ 
L < L~®--FZL~.~-,/ ' - - 7 -  +(2di) u'" =Lim-- i -~.  + 

su i.t m u . z  ~, +1 u-'*~su ~ ~ +2  m~, + l  

_ .  ~ ~ (ad,)",*' +(ad,)"' 
L < Lira--i-2. ~ - - -  

N-~oo $N i~| ~ N  

Since 1 < d, < d ~  for all i = 1,2,..., N .  
N 

= Z fad ~u,+s + fad "I u'+' s u~ di2 _> N2 and. i. .__~. < M 
i=1 

i ~ M I M 
Therefore. L <- Lira - - ~ , ~  = L i m - - ~  = 0 

~-'® NA i.~ z 4 N 2  u-.~ 2 exlN2 

Hence. the Linderberg condition is satisfied and G t. ) Z.  

We now show that G ~ ) Z.  
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We fn'st show +~ e ) 3.. 

We will show thatK = £ i m P r o b l ~ - + ~ l  > ~ 1 = 0  

Using Chebyshev's inequality, 

K < Lira E ( ~  = ,~)2 . .  Var(~)  3, )~ : 0 L t m  - -  = L i m  - " 7 - -  < L i m  
N-~ E 2 ~I~ E 2 ~V~ E2 ~ ~ d  i N -~  E2N " 

i=J 
By application of statement I of Appendix A, we find 

A 
--: --) I 

By application of corollary I, 

Finally, by application of theorem | 

= J~G --) N(O,I). 8 

Our proof" is complete. 
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A P P E N D I X  C 

Assume there are n cells in a class, and the MLE estimate,t  s o f  cell C i , for j = 1 ,2 , . . .n ,  is given by 

Z . l t "  i 

= f=l 
.5.j N ~  ,,,,'here N s is the number o f  observations in cell C r . The MLE estimate for the class is given 

111 
% 

.lf i n 

by ,,~ = ,[I *here  N is the total number ofobservations across all cells such that Z N  i = N .  

I=l 

We rewrite ~ as: 

% i .%, %,  

Ex,+ £x,+.. ÷ Yx, 
/~  i=1 J=%~+l t = J%,, i*1 

% %, N. 

Y~.,+ Y'..,+..+ Z., 
i= i  / = ~%'1 + J J= ,% ,, i * i  

~"1 S ,%', k ,  

Ex, E< Zx,£< 
'% '%1 ~, 5 ,  

yd, Zd, yd, yd, 
i l l  /=l  1=1 i :  S'l ÷ I 

NI ,S, N,, 

E", E", E", 
5. = d, 7,,' + , i , . T - + . . . + & ' ° % ' "  " .... ,' ..... 

Zd, ya Zd, 
i=]  i=1 i=1 

%1 ,%,, yx  y .  
,'~ %,, 

E., Z., 
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APPENDIX D 

Assume two cells C~ and C, with the following tcn observations: 

Ci C1 

10.154 8.508 
11.510 8.100 
5.453 11. 707 
13.239 8.772 
10.065 14.156 
(2.307) 6.953 
17.625 7.612 
13.242 10.633 
14.319 7.463 
7.619 5.546 

The observations in Cj are assumed to come from a Normal distribution with cumulative 

probability function F~, while those in C 2 are assumed to come from a Lognonnal 

distribution with cumulative probability function ~ .  

Compatibility is defined as follows: 

Given two cells C and C , ,  (.~ is compatible to C, if: F (x,,) > 0 .fi~r all k : 1,2,... n,  

where x ,  is an observation from C,. n the number o f  observations in (.',, and F the 

cumulative probability function for cell C .  

Since Fl(X2~ ) > 0 forallk = 1,2,...10, we say that (_'~ is compatible to('~. However, 

F 2 (-2.307) = 0,  therefore we say that (.?~ is not compatible to ('2- 
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O N  THE P R A C T I C A L  MULTILINE EXCESS OF LOSS PRICING 

ABSTRACT 

More and more ceding companies are asking for global protections of their portfolios. One 
example is the protection by the reinsurer of two (or more) lines, e.g. fire and motor third 
party liability. Clearly this allows the insurance company to optimally balance its portfolio 
and to pay the lowest reinsurance premium. In this paper we analyse how to price an excess 
of loss treaty covering multiple lines. 

KEYWORDS 

Excess of loss, multiple cover, payment pattern, stability clause, capital allocation, cost of 
capital, cash flow model, mu]ti]ine aggregate deductible, sliding scale, profit commission. 
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1 .  [ N T I I O I ) U ( ' T I O N  

[IIFiUFalICC tolnpanie:-, are eorl)orat ion~, and. as sllch, they are williug to buy reillhllraltt'e |i.ll tilt' 
fialllC reasOllN that  corl)orationn buy insurmlcc. "l'llese retu-iOllN ill( ']lldc tilt! fact that  enti t ies 
are not able to diversi~v insnrat)le risk~. Tile3" will therefore dcnuuM some t:ompcll.~ation h)r 

their risk-aver,,,euess. Tiffs  COml)erLsatiolt nuty take diflk, ueut t~)tllts : 

- higher  wages for empl(vees  and mauager~ 

• lo'Lver lillt '~ ~}.)I" ('lieat~, 

- m o w  alh~cawd capital  I) 3 Ihe  shalehohlers  

- buying solu(' (rc}ills/trmtee. 

Tile lat ter  i~ obnt,lvrd on the  market  mid ~*x. will dis<'w,s in thi~ pap<,r thl' lnicing el  SOllle 
l )a l t i c i l l a r  rciltMili/ll('P Irealit'~,. 
3 lo re  al ld  lilt)It, illStllallcC Ct)lnl)anierl a l e  t ry ing to opti lmze tht!il leillNllritla'/ '  5tl itCtllre. Wh('y 
are looking for a global l)rotectiOll with their rcillMirl!lS. Olle  of  these  global solatiolls is to 
cover two lines simultalleously. Clearly this allows to take hei fer  a(1Valllilg(' of tilt? diver.'.ifi- 
cati~)u of au il~surmlce polttblio. Thus  a bet te l  rciusurance c<)w'l t\)llows. 
Let u>, lake an cXaml)h', AsNIIIIIp a fire tl(~at3 exiMing of thll 'e ]a3ers : 

kayrl  1 (Ki~ci~ : 25t/(I xs l{)l}0 with thlce leinstatem(,nts  at lll/P,/~. 

- Layer 2 (Kilt,} : 30011 x~, ;~1111(1 with lwt) l(,iilst;tl(!iia,llts ~It llll)~;~ 

- Layer 3 (Filv) : l(}(lO xs 600{) with one leiw, tat(,mcnt at I()()!/( 

Assume a M T P L  {Xl(mn Th i rd  Par ty  Liability) t lcaty existil~g of thlec layel~, : 

- Layer 1 (M'YPL) : 3 t ~ )  xs 2DO0 with  mflimited flee leillslalcln(.llls. 

- Layer 2 (MTPI , ]  : 500(I xs 5()0(1 with tutlimited tlc(, rt!iw, t;ttcmc~tt.',. 

- L6 ' e r  3 ( M T P L )  : -x_ xs  I(ItX)I} wi~h mdimih ,d  bee  lt,ill'41;tlelll~'llls. 

Nor th  Amer ican  r(,adels may be Sml)lisc(I r() see lay(~rs wilh mdimih 'd  fit'(' l(>iastat('lncals. 
~L,~ well a-'~ all uul imited layer. This  is ill fact (-t)lltllt()tt praclit( '  ill Ellr~)l)e. i~ll([ ill l)articulal ill 
Belgima,  at leiL~t t0r Motor 'l'hi~d Pa l ly  LiM>ili)3 (ov(,rs PIOp('lI~, ('o~.els at(! alwltys limih,d 
and General  Liabilit3 lOVely; ale usually limited. 
An a l ternat ive  solmion migh't be Io keel) Layers 2 ~lll(l 3 fi)r Fir(' and M T P L  ;ilia to c~eate a 
global t reaty with a l e , m a i t r e  Layer lbir. (Fire) and Layer Ibis ( M T P L )  : 

- Layer lbis  (Fire) : 25(10 xs 50(1 with unlimiltxl t'r~,e reiuntalemeuts.  

- Layer lifts ( M P T L )  : .|(1(10 xs [0(10 with unlimited tiee H,in~t;m,mrnts. 

wi th  a global anmtal  aggrega te  deductihle o[, say. l(}(l() (Rit)eaud (2(llltl} call~, it a ulttltilim~ 
aggrega te  deductible).  So, tb~ the working layer we combine Fi~c m . l  M T P L  and. a.s it is a 
working layer, we illlpOS(! a large allllllal ;tggrt!gat(! deductible il, ()rdcl t() avoid a }mgc amolmI 
of claims to be paid by the ~einsurer and high pit,rattans It) bc paid by Ihe in~ulv~. Note Ih~tt 
Layer Ibis  (Fire) and Layer Ibis ( M T P L )  ale one t~eaty. Om~ globM plt,miuul is ~ske(I till 
that  cover. We now hav.~ thrc(! tl(,aties : 
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- Fire wi th  two layers : 3000 xs  3000 and 4000 xs  6000. 

- M T P L  with  two layers : 5000 xs 5000 and oo xs 10000. 

- Global, which is affected by claims h i t t ing  Layer lb i s  (Fire) and Layer lb is  ( M T P L )  
wi th  a global (multi l ine) annual  aggrega te  deductible  of 1000. 

This  global t rea ty  is exact ly the  kind of t reaty we want  to price in this  paper .  
Th roughou t  tile paper  we will use a nmnerieal  example  in order  to apply the  models  and 
formulae tha t  will be derived. 
T h e  rout of the  paper  is organized as follows. Section 2 presents  the  general  model  we will work 
wi th  as well as the  par t icular  d is t r ibut ions  tha t  will be used in the  numerical  example.  Section 
3 recalls the  use of the  Pan je r ' s  a lgor i thm as well as the  use of lat t ice dis t r ibut ions .  Section 
4 presents  the detailed model  we will work with,  i.e. re insurance  liabilities wi th  potent ia l  
clauses. Section 5 shows how to mix both  lines and obtains  expected values required for the  
cash flow model  tha t  is presented in section 6. Section 7 discusses the  use of  clauses m a k i n g  
the re insurance  p r e m i u m  random.  Section 8 giv(;s the  conclusion. 

2. GENERAl.  MODEL 

lq'om now on we will adopt  the t radi t ional  convention tha t  t rea t ies  are yearly based,  which 

is c o m m o n  practice.  
We will work wi th in  the  collective risk model.  In this model,  c la ims arise anonynmusly  
from tile portfolio. I t  is assumed that  the  losses are identically d is t r ibuted  and mutual ly  
independent .  I t  is also assumed that  the), are imlependent  of the  number  of claims, which is 
a r andom variable  (typically a Poisson dis t r ibut ion) .  
Workiug wi th  tile collective risk model is not a l imitat ion,  as o ther  models  may  be nsed, e.g. 
tile individual  risk model.  In this model it is a s sumed  tha t  each risk has a (known) chance 
to produce  at lea.~t one claim dur ing  the coverage period. I t  is also assumed  tha t  the loss 
dis t r i lmtinn,  in c~.ue of a claim, is known for each risk. 
Let us define 

- X, as tile i th cla im amount  of type Fire, 

- Y~ as the i th claim amoun t  of type MTPL.  

It  i.~ assumed tha t  the  X~'s are independent  and identically d i s t r ibu ted  as well as the  Y/s .  
X / s  and }~'s are assumed  to be  mutual ly independent .  We also define 

N ~ts tile number  of c la ims of type Fire, 

- 3.1 as the  nunahcr of claims of type M T P L .  

We assume tha t  N and ,'tl are independent  and tha t  N and the  X i ' s  on the  one hand and h /  
anti the Y~'~ ou tim other  hand are also independent.  
Wc ale then able to build two collective risk models  : 

S = X ~ + . . . + X N ,  

T = Y I + . . . + Y M ,  

where ,5' ih~m)t(~s th(~ aggll:gaI(! fire claims and T denotes the  aggrega te  M T P L  clainls. 
L(~I us iL~snnm that  th[~ d is t r ibut ions  of X,  Y, N and M have been es t imated ,  possibly based 
(hi I)a~t (lat;~. ;L~ toll()ws 
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- the distribution of the fire claim amounts, X, is Pareto with parameters A = 400 and 
c~ = 1.50. The distribution of the MTPL claim amounts, Y is Pareto with parameters 
A = 700 and a = 2.50. Let us recall the cumulative density distribution of a Pareto 
distribution ( X  ~ P a ( A , a ) )  : 

F x ( x )  = 0 i f x < A ,  

= l -  if x >  A. 

- the distribution of the fire claim numbers, N is Poisson with parameter X = 2.5. The 
distribution of the MTPL claim numbers, M is Poisson with parameter ), = 5. Let us 
recall the probability function of a Poisson distribution ( N  ~ Po(X))  : 

PIN = n] = p(n)  = e - ~ n  n[ n = 0 , 1 , . . .  

3. PRACTICAL CALCULATIONS FOR THE REQUIRED DISTRIBUTIONS 

In general, the actuary knows the behaviour of the claims losses. He has fitted, based on past 
data, a continuous distribution for X and Y. Furthermore, he assumes that N and M are 
Poisson distributed because he chose to work within the collective risk model. 
First we have to obtain a discretization of the claims distributions. Indeed we will use Panjer's 
algorithm (see Panjer (1981)) that works with lattice distributions. For the distribution of S, 
we have : 

f s (O)  = e -~(1-yx(°) ) ,  
s . 

fsCs) = A Z ~ f x C i ) f s ( s - i )  , s =  1,2 
i=l 

where f x  (resp. f s )  denotes the probability density function of X (resp. S) and A is the 
parameter of the distribution of N. We observe that the Panjer's algorithm needs a discrete 
distribution. Therefore a continuous distribution may not be used as such and has to be 
discretized. Moreover it will be most convenient to obtain a discrete version of the continuous 
distribution which win be of lattice type, that is with non-negative masses on points of the 
type x = kh ,  k = O, 1 . . . .  with h > 0. h is called the span. Wtmn the span is different from 1, 
a simple change of morley (divide losses by h) allows to use the Panjer's algorithm optimally 
with respect to computing-time. 
We immediately observe that the smaller the span, the better the precision of the discretiza- 
tion. However, the salaller the span, the longer the computing-time. The nser should make a 
choice regarding the step in order to obtain a good precision and a sufficiently low computing- 
time. There are various methods for obtaining a lattice distribution from a general distribu- 
tion. I choose to work with the easiest method : the rounding method (see Gerber and Jones 
(1976)). Let us choose a span h. The rounding method simply accumulates the original mass 
of a random variable X around the mass points of the lattice distribution (Xdi~) as follows : 

Ix.,.(0) = F x ( h - o ) ,  

h b 
f x d , ( x h )  = F x ( x h  + .~ - O )  - F x ( x h -  ~ - O )  , x = 1 , 2  . . . .  
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For the part icular  case of a Pareto  distribution ( X  ~ P a ( A , a ) )  we obta in  

+x + , = - ) ° ( A + - :  ) ° = = , . . . .  

We choose to work with a lattice step h = 20. 
The  first masses points of the lattice distributions for our numerical  example  are 

x 400 425 450 475 500 525 . , .  
•[X = x  I 0.0451 0.0807 0.0699 0.0611 0.0537 0.0475 . . .  

~p[  y~ 700 725 750 775 8 0 0 8 2 5 . . .  
Y =  0.0433 0.0790 0.0702 0.0626 0.0560 0.0503 . , .  

Table 1: Latt ice version of the original distr ibutions 

Using the Pan jet 's  a lgori thm we are able to obta in  the aggregate  claims distr ibutions of  S 
and T :  

z]z 0.09109 25 50 75 100 125 I 
P[S 0.0185 0.0179 0.0174 0,0169 0.0164 

[ ~ [ T = x ]  0.0084 0.0033 0.0036 0.0039 0.0041 0.0044 

Tablc 2: Aggregate claims distr ibutions 

Note that  these distributions concern tile ceding company whereas we are interested in the 
l)ricbJg of reinsurance covers. This  will be di.scus~ed in the next  section. 

4. DETAILED MODEL 

,1. [. ATTACHMENT POINTS AND COVERS 

Let us now define the liability of an excess of lo,'~s reinsurer i.r.o, the claims, Let ns denote 

- Pl~'ire = 500 as the deductible of the Fire claims, 

- PMTPt, = 1000 ~Ls the deductible of tire M T P L  claims, 

- LFwe = 2500 as the cover of the Fire claims, 

- LMTpt.  = 4000 ~ the cover of tim M T P L  claims. 

We obtain tire reinsurer 's  liability for the individual claims as follows : 

X [  ~" = min(Lt.o.~, max(0, Xi - PFi,-e)), 

~lCe = rnin(LMTPL, max(0,  X i -- PMTPL)). 

The  aggregate  liability of the reinsurer is : 

s.~ = x ~  + . . . +  x'~., 
"r"" = r , " ~ + . . . + r ~ ,  ~. 
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The  dis t r ibut ion of the  reinsurer 's  liability for the  individual  claims and for the  aggrega te  
c la ims is 

x ]  0 25 50 75 100 125 

P [X = x ]  0.3105 0.0475 0.0423 0.0379 0.0340 0.0307 . . .  
PlY = x ]  0.6026 0.0235 0.0216 0.0199 0.0183 0.0170 . .  
P [ S = z ]  0.1784 0.0212 0.0201 0.0192 0.0183 0.0175 . . .  
P [ T = x ]  0.1371 0.0161 0.0158 0.0154 0.0151 0.0148 . . .  

Table 3: Reinsurer ' s  claims and aggrega te  claims dis t r ibut ions  

4.2. LONG-TAILED BUSINESS AND INFLATION 

We now have to introduce the  fact tha t ,  in an  insurance context,  claims are not paid outr ight .  
Especially in excess of loss reinsurance where large claims are involved, it may be very long 
before a c la im is finally settled. Thus ,  we have to introduce this  notion and  a companion 
thereof  : the  fu ture  inflation. We will follow the presentat ion of Walhin et al. (2001). 
We will a s sume  tha t  the  payment s  of the claims occur at  t imes  t 0 , t 2 , . . . ,  t,, according to a 
given claims paymen t  pa t t e rn  : CFire(tO),... ,CFire(tn) o r  CMTPL(tO),... ,CMTPL(tn) where 
tn is the  t ime  of final set t lement .  We will fu r thermore  assume tha t  the payments  arise, on 
average, in the  middle  of the  year,  i.e. t i = j + 0.5,  j = 0 , 1 , . . . ,  n. 
T h e  c la ims paym en t  pa t t e rn  is supposed to be es t imated  by using past  d a t a  and adjus ted  for 
potential  changes in the  fu ture  payment  pat terns ,  e.g. due to changes  in legislation or in the 
c la ims management .  
Let  us  a s sume  tha t  the  M T P L  claims are compl~e ly  settled in n = 7 years  whereas  the  fire 
c la ims are  completely sett led in two years. We use the following paymen t  pa t te rns  : 

t 0 1 2 3 4 5 6 7 

c r , ~  50% 40% 10% 0% 0% 0% 0% 0% 
C~ir¢ 50% 90% 100% 100% 100% 100% 100% 100% 

eMTFL 5% 10% 10% 10% 25% 25% 10% 5% 
CMTP L I ]  5% 15% 25% 35% 60% 85% 95% 100% 

Table 4: Payment patterns 

where c E denotes the cumulative claims pattern payment. 
Moreover the future payments will undergo future inflation. Indeed the losses Xi are assumed 
not to include any future inflation. Let us define an inflation index : infF,re(to),..., infFir~(t,,) 
and z?IfMTPL(to),... , ~fMTPL(tn). The future payments for a loss X, or Y, then read : 

X i ( j  + 0.5) . . . .  infFi~e(t j )  

. . . . .  i n IMTPL( t i )  
Y , ( j  + 0.5) = ( : M T P L t L 2 ) , , ~  j = O, | . . . .  , u. 

tn]MTPL(tO) 

The  fu ture  inflation will be  modelled by a geometr ic  growth and we fur thermore  assume the 
fu ture  inflation index to be constant  between t~o  t imes  ts = j ,  j = 0, 1 . . . .  , n : 

in f r t~¢( j )  - 1 = 3%, j = 1,2 . . . . .  n, 
i n fF i re ( j  - 1) 
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infFi~e(j  + 0.5) 

i n I M T P L ( j )  -- 1 

in IMTPL (J - 1) 

i n f M T e L ( j  + 0.5) 

= i n f F , ~ e ( j ) , j = O , l  . . . . .  n, 

= 3.5%,  j = 1 , 2 , . . . , n ,  

= i n f M T p z ( j ) ,  .) = 0, 1 . . . . .  n. 

Future  claims paymen t s  then read 

t : 0.5 1.5 2.5 3.5 4.5 5.5 6.5 7.5 

X,  
X~(t) 400 200.00 164.80 42.44 0 0 0 0 0 

425 212.50 175.10 45.09 0 0 0 0 0 
450 225.00 185.40 47.74 0 0 0 0 0 
475 i 237.50 195.70 50.39 0 0 0 0 0 

r, 
Y,(~) 700 35.00 72.45 74.99 77.61 200.82 207.85 86.05 44.53 

725 36.25 75.04 ~ 7 . ~  80.38 207.99 215.27 89.12 46.12 
750 37.50 77.63 80.34 83.15 215.16 222.69 92.19 47.71 
775 38.75 80.21 83.02 85.93 222.33 230.11 95.27 49.30 

Table 5: Future  c la ims payments  (inflation only) 

As we are  interested in large losses, i t  is commonly  observed on the  marke t  tha t  this  ca tegory  
of losses undergoes  a higher  inflation than  usual. One  speaks  of  the  supe r imposed  inflation. 
For the  future  payments ,  it is then more  adequate  to use another  index, including inflation 

and supe r imposed  inflation : sup in fF i re ( to ) , . . . ,  SUpinfFire(tn) or 
snpinf.~lTet.( to) . . . . .  supinff t tTl ' l . ( tn) .  T h e  future  payments  for a loss X i  or  1I, then  read 

X i ( t j )  c ' t  ' X  supinfF~r~(tj) 
: F,re~ S) *supinfF,r~(tn) j =O,  1 , . . . , n ,  

- , ,  ~ supinf~. tTPL(ti)  
~1~,(t:) = C - M T P L k ~ 2 ) x , ~  j = 0 , 1  . . . . .  r/. 

Let  us assume tha t  the future inflation and super imposed  inflation is model led by a geometr tc  
growth : 

supinfFi , .e( j)  1 = 3%,  j = 1,2 . . . . .  n,  
sup in fF , . e ( j  - 1) 

supin fFire( j  + 0.5) : supinf~-,~e(j) ,  j : O, 1,2 . . . . .  n, 

s n p i n f ^ t T V L ( j )  - 1 = 5 % , j =  1 ,2 , . .  . ,n ,  
s u p i n f M V P L ( j -  1) 

s n p i n f M T P L ( j  + 0.5) : s u p i n f M T p L ( j ) ,  j : O , l , 2 , . . .  ,n ,  

that  is we a s sume  no super imposed  inflation for the fire c la ims and 1.50% of super imposed  
inflatiou fur the  M T P L  claims. 
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Future  c la ims paymen t s  then  read 

t 0.5 1.5 2.5 3.5 4.5 5.5 6.5 7.5 

x ,  
Xl(t) 400 200.00 164.80 42.44 0 0 0 0 0 

425 212.50 175.10 45.09 0 0 0 0 0 
450 225.00 185.40 47.74 0 0 0 0 0 
475 237.50 195.70 50.39 0 0 0 0 0 

Yi 
Yi(t) 700 35.00 75.50 77.18 81.03 212.71 223.35 93.81 49.25 

725 36.25 76.13 79.93 83.93 220.31 231.33 97.16 51.01 
750 37.50 78.75 82.69 86.82 227.91 239.30 100.51 52.77 
775 38.75 81.38 85.44 89.72 235.50 247.28 103.86 54.53 

Table 6: Future  claims payments  (including super imposed  inflation) 

It  is also interes t ing to define the cumulat ive  payments  for a lo~s X~ or )~ ~.s : 

i 
X,E(3 -}- 0.5) -- ~ - - ' X i ( k + 0 . 5 )  j = O ,  1 . . . . . . . .  

k~O 
2 

Y,c(j+0.5)  = y ~ Y , ( k + 0 . 5 )  j = 0 , 1  . . . . .  ~. 
k=0 

T h e  evolution of the  cumulat ive  payments  for the  reinsurer  for a loss X ,  or Y, then reads : 

Xt~ne(j + 0.5) - min(LF~re,max(O, X ~ ( j  + 0.5) - Pr'~re)) j - 0, 1 . . . .  ,n ,  

y ERe(j + 0 . 5 )  = nlin(LMTPL,max(O, YtZ(j + 0 . 5 )  -- PMTPL)) , J 0, 1 . . . . .  71. 

1 3 0  



Within our numerical example we have 

t 0.5 1.5 2.5 3.5 4.5 5.5 6.5 7.5 

Xi 

X~(t) 500 250,00 456.00 509.05 509.05 509.05 509.05 509.05 509.05 
525 262.50 478.80 534.50 534.50 534.50 534.50 534.50 534.50 
550 275.00 501.60 559.95 559.95 559.95 559.95 559.95 559.95 
575 287.50 524.40 585.40 585.40 585.40 585.40 585.40 585.40 

Y, 

) '~( t)  3000 150.00 465.00 795.75 1143,04 2054.67 3011.88 3413.91 3624.97 
3025 151.25 468.88 80738 1152.56 2071.79 3036.98 3442.36 3655.18 
3050 152,50 472.75 809.01 1162.09 2088.91 3062.08 3470.81 3685.39 
3075 153.75 476.63 815.64 1171.61 2106.03 3087.18 3499.25 3715.60 

Xi 
X~n~(t) 500 0 0 9.~1 9.04 9.04 9.04 9,04 9.04 

525 0 0 34.50 34.50 34.50 34.50 34.50 34.50 
550 ~ 0 1.60 59.95 59.95 59.95 59.95 59.95 59.95 
575 0 24.40 85.40 85.40 85.40 85.40 85.40 85.40 

E 

Yyn~(t) 3000, 
3025 
3050 
3075 ~ 

0 0 
0 0 
0 0 
0 0 

0 143,04 1054,67 2011.88 2413.91 2624.97 
0 152.56 1071.79 2036.98 2442.26 2655.18 
0 162.09 1088.91 2062.08 2470.81 2685.39 
0 171.61 1106.03 2087.18 2499,26 2715.60 

Table 7: Cuumlative insurer's and reinsurer's payments 

'5,k, show tile evolution of tile figures from 500 for Fire claims and from 3000 for MTPL claims 
iu order to sce figures different from 0 for the reinsurer's payments, 
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4.3. TECHNICAL RESERVES 

In an  ideal s i tuat ion the  claims manage r  is able to calculate exact  reserves for a loss X i  or Y~: 

n x , ( 3 + 0 . 5 )  = X,~(,~ +O.5)-  X y ( j  +0.5) j ~ l ) , l  . . . . .  n, 

~ Y , ( j + 0 . 5 )  = Y , ~ ( n + o . 5 ) - r , ~ ( j + 0 . 5 )  , j = O , l  . . . . .  ,~. 

With in  our  numerical  example,  we have 

t 
X~ 

0.5 1.5 2.5 3.5 4.5 5.5 6.5 7.5 

nX~(t) 0~ 259.05 53.05 0 0 0 0 0 0 
272.00 55.70 0 0 0 0 0 0 

550 284.95 58.35 0 0 0 0 0 0 
575 297.90 61.00 0 0 0 0 0 0 

nY~( t )  3000 3474.97 3159.97 2829.22 2481.93 1570.30 613.1)9 211.07 0 
3025 3503.93 3186.31 2852.80 2502.62 1583.39 618.20 212.82 0 
3050 3532.89 3212.64 2876.38 2523.30 1596.48 623.31 21,1.58 0 
3075 3561.85 3238.97 2899.95 2543.98 160956 628.42 216.34 0 

Table 8: Ideal reserves 

However there m a y  be sys temat ic  deviat ions from these exact  reserves. Let  us assume tha t  
we have observed a pa t t e rn  of deviat ion of the incurred loss (overs ta tement  or understate-  

ment)  : dF*re(to) . . . .  , dfire(t~) or dMTPL(tO),..., dMTPL(t~,) where d(tj) = 100% if there is 
no deviat ion of reservation at t ime t j .  T h e  incurred loss and tile outs tanding,  for a loss Xi  
or Y~, may  now be defined as follows : 

IX i ( j+0 .5)  = d ~ ' i T ~ ( j + O . 5 ) X ~ ( n + 0 . 5 )  , j = 0 , 1  . . . . . .  ~, 

RX,(3 + 0.5)  = ~ x , ( j  + 0 .5)  - x ~ ( i  + 0 .5)  , j = o, 1 . . . . .  n,  

I Y ~ ( j + 0 . 5 )  = dMTPL(j+O.5)YzE(n+0.5) j = 0 , 1  . . . . .  n, 

R Y , ( j + 0 . 5 )  = IYa(j+0.5) Y~E()+0.5)  j = 0 , 1  . . . . .  n. 
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Let us assume tha t  the overstatement pat tern is given by 

t t 0.5 1.5 2.5 3.5 4.5 5.5 
dFire 100% 100% 100% 100% 100% 100% 

dMTPL 125% 125% 125% 125% 105% 105% 

6.5 
100% 
100% 

Table 9: Overstatement pat tern  

We then have the evolution of the outstanding and incurred losses : 

L 100% 
100% 
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t 0.5 1.5 2.5 3.5 4.5 5.5 6.5 7.5 
Xi 

lXi ( t )  500 509.05 509.05 509.05 509.05 50905 509.05 50905 509.05 
525 534.50 534.50 534.50 534.50 534.50 534.50 53450 534.50 
550 559.95 559.95 559.95 559.95 559.95 559.95 55995 55995 
575 585.40 585.40 585.40 585.40 585.40 58540 58540 585,40 

RX,( t )  500 259.05 53.05 0 0 0 0 0 0 
525 272.00 55.70 0 0 0 0 0 0 
550 284.95 58.35 0 0 0 0 0 0 
575 29790 61.00 0 0 0 0 0 0 

Y, 

lY,(t)  3000 4531.22 4531.22 4531.22 4531.22 3806.22 3806.22 3624.97 362497 
3025  4568.98 4568.98 456898 4568,98 3837.94 383794 3655A8 3655.18 
3050 4606,74 4606.74 4606.74 4606.74 3869.66 3869.66 3685.39 3685.39 
3075 4644.50 4644.50 4644.50 4644.50 3901.38 3901.38 371560 3715.6~ 

RY,(t) I3000 4381.22 406622 3735.47 3388.18 1751.55 794.34 211.07 o 

1 3025 4417.73 4100.10 3766,59 3416.41 1766.15 80096 212.82 1) 
3050 4454.24 4133.99 3797.72 3444.65 1780.75 80758 214.58 0 
3075 4490.75 4167.87 3828,85 3472.88 1795,34 81420 21634 0 

Table 10: Insurer 's  reserves and incurred losses with over.~tatcnltuit 

From the evolut ion of the incurred losses, i t  is ~xow possihlc to derive 11~c e\ 'ohltiou tff dw 

incurred losses for the excess of loss reinsurer : 

I X f f e ( j + 0 . 5 )  = min(Lv~re,max(O, l X i ( 2 + O . 5 ) - P F i , , , ) )  j = 0 . 1  . . . . .  n. 

IYzrte(5 + 0.5) = min(LMTPL,ma-x(O, IY~(j + 0.5) - P.',ITI'L)) J = 0, 1 . . . . .  . .  

With in  our numerical example we have 
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t I 0.5 1.5 2.5 3.5 4.5 5.5 6.5 7.5 
xi 

0 9.04 9.04 9.04 9.04 9.04 9.04 9.04 9.04 
25 34.50 34.50 34.50 34.50 34.50 34.50 34.50 34.50 
50 59.95 59.95 59.95 59.95 59.95 59.95 59.95 59.95 
75 85.40 85.40 85.40 85.40 85.40 85.40 85,40 85.40 

~y,n'(t) 

Y, 

3O00 
3025 
3050 
3075 

3531.21 3531.25 3531.25 3531.25 2806.22 2806.22 2624.97 2624.97 
3568.97 3568.97 3568.97 3568.97 2837.94 2837.94 2655.18 2655.18 
3606.73 3606.73 3606.73 3606.73 2869.66 2869.66 2685.39 2685.39 
3644.50 3644.50 3644.50 3644.50 2901.38 2901.38 2715.60 2715.60 

Table 11: Reiusurer's incurred losses 

Our  aim is to obtain the distribution of the paid claims and the distribution of theloss reserves 
at  times j + 0.5 , j = 0, 1 , . . .  ,n .  This will allow us to obtain average values and so a cash 
flow model will be built in order to find the net present value of the business. This will allow 
us to determine if the business is worth the value or not. However before obtaining these 
distributions, we first have to consider some clauses tha t  may affect the claims individually 
or in the aggregate. 
It should be clear that  the extension to multiple insurance lines is immediate. However, for 
educational purposes, we will limit ourselves to the methodology for two lines only. 

4.4. STABILITY CLAUSE 

If the a t tachment  point {P) of the treaty is fixed, the reinsurer will take all future inflation 
during the development of the claim for his own account. Indeed once the loss is exceeds the 
a t tachment  point, all future increases (except the par t  of the loss exceeding the cover of the 
treaty) due to inflation are borne by the reinsurer only. In order to protect  themselves against  
this kind of possible moral hasard,  reinsurers have introduced the stability clause. With  this 
clause the reinsurer is willing to optimally share the future inflation between the ceding 
company and himself. There are several variants of the stability clause (see e.g. Gerathewoh[ 
(1980) for details). In this paper, and in part icular  in our numerical application, we will 
work with the so-called "da te  of payment" stability clause. When this clause is applied, the 
a t tachment  point and /o r  the cover of the treaty are indexed each year with the following ratio 

sum of actual payments 
ratio = 

sum of adjusted payments'  

where adjusted payments means that  each payment is discounted to the inception of the 
treaty with use of a conventional index, let us say the inflation index. The interested reader 
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is referred to Walhin et M. (2001) for further details. 
We thus arrive at future attachment points and covers : 
PFi.e(to), P.'ri,-e(h) . . . . .  Pl~=~(t.), PMTPL('L1), P~.ITpL(t~) . . . . .  P~tTpL(tn) ,  
Lrir~(to), LFire(tl ) , .  . . , LFire(tn) and LMTPL( t l ) ,  LAITPL(t2) . . . . .  LMTPL(I , , )  instead of sin- 
gl~ PFire, PMTPL,  LF*re and LMTPL.  
In accordance with the hypotheses on inflation, we will assume that PF~re(J +0.5) = PF,,'~(3), 
P M T P L O + 0 . 5 )  = PMTPL( j ) ,  LFire(j+O.5) = LFire0) and LMTPL( j+O.5 )  = L M T p L ( j ) ,  j = 
0 , 1 , . . . , n .  
The evolution of the cumulative paid loss and incurred loss, for a loss X, or )~. flu' the reinsurer 
uow reads : 

x,~R'( j  + 0 .5 )  = m i n ( L F , ~ 0  + 0 . 5 ) , m ~ × ( 0 ,  X~, : ( j  + 0.5)  - P ~ , , ~ ( j  ÷ 0 . 5 ) ) )  , j ~ 0, I . . . . . . .  

Yz~R'(j+0.5) = min(LMrPL( j+O.S) ,max(O, i ;E( j+0.5)  PMTPL(J+05) ) )  • ) = 0 .  I . . . . .  ~,. 

IX,n~(j + 0.5) = min(LF,~(j 4 0.5),max(0,1X,(j + 0 5 ) -  PF,,~(J + 0.,5))) . j ~: O. [ . . . . .  r~, 

IY~a*(j+0.5) = min(LMTpL(j+O.5),max(O, IY , (3+0.5)  Pt,~v,oc(j+O.5))) . ) = 0 . 1  . . . . .  n 

When the claim is finally settled, both situations leaxl to the same repartitio~ of the lo~,s 
between the insurer and the reinsurer. The only difference is in the evolution of the c,xsh 
flows. 
Let us assume that the date of payment stabifity clause is applied to the attachment point 
and to the limit of the MTPL claims with a margin of 10%, i.e. the payments will be adjusted 
only if the claims index shows an evolution larger than the margin (see SValhin et aI. (2001) 
for formulae details or Gerathewohl (1980) for further general details on the subject). The 
selected index is the claims index. It is also assumed that the application of the stability 
clause is based on incurred losses, that is, outstanding losses are used, and discounted as if 
they were payments. The attachment point and linfit for the Fire claims are fixed, which is 
not illogical since Fire is not long-tail business. The evolution of t he attachment point and 
limit for the MTPL claims is the following : 

0.5 1.5 2.5 3.5 4.5 5.5 6.5 7.5 
1000 1000 1000 1086.58 1108.74 112433 1129.9,1 113t99 
4000 491)0 4000 434630 4434.96 4497.32 .1519.75 1527.!)5 

Table 12: Evolutiou of the MTPL layer with stability clause 
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The payments and incurred losses of the reinsurer now read 

t 
x~ 

Y, Em(t)  ~ 3oo0 
3025 
3O5O 
3075 

X, 

IY, R~(t) 3000 
3025 
3050 
3075 

0.5 1.5 2.5 3.5 4.5 5.5 6.5 7.5 

0 0 0 56.46 945.93 1887.55 2283.97 2492.98 
0 0 0 65.99 963.05 1912.65 2312.42 2523.19 
0 0 0 75.51 980.17 1937.75 2340.87 2553.40 
0 0 0 85.03 997.29 1962.84 2369.32 2583.61 

3531,21 3531.25 3531.25 3444.64 2697.48 2681.89 2495.03 2492.95 
~3568.97 3568.97 3568.97 3482.40 2729.20 2713.61 2525.24 2523.19 
3606.73 3606.73 3606.73 3520.16 2760.92 2745.33 2555.45 2553.40 
3644.50 3644.50 3644.50 3557.92 2792.64 2777.05 2585.66 2583.61 

Table 13: Reinsurer's payments and incurred losses with stability clause (MTPL only) 

4.5. INTERESTS SHARING CLAUSE / LOSS ADJUSTMENT EXPENSES CLAUSE 

When the claims development is long, it is expected that legal interests will have to be paid. 
The longer the claims development is, the higher the legal interests are. Once again for 
moral hazard reasons it may be tempting from the reinsurer's point of view to share the 
legal interests proportionnally between the cedent and the reinsurer. This is the aim of the 
interests sharing clause which is common practice, e.g. in Belgium. 
The interests sharing clause states that the legal interests have to be shared between the 
ceding company and the reinsurer according to the pro rata liability of the reinsurer in the 
total liability of the loss excluding the legal interests. This means that the legal interests 
have to be excluded from the incurred loss before the application of the treaty. Afterwards 
they are divided between the ceding company and the reinsurer in accordance with the pro 
rata liability of both parties in the loss. Let us assume that on average a proportion 6Fire 
or ~MTPL of the incurred loss represents the interests. Note that it is reasonable to assume 
that this proportion is a function of the loss. However, in practice, it is extremely difficult 
to estimate the average proportion of tile legal interests in such a way that it does not seem 
necessary to assume a varying proportion. Nevertheless it is possible to work within an 
extended model. The interested reader is referred to V~'alhin et al. (2001) for further details, 
A common practice on North American markets is that loss adjustment expenses undergo 
the same treatment as the legal interests in Belgium, i.e. they are also shared on a pro rata 
basis between the insurer and the reinsurer. These expenses may thus be treated exactly as 
are the legal interests, within the los~ adjustment expenses clause. 
We will assume an interests sharing clause only for the MTPL claims and we assume that the 
portion of interests in the losses is 6 = 15%. 
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The payments and incurred losses of the reinsurer now read 

t ' 0.5 1.5 2.5 3,5 4.5 5.5 6.5 7.5 

~ ( t )  

x, 

3OOO 
3025 
3050 
3O75 

0 1 2 3 4 5 6 7 

0 0 0 0 750.27 1689.14 2084,57 2293.22 
0 0 0 0 767.39 1714.24 2113.02 2323.43 
0 0 0 0 784.51 1739,33 2141.47 2353.~1 
0 0 0 0 801.63 1764.43 2169.92 2383.85 

IY/u(t) 

X~ 

3O00 
3025 
3050 
3O75 

3354.74 3354.74 3354.74 3252.89 2501.82 2483.48 2295.63 2293.22 
3392.50 3392.50 3392.50 3290.65 2533.54 2515.20 2325.84 2323.43 
3430.26 3430.26 3430.26 3328.41 2565.26 2546.92 2356.{}5 2353.64 
3468.02 3468.02 3468.02 3366.17 2596.98 2578.63 2386.26 2383.85 

Table 14: Reinsurer's payments and incurred losses with interests sharing clause (MTPL only) 

4.6. LATTICE DISTRIBUTIONS 

Most probably the random variables derived above are not of Lattice type. So it is necessary 
to make a rearithmetization of them. This is done again with the rounding method. 
With the lattice version of the payments and incurred losses, we will be able to apply Panjer's 
algorithm in order to obtain the aggregate claims / incurred losses for e~tch development year. 
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As an  example ,  here are some rear i thmet ized  d is t r ibut ions  : 

e t x y ' N t )  = ~] 

P [ i x : , ( t )  = ~] 

Pi~Y,"~(t) = xl 

t 0.5 1.5 2.5 3.5 4.5 5.5 6.5 7.5 
2: 

0 0.752 0.400 0.310 0.310 0.310 0.310 0.310 0,310 
25 0.017 0.038 0,048 0.048 0.048 0,048 0.048 0.048 
50 0.015 0.034 0,042 0,042 0,042 0,042 0.042 0.042 
75 0.014 0.031 0.038 0.038 0.038 0.038 0.038 0.038 

0 0.310 0.310 0.310 0.310 0.310 0.310 0.310 0.310 
25 0.046 0.046 0.046 0.046 0.046 0.046 0.046 0.046 

50 0.042 0.042 0.042 0.042 0.042 0.042 0.042 0.042 

75 0.038 0,038 0.038 0.038 0.038 0.038 0.038 0.038 

0 0,999 0.997 0,990 0.981 0.919 0.802 0.733 0.686 
25 0.000 0.000 0.0131 0.001 0.005 0.009 0.014 0.017 
50 0.000 0.000 0.000 0.001 0.002 0.008 0.000 0.016 
75 0.000 0.[3(}0 0.0[30 0.001 0.004 0.008 0.013 0.000 

0 0.255 0.255 0.255 0.407 0.626 0.648 0.686 0.686 
25 0.056 0.056 0.056 0.000 0.022 0.000 0.017 0.017 
50 0.000 0.00(3 0,000 0.040 0.020 0.020 0.016 0.016 
75 0.050 0.050 0.050 0,037 0.0013 0.018 0.000 0.{300 

Table 15: Rear i thmet ized  re insurer ' s  paymen t s  and  incurred losses d is t r ibut ions  

4.7. CLAUSES LIMITING THE LIABILITY OF THE REINSURER 

The re  are two clauses which may  limit the  liability of the  re insurer  in an  excess of loss treaty.  
T h e  annual  aggrega te  l imit  (AalFire or AalMTPL) on the  one hand  is the  ma x ima l  agg rega t e  
loss the  re insurer  will pay. The  annual  aggrega te  deduct ible  (AadFire or AadMTPL) on the  
o ther  hand is a deduct ible  on the  aggrega te  loss of the  reinsurer.  Both annual  clauses m a y  
coexist.  In such a case the  aggrega te  loss of the  re insurer  reads  : 

N 

S x~n~(J + 0.5) = min(AalF~re,max(O,Z X~Re(t  + 0 . 5 )  - AadFire)) , j = 0,1 . . . . .  n, 
i=l 

M 
Sy~n,(t + 0.5) = min(AalMTPL,max(O, ~ Y, ERe(t + 0.5) - AadMTpL)) , j = 0, l . . . . .  n,  

i=l 
N 

SlXn~(t + 0.5) = min(AalFire,max(O,Z IXi~( t  + 0.5) - Aadf i r e ) )  , j = 0,1 . . . . .  n,  
i=l 

M 

S i y , ~ ( t  + 0.5) = min(AalMrPL, max(0,  Z IYi~(t  + 0.5) - AadM'rPL)) j = 0, 1 . . . . .  n. 
i=l 
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Let us a s sume  tha t  there is no annual  aggrega te  deduct ible  and no annual aggregate  limit for 
the  sepaxate t reat ies  : 

AadFtre  = O, 

A a d M T P L  = O, 

AaIFtre ~ 0¢. 

A a l M T P L  ~ oc. 

We have the  following dis t r ibut ions  

0.5 

P [ S x n , ( t ) = x  ] 0 !0.538 0.223 0,178 0.178 
,25 , 0.023 0.021 0.021 0.021 

50 0.021 0.020 0~020 0.020 
75 0.019 0.019 0,019 0.019 

P [ S L , ~ a , ( t ) = x  I , 0 0.178 0.178 0.178 0.178 
!25 0.021 O r a l  0021  0.021 

5o 0.020 0.020 0.020 0.020 
75 !0.019 0.019 0,019 0.019 

P[Sy~ , ( t )  = x }  0 0.999 0.987 0.953 0.908 
25 0.000 0.001 0,002 0.005 

150 l i fO00 0.001 0,0[)2 0.003 
75 0.000 0.001 0,0/)2 0.004 

P [ S t v a , ( t ) : z  ] 0 0.024 0.02-1 0,02,1 0.051 
, 25 0.007 0,007 0.007 fr0(0) 

50 0.001 0.001 0.001 0.011 
175 0.006 0.006 0.006 0.010 

Table 16: Reinsurer ' s  aggrega te  payments  

1.5 2.5 3.5 4.5 5.5 6.5 7.5 

0.178 0.178 0.178 0.178 
0.021 0.021 0.021 0.021 
0.020 0.020 0.020 0.020 
0.019 0.019 0.019 0.019 
0.178 0.178 0.178 0.178 
0.021 0.021 0.021 0.021 
0.020 0.020 0.020 0.020 
0.019 0.019 0.019 0.019 

0.667 0.371 0 2 6 3  0.208 
0.017 0,017 0.018 0.(t18 
0.008 (I.(116 (I.001 01117 
0.015 0.015 0.017 0.001 

(l.151 0A72 0.208 0.208 
0.017 0.1)01) 0.018 0,018 
(k016 0.017 0.017 0.(117 
0.(X)2 t1.016 0.1~4)1 0.001 

and i l lcmred losses 

5. GLOBAl,  D[STRIBUTIONS AND GLOBAL FXPFCTED VALUFS 

As we ~,re interested in a global t rea ty  combin ing  Fire mid M T P L  claims, wv have tt) obtain 
the global d is t r ibut ions  of : 

S ( x + v ) ~ a , ( j  + 0.5) = min(Aal ,  max(O, Sx~,,.(3. + 05)  + S~,,:,, () + 05)  .4ad)l . j - 0 1 . . . .  , .  

S ( t x + J y ~ , ( j  + 0.5) = min(Aal, max(0, S t x , ,  (J + () 5) + S t i , ,  ( j  -r 0.5) .4od)) . i t). 1 . . . . .  ;,. 

where A a l  is a mult i l ine annual aggrega te  limit aud A a d  is a multi l ine annual a g g w g a t e  
deductible.  

We  will a s sume  tha t  there is an annual aggrega te  deductible on t im ghfi}al tr('a~y (muhi lme  
aggrega te  deductible)  : 

A a d  = 1000, 

A u t  ~ ~c. 
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Note that  Ribeaud (211tX)) used the terminology "Multi l ine aggregate  deductible" / "Multi l ine 
agg, re~,at(, limit". 
These  dist l ibutions i~,l'e e,q.sily obt;~int'd [)v ('onvohltions beca'ase for our model  we assumed 
lulll IIHI ilnlel~end(!n('i(?s . 
Not(, thai ill case uf dellendencies bet'tvetql t he  claim amounts  or between tile claim frequencies, 
alg~nqt hms exist, giving the joint distributious of (Sx::m, S!,.~:,, ) or (S Ix , , ,  Str.,~). See e.g. 
\ \h lh in  aud Paris (2000a) tot the til'st case of dependency and V~'alhin and Paris (2000b) for 
the s(woud (-~tsc ot dependency. |t~lviug tile joint distributions, it then becomes in)mediate to 
obtniu tile distributious of S V~:I¢. + S,~ ~u, or Sixn,  + S]~,'R~. 
Within our numerical example  we obtain 

~[Sx,:.. (t) + St,:., (t) = z] l  

?[S~x,:,,, (t) + S ~  . . . .  (t) = x] 

t 0.5 

0 0.537 
25 0.023 
50 0.021 
75 0.019 

100 0.018 
125 0.016 

0 0.004 
25 0.(102 
50 0.001 
75 0,002 

100 0.002 
125 0.001 

1.5 2.5 3.5 4.5 5.5 6.5 7.5 

0.221 0.170 0.162 0.119 0.066 0.047 0.037 
0.021 0.021 0.020 0.017 0.011 0.009 0.008 
0.020 0.019 0.019 0.015 0.011 0.006 0.008 
0.019 0.019 0.018 0.016 0.011 0.008 0.005 
0.018 0.018 0.018 0.014 0.010 0.008 0.007 
0.017 0.017 0.017 0.015 0.010 0.008 0.007 

0.0(14 0.004 0.009 0.028 0.031 0.037 0.037 
0.002 0.002 0.001 0.006 0.004 0.008 0.008 
0.001 0.001 0.003 0.006 0.007 0.008 0.008 
0.002 0.002 0.003 0.004 0.1306 0.005 0.005 
0,002 0.002 0.002 0.006 0.007 0.007 0.007 
0.001 0.001 0,003 0.006 0.007 0.007 0.007 

Table 17: Global payment  and incurred losses distr ibutions 

As we will use a cash flow model  tha t  is introduced in section 6 ( investment  decision process) 
we are interested in obtaining the expected values of the  future payments  and outs tanding.  
The  incremental  payments  are 

Paid(0.5) = S(x.y)~n.(O,5), 
Paid( j+0.5)  = SL~+y)~:n,(j +0.5)-S{x+),i~n~(t.7_o.5) , j = 1,2 . . . .  ,n ,  

and tile loss reserves are 

Reserve(j  + 0.51 = S(ix+tY}n,(.1 + 0.5) - S(x+y)t:ne(j + 0.5) , i = 0, 1 . . . . .  n. 

This is the situation where the reinsurer follows the information given by the  cedent.  Another  
si tuation might  be tha t  the reinsurer books the u l t imate  loss in such a way tha t  he avoids 
overs ta tement  and / or  unders ta tement  of the ceding company ' s  reserves. In this case the 
loss reserves read : 

Reser've(j + 0.5) = S(x +y)~ne (n + 0.5) S(x+y)~n~ ( j  + 0.5) 3 = 0, 1 . . . .  ,7t. 
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We are now able to obtain the average aggregate payments  and average aggregate  reserves 
for the reinsurer : 

- paid losses : 

- reserve : 

PL( j+0.5)  = - E P a i d ( 3 + 0 . 5 )  , j = 0 , 1  . . . . .  n. 

RES( j  + 0.5) = EReserve(j + 0.5) j = 0, l , . . . , n .  

Let us assume tha t  the share of the reinsurer in the t reaty  is 20%. It is indeed common 
practice tha t  several reinsurers take a share in a given treaty. Unless the ceded risk is really 
small, a cedent would not accept to work with only one reinsurer for solvency reasons. 
T h e  following table gives the expected aggregate payments  and loss reserves of the reinsurer 
(for a share of 20%). We assume tha t  the reinsurer follows the reserves of the cedent. Fur- 
thermore  we will assume tha t  all cash flows related to losses happen  in the  middle of the year. 

t ] 0,5 1.5 2,5 3.5 4.5 5.5 6.5 7.5 [ 

] -PL( t )  27.19 59.78 21.70 5.78 35.10 76.38 49.29 30.04 
RES(t) 533.50 473.72 452.01 387.61 192.03 110.69 30.41 0 

Table 18: Expected  aggregate payments  and loss reserves of the reinsurer 

Let  us assume tha t  the est imated premium income is 50000. This  inlormation is impor tant  
as the reinsurance p remium is usually expressed as a percentage of the cedeut 's  p remium 
income. One  traditionally speaks of a rate. 
By adding up the payments  we immediately arrive at  the technical rate (TR)  : 

305.25 
TR = = 3.05%. 

20% x 50000 

This  ra te  is not satisfactory because it does not take into account the investment income the 
reinsurer can obtain on loss reserves. On  the other  hand neither does it take into account the 
cost of  reserving (in part icular  when there is overstatement) .  Finally, it does not take into 
account the fact tha t  the total payment  is a sum of different cash flows. This  is the reason 
why we introduce the following cash flow model. 
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( ) .  T H E  ( ' A S H  FI.O\V .XlOI}I£L 

Thi~  sec t ion  is a d a p t e d  tionz W a l h i n  t't al. (20(11). 
~Wh~,ll H I't'ill.*.itll(!F M,'allt5 Ill writ( ,  btlnine~-;~-, he has  to  I)lt)vidt! a nolvelwy illillgill, or  %Olltl, 

a l loca ted  cap i t a ]  : C .  Le t  us  it~,Sllllll , t ha t  tilt! I( ' t l I l l |  a f t e r  t ax  w h i ( h  Ill(' sh~lelllddt ' l '~ dtqllaltd 
f r m u  th i s  ( ' ap i ta l  is co+'. \Ve call  ¢'o¢' tilt, ('or.t ot  Calntal.  It ('HI| I)(, dl,rixa,<l e , g  v ia  tilt '  ( ' A P 3 1  
( C a p i t a l  A.',.~et Pr i t ' i l Jg  Mode l .  +tn, e.g. B r v . h , y  a n d  M y e r s  (2C~JO)) will , i t '  i'o¢' - J'~, -.~ ~PI?+ t I 

is t he  r i sk- f ree  r a t e  a n d  PIt is tilt '  r i sk  t)rt?lllimll o[  t]l{' lllal'k('t. .$ ill('+lSlllt ~, tilt '  n3"ntenta~il 
r isk,  i .t!.  m a r k e t  ~et ls i t ivi ty,  as,socmt(al to  tilt? ilP.'t'Stlltt'llt. 
|11 thc  pre:.cellt pal)e(" "~.x! ,~L'~Stlltt(' (It(' Salll(' ((JNt (J~" ('it|)it*ll tt'lli(t("~'('l" tiC(' t3"l)(' o f  bI|NilL(~:~N i '~, 
Thi~  is c lear ly  a Mml) l i fy ing  hyltOt heni~;. Ore '  m a y  I)(, Wml>t(,d to  w o r k  wi th iH a m ~ r e  geue l a l  
lllOd{!l W|I~21"I? t 'a('h Jill(? o[  [lllSill(,~;~ hHs i ts  o w n  ('ost o f  cap i t a l .  For  t'Xall|l)]t' it in ('lOll IhHl t'HI 
bn.sint:~,n h m ' d l y  c o r r e l m e d  w i t h  tb l '  m m k v t ,  imply i J lg  tha t  t hv  t'o~,t tff t ' ap i t id  h n  ~'al b.~ilJ~,s~ 
s h o u l d  bc a b o u t  t i le rink fie( '  vail ' ,  l n d e p t ' n d e z : l y  tilt, r l 'qui l t 'd  c ap i t a l  tor w l i t i l l g  f a t  bU~mC'~s 
is l a rge  d u e  to tilt '  h i g h  w)latiiit: , '  of  thin killd of  bu~,ilt('ss al ld tit(' r i sk  of  l a rge  dt 'viat ioll~.  
In ou r  t'att4e we hahn, two t y p e s  of  bu~itlt,s~ to i~llal3xt, : 31OtOl" T h i r d  P a r t y  Liallil ir  3 H|lti Fi~e. 

E','t!II if  we h a d  two  diffvrell t  cos t s  (if t 'al)ital,  it is rea l ly  Ilot ( ' lear how 'a'e couht  usc  thorn. A~ 
tA'(! llliX b o t h  tyl)t!s of  I)llsillt,~.s. Wt' llavt, It) l i s t  OllP i't~st t)f cal) i tal ,  pos s ib ly  ~Olllt' (wt , ighted)  
a v e r a g e  of  t i le  ~ll)ovt,-lllOlllioll(,d t 'osts  o[' cap i ta l .  T h e  l~re~,llt lllultililll '  ( 'ovt'r sht;gv~, a lhllitalit~lt 
o f  wl l rkiHg w i t h  tliff0reltt t'ost:-i o1' cap i t a l .  T i l t ' i f  in ch ' a r ly  I't)Olll |k)l f l tr tht ,r  lest,: trch al this 
I>o i l t t ,  

T r a d i t i o n a l l y  we say  tha t  tilt, bllSilll,ss it4 Wol | h  till.' valllt, if" tilt '  Ii('t |)l'('s('llt vilhl(, O [  itll f'/l|lll'(' 
t'~-'~h flows, i n c l u d i n g  Calfiial  a l lo t 'a t i tm alld I~,h,at4e. is I~t)',itivc. A nil va lue  inll>lit~ t h a t  tilt '  
I(,tltlil(,lll('llt~; ~}f lilt '  s h a l e h u h h , r s  a~t, .lll'~l ftdfilh'tl. A l~onitivt ' valtlt, imp l i e s  s o m e  t ' lcat iol l  of 
vahlt,  flit t h e  sl tal t ' la~hlt '~.  In the  [a~tt'l t-ant ~vl, ]lave tilt '  f i l l lowing iuet lual i ty  : 

( ' F ( t l )  
0 < 2_., (1 + cog')t, ' 

W e  will u~,e t h e  i ' ash  f l . w  m,~dl,I ia  (lib, way  m i d  say  tha t  a t t ' t 'a ty is ace t .p tah le  if Ill(' uet  
l)l('n¢ll! v;dllt, ot  all fll l l l l t '  i'~lsll ttowt4, i n c h l d i n g  t h e  var ia t io l l s  ill a l lot 'a tec |  cap i t a l ,  it4 l)o~,itivt'. 
Let  u~ Hole t h a t  if  t h e  f i lm  it4 uot hllallcoll t 'x l 'hls ively t h l o u g h  oqu i ty  c ap i t a l  bu t  also t h r o u g h  
sonic  t lebt  tit hyl}lid cap i t a l ,  co~" I~t't'l~ltit'~ a wt ' ight t ,d  a v e r a g e  t'tl~t o f  c a p i t a l  (set, e.g,  Bl'ealey 
a m l  M y e r s  (211{10) Ib~ dr,tail(4). T h i s  Im~x,ver  is ol}viousl.v not  vt,ry i n t p o r t a n t  for insurer ' s  a n d  
l'Pillnlll't'lS w h o  a l l '  ens l 'mia l l3  tillltlltt,d t h lo l l gh  tXtllitv cap i t a l ,  V~'e will assltlllO t i le  COSt o f  
capita] to bt, :'o:' : 119~. 

~,W{, h a v e  tlll'tw tyl}('s of  cikt4[l thlws r t ' la ted ttl Ittsst's : 

- p a i d  h~st4t's 
P L ( j + { I . 5 )  : EP, id ( j+11 .5 )  , j = 0 , 1  . . . . .  t~. 

- v a r i a t i o n  ~ff tht. loss rt,st, lvt.  : I ' R ( j  + 0 .5 ) .  ) = O. l . . . .  o : 

RESt . )  + {I.5) - ERc.,,crvc(j + {I.5) j = {}. 1 . . . . .  n.  

I ' R ( I I . 5 )  - - R E S t 0 . 5 ) .  

I ' R ( j + t l . 5 )  - R E S ( j + I . 5 )  R E S ( j + 0 . 5 )  j = l . 2  . . . . .  , .  
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- inves tment  income on reserve : IR(j  + 0.5),  j = 0, 1 , . . . ,  n : 

1n(0.5)  = 0, 

IR(j+0.5) = rRES( j -0 .5 )  y -  1 . . . . .  n. 

We logically a s sume  tha t  investment  income on the reserves are paid wi th  a one year 
delay. We will a s sume tha t  the interest ra te  obtained on the loss reserve is r = 5%. We 
observe a l imitat ion of our model. I t  is not possible to account for two different interest  
ra tes  on the  loss reserves (note that  it would be possible if there were no clauses on the  
global distr ibution,  which seldom is the  case). 
"vVe can now define the aggrega te  cash flow at  the middle of the  year  : 

CF( j+O.5)=PL( j+O.5)+VR(2+O.5)+IR( j+0 .5 )  , j - 0 , 1  . . . . .  ,l. 

We will a s sume tha t  all the  other  cash flows occur at the beginning [if the ) 'ear : t 3 = 
j ,  j = 0 , 1 , . . . ,  n + 1. These  cash flows are : 

- commercial premium (CP(j)). 
The premium may be thought to be incepted at time O. This is aot always the 
case. Often there is a m i n i m u m  deposi t  p remimn at  t ime  O. The  balance is paid at 
t ime  1. We do not take into accolmt (but  it is not difficult to do so) the fact that  
the  m i n i m u m  deposit  p r emium is often paid in different ins ta lments  (tree quar ter  
every three months  or one half  every six months) .  Moreover we will see m section 
7 tha t  p r em ium ad jus tmen t s  may be necessary. Thus  p r e m i u m  cash flows at t imes 
other  than  0 and 1 are not excluded. V~'e will assume tha t  there is a m i n i m u m  
and deposi t  p r emium of 80% of the expected commercial  re insurance premium.  
By deposi t  we mean  tha t  80% of the  p r emimn  is paid  at t ime  t = I} whereas  the  
balance is paid at t ime  t = I. By min imum we mean  that  at  least the  reinsurance 

ra te  t imes  80% of the  p remium income (es t imated by the cedent) will be paid. 
In case the  actual p r emium income is lower than  80% of the es t imated  p remium 
income, the  m i n i m u m  and deposit  p r emium is due. Vee assume that  the es t imated  
p r em ium  income will be the  actual one. 

- brokerage (B(j)). 
Brokerage,  if any, is tradit ionally a percentage of the commercial  p remium.  It  will 
thus  be deducted at t imes  p remiums  are paid. We will a s sume that  brokerage is 
10% 

- retrocession (R(j)). 
Cost of retrocession, if any, is not  the  p remium paid to the  retrocessionnaire bu t  
ra ther  the  expected value of this  p r e m i u m  minus  the  aggrega te  loss paid by the  
retrocessionnalre.  A possible modelizat iou is a percentage of the cmnmercia]  pre- 
m i u m  minus  a fraction of the paid losses. The  first percentage  is the  t radi t ional  
ra te  demanded  by the  retrocessionnaire on commercial  premiums.  The  lat ter  frac- 
tion represents  the  share  of the average claims the  retrocessionnaire is expected to 
pay. We will assume tha t  retrocession costs (p remiums)  are 3% of the cmnmercial  
p remium.  We assume tha t  on average 2% of the losses are paid by the retrocession 
(this  is assumed to be es t imated  wi th  the  developped model).  In other words we 
cede 2% of the  losses to the retrocession and the  p remium we are asked for that  
r isk is 3% of the commercial  p remium.  
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- administrative expenses (AE(j) ) .  
Administrative expenses may be of two types : fixed expenses and proportional 
expenses. The fixed expenses represent the fixed costs of the reinsurer (including 
the fixed costs of the priced treaty) whereas the proportional costs represent the 
costs directly associated with the management of the treaty. We assume that 
these proportional expenses are based on the paid losses (note that this is just 
an assumption that can be easily modified). It  is not illogical to admit that the 
expenses will be paid during the course of the treaty (think of the accounting and 
claims management of the treaty). So there may be a cash flow of expenses for 
all times j.  We will assume that administrative expenses ace 5 for the fixed part 
and 4% of the paid losses each year (the proportional administrative expenses are 
assumed to be paid at the end of the year). 

- variation in the allocated capital (VC(j)) .  
As announced in the previous section, some capital has to be allocated in order to 
run the business. However, at last at the end of the development, this allocated 
capital is released to the shareholders. In practice, the allocation rule may be such 
that the allocated capital is given back after x years or in function of the evolution 
of the loss reserves. So there will be variations in the allocated capital, exactly as 
there are in the loss reserves. Within our numerical example the allocated capital, 
C( j ) ,  j = 0,1 . . . .  ,n  + 1 is assumed to be 1.25 times the standard deviation of 

the ultimate aggregate claims, i.e. ~/Var(l  -7)S(X+y)Ea+(n + 0.5) where 3' is 

the fraction of the claims paid by the retrocessionnaire. We assume e.g. that 
the capital allocation is based on the standard deviation premium principle (see 
Walhin et al. (2001) for further details). We make the hypothesis that capital has 
to be allocated during three years. See Vv'alhin et al. (2001) for further details on 
capital allocation. 

- investment income on the allocated capital ( IC(j ) ) .  
As allocated capital is mobilized, an auto-remuneration of this capital is possible. 
Indeed the mobilized capital will be invested and will produce an investment in- 
come. Moreover one might think that this auto-remuneration is higher than the 
remuneration on the loss reserves because the latter axe probably invested in risk- 
free assets. So, while capital is allocated there is a cash flow of investment income 
on it at a return rate l = 7%. 

We are then able to define the cash flows at integer times : 

C F ( j )  = C P ( j )  + B(3) + R( j )  + AE( j )  + VC(3) + IC( j )  , j =O, 1 . . . . .  n + l. 

The problem of taxes remains to be treated. In order to find the tax we first have to 
define the taxable profit at times j and j + 0.5 : 

T a x P r o f i t ( j )  = CP( j )  + B( j )  + R( j )  + AE( j )  + IC( j )  , j = 0,1 . . . . .  n + 1, 

T a x P r o f i t ( j  + 0.5) = PL(3 - 0.5) + V R ( j  - 0.5) + I R ( j  - 0.5) j = 0, 1 , . . . ,  n. 

The tax cash flows are then 

Tax( j )  = r T a x P r o f i t ( j )  , j = 0,1 . . . . .  n +  1, 

T a x ( j + 0 . 5 )  = r T a x P r o f i t ( j + 0 . 5 )  , j = 0 , 1  . . . .  ,n. 
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where r = 30% is an average tax rate. It assumes all cash flows, including financial 
return, to be taxed at the same rate. This is obviously not always true and specific 
corrections are easy to include in the model according to the tax regime of the reinsurer's 
domicile. 
The treaty will be acceptable if 

n ~-~ CF(j)  - Tax(j) + ~ CF( j  + 0.5) - Tax(j  + 0.5) 

~ + ~ c ) 3  3=0 (1 + coc)J+o.a > O. 

The following table gives the cash flow model with the technico-finanrial premium. This table 
takes into account a reinsurer's share of 20%. 

t 0 0.5 1.5 2.5 3.5 4.5 5.5 6.5 7.5 
T F P  294.69  0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 

PL 0 -27.19 -59.78 -21.70 -5.78 -35.10 -76.38 -49.29 -30.04 
VR 0 -533.50 59.78 21.70 64.40 195.59 81.33 80.28 30.41 
IR  0 0 26,67 23,69 22.60 19.38 9.60 5.53 1,52 

CF(j) 294.69 
CF( j  + 0.5) 0 -560.69 26.67 23.69 81.22 179.87 14.56 36.53 1,89 

294.69 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 
C F  j + 0 . 5  

0 -532.18 22.81 18.25 56.37 112.46 8.20 18.54 0.86 

N P V  0 

Table 19: Cash flow model for the technico-financial premimn 

The technico-financial premium (TFP) is 294.69. 
The technico-financial rate is thus given by 

294.69 
T F R  - 2.95%. 

50000 x 20% 

It may seem surprising that the technico-financial premium is so close to tile technical pre- 
mium. This is due to the fact that there is a lot of overstatement by tile ceding company 
and that overstatement is followed by the reinsurer, We will make some sensitivity analysis 
on this aspect. 
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W e  now o b t a i n  t h e  c o m m e r c i a l  p r e m i u m  : 

j 0 I 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 
3 + 0 . 5  0 0.5 1.5 2.5 3.5 4.5 5.5 6.5 7.5 

CP 
AE I 

It 
PL 
VR 
IR 

VC 
IC 

384.22 96.05 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 
- 5  - l . 0 9  -2 .39  -0 .87  -0 .23  -1 .40  -3 .06  -1 .97  120 

-38 .42  -9 ,61 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 
-11 .53  -2 ,34  1,20 0.43 0.12 0.70 1.53 0.99 0 6 0  

0 -27 .19  -59 .78  -21 .70  -5 .78  -35 .10  -76 .38  - 4 9 2 9  - 3 0 0 4  
0 -533,50 59.78 21.70 64.40 195.59 81.33 80.28 30.41 
0 0 26.67 23.69 22,60 19.38 9,60 5.53 1.52 

-497.94 0 0 497.94 0 0 0 0 0 
0 34.86 34.86 34.86 0 0 0 0 0 

CF(j)  -168 .67  117.88 33.66 532.36 -0 .12  -0 .70  -1 .53  -0 .99  -0 .60  
CF( j  + 0.5) 0 -560.69 26.67 23.68 81.22 179.87 14.56 36.53 1.89 

TaxPr(j )  329.27 117.88 33.66 34.42 -0 .12  -0 .70  -1 .53  -0 .99  -0 .60  
TaxPr( j  + 0.5) 0 -560.69 26.67 23.69 81.22 179.87 14.56 36.53 1.89 

Tax(j) 98.78 35.36 10.10 10.33 -0 .03  -0.21 -0 .46  -0 .30  -0 .18  
Tax(j + 0.5) 0 -168.21 8.00 7.11 24,36 53.96 4.37 10.96 0.57 

- o7 -267.45 74.34 19,12 381.71 -0 .05  -0 .29  -0 .57  -0 .33  -0 .18  

CF(j+OS~ 0 -372.53 15.97 12.77 39.46 78.72 5.74 12,98 0.61 [l+~oc} o 

NPV 0 

T a b l e  20: C a s h  flow m o d e l  for t h e  c o m m e r c i a l  p r e m i u m  

T h e  t o t a l  c o m m e r c i a l  p r e m i u m  is t h e n  

384 .22  + 96 .05  = 480 .27 ,  

w h i c h  p r o d u c e s  a r a t e  of  
4 8 0 . 2 7  

4.8O%. 
5 0 0 0 0  × 2 0 %  

S u m m a r i z i n g  we h a v e  t h e  fo l lowing  r a t e s  

T F R  2 . 9 5 %  

C R  4 . 8 0 %  

T a b l e  21: R a t e s  
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It is now easy to provide some sensitivity analyses. Let us compare the rates for different 
multiline aggregate deductibles (MAD). We will also give the rate in the ease where there is 
no overstatement for the MTPL claims : 

with overstatement without overstatement 
M A D  T R  T F R  C R  T R  T F R  C R  
1000 3.05% 2,95% 4.80% 3.05% 2.56% 4.35% 
2000 1.90% 1.89% 3.55% 1.90% 1.58% 3.18% 
3000 1.13% 1.13% 2.69% 1.13% 0.92% 2.40% 

Table 22: Sensitivity analysis 1 

We observe the effect of the overstatement on the technico~financial rate. The effect of the 
multiline aggregate deductible is equally important. Note that it would be difficult to obtain 
these rates without the comprehensive model we use. 

Let us now assume that there is an annual aggregate deductible for the MTPL and Fire claims 
of AadF,r¢ = AadMTPL = 500. To compensate, the multiline aggregate deductible becomes 
And = 500. We obtain : 

Table 23: Sensitivity analysis 2 

7. SPEC1AL CLAUSES 

It is often observed in excess of loss treaties that the reinsurance premiunl is a function of 
the excess of loss amounts. In these situations, governed by typical clauses, tile reinsurance 
premium is a random variable : 

PRe : plnit  + pRand. 

where pinit denotes the initial premium, which is not random whereas pn~,d denotes the 
random part of the premium. 
The clauses are 

- Paid reinstatements 

- Sliding scale premium 

- Profit commission. 

The practical pricing proceeds in two steps. The first one is easy : we merely calculate the 
commercial premium necessary to cover the treaty if there is no "random" clause. We then 
obtain the evolution of paid losses, loss reserves, investment income on loss reserves, allocated 
capital, investment income on allocated capital and administrative expenses. There is no 
reason to believe that these elements will be different in the cash flow model with "random 
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clause". We now move to the second step, i.e. the cash flow model  with the  " r a n d o m "  
clause. The  previous elements are fixed. Other  elements may  vary : p remiums,  brokerage, 
retrocession, and taxes. T h e  process will be iterative. ~,s a first guess we choose an initial 
p remium (or one limit of the scale in the case of a sliding scale). According to the evohttion 
of the incurred losses, this p remium will be split in several p remiums  in the future, i.e. 

- CP(O) = p t n ~  (or, more exactly, the min imum and deposit  p remium,  the balance 
of it which will be paid in t = 1) for a t reaty with paid reinstatements .  C P ( ) )  = 
future adjus tments  for re instatements  due to incurred losses hi t t ing the layer for 3 = 
1 , 2 , . . . , n +  1. 

- CP(O) = pt,~*t = P,n,~ (or, more exactly, the min imum deposit  p remium,  the balance of 
which will be paid in t = l) for a treat) '  with sliding scale. C P ( j )  = future adjus tments  
for j - rrl, m + 1 , . . . ,  n + 1 where m is the first year for which a p remium adjus tment  
is contractually agreed. 

- CP(O)  = p t m t  (or, more  exactly, the min imum deposit p remium,  the balance of which 
will be in t = 1) for a treat) '  with profit commi~ion .  C P ( 3  ) = future adjus tments  fur 
profit commission for j = m, rn  + 1 . . . . .  n + I where m is the first year for which a 
p remium adjus tment  is contractually agreed. 

With  this pa t te rn  of p remium pa) 'ments,  we immediately  obta in  the'  pa t te rn  of brokerage, 
retrocession and as a result the pa t te rn  of t&x. We are then able to calculate the  net present 
value of the business. If  it is positive we try a new p remium lower than  the previous one. If it 
is negat ive we try a new p remimn higher than  the previous one. The  trial and error  scheme 
is continued until the net  present value of the business is 0. 
Tile interested reader  will find more details in Walhin et al. (2001). 
We now present the pricing for the case of a sliding scale. We a/ways a.ssume the same 
conditions. The  sliding scale has a min imum rate R,m,~ = 3.75%, a loading f = ~ and we 
look for the m a x i m u m  rate  R,,~,,j,. 'We also assume that  the first p remium adjus tement  is 
foreseen after  three years. The  solution is given by Rma.r = 5.91%. The  following table gives 
the cash flows related to tile commercial  p remium : 

[ ~ ' P  ~ 0 t 2  3 4 5 6 7 -0 .18 0 
300.00 75.00 0- 180.28 -10.08 -29.6l  -1.51 -7.42 

Table 2,'1: Cash flow related to the commercial  p remium with a sliding scale 

We observe the part icular  pa t te rn  of p remium payment .  At t ime t = 0, 80% of the nf inimum 
premium is paid. At t ime t = 1, 20% of the minimal  p remium is paid. The re  are no 
adjus tments  tmtil t ime t = 3. At tha t  t ime a huge positive adjus tment  is needed after which 
smaller negative ad jus tments  follow. This  shows an impor tan t  fact for the sliding scale : a 
fraction of the p remium may  be paid late and this must  have all influence on the pricing. 
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lu the next table we give R,,.,j m fluwt ion of R,.,,, and the first t ime toe p remium adjustments  
( , . ) :  

• I.50E/ i 1.98~ 5.01~ 5.12'~ 5.21'~ 5.31'){, 
1.25~ !5.12~ 5.2P~ 5.39'~ 5.55t~. 5.75~ 
.1.00'~ 15.2T~ 5.1PX 5.65~)~ 5.89tX, 5.1TY,, 

I 
L_ 3.75'~ ] 5..IPX 5.61¢~ 5.9P~ 6.21'~. fi.60~ 

Table 25: Sensitivity amdy,is  3 

This  table confirms what  wm, said above. We observe a dramat ic  effect of dw variable first 
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Casualty Actuarial Society 
Advisory Committee on Enterprise Risk Management 

Final Report 

I. Executive Summary 

The Advisory Committee on Enterprise Risk Management (the Committee) has 
conducted a thorough and systematic assessment of the research and education needs of 
the CAS on the subject of Enterprise Risk Management (ERM) - the centerpiece of 
which was a formal su~,ey of the CAS membership - and has developed a set of specific 
recommendations to meet those needs. Given the importance of this subject to the future 
of the CAS, the Committee adopted an aggressive timetable for its work. This report 
presents our charge, our work process, our results, our recommendations, and our 
additional thoughts. Our recommendations are highlighted in this Executive Summary. 

To guide our work, we developed a working definition of ERM for CAS purposes, and a 
conceptual "ERM Framework" that specifies the Risk Types covered by ERM and the 
sequential steps of the Risk Management Process. Central to our definition and 
Framework is the notion that ERM is not merely a defensive process, but a proactive 
value creation tool. 

In the area of research, we recommend that 12 specific topics within ERM be the subject 
of focused research. Each of these topics is assigned a priority, which varies according to 
industry focus. The recommended research methods for each topic are identified. We 
also recommend that a standing ERM Research Committee be formed to direct and 
monitor this research, and to take responsibility for related tasks such as maintaining an 
updated ERM bibliography (an initial bibliography has been drafted by the Committee), 
providing advice and content to the CAS committees that plan ERM-related seminars and 
workshops, partnering with other professional organizations as appropriate, developing 
ERM messages for the CAS to communicate internally and externally, and designating 
ERM media spokespersons. 

In the area of education, we recommend a series of approaches in specific areas to close 
the gap between current and desired level of knowledge within each element of the ERM 
Framework. These approaches range from exam syllabus treatment to annual ERM 
seminars, to tracks/sessions within existing seminars, to self-study guidance, depending 
on the subject area within the Framework, and reflect the expressed preferences of the 
CAS membership regarding education methods. These recommendations can be carried 
out through existing CAS committees, as specified in our recommcndations - no new 
committee or other organizational change is required. To assist thcse committees, we 
have draRed a complete sel of"Learning Objectives" for each element of the ERM 
Framework. 

We also provide recommendations for enhancing CAS visibility in the ERM arena. 
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The Committee respectfully requests that our recommendations be promptly approved. 
There is currently a leadership void among the various professional organizations with 
interest in ERM, and the CAS is well positioned to assume this leadership role. The 
ERM approach also presents an opportunity to create a compelling business-relevant 
whole of  the currently unconnected parts of  the casualty actuarial discipline, and in the 
process aid the recruitment of candidates who are asking thoughtful questions about the 
relevance of the CAS to their careers. Finally, it is evident from our research that the 
CAS membership is looking for clear and assertive movement in the direction we are 
recommending. 
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I!. Our Charge 

The CAS Executive Council (EC) established the Advisory Committee on Enterprise 
Risk Management (the Committee) in the summer of 2000 with the following charge: 

"The CAS Advisory Committee on Enterprise Risk Management is to identify 
research and education that the CAS should undertake in the area of enterprise 
risk management. The Committee is to recommend methods, priorities, and 
timetables to the EC for implementing that research and education, but is not 
expected to carry the work out itself. The Committee should learn about and 
monitor efforts by other CAS committees and recommend any additional 
efforts it considers appropriate to be undertaken by existing or new 
committees and task forces. A broad definition of enterprise risk management 
will be used by the Committee in determining the scope of its work." 

The CAS received a very large number of volunteers for this Committee. The Committee 
was ultimately staffed by Mike Belfatti, Martin Cauchon, Ed Davenport, Kevin Dickson, 
Chuck Emma, John Kollar, John Kryczka, Marc-Andre Lefebvre, Larry Marcus, Jerry 
Miccolis (chair), Chris Nelson, Andrew Rippert, Joe Wallen, Bill Yit, and Ted Zubulake. 
Mary Frances Miller was assigned to the Committee as EC Liaison. 
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I!!. Our Work Process and Results 

The Committee met approximately every two months between August 2000 and October 
2001. Significant work was performed between full Committee meetings by various 
short-duration, special-purpose subcommittees. 

During the course of its work, the Committee communicated with such other CAS 
committees as the DFA Committee, the Syllabus Committee, and the Continuing 
Education Committee. The Committee worked extensively with the Committee on 
Special Interest Seminars to plan and staffthe CAS's April 2001 special interest seminar 
"Understanding the Enterprise Risk Management Process", and made a presentation on 
our work in progress at the CAS Annual Meeting in November 2000. The Committee 
also engaged in some ongoing dialogue with the other CAS Advisory Committees: 
Secufitization/Risk Financing, Valuation of P/C Insurance Companies, and 
Asset/Liability Management & Investment Policy. 

Committee Goals 

The Committee began its work by establishing the interim goals it needed to achieve in 
order to meet its charge. The goals established were to: 
u Define ERM for the purposes of the Committee's work 
• Develop a framework within which to identify ERM research and education needs of 

the CAS 
• Outline the ERM knowledge level desired of CAS members 
• Determine the current state of the ERM practice/knowledge among CAS members 
• Specify learning objectives 
u Identify research needs to close the gap between the desired level of knowledge and 

the current state of knowledge of CAS members 
• Identify education needs to close the gap 
• Recommend - for both research and education - the methods, priorities, timetable, 

and industry focus needed to close the gap 
• Prepare an initial ERM bibliography 
• Identify the implications of ERM on CAS policy and standards, and recommend 

additional efforts for existing and new CAS committees/task forces to further CAS 
research and education efforts on ERM and to increase CAS visibility in ERM 

ERM Working Definition 

For the purposes of its work, the Committee developed the following definition: 

"ERM is the process by which organizations in all industries assess, control, 
exploit, finance, and monitor risks from all sources for the purpose of  
increasing the organization's short and long term value to its stakeholders." 
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Important elements of this definition include the dual nature of risk (i.e., as both threat to 
be controlled and opportunity to be exploited), the ultimate objective of value creation, 
and the relevance of  the CAS to industries beyond insurance. These themes are expanded 
upon in Section V: Concluding Comments. 

ERM Conceptual Framework 

To guide its discussion of ERM research and education needs, the Committee developed 
its conceptual framework for ERM. This framework consisted of two dimensions. The 
first dimension outlined the Risk Types (i.e., sources of risk) encompassed by our view of 
ERM: 
• Hazard Risk 
• Financial Risk 
• Operational Risk 
• Strategic Risk 

The second dimension outlined the sequential steps in the Risk Management Process: 
• Establishing Contcxt 
• Identifying Risks 
• Analyzing/Quantifying Risks 
• Integrating Risks 
• Assessing/Prioritizing Risks 
• Treating/Exploiting Risks 
• Monitoring And Reviewing 

An elaboration on the Risk Types and the Risk Management Process may bc found in 
Appendix A. 

Gap Analysis 

The key series of steps in the Committee's work was to identify the role of the actuary in 
the ERM process, and to determine the current level of knowledge, the source of that 
knowledge, and the desired level of knowledge of the CAS membership as respects 
ERM. The Committee referred to these steps collectively as the "Gap Analysis." 

The Committee undertook several approaches to performing the GAP Analysis, 
including: 
• Review of the CAS Exam Syllabus and the plans of the Syllabus Committee 
• Review of CAS continuing education activities and future plans 
• Review of other relevant surveys such as the CAS Non-traditional Practice Area 

Survey, the CAS CEO Survey, and the Tillinghast ERM Benchmarking Survey 
• Discussions with other professional organizations such as RIMS, GARP, IAFE, and 

the SOA 
• Discussions among the Committee members 
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The Committee concluded that these approaches, alone, were insufficient to answer the 
specific questions relevant to the Gap Analysis. 

The Committee decided to conduct a survey of the CAS membership as the primary 
vehicle to complete the Gap Analysis. 

CAS Membership Survey 

An eight-pagc, 21-question, self-administered questionnaire was developed by the 
Committee and approved by the EC at its March 28, 2001 meeting. (A draft ofthc survey 
was circulated to other CAS Advisory Committee chairs to detennine i f ] joint  survey 
covering their collective subject areas would be desirable. It was decided, given the size 
of the questionnaire and the fact that so much of its content was relevant only to ERM, 
that the idea of a single multi-subject questionnaire was not feasible.) A total of 3,021 
questionnaires were sent, via e-mail, to Fellows, Associates, and Affiliates of the CAS on 
April 24, 2001. A total of 298 completed questionnaires were returned to the CAS office 
by May 25, representing a response rate that exceeded our expectations for a survey of 
this type. A complete Survey Report (including an executive summary of the results, a 
description of the survey methodology, a profile of the respondents, a detailed 
presentation of the results, and a copy of the survey questionnaire) may be found in 
Appendix B. 

Results of Gap Analysis 

Based on the results ofthc membership survey and the other avenues that we explored, 
the Con]mittee completed the Gap Analysis. The Committee developed grids that 
mapped our ERM Framework in two dimensions, i.e., each of the four Risk Types was 
mappcd on one dimension and each of the seven steps ix] the Risk Management Process 
was mapped on the other. For each cell in this grid, the Committee examined the CAS 
mcnlbership's current level of knowledge against their desired level of knowledge. 
A key result of the Gap Analysis is summarized in the table below. The figures in the 
table represent the percentage of survey respondents who fecl that it is important for all 
CAS members to know about, or be expert in, the various aspects of ERM - as contained 
in the ERM fiamework - by 2005. The figures in bold italics represent areas in which the 
respondents indicated the greatest relative gap between this desired level and their current 
Icvcl of knowledge. 

P r o c e s s .  ~ .:!~ ~ ",' 
" S t e - "  ' p  ~ : '~':"'~'" ~I, - . " .  

Establish Context 
Identify Risks 
Analyze/Quantify Risks 
Integrate Risks 
Asscss/Prioritize Risks 
Treal/Exploit Risks 
Monitor & Review 

Hazard I Financial[ Operational I Strategic 
72% 

89% 79% 53% 54% 
91% 81% 51°/o 54% 

69% 
85% 73% 46% 51% 
75% 64% 41% 44% 

61% 
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As is evident from the table, the greatest relative education and research needs are in the 
area of financial risk. 

The full research and education implications of our Gap Analysis are contained in 
Section IV: Our Recommendations. 

Bibliography 

The Committee learned that Tillinghast had been engaged by the Institute of Internal 
Auditors (IIA) to conduct a study of ERM trends and best practices across multiple 
industries. Tillinghast's work for the IIA included the preparation of a comprehensive 
bibliography on ERM. The Committee approached the IIA about the possibility of the 
IIA sharing the bibliography with the CAS. The IIA agreed, with the stipulation that the 
CAS would share any future updates of the bibliography with the IIA. The IIA ERM 
bibliography was expanded upon and categorized by the Committee, and is presented in 
Appendix C. This represents an initial ERM bibliography for CAS purposes, to be 
maintained and updated per the discussion in Section IV: Our Recommendations. 

Learning Objectives 

The Committee decided to begin the build-out of the ERM Framework that it had 
established by specifying the subjects that would need to be mastered by the "ERM 
expert" within each element of the Framework. The resulting "Learning Objectives" 
were developed by the Committee and are presented in Appendix D. It is our intent that 
these Learning Objectives be used by the Syllabus Committee per the discussion in 
Section IV: Our Recommendations. 
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IV. Our Recommendations 

The Committee's recommendations are presented separately for research and for 
education, below. Recommendations on increasing CAS visibility on ERM are presented 
thereafter. 

Research 

Based on the results of the Gap Analysis, the Committee developed the following table 
that depicts our: 
• Prioritization of the ERM research needs of the CAS, and 
• Recommendations as to the methods by which the identified research needs should be 

met. 

l Research Topic 

ERM Overview 
Value Creation 
through ERM 
Risk Quantification 

Financial 
Operational 
Strategic 

Risk Correlation 
Risk Integration 
Establishing Risk 
Tolerances 
Practical Approaches 
to Optimization & 
Risk/Reward Metrics 
& Marginal Portfolio 
Contributions 
Risk Monitoring Tools 
Risk Treatments 
Pricing, Reserving, 
Reporting of 
Integrated Products 

Priority (A=highest) 
& Industry Focus 

Other 
P/C Financial 

Industry Services 
A A 

A B 

A A 
A B 
A B 
A B 
A B 

B B 

B C 

C D 
C D 

C D 

Other 
A 

Research Method 
Survey 

Funded Existing 
Research Call (incl. Non- 

(CAS, Paper CAS) 
AERF) Pgms. Research 

¢- ¢, ,/  

B ~/ / ,/ 

A ¢" 
C ¢" '1" 
C ¢" ¢" 
C ¢" ,/ 
C ,/ ,/ 

C 

D 
D 

¢, ,/ 

¢" ¢, 

¢, ¢, 
¢, 

¢, ¢, 
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The Committee also recommends that the CAS EC and/or Board form a standing ERM 
Research Committee, with the following charge: 
• Direct and monitor research per the table above 
• Expand, update and maintain the ERM bibliography initiated by the Committee (see 

Appendix C), adding: 
o Books 
o Articles 
o Editorials 

n Web sites Organize per the 
o Sources of data ERM Framework 
o Sources of models and software "grid", and annotate 
o Other relevant professional organizations 

- -  ERM activities 
- -  Membership requirements 
- -  Meetings 

• Work with other ERM-relevant CAS committees to coordinate ERM research 
activities and provide advice and content for ERM education vehicles; these 
committees include: 
ta Syllabus Committee 
u Program Planning Committee 
o Committee on Special Interest Seminars 
ta DFA Committee 
o DFA Seminar Committee I 
~a Valuation, Finance & Investments Committee 

• Stay abreast of  other organizations' ERM-related activities (e.g., SOA, AAA, IAA, 
GARP, RIMS, IAFE, NAIC) 
o Build partnerships where appropriate 
o Explore joint committees 

• Develop internal and external CAS communication messages on ERM to be delivered 
through various media such as the CAS web site 

• Designate ERM "subject matter experts" as media spokespersons 

Education 

Based on the results of the Gap Analysis, the Committee developed the table below that 
depicts the Committee's assessment of the ERM education needs of CAS members by the 
year 2005. This also reflects the preferences expressed by the CAS membership (through 
the ERM Survey) regarding the means by which the education is provided. The key to 
this table is as follows: 

This dialogue has already begun. 
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Key to Table  Below: 
Desired Knowledge Education Implication 

Level 
Code 

! 

2 

3 

4 

5 

6 

All CAS members should 
be expert in this area 

All CAS members need 
to know about this area 

Some CAS members 
should know about this 
area 

Outside the scope of  
CAS 

On exam syllabus - core subject (similar 
to ratemakin 8, reserving;) 
On exam syllabus - moderate treatment 
(similar to accountins) 
On exam syllabus - light treatment 
(similar to underwriting) 
On exam syllabus - very light 
introductory treatment (similar to claims) 
Continuing Ed - annual ERM seminar 
(similar to CLRS) 
Continuing Ed - special interest and/or 
limited attendance seminars (similar to 
M&A) 
Continuing Ed - Special tracks]sessions 
within existing CAS (and non-CAS) 
meetings/seminars 
Self-study/on-line courses/university 
courses (CAS to maintain bibliography) 
N/A 

Note: Any exam syllabus item (codes 1 - 4) also carries continuing 
education/self-study implications (codes 5 - 8); any continuing education 
item (codes 5 - 7) also carries self-study implications (code 8) 

Depth of ERM Knowledge Within CAS Desired by 2005: 

ERM Overview 2 

Process 
Step 

Establish Context 

Risk Type 
I Financial [Operational  I Strategic 

3 
Hazard 

5 
1 

4 
4 

Identify Risks 6 
Analyze/Quantify Risks 2 
Integrate Risks 
Assess/Prioritize Risks 4 [ 5 5 
Treat/Exploit Risks 4 l 6 6 
Monitor & Review 5 

7 7 
4 4 
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The Committee also recommends that the CAS: 
• Add a paper that presents a thorough introduction to ERM ("ERM Overview") to the 

Part 8 (or Part 5) syllabus as soon as it is available (see Research Recommendations 
above) 

I Immediately begin to provide continuing education opportunities per the table above 
o To provide on-going learning for new FCAS's 
r~ To provide "catch-up" learning for veteran FCAS's 

• Specifically add the following sessions to CAS meetings and other seminars, as soon 
as content is available (see Research Recommendations above): 
o "ERM Overview" 
o "Value Creation through ERM" 

• Incorporate into the current planning for the 2005 syllabus: 
o The ERM Learning Objectives 2 (see Appendix D) 

The Committee's specific exam recommendations per the above table 
• Publish the ERM bibliography (see Appendix C) and all updates 

The Committee strongly supports the following current educational activities of the CAS: 
• The eight-module online course on financial risk management 
• The resurrection, in 2002, of the initial 1999 special interest seminar on Financial 

Risk Management 
• The planned reconfiguration (and renaming) of the annual DFA Seminar to cover a 

broader and more business-relevant range of ERM topics 3 

It is assumed that the ERM Research Committee, once authorized and staffed, will be 
solicited for advice and content regarding each of the seminars, conferences and 
workshops cited above. 

CAS Visibility 

The Committee recommends that the CAS: 
• Develop (with assistance from the future ERM Research Committee), and internally 

and externally publicize, the "CAS position" on ERM 
• Publish the Executive Summary and/or some form of this report 
• Invite a broad (i.e., including non-CAS) audience to its ERM-related seminars and 

workshops 
• Work through the CAS and AAA Media Committees to proactively promote the 

actuary's role in ERM (with subject matter experts to be designated by the future 
ERM Research Committee) 

2 Note that the Learning Objectives in Appendix D are expressed in terms of the knowledge required of an 
expert in ERM. For syllabus purposes, the required knowledge level should be calibrated to conform to the 
"Desired Depth of Knowledge" within the table at the bottom of the preceding page for each element of the 
ERM Framework. 
s As noted earlier, this dialogue has already begun. 
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V. ' Concluding Comments 

In the preceding sections, we have attempted to present our analyses, findings and 
recommendations in a crisp and concise manner, to promote prompt review and action by 
the CAS leadership, In this section we would like to provide some additional context and 
rationale for our recommendations and, in the process, convey a bit of  the passion that the 
Committee members feel regarding the importance of the CAS's role in ERM. 

ERM as a Value Creation Tool 

Embedded in our definition of ERM and in our ERM Framework is the notion that the 
objective of ERM is not simply to protect the organization from threats, but to 
proactively create value. ERM does this by: 
• Systematically identifying the material risks (both threats and opportunities) relevant 

to the organization's business objectives 
• Rigorously analyzing the organization's capital requirements to help achieve financial 

efficiency (for the owners) while protecting solvency (for the customers) 
• Evaluating strategies (e.g., capital allocation, asset/liability management, 

insurance/reinsurance/hedging, operational changes) to find the optimal combination 
to improve growth and return prospects (i.e., optimization under uncertainty) 

• Exploiting the natural hedges, portfolio effects and operational effieiencies of 
integrated risk management (including opportunities to undertake value-creating 
ventures that may not have been accepted under less sophisticated risk analysis) 

• Enhancing stability (i.e., reducing volatility) of results, which attracts higher ratings, 
valuations and, for publicly traded companies, stock prices 

ERM as a Unifying Framework 

ERM has substantial potential as the broad conceptual framework that unifies the many 
varied parts of the actuarial discipline. Beyond its core sub-disciplines of  pricing and 
reserving, the actuarial discipline spans such subject areas as risk modeling 4, capital 
management, asset/liability management, reinsurance, financial performance 
measurement, accounting, and portfolio management. As should be evident from the 
preceding discussion on "ERM as a Value Creation Tool", ERM provides a logical 
structure to link these subject areas together in a compelling way to form an integrated 
whole. In so doing, ERM addresses critical business issues such as growth, return, 
consistency and value creation. It expresses risk not just as threat but as opportunity - 
the reason that business is conducted in the first place. Furthermore, the convergence of 
financial services industries creates more demand for the type of"cross-silo" risk 
treatment that ERM represents. 

The CAS's work to develop DFA as the insurance indusa'y's risk modeling template has been admirable, 
but DFA is losing ground to simpler alternatives from the banking sector that are, in our opinion, 
dangerously ill-suited to the insurance industry. DFA is in need of a more robust platform that can 
showcase its superior and multi-faceted business applicability. 
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Properly unified, these component strengths should make CAS members the primary 
candidates for Chief Risk Officer, one of the more exciting and rewarding career 
opportunities to have emerged in recent years. It should accordingly be the case that the 
actuarial knowledge base is perceived as a very valuable commodity in industries well 
beyond insurance and financial services. 

ERM as a Recruitment Tool 

CAS candidates and recent Associates and Fellows are increasingly asking thoughtful 
and troubling questions about the relevance of CAS membership to their careers. They 
cite the curricula for the Chartered Financial Analyst (CFA) designation and the Financial 
Risk Management (FRM) designation, for example, as being more business-relevant in 
the current environment and offering more growth potential. ERM provides an 
opportunity to re-engage these young professionals in actuarial science as the most 
logical path to playing a significant role in a business culture that is clearly embracing 
ERM as a modem management discipline. 

Filling the Leadership Void 

There are a number of professional disciplines and organizations that are quite active in 
ERM. These include the other actuarial bodies (SOA, IAA and LOMA, in particular) as 
well as the Global Association of Risk Professionals (which grants the FRM designation), 
the Association of Investment Management and Research (which grants the CFA 
designation), the Institute of Internal Auditors, and the Association of Certified Public 
Accountants. Currently, while each of these organizations has targeted ERM as a growth 
area, none has assumed a clear leadership position in the development or promulgation of 
ERM as a discipline. This may change shortly, particularly within the financial services 
industry as that industry converges. The CAS appears to be well positioned to assume 
that leadership role, as our scope of risks is already quite broader than most of those other 
organizations, and our structural simulation-based Dynamic Financial Analysis tools and 
techniques, properly expanded, may be well suited to accommodate the comprehensive 
risk modeling requirements of ERM. Clearly, in whatever role the CAS plays in the 
ERM movement, cooperation and partnering with a number of these other organizations 
is advisable. 

The flip side, of course, is that if the CAS does not strongly stake a claim to ERM, the 
CAS may find itself defined very narrowly in the current business environment, and its 
status diminished. 

The Membership Wants to Go There 

The enthusiasm for ERM among the CAS membership is evident from, for example: 
• The number of volunteers for this Committee, which was more than twice as many as 

could be accommodated. 
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• The number of responses to the ERM Survey, which was 150% of the level typical 
for membership surveys of this type. And the level of interest expressed through the 
responses to the survey. 

• The high level of attendance at the first CAS-sponsored ERM Seminar in April 2001. 
And the positive feedback from attendees at the seminar. 

It is apparent that a clear and assertive statement by the CAS leadership that the CAS 
intends to be a major player in the ERM movement would be well received by the 
membership. 

Do We Really Have a Choice? 

Even those CAS members who do not clearly see ERM as important to the future of the 
CAS will require ERM research and education as the world evolves around them. 
Traditional pricing actuaries will increasingly be asked to price integrated products. 
Traditional reserving actuaries may not otherwise be qualified, for example, to certify the 
reserves of a captive that provides integrated coverage for property/casualty, financial 
and employee benefits risks. Traditional corporate actuaries need to know how to 
respond to rating agencies' use of their own ERM models in their analyses of 
companies' capital adequacy. 

Finally, there are those who believe that the CAS would have "missed its calling" if some 
other profession or organization becomes the predominant source of  Chief Risk Officers 
of the future - they see it as the obligation of the CAS to properly prepare its membership 
to thrive in this ERM environment we find ourselves in. 
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APPENDIX A 

ERM Framework 

The ERM Framework is organized by Risk Type and by sequential steps within the Risk 
Management Process. 

Risk Types 

• H a z a r d  risks, such as: 
ca Liability suits (e.g., operations, products, environmental) 
~a Fire and other property damage 
o Windstorm and other natural perils (including catastrophes) 
o Theft and other crime 
~a Personal injury, disease, disability (including work-related injuries and diseases) 
r~ Business interruption 

• F i n a n c i a l  risks, such as: 
ca Price (e.g. asset value, interest rate, foreign exchange, commodity) 
Q Liquidity (e.g. cash flow, call risk, opportunity cost) 
o Credit (e.g. default, downgrade). 
[] Inflation/purchasing power 
[] Hedging/basis risk 

• Opera t iona l  risks, such as: 
Business operations (e.g. customer satisfaction, human resources, product 
development, capacity, efficiency, product/service failure, trademark/brand 
erosion) 

o Empowerment (e.g., leadership, change readiness) 
[] Information technology (e.g. relevance, availability) 
ca Integrity (e.g., management fraud, reputation) 
o Information/business reporting (e.g., budgeting and planning, accounting 

information, pension fund, investment evaluation, taxation) 
• S trategic  risks, such as: 

r~ Competition 
o Customer wants 
ra Demographic and social/cultural trends 
[] Technological innovation 
ta Capital availability 
[] Regulatory and political trends 

Risk Management Process 

Estab l i sh ing  Contex t  - Achieving a full understanding of the present conditions in 
which the organization operates; this includes understanding the external context 
(e.g., organization/environment relationship, stakeholder communication policies), 
the internal context (e.g., business objectives, oversight structure, key performance 
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indicators), and the risk management context (e.g., units covered, degree of 
coordination throughout organization). 

I d e n t i f y i n g  R i s k s  - Documenting the conditions and events that represent material 
threats to the organization's achievement of its objectives or represent areas to exploit 
for competitive advantage. 

• A n a l y z i n g ~ Q u a n t i f y i n g  R i s k s  - Calibrating and, wherever possible, creating 
probability distributions of outcomes for each material risk. 

I n t e g r a t i n g  R i s k s  - Aggregating all risk distributions, reflecting correlations and 
portfolio effects, and expressing results in terms of impact on the organization's key 
performance indicators (i.e., the "aggregate risk profile"). 

A s s e s s i n g / P r i o r i t i z i n g  R i s k s  - Determining the contribution of each risk to the 
aggregate risk profile, and prioritizing accordingly. 

T r e a t i n g ~ E x p l o i t i n g  R i s k s  - Developing strategies for controlling or expioiting the 
various risks. 

• M o n i t o r i n g  a n d  R e v i e w i n g  - Continual gauging of the risk environment and the 
performance o f the risk management strategies. 

The Framework "Grid" 

Some Risk Management Process steps apply to each Risk Type individually, and some, 
to all Risk Types in the aggregate, according to the following grid, which the Committee 
used to guide our work and organize our findings. 

Process 
Step 

Establish Context 
Identify Risks 
Analyze/Quantify 
Risks 
Integrate Risks 
Assess/Prioritize Risks 
Treat/Exploit Risks 
Monitor & Review 

Risk Type 
Hazard I Financial I Operational I Strategic 
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APPENDIX B 

SURVEY ON 

ENTERPRISE RISK MANAGEMENT 

REPORT 

Compiled by CAS Office 
July 26, 2001 
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E X E C U T I V E  S U M M A R Y  

The response level was high (298 respondents vs. an expected 200 for surveys of this type). 

The profile of survey respondents may be biased in favor of those more interested in ERM (thus the 
responses to certain opinion questions may exhibit a bias toward enthusiasm for ERM), hut any 
potential bias is tempered by the fact that the response level was high overall (indicating that such 
enthusiasm is more representative than would otherwise be implied). 

Respondents from vendors (i.e., brokers, agents, consultants and similar organizations: the "'vendor 
group") tend to be more familiar with ERM, but respondents from the induslry (P"C insurance and 
reinsurance companies: the "'industry group") lend to spend more of their time on ERM projects. 

ERM knowledge was gained primarily through self-initiative (e.g., on-the-job learning, from others 
in the same company, self-study of the literature). 

- -  Sources of ERM learning are mostly CAS-related (and mostly through seminars). 

• For those respondents having hands-on involvement with ERM projects: 

With respect to risk identification, the industry group is much less likely to bridge from 
properly/casualty risks to other hazard risks (e.g., health, safety, HR-related risks) than is the 
vendor group. 

All respondent groups are substantially involved in all risk management process steps, across all 
types of risk, as summarized in the table below (percentages in the table represent the percentage 
of respondents that indicated that they have been personally involved in the particular aspect of 
an ERM project). 

Pl'oeess 
Step 

Identify Risks 
Analyze/Quanti fy 
Risks 
Integrate Risks 
Assess/Prioritize Risks 
Treat/Exploit Risks 
Monitor & Review 

Hazard 
80% 
83% 

51% 

Risk Tvpe 
Financial Operational 

74% 51% 
47% 38% 

Strategic 
51% 
34% 

59% 
I 50% I 35./. I 35% 

61% 
35% 

- -  Professio,aals most often involved in ERM projects are P/C actuaries, accountants, brokers, 
financial analysts, risk managers and underwriters. 

- -  Relatively few respondents serve as the "integrator" of risks from the various sources. 
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- -  Project leadership: 

- -  Respondents among the vendor group are equally likely to be the project manager or the 
technical analyst; respondents among the industry group are more than twice as likely to be 
the technical analyst than to be the project manager. 

- -  For projects involving the vendor group, the project leader is often a P/C actuary, a broker or 
an MBA]management consultant; for projects involving the industry group, the project leader 
is often a P/C actuary or an underwriter. 

- -  Interestingly, none of the projects in which the respondents were involved were led by 
internal audit s taf f -  this is at odds with evidence from other sources (e.g., the recent ERM 
survey by the Institute of Internal Auditors and client experience of  the committee members). 

There is a lack of knowledge of important tools and concepts such as economic capital, Economic 
Value Added, Expected Policyholder Deficit, Extreme Value Theory, options pricing theory, Risk 
Adjusted Return on Capital, risk mapping and Value at Risk - even among those respondents who 
rate themselves as expert in or highly familiar with ERM; Net Present Value and Dynamic Financial 
Analysis are the only tools/concepts of which respondents have a great deal of knowledge. 

With respect to their ability to model risks, respondents rated themselves highest with respect to P/C 
hazard risks (as expected) but lowest with respect to non-P/C hazard risks (lower even than for 
operational or strategic risks). 

Respondents believe CAS members should play a significant role in ERM, from project leader to 
technical analyst to risk integrator. 

94% of respondents believe it is important for CAS members to increase their knowledge o f ERM; 
83% believe it is important to increase their o w n  ERM knowledge. 

Respondents believe CAS members should apply their ERM skills beyond the P/C insurance 
industry, particularly in the broader financial services industry. 

There is a very strong desire by respondents to obtain their ERM learning from CAS sources 
(followed closely by on-the-job learning) rather than from other professional organizations. 

- -  Among the other organizations, the AIMR (Association for Investment Management and 
Research, grantor of  the CFA - Chartered Financial Analyst - designation) ranks highest. 

- -  The preferred CAS learning vehicle is seminars. 

The respondents' view of  the gap between desired apd current level of knowledge - by risk type 
and risk management process - is summarized in the graph below. The x-axis of this graph 
shows the percentage of  respondents who felt that it was important for all  CAS members to 
know about, or be expert in, the various aspects of ERM as contained in our ERM framework 
(Question # 18). The y-axis shows the average score for the current  level of ERM expertise 
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among respondents (Question #17: low= I, high=3). In general, there was rough alignment 
between desired and current level of knowledge. The seven labeled points below the "line of 
alignment" indicate areas where the current level ofexperlise is relatively further behind the 
desired level (see key to labels below the graph). These areas represent the high-priority areas of 
focus for future CAS research and education, according to respondents. Note that these areas 
relate primarily to financial risk. 

' ~ , : C u r r e n t  vs.  D e s i r e d  Leve ls  o f  E R M  E x p e r t i s e  

2 . 6  " " " ' . . . .  " ' " 

' ~  2.4 * *  

~ c  2 . 2  

..., 1.8 

** ~ * E ~ 1 . 4 ~  . .  

d 1.2 8 C 

1 
40% 50% 60% 70% 80% 90% 100% 

Desired (Question # 18) 

Key to labels A-G: 
Process 

S t e p  

Establish Context 
Identify Risks 
Analyze/Quantify 
Risks 
Integrate Risks 
Assess/Prioritize Risks 
Treat/Exploit Risks 
Monitor & Review 

Hazard 
Risk Type 

I Financial I Operational I Strategic 
D 

F 
G 

C 
E 
B 

A 

Finally, it should be noted that tile responses to certain questions suggest that: 
• some respondents may have equated ERM with DFA, and may not have considered the broader 

scope that ERM implies; and 
• it is likely that, anaong those that are experienced in ERM, the focus of that experience is within the 

P/C insurance industry (as opposed to other industries). 
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S U R V E Y  M E T H O D O L O G Y  

Designing the Questionnaire 

An eight-page, 21-item self-administered questionnaire (see Appendix) was developed by the CAS 
Advisory Committee on Enterprise Risk Management and approved by the CAS Executive Council. 

Conducting the Survey 

A total of 3,021 questionnaires were sent as an e-mail attachment to Fellows, Associates, and Affiliates 
of the CAS on April 24, 2001. In addition, the survey could be completed online through the CAS Web 
Site. Respondents were asked to complete the survey by May 25, 2001. 

Data Analysis 

A total of 298 (9.9%) completed questionnaires were returned to the CAS Office. A total of 258 surveys 
(87%) were completed electronically through the Web Site. Responses to survey questions were 
compiled, coded, and entered into a database. The responses were then analyzed using a statistical 
analysis software package (SPSS). 

Respondent Groups 

The data for responses to survey questions includes results for all respondents, as well as 7 separate 
groups based on key demographic categories. Therefore, for most questions there are 8 columns of 
respondents. The respondent groups, with the number of respondents for each category included in 
parentheses, are as follows: 
1. All respondents (298 total) 
2. Vendor Group, i.e., employment type of Broker/Agent, Consultant, or Organization Serving 

Insurance (91) 
3. Industry Group, i.e., employment type of Property/Liability Insurance Company or Reinsurance 

Company (192) 
4. Other, i.e., employment type of Academic, Government, Life, Accident & Health Ins., Retired, 

or Other (15) 
5. Fellows (202) 
6. Associates (87) 
7. Experts, i.e., Respondents who answered a or b to question 4 (expert in ERM or familiar with 

ERM) (86) 
8. Non-experts, i.e., Respondents who answered c, d, or e to question 4 (some understanding of ERM, 

not very familiar with ERM, or non-interest in ERM). (211) 
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CASMembership Status 

RESPONDENT PROFILE 

Response 
FCAS 

Frequency Percent 
202 67.8 

ACAS 87 29.2 
Affiliate 6 2.0 
Blank 3 1.0 
Tota l  298 100.0 

Year Designation Was Attained 

Frequency Percent Response 
2001 
2000 
1999 
1998 
1997 
1996 
1995 
1994 
1993 
1992 
1990 

1.7 
2.0 
0.3 
2.3 
1.3 
3.0 
0.7 
1.3 
1.3 
0.7 
1.0 

1989 4 1.3 
1988 4 1.3 
1987 4 1,3 
1986 I 0.3 
1984 2 1.7 
1983 4 1.3 
1982 1 0.3 
1980 1 0.3 
1979 4 1.3 
1978 2 0.7 
1977 1 0.3 
1976 1 0.3 
1975 2 0.7 
1974 I 0.3 
1972 I 0.3 
1970 1 0.3 
1969 1 0.3 
Blank 216 73.5 
Tota l  298 100.0 
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Type of  Employment: 
Response 
Academic 
Broker/Agent 
Consultant 
Government  
Life, Accident, and Health Insurance 
Organization Serving Insurance Business 
Property/Liability Insurance 
Reinsurance 
Retired 
Other 
Total 

Frequency Percent 
2 0.7 

23 7.7 
62 20.8 

5 1.7 
1 0.3 
6 2.0 

149 50.0 
43 14.4 

2 0.7 
5 1.7 

298 100.0 

Level of  knowledge, involvement, and interest in ERM: 
Response 
I consider myself somewhat of an expert in ERM and devote a 
considerable portion of my time to ERM projects. 
I am familiar with ERM and have been involved with some 
ERM projects. 
I have some understanding of the ERM concept, but have never 
been involved with an ERM project. 
I am not very familiar with ERM, but am interested to learn 
about it. 
I have no interest in ERM. 

Blank 

Total 

Frequency Percent 
17 5.7 

69 23,2 

l 15 38,6 

91 30.5 

5 1,7 

1 0.3 
298 10010 

Level of  knowledge, involvement and interest in ERM by 

Expert in ERM and 
devote considerable 
portion of time to ERM 
Familiar with ERM and 
been involved with 
ERM projects, 
Understanding of ERM 
but have never been in- 
volved in ERM project. 
Not very familiar with 
ERM, but interested to 
learn about it. 

All 
Respondents 

5.7 

Vendor 
Group 

8.8 

Industry 
Group 

4 2  

Associates 

6.9 

23.2 31.9 19.3 20.7 

38.6 41.8 38.0 '  37.9 

37.5 15.4 

Demographic Profile 
Other Fellows 

6.7 5.4 

20.0 23.8 

26.7 38.1 

33.3 30.7 

13.3 1.5 

0.0 0.5 

30.5 32.2 

Have no interest in 1.7 1.1 1.0 2.3 
ERM 

Blank 0.3 !. 1 0.0 0.0 
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R E S U L T S  

Question 3: 
Which of  the following describes how you attained your knowledge  of Enterprise Risk 
Management  (ERM)? 

For question 3, respondents were asked to rank the order o f  importance (1 through 8) of  various ways 
that they attained their knowledge o f  ERM. The responses were scored in inverse order, with a response 
o f  1 getting a score of  8, a response of  2 getting a score of  7 and so forth, with a response of  8 getting a 
score o f  1, The system used to rank the responses was to sum the scores. The options for how 
respondents attained their knowledge of  ERM are ordered from most important to least important, based 
on all respondents. The table cells include the rank and the score for each response. 

Through on-the-job 
learning.  
From others in my 
company. 
Through self-study of  
the literature. 
Through seminars or 
courses. 
From CAS exam 
materials. 
I have no current 
knowledge of  ERM. 
Olher 

From speci tic 
5 e a d i n ~ e x t b o o k s .  

All Vendor 
Group 

1 2 
1088 375 

2 1 
951 391 

3 3 
792 253 

4 4 
485 169 

5 6 
445 95 

6 5 
432 104 

7 8 
257 83 

8 7 
232 90 

Industn Other Fel lo~vs Associates 
Group 

1 I 1 I 
651 62 703 357 

2 3 2 2 [ 
514 46 618 296 

3 2 3 3 
490 49 581 180 

5 7 4 6 
307 9 347 122 

4 5 5 4 
326 24 280 154 

6 4 6 5 
296 32 272 152 

7 6 7 7 
157 17 185 63 
8 8 8 8 

137 5 166 47 

Expels Non- 
expels 

1 1 
589 499 

2 2 
427 524 

3 3 
337 445 

4 6 
196 289 

5 5 
133 312 

8 4 
0 424 
7 7 

77 180 
6 8 

113 119 

Written responses to "Through seminars or courses presented by: (please specify)" 
• CAS (21 responses) 
• 20OI CAS Special Interest Seminaron ERM (7 responses) 
• CAS Spring Meeting (2000 or 2001) (4 responses) 
• CANE Meeting (March 2000 or March 2001) (3 responses) 
• CAS Ratemaking Seminar (2 responses) 
• RIMS (2 responses) 
• CAS Annual Meeting (2000) 
• CCA 
• D&T 
• D'Arcy limited attendance seminar on finance 
• DFA Seminars 
• GARP 
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• IRRM 
• MAF 
• MBA degree 
• My finn 
• Oliver Wyman  Co. 
• Others outside m y  company  
• Princeton University 
• Reinsurance Broker 
• Risk Conferences (British group) 
• SOA meeting sessions 
• T M A a n d  IPCQ 
• V a r i o u s  

• Various seminar  f inns 
• VT Captive Association 

Written responses to "From specific readings/textbooks. (please specify)" 
• CAS Publications (Insurance in the Next Century, Proceedings) (5 responses) 
• Various readings, articles (4) 
• Business  Insurance (3) 
• Industry journals and periodicals (3) 
• Trade Press (3) 
• CFO Magazine (2) 
• National Underwriter (2) 
• Risk Management  (2) 
• Any  Peter Drueker books 
• Arthur Andersen 
• Australian RM Best Practices 
- Bes t ' s  Review 
• Business  Finance 
• Call papers 
• CFA Syllabus 
• CPCU curriculum 
• FRM exam material 
• Swiss Re articles 
• Til l inghast 's  Emphasis  Magazine 
• Various books on Value at Risk 
• Various concerning worker 's  comp 

Written responses to "Other (please specify)" 
• Brokers (reinsurance) (2) 
• Commit tee  work (CAS committees,  RBC committees) (2) 
• This  survey (2) 
• RiskMail listserv (2) 
• Another company ' s  Risk Management  guidelines '  table o f  contents 
• CAS activities 
• Clients 
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• Consultants 
• DFA work/analysis 
• Discussions with CEO's & RMs 
• GARP 
• Internet 
• Others not in my company 
• Own philosophy 
• Self study 
• Software Development and Modeling Research 
• Speakers/lecturers 

Quest ions  5 - 9 
Note: Questions 5 through 9 were answered only by respondents that indicated that they considered 
themselves somewhat of an expert in ERM and devoted a considerable portion of  their time to ERM 
projects, or were familiar with ERM and had been involved with some ERM projects. There are five 
columns of respondents for questions 5 through 9. The respondent groups, with the number of 
respondents for each category included in parentheses, are as follows: 
1. All respondents (86 total) 
2. Vendor Group, i.e., employment type of Broker/Agent, Consultant, or Organization Serving 

Insurance (37) 
3. Industry  Group, i.e., employment type of Property/Liability Insurance Company or Reinsurance 

Company (45) 
4. Fellows (59) 
5. Associates (24) 

Q u e s t i o n  5: 
Approximately what percentage ofyour time over the past 12months have you been involved in ERM 
projects? 

Over 75% 

All 
Respondents 

9.3 

Vendor Group 

10.8 

Industry 
Group 

8.9 

Fellows 

6.8 

Associates 

16.7 
Between 50 and 75% 5.8 8.1 4.4 6.8 4.2 
About 50% 5.8 5.4 6.7 6.8 4.2 
Between 25 and 50% 17.4 13.5 20.0 10.2 33.3 
Less than 25% 41.9 48.6 33.3 42.4 37.5 
Blank 19.8 13.5 26.7 2711 4.2 
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Quest ion  6: 
Which of  the following aspects o f  ERM projects have you personally been involved in? 

The percentages in the table represent the percentage of  respondents that indicated that they have been 
personally involved in the particular aspect o fan  ERM project, 

a. Identif ication of  risks on an enter 
All 

Respondents 
Hazard risk - 80.2 
property/casualty 
Hazard risk other 20.9 
(e.g., health, safety, 
HR-related) i 
Financial risk I 74.4 

)rise-wide scale: 
Vendor Group 

83.8 

Indust~ 
Group 

77.8 

8.9 32.4 

Fellows Associates 

76.3 87.5 

16.9 29.2 

72.9 75.0 

50.8 54.2 

52.5 45.8 

70.3 75.6 

Operational risk 51.2 51.4 51.1 

Strategic risk ._ 51.2 51.4 48.9 

b. Analys is /quanti f icat ion of  hazard risk: 

Property/casualty 
hazard risks 
Other types of  
hazard risk 

All 
Respondents 

82.6 

14.0 

Vendor Group 

86.5 

13.5 

Industry 
Group 

80.0 

13.3 

Fellow, s 

79.7 

10.2 

Assoeiales 

87.5 

25,0 

Written responses to "Other types o f  hazard risk (please specify)" 
, Investment (3 responses) 
• Legal (2) 
• Weather (2) 
• A&H 
• Asset 
. DCAT/DST 
• Financial and technological 
• FX, interest rates, commodity prices, credit 
• Life/health 
• Liquidity 
• Political 
o Power 
• Product contamination 
• Tax 
• Worker 's  safetyand related 
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c. Analysis /quanti f icat ion of  financial risks: 
Vendor Group Fellows Associates 

Credit risk 

All 
Respondents 

39.5 37.8 

26.7 
15.1 

Industry 
Group 

37.8 35.6 50.0 

Foreign exchange risk 29.1 24.3 33.3 23.7 45.8 

Interest rate risk 46.5 45.9 42.2 44.1 50.0 

Liquidity risk 24.3 24.4 27.1 25.0 
Other 16.2 15.6 15.3 8.3 

Written responses to "Other (please specify)" 
• Commodity price risk (4 responses) 
• Equity market risk (2) 
• ALM 
• Asset risk 
• Capital adequacy risk 
• Equity valuation risk 
• Long-tail line severity 
• Medical inflation and stock market yields 
• Rate adequacy 
• Stocks, corporate bonds, munis 
• Underwriting risk 

d. Analysis /quantif icat ion of operational  risks: 

Operations 

Information 

Industry 
Group 

40.0 

All Vendor Group 
Respondents 

38.4 37.8 

18.6 16.2 

10.5 8.1 

9.3 5.4 

9.3 13.5 

Fel lows Associates 

37.3 41.7 

22.0 8.3 

13.6 0.0 

! 1.9 0.0 

10.2 8.3 

22.2 
Technology 
Integrity 13.3 

Information risk 13.3 

Other 6.7 

Written responses to "Other (please specify)" 
• Bad faith allegations 
• Claims operations and legislative risks 
• Data quality risk/issues 
• Income fluctuation risk 
. Product recall, inventory 
• Product warranty 
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e. Analysis/quantification ofstrate 

Competition 

Customer wants 

Technological 
innovation 
Capital availability 

Regulatory 

Political 

All 
Respondents 

33.7 

14.0 

16.3 

32.6 

33.7 

l 19.8 

ic risk: 
V e n d o r  Group 

29.7 

13.5 

16.2 

24.3 

Indus t  D' 
Group 

35.6 

13.3 

15.6 

37.8 

31.1 35.1 

Fellows Associates 

28.8 41.7 

13.6 16,7 

22.0 0.0 

32.2 29.2 

33.9 33.3 

20.3 16.7 

6.8 8.3 

24.3 15.6 

1 

Other 8.1 13.5 4.4 

Written responses to "Other (please specify)" 
• Asset allocation and capital requirements 
• Capital investment projects 
• Disposable income 
• Each of  the three on various projects 
• Market channel risk 
• Obsolescence/senescence risk 
• Reputation 

f. Integrated risk anal, 

Integration of various 
types of P/C hazard 
risks faced by an entity 
(e.g., property 
catastrophe risk with 
automobile liability ). 
Integration of P/C 
hazard risks with other 
types of hazard risk 
faced by an entity (e.g., 
workers compensation 
with health risk). 
Integration of hazard 
risk, financial risk, 
operational risk, and/or 
strategic risk. 

'sis includin 
All 

Respondents 
59.3 70,3 

26.7 29.7 

59.3 67.6 

the following categories: 
V e n d o r  G r o u p  Indust l~  r 

Group 
48,9 

20.0 

I : e l l o~  s Associates 

55.9 66.7 

18.6 

57.6 48.9 

45.8 

58.3 
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g. Assessment or prioritization of risks faced by an entity. 

All Vendor Group Industry 

Hazard 
Financial 
Operational 
Strategic 

Respondents Group 
51.2 64.9 44.4 

Fellows 

50.8 
50.0 I 62.2 42.2 47.5 
34 .9  45.9 26.7 30.5 
34.9 45.9 26.7 32.2 

Associates 

50.0 
54.2 
45.8 
37.5 

h. 

Recommending ways to 
treat or exploit risks 
that have been iden- 
tified, quantified, and 
assessed. 

All 
Respondents 

60.5 

Vendor Group 

73.0 

Indusfry 
Group 

51.1 

Fellows Associaees 

59.3 66.7 

Monitoring of changes 
in the risk environment 
and performance of the 
risk management 
processes. 

All 
Respondents 

34.9 

Vendor Group 

37.8 

Industry 
Group 

33.3 

Fellows Associates 

35.6 33.3 
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Question 7: 
What other types ofpractitioners have you workedwith in an ERMproject? 

The percentages in the table represent the percentage of  respondents that indicated that they have 
worked with the type of  practitioner in an ERM project. 

Academics 
Accountants 
Actuaries - life/health 
Actuaries - pension 
Actuaries - P/C 
Brokers 
Economists 
Financial analysts 
HR professionals 
Internal auditors 

All 
Respondents 

19.8 
55.8 
18.6 
8.1 

70.9 
46.5 
27.9 

Vendor Group 

18.9 
56.8 
18.9 
10.8 
70.3 
59.5 
32.4 

48.8 37.8 

f- 
14.0 18.9 
20.9 16.2 

21.6 

|odttstr)' 

17.8 
53.3 
13.3 
4.4 

71.1 
37.8 
22.2 
55.6 
11.1 
20.0 

Fellows 

15.3 
52.5 
13~6- 
6.8 

71.2 
44.1 
22.0 
42.4 
11.9 
22,0 

Associates 

29.2 
58.3 
33.3 
12.5 
70.8 
54.2 
41.7 
62.5 
16.7 
16.7 

IT professionals 20.9 20.0 23.7 12.5 
Lawyers 17.4 18.9 13.3 16.9 16.7 

18.9 
32.4 

17.4 18.6 
23.7 
18.6 
30.5 

13.3 
15,6 
15.6 
31.1 

Marketing professionals 
MBA/Mgmt consultant 
Operations experts 
Risk managers 

16.2 
51.4 

Risk specialists 19.8 24.3 15.6 13.6 
Strateg)qorg. experts 16.3 16.2 15.6 16.9 
Underwriters 35.1 60.0 45.8 

13.5 6.8 Others 

25.6 

i 15.1 39.5 

47.7 
10.5 8.9 

12.5 
33.3 

4.2 
58.3 
37.5 
12.5 
50.0 
16.7 

Written responses to "Other (please specify)" 
• Investment Managers, Professionals, Chief Investment Officer (3 responses) 
• Cat Modelers 
• Claims Experts 
• Earth Sciences, Engineers 
• ERM Consultants 
• Executives: CEO, CFO 
• Geologists / Chemists 
• Meteorologists 
• Project Managers 
• Statisticians 
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Question 9: 
For those ERM projects in which you were one of  several practitioners involved with the ERM 
process, in general which practitioner served as the project leader? 

The percentages in the table represent the percentage of respondents that indicated that the type of 
practitioner served as the project leader in an ERM project. 

Academics 

All 
Respondents 

0.0 
4.7 

Vendor Group 

0.0 

Industry 
Group 

0.0 
2.7 4.4 

Fellows Assocloles 

0.0 0.0 
3.4 8.3 
0.0 4.2 
0.0 0.0 

16.9 8.3 
5.1 4.2 
1.7 0.0 
3.4 8.3 
0.0 0.0 
0.0 0.0 
1.7 0.0 
0.0 0.0 
0.0 0.0 
5.1 8.3 
0.0 0.0 
1.7 4,2 
0.0 0.0 
3.4 0.0 

10.2 8.3 
10.2 4.2 
37.3 41.7 

Accountants 

Actuaries - life/health 1.2 2.7 0.0 
Actuaries - pension 0.0 0.0 0.0 
Actuaries - P/C 15. I 10.8 17.8 
Brokers 5.8 10.8 2.2 
Economists 1.2 2.7 0.0 
Financial analysts 4.7 0.0 8.9 
HR professionals 0.0 0.0 0.0 
Internal auditors 0.0 0.0 0.0 
IT professionals 1.2 0.0 2.2 
Lawyers 0.0 0.0~ 0.0 
Marketing professionals 0.0 0.0 0.0 
MBA/Mgmt consultant 5.8 10.8 2.2 
Operations experts 0.0 0.0 0.0 
Risk managers 2.3 2.7 2.2 
Risk specialists 0.0 0.0 0.0 
Strategy/org. experts 2.3 0.0 4.4 

i 

Underwriters 9.3 0.0 ! 15.6 
Others 9.3 5.4 13.3 
Blank 51.3 37.l 26.7 

Written responses to "Other (please specify)" 
• CFO (3) 
• Actuaries and/or accountants  

• Chief Investment Officer 
• Product managers 
• Project Managers/Deal Structurers 
• Various 
• Various personnel at clients 
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Quest ion 8: 
Which o f  the following best describes your primary role in the ERM projects that you have been 
involved with? 

Project leader 
Prtmary technical 
analyst for all risks 
Primary technical 
analyst for hazard risk, 
but a secondary role in 
other risks 
"Integrator" of all risks. 
Other 
Blank 

All 
Respondents 

25.6 
12.8 

29.1 

9.3 
14.0 
9.3 

Vendor Group 

32.4 
13.5 

18.9 

5+ t 16.2 
13.5 

Industry. 
Group 

20,0 
13.3 

37.8 

I1.1 
I1.1 
6.7 

Fellows 

25.4 
11.9 

23.7 

10.2 
18.6 
10.2 

Associates 

25.0 
16.7 

37.5 

8.3 
4.2 
8.3 

Written responses to "Other (please specify)" 
• Changed over time. Now mostly internal consultant 
• Committee participant 
• Consultant 
• General team member 
• Group member in identifying risks no analysis 
• Involved with partial ERM projects only 
• Management role overseeing results 
• Manager o f  primary tech analyst for hazard risk 
• Manager o f  project leader 
• Manager/decision authority over technical actuarial analysts 
• Participant in data collection 
• Peer Reviewer 
• Secondary analyst 
• Subject matter expert for information risk 
• Team member for general identification of  risk 
• Various 

Note: Questions 10 through 20 were answered by all respondents. Therefore, there are ten columns of  
respondents for queslions 10 through 20. 

Quest ion 10: 
Please indicate your level of  understanding of the following,  using the scale 
I = no or  low understanding,  2 = medium understanding,  3 = high understanding.  

The data in the table cells represents the average response for each category. A response of  1 was 
inserted for those items left blank. 
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All Vendor Industry Other Fellows Aaoclntes Experts Non- 
Group Group experts 

Basel Capital Accord 1.11 1.12 1.08 1.08 l d 0  1.14 1.26 1.05 

Causal modeling 1.27 1.35 1.28 1.28 1.29 1.23 1.47 I. 19 

Credit Risk Models 1.40 1.45 1.38 1.34 ! .41 1.37 1.57 1.34 
(e.g., Credit metrics.) 
Dynamic Financial 2.07 2.27 2.12 1.78 2,07 2.03 2.40 1.93 
Analysis (DFA) 
Economic capital 1.59 1.70 1.64 1.72 1.64 1.45 1.87 1.48 

Economic Cost of Ruin 1.77 1.87 1.87 1.48 1.81 1.66 1.97 1.68 
or Expected Policy- 
holder Deficit 
Economic Value Added 1.50 i .71 1.58 1.54 1.55 1.34 1.74 1.40 
(EVA) 
Extreme Value Theory 1.25 1.30 1.31 1.22 1,23 1.24 !.43 1.18 
(EVT) 
Fuzzy logic 1.17 1.23 1.20 1.08 1.18 1.15 1.23 1.15 

Generalized Auto- 1.13 1.24 1.10 1.10 1,12 1,16 1.16 1.12 
regressive Hetero- 
skedaslic models 
Net Present Value 2.61 2.78 2.69 2.48 2.65 2.48 2.74 2.55 
(NPV) 
Options Pricing Theory 1.78 2.01 1.84 1.92 1,72 1.85 2.03 1.67 
(e.g., Black-Scholes 
model) 
Real Options 1.34 1.55 1.31 1.46 1.33 1.33 1.52 1.26 

Return on Risk Ad- 1.52 1.43 1.64 1.82 1,56 1.39 1.78 1.41 
lusted CapitaI-RORAC 
Risk Adjusted Return 1.60 1.65 1.72 1.90 1.66 1.44 1.95 1.45 
on Capital-RAROC 
Risk Mapping 1.21 1.50 1.16 1.04 1,20 1.18 1.47 1.11 

Strengths, Weaknesses, 1.46 1.81 1.53 1.30 1,50 1.33 1.66 1.36 
Opportunities, Threats 
(SWOT) Analysis 
System Dynamics 1.08 1.18 1.03 1.00 1.05 1.08 1.14 1.05 
models 
Value at Risk (VAR) 1.54 I 1.84 1.56 1.38 ! .51 1.55 1.95 1.37 

Tail VAR 1.27 1.48 1.23 1.30 1,25 1.26 1.57 1.14 

Other ERM-relevant 1.09 1.09 1.08 1.08 1,09 1.10 1.19 1.05 
metrics, models, 
concepts 
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Written responses to "Other ERM-relevant metrics, models  and concepts (please specify)" 
• CAPT 
• Catastrophe models  
• Correlation/Copulas 
• Hedging via futures and options 
• Marginal analysis 
• Probability o f  ruin 
• Statistical model ing 
• Utility based return measures  

Question 11: 
Please indicate your level of ability to quantify/model  the following types of risk, using the scale 
1 = no or low ability, 2 = medium ability, 3 = high ability. 

The data in the table cells below represent the average response for each category. A response o f  I was 
inserted for those i tems left blank. 

hazard - 
property/casualty 

hazard - non p/c (e.g., 
health, safety, HR- 
related) 
financial 

All Vendor Industry Other Fe l lows  Associates Experts Non- 
Group Group experts 

2.46 2.41 2.47 2.26 2.46 2.46 2.47 2.45 

1.30 1.45 1.25 1.44 1.26 1.37 1.40 1.26 

1.69 1.63 1.70 1.76 1.70 1.68 1.94 1.59 

operational 1.34 1.43 1.32 1.36 1.33 1.37 1.42 1.30 

strategic 1.38 1.40 1.36 1.50 1.39 1.36 1.51 1.33 
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Question 12: 
In the future, which of the following best describes the role you believe CAS members should play 
in the ERM process? 

The percentages in the table represent the percentage o f  respondents that indicated that CAS members 
should play the particular role in the ERM process. 

All Vendor Industry Other Fellows Associates Elperls Non- 
Group Group experts 

As the project leader 50.0 50.5 49.5 53.3 51.0 49.4 66.3 43.1 

As a project team 
member with primary 
responsibility for all 
risk quantification work 
As a project team 
member with primary 
responsibility for all 
hazard risk 
quantification work 

60.4 63.7 58.3 66.7 58.9 64.4 69.8 56.4 

46.0 51.6 41.7 66.7 48.0 42.5 50.0 44.1 

As a project team 53.7 50.5 53.1 80.0 55.4 50.6 51.2 54.5 
member with primary 
responsibility for all 
property/casualty risk 
quantification work 
As a risk "integrator" 43.3 48.4 40.1 53.3 46.5 37.9 61.6 35.5 

Other 5.7 8.8 3.6 13.3 5.9 4.6 9.3 4.3 

None 2.0 1.1 1.6 13.3 1.5 3.4 3.5 1.4 

Written responses to "Other (please specify)" 
• Any o f  the above for which qualified. 
• As the writer o f  responses to requests for proposals to perform ERM work, encompassing all aspects 

o f  the proposed analysis (although other team members would be equally qualified to do this). 
• Client 
• None, if they're smart. 
• Risk Consultant 
• Subject matter expert based on job experience. 
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Question 13: 
How would you rate the relative importance of increasing your knowledge of ERM? 

All Vendor Industry Other Fellows Associates Experts Non- 
Group Group experts 

Low importance 16.8 15.4 17.2 20.0 16.8 16.1 10.5 19.4 

Medium importance 47.3 37.4 52.1 46.7 51.0 37.9 40.7 50.2 

High importance 33.6 45.1 28.1 33.3 29,7 43.7 44.2 28.9 

Blank 2.3 2.2 2.6 0.0 2.5 2.3 4.7 1.4 

Question 14: 
How important is it for CAS members to become better trained in ERM? 

All Vendor Industry Other Fellows Associttes 
Group Group 

Low importance 6.4 8.8 5.2 6.7 7.4 4.6 

Medium importance 51.7 44.0 55.2 53.3 52.5 49.4 

High importance 39.9 45.1 37.5 40.0 37.1 46.0 

Blank 2.0 2.2 2.1 0.0 3.0 0.0 

Experts Non- 
experts 

8.1 5.7 

37.2 57.8 

50.0 35.5 

4.7 0.9 

Question 15: 
Please indicate how involved actuaries should be with respect to ERM in the following industry 
groups, using the scale 1 -- no or low involvement, 2 = medium involvement, 3 = high involvement. 

The data in the table cells below represent the average response for each category. A response of 1 was 
inserted for those items left blank. 

All Vendor Industry Other Fellows Ass~ctttes Experts Non- 
Group Group experts 

Property/casualty 2.72 2.52 2.77 2.92 2.68 2.86 2.74 2.72 
insurance industry only 
All financial services 2.04 2.04 2.02 2.34 1.98 2.20 2.13 2.00 

Any industry 1.76 1.83 1.62 1.64 1.74 1.77 1.83 1.72 
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Quest ion 16: 
Please rank  the relative importance  of  the fol lowing potential  sources  of E R M  education for 
current  CAS members ,  using a scale  1 = no or  low importance ,  2 = medium importance ,  3 --- high 
importance .  

The data in the table cells below represent the average response for each category. A response o f  1 was 
inserted for those items left blank. 

CAS Special Interest 
Seminars 

CAS Examination 
Syllabus 

All Vendor Industry O t h e r  Fellows As~ciales Experts Non- 
Group Group experts 

2,43 2.29 2.42 2.58 2.45 2.45 2,34 2.46 

1,87 1.73 1.89 1.48 1.89 1.84 1.83 1.88 

Other professional 
organizations' 
seminars/syllabi 
Business school 

Sel f-study 

1,34 1.62 1.26 1.28 1.33 1.38 1,48 1.29 

1,54 1.70 1.54 1.66 1.52 i .57 1.57 1.52 

2,07 2.25 1.97 2.14 2.08 2.06 2,28 1.98 

On-the-job learning 2,23 2.45 2.18 2.12 2.13 2.45 2,42 2.15 

Other 1,15 1.18 l . l l  !.12 1.16 i.13 1.09 1.18 

Written responses  to "Other professional organizations'  seminars/syllabi (please specify)" 
• CFA (13 responses) 
• GARP (5) 
• CPCU (4) 
• RIMS (2) 
• A A A  
• Any  related 
• Association o f  Financial Professionals 
• CAS Part 8 
• CCA 

• Financial ins t i tu t ions /economis ts  
• Institute o f  Actuaries 
• Risk Conferences 
• SOA 

• Specialties as needed 
• Topics at CAS conventions 
• University courses 
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Written responses to "Other (please specify)" 
• Sessions at May & November meetings (3 responses) 
• All CAS meetings and seminars - not just special interest seminars 
• Call Papers / Forum 
• Can CAS compile a bibliography? 
• Continuing education 
• Coordinating with other people doing similar work 
• Online Course 
• Post fellowship certification program 
• Sessions at DFA seminar 

Question 17: 
On the risk type / process grid below, please indicate the level of expertise you currently possess, 
using the scale 1 = no or low level of expertise, 2 = medium level of expertise, and 
3 = high level of expertise. 

A total of 25 respondents did not provide an answer for question 17. These respondents are not included 
in the data analysis below. The demographic breakdown for these respondents follows: 

Employment type of  Broker/Agent, Consultant, or Organization 6 
Serving Insurance 
Employment type of Property/Liability Insurance Company or 19 
Reinsurance Company 
Employment type of Academic, Government, Life, Accident & Health 0 
Ins., Retired, or Other 
Fellows 20 
Associates 5 
Respondents who answered a o fb  to c]uestion 4 9 
Respondents who answered c, d, or e to question 4 16 
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The data in the table cells below represent the average response for each category. A response o f  I was 
inserted for those i tems left blank. 

All Vendor Industry Other Fel lows Associates Experts Non- 
Group Group experts 

Establish Context  (all 1.64 1.94 1.57 1.44 1.60 1.66 2.05 1,48 
risk types) 
Identify Risks - 2.41 2.69 2,30 2.10 2,40 2.39 2.66 2.31 
Hazard 
Identify Risks - i .81 1.95 1.77 ! .56 1.86 1.67 2.08 1.70 
Financial 
Identify Risks - 1.50 1.82 1.46 1.40 1.54 1.38 1.66 1.43 
Operational 
Identify Risks - 1.52 1.76 1.48 1.52 1.56 1.39 1.83 1,39 
Strategic 
Analyze/Quantify 2.41 2.68 2.28 2.02 2.41 2.39 2.55 2.36 
Risks - Hazard 
Analyze/Quantify 1.68 1.87 1.64 1.44 ! .69 1.62 1.99 1.55 
Risks - Financial 
Analyze/Quantify 1.36 1.52 1.34 1.04 1.38 1.34 1.45 1,32 
Risks - Operational 
Analyze/Quantify 1.38 1.52 1.34 1.40 1.39 1.37 1.56 1.30 
Risks - Strategic 
Integrate Risks (all 1.48 1.84 1.36 1.20 i .46 1.52 1.91 1.31 
risk types) 
Assess/Priorit ize 2.13 2.53 2.01 1.56 2.15 2.07 2.38 2.03 
Risks - Hazard 
Assess/Priorit ize 1.56 1.76 1.53 1.38 ! .61 i .41 1.86 1,44 
Risks - Financial 
Assess/Priorit ize 1.32 1.54 1.29 1.40 1.35 1.24 1.45 1,27 
Risks - Operational 
Assess/Priorit ize 1.37 1.68 1.33 1.20 1.40 1.30 1.6l 1.27 
Risks - Strategic 
Treat/Exploit Risks - 1.92 2.33 1.77 1.46 1,88 1.98 2.19 1.81 
Hazard 
Treat/Exploit Risks - 1.41 1.59 1.35 1.30 i .41 1,38 1,69 1,30 
Financial 
Treat/Exploit Risks - 1.22 1.37 1.20 1.08 1.24 1.20 1.35 1.17 
Operational 
Treat/Exploit Risks - 1.27 1.40 1.24 1.20 1.29 1.24 1.47 1.19 
Strategic 
Monitor & Review 1.48 1.58 1.43 1.20 1.49 !.46 1.70 1.39 
(all risk types) 
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Question 18: 
On the risk type/process grid below, please indicate the level of knowledge you believe is 
necessary for CAS members to have by the year 2005. Use the scale below: 

1 = All CAS members should be expert in this area. 
2 = AI___! CAS members need to know about this area and some should be expert. 
3 = Some CAS members should know about this area. 
4 = Outside the scope of CAS and should remain so. 

A total of 41 respondents did not provide an answer for question 18. These respondents are not included 
in the data analysis below. The demographic breakdown for these respondents follows: 

Employment type of  Broker/Agent, Consultant, or Organization 11 
Serving Insurance 
Employment type of Property/Liability Insurance Company or 27 
Reinsurance Company 
Employment type of Academic, Government, Life, Accident & Health 3 
Ins., Retired, or Other 
Fellows 
Associates 
Respondents who became members within the last five years 
Respondents who became members more than five years ago 
Respondents who answered a o fb  to question 4 
Respondents who answered c, d, or e to question 4 

26 
14 
2 
6 

14 
27 

Establish Context (all 
All Vendor Industry Other Fellows Associates Experts Non- 

Group Group experts 

All CAS members 9.7 10.0 9.1 16.7 7.4 9.6 16.7 7.1 
should be expert in this 
area. 

All CAS members need 58.8 52.5 63.0 41.7 58.5 61.6 59.7 58,2 
to know about this area 
and some should be 
expert. 
Some CAS members 26.1 30.0 23.0 41.7 27.8 24.7 18.1 29.3 
should know about this 
area. 
Outside the scope of 1.2 2.5 0.6 0.0 1.1 1.4 1.4 1.1 
CAS and should remain 
SO. 

Blank 4.3 5.0 4.2 0.0 5.1 2.7 4.2 4.3 
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I d e n t i f y  R i s k s  - H a z a r d  

All CAS members 
should be expert in this 
area. 
All CAS members need 
to know about this area 
and some should be 
expert. 
Some CAS members 
should know about this 
area. 
Outside the scope of 
CAS and should remain 
SO. 

Blank 

All 

41.6 

46.3 

8.9 

1.6 

1.6 

Vendor 
Group 

48.8 

40.0 

8.8 

1.3 

1.3 

Industry 
Group 

38.2 

49.7 

8.5 

1.8 

1.8 

Other 

41.7 

41.7 

16.7 

0.0 

0.0 

Fellows 

39.2 

48.9 

9.7 

1.1 

1.2 

AS~CIIItM 

46.6 

39.7 

8.2 

2.7 

2.7 

Experls 

54.2 

38.9 

5.6 

1.4 

0.0 

Non- 
experts 

37.0 

48.9 

10.3 

1.6 

2.1 

Ident i fy  R i s k s  - F i n a n c i a l  

All CAS members 
should be expert in this 
area. 

All CAS members need 
to know about this area 
and some should be 
expert, 
Some CAS members 
should know about this 
area. 
Outside the scope of 
CAS and should remain 
SO. 

Blank 

All 

10.5 

67,3 

19.1 

1.6 

1.6 

Vendor 
Group 

13.8 

62,5 

20.0 

2.5 

1.3 

Industry 
Group 

9.7 

69.1 

18.2 

1.2 

1.8 

Other 

0.0 

75,0 

25.0 

0.0 

0.0 

Fellows 

8.5 

71.0 

17.6 

1.7 

1.2 

Associmtes 

15.1 

57.5 

23.3 

1.4 

2.7 

E x ~ r ~  

13.9 

70.8 

13.9 

1.4 

0.0 

Non- 
exper~ 

9.2 

65.8 

21.2 

1.6 

2.1 
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Identi fy  Risks  - Operat ional  

All Vendor 
Group 

All CAS members 3.9 6.3 
should be expert in this 
area.  

All CAS members need 47.9 45.0 
to know about this area 
and some should be 
e x p ~ t .  

Some CAS members 42.0 40.0 
should know about this 
area. 
Outside the scope of 4.3 6.3 
CAS and should remain 
SO. 

Blank 2.0 2.6 

Industry 
Group 

3.0 

49.1 

42.4 

3.6 

1.8 

Other 

0.0 

50.0 

50,0 

0.0 

0.0 

Fellows 

2.8 

46.0 

44.9 

5.1 

1.2 

Associates 

6.8 

52.1 

37.0 

1.4 

2.7 

Experts 

5.6 

45.8 

43.1 

4.2 

t .4 

blon- 
experts 

3.3 

48.4 

41.8 

4.3 

2.1 

Identi fy  Risks - Strategic 

All Vendor Industry 
Group Group 

All CAS members 4.3 6.3 3.6 
should be expert in this 
area. 
All CAS members need 48.6 50.0 49. I 
to know about this area 
and some should be 
expert, 
Some CAS members 41.2 37.5 41.2 
should know about this 
area.  

Outside the scope of 3.5 3.8 3.6 
CAS and should remain 
$O. 

Blank 2.3 2.6 2.4 

Other Fellows Associates Experts 

0.0 4.0 5.5 5.6 

Non- 
e~perts 

3.8 

33.3 46.6 53.4 50.0 47.8 

66.7 43.8 35.6 40.3 41.8 

0.0 4.0 2.7 2.8 3.8 

0.0 117 2.7 1.4 2.7 
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A n a l y z e / Q u a n t i f y  R i s k s  - H a z a r d  

All CAS members 
should be expert in this 
a r e a .  

All CAS members need 
to know about this area 
and some should be 
expert. 
Some CAS members 
should know about this 
area. 
Outside the scope of 
CAS and should remain 
SO. 

Blank 

All Vendor 
Group 

51.0 61.3 

Industry 
Group 

46.7 

Other 

41.7 

Fellows 

48.3 

AuOCIUIes 

56.2 

Experts 

61,1 

Non- 
experts 

46.7 

37.0 26.3 42.4 33.3 39.8 32.9 31.9 39.1 

7.8 10.0 6.1 16.7 8.5 5.5 5.6 8.7 

1.2 0.0 1.8 0.0 1.1 1.4 0.0 1.6 

3.1 2.6 3.0 8.3 2.3 4.1 1.4 3.8 

A n a l y z e / Q u a n t i f y  R i s k s  - F i n a n c i a l  

All Vendor 
Group 

All CAS members 13.2 16.3 
should be expert in this 
area. 
All CAS members need 65.4 65.0 
to know about this area 
and some should be 
expert. 
Some CAS members 17.5 16.3 
should know about this 
area, 
Outside the scope of 1.2 1.3 
CAS and should remain 
$O. 

Blank 2.7 1.3 

Industry 
Group 

12.7 

66.1 

17.0 

Other 

0.0 

58.3 

33.3 

Fellows 

11.9 

67.6 

16.5 

Associates 

15.1 

61.6 

19.2 

Experts 

15.3 

66.7 

18,1 

Non- 
experts 

12.0 

65.2 

17.4 

1.2 0.0 1.7 0.0 0,0 1.6 

3.01 8.3 2.3 4.1 0.0 3.8 [ 
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A n a l y z e / Q u a n t i f y  Risks  - Opera t iona l  

All Vendor Industry Other Fellows Associates Experts Non- 
Groop Group experts 

All CAS members 5.4 3.8 6.7 0.0 3.4 11.0 4.2 6.0 
should he expert in this 
area. 
All CAS members need 44.0 48.8 43.6 16.7 43.2 46.6 43.1 44.0 
to know about this area 
and some should be 
expert. 
Some CAS members 43.2 40.0 42.4 75.0 45.5 38.4 47.2 41.8 
should know about this 
area. 
Outside the scope of 3.9 5.0 3.6 0.0 5.1 0.0 4.2 3.8 
CAS and should remain 
SO. 

Blank 3.5 2.6 3.6 8.3 2.9 4,1 1,4 4,3 

A n a l y z e / Q u a n t i f y  Risks  - Strategic  

All CAS members 
should be expert in this 
area. 
All CAS members need 
to know about this area 
and some should be 
expert. 
Some CAS members 
should know about this 
area. 
Outside the scope of 
CAS and should remain 
SO. 

Blank 

All 

5.1 

47.5 

41.6 

Vendor 
Group 

3.8 

53.8 

37.5 

Industry 
Group 

6.1 

46.7 

41.2 

Other 

0.0 

16.7 

75.0 

Fellows 

4.0 

46.6 

43.2 

Associates 

8.2 

50,7 

37.0 

Experts 

5.6 

48.6 

43.1 

Non- 
experts 

4.9 

46.7 

41.3 

3,1 2.5 3.6 0.0 4.0 1.4 1.4 3.8 

2.7 2.6 2.4 8.3 2.3 2.7 1.4 3.2 
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Integrate  Risks  (all risk types)  

All Vendor Industry Other Fellows Associates Experts Non- 
Group Group experts 

All CAS members 7.0 6.3 7.9 0.0 4.0 12.3 6.9 7.1 
should be expert in this 
area. 
All CAS members need 57.2 52.5 60.0 50.0 59.1 53.4 56.9 57.1 
to know about this area 
and some should be 
expert. 
Some CAS members 27.6 28,8 25,5 50,0 27,3 28,8 29.2 27.2 
should know about this 
area. 
Outside the scope of 1.2 2.5 0.6 0.0 1.7 0.0 1.4 1.1 
CAS and should remain 
SO. 

Blank 7.0 10.1 6.1 0.0 8.0 5.5 5.6 7.6 

Assess /Prior i t ize  Risks  - Hazard  

All Vendor Industry 
Group Group 

All CAS members 28.8 37.5 24.8 
should be expert in this 
area. 
All CAS members need 54.1 46.3 58.2 
to know about this area 
and some should be 
expert. 
Some CAS members 13.6 12.5 13.3 
should know about this 
area. 
Outside the scope of 1.6 1.3 1.8 
CAS and should remain 
SO. 

Blank 2.0 2.6 1.8 

Other 

25.0 

50.0 

25.0 

0.0 

0.0 

Fellows 

25.0 

60.8 

10.8 

1.7 

1.7 

Associates 

27.0 

41.1 

19.2 

1.4 

1.4 

Experts 

40.3 

38.9 

18.1 

0.0 

2.8 

Non- 
experts 

23.9 

60.3 

12.0 

2.2 

1.6 
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A s s e s s / P r i o r i t i z e  R i s k s  - F i n a n c i a l  

All Vendor Industry Other Fellows Associates Experts Non- 
Group Group experts 

All CAS members 8.9 12.5 7.9 0,0 7.4 12.3 I 1. i 7.6 
should be expert in this 
area,  

All CAS members need 62.6 57.5 64.8 66,7 66.5 56.2 61.1 63.6 
to know about this area 
and some should be 
expert. 
Soma CAS members 25.7 27.5 24.2 33,3 22.7 30.1 26.4 25.5 
should know about this 
area. 
Outside the scope of 1.2 1.3 1.2 0,0 1.7 0.0 0.0 1.6 
CAS and should remain 
SO, 

Blank 1.6 1.3 1.8 0,0 1.7 1.4 1.4 1.6 

A s s e s s / P r i o r i t i z e  R i s k s  - O p e r a t i o n a l  

All CAS members 
should be expert in this 
area, 
All CAS members need 
to know about this area 
and some should be 
expert. 
Some CAS members 
should know about this 
area, 
Outside the scope of 
CAS and should remain 
SO. 

Blank 

All Vendor Industry Other Fel lows Associates Experts 
Group Group 

1.9 3.8 1.2 0.0 0.6 5.5 4,2 

Nou- 
experts 

l , I  

43.2 43.8 43.0 41,7 42.6 46.6 38.9 44.6 

47.5 43.8 49.1 50,0 48.3 45.2 48.6 47.3 

6.3 

2.6 

4.8 

1.8 

8,3 

0.0 

6.8 

1.7 

1.4 

1.4 

5.6 

2.8 

5.4 

2.0 

5.4 

1.6 
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A s s e s s / P r i o r i t i z e  R i s k s  - S t r a t e g i c  

All CAS members 
should be expert in this 
area. 
All CAS members need 
to know about this area 
and SOme should be 
expert. 
Some CAS members 
should know about this 
area. 
Outside the scope of 
CAS and should remain 
SO, 
Blank 

All 

2.7 

47.5 

42.4 

Vendor 
Group 

3.8 

47.5 

42.5 

Industry 
Group 

1.8 

47.9 

42.4 

Other 

8.3 

41 .7  

41 .7  

Fellows 

2.3 

47.7 

41.5 

Auociates 

4.1 

49.3 

42.5 

Experts 

6.9 

44.4 

41.7 

Non- 
experts 

1.1 

48.4 

42.9 

5.4 3.8 6.1 8.3 6.8 2.7 4.2 6.0 

2.0 2.6 1.8 0.0 1.7 1.4 2.8 1.6 

T r e a t / E x p l o i t  R i s k s  - H a z a r d  

All CAS members 
should be expert in this 
area, 
All CAS members need 
to know about this area 
and s o m e  should be 
expert. 
Some CAS members 
should know about this 
area.  

Outside the scope of  
CAS and should remain 
SO. 

Blank 

All 

23.3 

49.8 

21.8 

2.3 

2.7 

Vendor 
Group 

27.5 

48.8 

16.3 

3.8 

3.8 

Industry 
Group 

21.8 

50.9 

23.0 

1.8 

2.4 

Other 

16.7 

41.7 

41.7 

0.0 

0.0 

Fellows 

18.8 

56.3 

19.9 

2.3 

2.9 

Associates 

32.9 

38.4 

24.7 

2.7 

1.4: 

Exper~ 

29.2 

40.3 

23.6 

1.4 

5.6 

Non- 
experts 

20.7 

53.8 

21.2 

2.7 

1.6 
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T r e a t / E x p l o i t  R i s k s  - F i n a n c i a l  

All CAS members 
should be expert in this 
at'ca. 

All CAS members need 
to know about this area 
and some should be 
expert. 
Some CAS members 
should know about this 
area. 

Outside the scope of 
CAS and should remain 
SO. 

Blank 

All 

5.4 

57.2 

32.7 

2.3 

2.3 

Vendor 
Group 

7.5 

53.8 

32.5 

3.8 

2.6 

Industry 
Group 

4.8 

60.0 

30.9 

1.8 

2.4 

Other 

0.0 

41.7 

58.3 

0.0 

0.0 

Fellows 

2.8 

60.8 

31.3 

2.3 

2.9 

Associates 

11.0 

52.1 

32.9 

2.7 

1.4 

Experts 

8.3 

51.4 

33.3 

2.8 

4.2 

Non- 
experts 

3.8 

59.8 

32.6 

2.2 

1.6 

T r e a t / E x p l o i t  R i s k s  - O p e r a t i o n a l  

All Vendor Industry 
Group Group 

All CAS members 1.6 3.8 0.6 
should be expert in this 
area. 
All CAS members need 38. ! 33.8 41.2 
to know about this area 
and some should be 
expert. 
Some CAS members 50.2 50.0 49.1 
should know about this 
area. 
Outside the scope of 7.4 8.8 6.7 
CAS and should remain 
SO. 

Blank 2.7 3.8 2.4 

Other 

0.0 

Fellows 

0.6 

Associates Experts 

4.1 4.2 

Non- 
experts 

0.5 

25.0 36.4 45.2 31.9 40.2 

66.7 51.7 45.2 48.6 51.1 

I 
8.3 8.5 4.1 9.7 6.5 

0.0 2.9 1.4 5.6 1.6 
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Treat/Exploit  Risks - Strategic 

All CAS members 
should be expert in this 
area. 
All CAS members need 
to know about this area 
and some should be 
expert. 
Some CAS members 
should know about this 
area. 
Outside the scope of 
CAS and should remain 
SO. 
Blank 

All Vendor 
Group 

2.3 3.8 

40.5 36.3 4 

5.8 3.8 

3.1 3.8 

Industr~ 
Group 

1.8 

44.2 

4~  

6.7 . . . .  

3.0 

Other 

0.0 

16.7 

4s.6 4s.£ 

85 

0.0 

Fellos~ s Associates 

1.7 ~ . 1  

] 
39.8 45.2 '] 

i I 

i 

i 

Experts e ~  

5.6 1.1 

4.2 6.5 

Monitor & Review (all risk types) 

All CAS members 
should be expert in this 
area.  
All CAS members need 
to know about this area 
and some should be 
expert. 
Some CAS members 
should know about this 
area, 
Outside the scope of 
CAS and should remain 
SO. 
Blank 

All i Vendor 

1.9 1,3 

32.3 ~ . . 8 -  

2 . 4 ~ J  1.7 2.7 

59.4[ 33.3 

32.I 

1.8 

4.2 

58.3 34.7 27.4 

8.3 4.0 5.5 

0.0 5.1 4.1 

r,~¢rts I son- 
_ p e E r s  [ 

5.61 0.5 

58.7 
[ 

29,2 33.7 

8,3 3.3 

6.9 3.8 
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Question 19: 
To which of the following organizations do you belong? 
The percentages in the table represent the percentage of respondents that indicated that they belong to 
the particular organization. 

All Vendor Industry Other Fellows Associates Experts Non- 
Group Group experts 

Global Association of 2.3 5.5 1.0 0.0 2.5 1. I 5,8 0.9 
Risk Professionals 
(GARP) 
Risk and Insurance 1.7 4.4 0.5 0.0 2.0 0.0 4.7 0.5 
Management Society 
(R~MS) 
Association for 1.7 I .I 2.1 0.0 2.5 0.0 1,2 1.9 
Investment 
Management and 
Research (AIMR) 
American Institute of 0.7 0.0 1.0 0.0 1.0 0.0 1,2 0.5 
Certified Public 
Accountants (AICPA) 
International 0.7 1.1 0.5 0.0 0.0 1.1 1.2 0.5 
Association of 
Financial Engineers 
(IAF. E) 
Society of Actuaries 3.7 7.7 1.6 6.7 3.0 3,4 4.7 3.3 
(SoA) 

Other 16.4 23.1 13.5 13.3 15.8 17.2 17.4 15.6 

None 40.6 33.0 43.2 53.3 41.6 41.4 36.0 42.7 

Written responses to "Other (please specify)'" 
• S o c i e t y o f C P C U ' s  (6 responses) 
• CIA (5) 
• ARIA  (4) 
• Institute o f  Actuaries (3) 
• AFIR (2) 
• ASTIN (2) 
• CCA (2) 
• In s t i t u t eo fAc tua r i e so fAus t r a l i a (2 )  
• Society o f  Insurance Research (2) 
• ASPA 
• CAJPA 
• International Anti-Fad Management  Society 
• National Association o f  Insurance Women 
• P A R M A  
• PRIMA 
• RAA 
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Ques t ion  20: 
W h i c h  o f  the fo l lowing  des ignat ions  do you hold? 
The percentages in the table represent the percentage of  respondents that indicaled that they hold the 
particular designation. 

All Vendor 
Croup 

MBA 4.0 3.3 

Ph.D. 2,7 I 3.3 

Financial Risk Manager 0.0 ' 0.0 
fiRM) [ 
Associate in Risk 4.0 [ 
Management (ARM) L 
Chartered Property 7.4 1 

i Casualty Underwriter ! 
(cPcu) i 
Chartered Financial 0.7 i 9 9 
Analyst (CFA) i 
Fellow or Associate of 5.4 7.7 
Society of  Actuaries 
(FSA/ASA) [ 
Certified Public 0.7 ! 0,0 
Accountants (CPA) 
Associate in 3.4 2.2 
Reinsurance (ARe) 

Industr) Other Fellows Associates Experts Non- 
Group experts 

3.6 13.3 4.5 3.4 4.7 3.8 

2.1 6.7 2.5 3.4 4.7 1.9 

0.0 0.O 0.0 0.0 0,0 0.0 

6.6 2.6 6.7 4.0 3.4 4.7 3.8 

8.8 6.8 6.7 9.4 2.3 3.5 9.0 

F 
0.0 1.2 0.5 

5.7 9.3 3.8 

1.1 1.2 

2.3 3.5 

Other 

None 

12.4 14.3 

36.2 j 29.7 

0.0 0.0 0.5 

3,6 13.3 5.0 

1.0 0.O 0.5 

4.2 0.O 4.0 

12.0 6.7 8.9 

37.5 60.0 36.6 

17.2 7 . 0  

37,9 31.4 

0.5 

3.3 

14.7 

38.4 

Written responses to "Other (please specify)" 
• MS (including applied math, psychology, economics and statislics) (7) 
• FCIA (5) 
• MA in Mathematics (2) 
• AIM 
• ARP 
• Associate in Insurance Accounting and Finance (AIAF) 
• Associate in Regulation and Compliance (ARC) 
• Associate in Underwriting 
• B.Sc. 
• Broker license 
• Certified Professional Insurance Woman 
• ChFC 
• CLU 
• FCA 
• FIA 
• FIAA 
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Question 21: 
Given the Advisory Committee's charge to identify research and education that the CAS should 
undertake in the area of ERM, what other information would you like to share to assist the 
Committee in fulfilling this charge? 

Research 
• Investigate what exists first. 

More work needs to be done on correlation/dependency structures. In particular, many financial 
risks are affected by macroeconomic factors. A better understanding of econometrics would be 
valuable for better projections of the overall risk profile. 

• Literature search for finn-wide approaches to risk management, especially PCAS and "Collective 
Risk," AFIR, and other actuarial papers. 

• Research should be undertaken in the statistical and business aspects of dealing with ERM so that 
actuaries will have some tools to fall back upon. 

ERM means different things to different people. A simple ERM could be a "basket aggregate" of 
insurance coverages to the more sophisticated "enterprise" which would include Financial (foreign 
exchange), Human Capital (employee recruitment/retention), Legal (Interact Liability, Professional 
liability, contract liability), Natural (ice storms), Operational (supplier failure), Political 
(confiscation/nationalization), Technological (cyber property), and the Insurance risk wrapped 
together. It is not just a simple ERM topic, it will need to be identified as to the scope of what you 
want to undertake. Also, the subject is difficult to sell to a Risk Manager. It is the CFO and the 
CEO who will be able to have the larger perspective in order to grasp this concept. ERM is slowly 
getting some attention. One of the problems is the high cost of modeling the individual client's risk. 
Unless there is some payback to the client they are reluctant to engage such a large project. We also 
have some tremendous competition from our CFA folks who seem to be able to do it cheaper. 
Remember that ERM is one or two steps away from a DFA. 

Committee on Theory of Risk research agenda eventually gets around to exploring the relationship 
between catastrophes and financial economics. It is important to get there, and subsequently review 
the steps we took on the way there. 

I think ERM should be treated as any other actuarial discipline where certain actuaries should 
become experts and the rest have a basic knowledge of the subject. A personal lines or BOP actuary 
does not need to be an expert in ERM from the customer's standpoint; this is an area that pertains to 
a certain insured group and those that price and analyze that group are the only necessary experts. 

• Should link up with a GARP or IAFE and develop research program. 

My impression is that the CAS approach is primarily academic at this time and not yet an aggressive 
business approach worthy of CEO and Board attention. Key research should be some examples in 
which casualty actuarial contributions were crucial to survival and growth of an organization. 
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• Correlation issues between risks. 

• Parameter risk will kill you. Don't expect usage to outpace practicality. 

Despite Shaun Wang's excellent work, ! think more should be done in the area of  estimating 
correlation structures and generating correlated variates. In particular, the measurement of  
correlation between indicated loss reserves and economic variables needs to be developed. 

• The ERM Special Interest Seminar was very good. It was great to see actuaries thinking about 
operational risks in a broad context. 

• CAS should work with finance academics on valuation models for inefficient markets (i.e., those 
where arbitrage-free pricing models don't apply). 

Like Black-Scholes, Property Catastrophe, and other models that are useful for business, ~'e should 
have an ERM Lite model available for CAS use. I believe Lite versions should suffice on most 
occasions, until one wants to get the more detailed examination, in which case consultants v, ho  have 
broad knowledge in the specific model and industry expertise are invaluable. 

• Research and take a position on the various competing ways to determine capital adequacy in the 
P/C industry. 

• Quantification and modeling o f  risk. Integrated risk modeling. 

Education 
• Don't  add to exams until there's good material, and other material is removed. 

• I think this is a great area for P/C actuaries to be involved in. 

Option Theory -- Risk structures to exploit knowledge have often included options, some explicit and 
some implicit. Recognizing and anticipating the incentives these options create for the different 
parties involved is necessary for proper exploitation. 

ERM should be included as an exam topic, and seminars should be offered if  there is enough interest 
to support them. While this topic would s tem to be an ideal area o f  concentration for a casualty 
actuary, the actual performance of  this function is often based either on the interest o f  the individual 
actuary or the political set-up o f  the company management. Many actuaries are happily and fully 
employed doing other tasks. Many companies focus their listening based on top management 
preferences rather than formal education qualifications. 

The education of  actuaries ~,'ill continue to break apart into specialties. ERM could be such a 
specialty. Most CAS members do compliance work and have no benefit in studying ERM rather 
than something else. 
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While this has been developed since my time as a student, I believe that the Actuarial Control Cycle 
course taught by Macquarie and other universities for the Institute of Actuaries of Australia covers a 
range of enterprise risk management topics and could be worthy of consideration by the committee. 

• Actual ERM deals are very few and do not represent a significant source of income; therefore, they 
should not be heavily emphasized in the CAS educational process. 

Not all actuaries will be involved (or will posses the skills to be capable of being involved) in ERM. 
We are not generalists but specialists and some people will not develop beyond certain 
limitations/interests, and that is OK. Keep in mind that most people that take the time to respond to 
this survey will likely have a passing interest in ERM so the results will be skewed towards a higher 
need than actually exists in the market today and in the near future. Think about it. DFA was 
recently added to the syllabus and people still work in the area--self study and on the job training is 
FINE for very specific areas. Many will not go beyond being rate filing actuaries, ever. 

I would like to learn much more about Enterprise Risk. 

Should link up with a GARP or IAFE and develop certificate program. 

The Procrustean bed of a uni form approach to enterprise risk management means that less capable 
consultants can perform engagements resembling enterprise risk management. All organizations are 
not alike. Clear description of the variety of organizational goals and diagnostic tools to decide risk 
management strategies are most needed for CAS education. Processes should not be emphasized 
until we have a foundation in place. 

I believe that the CAS should make the members aware of enterprise risk issues, but should NOT try 
to become an educator. The CAS has already wandered too far from actuarial core competencies. 
There is plenty of information and educational resources available through treasury and financial 
seminars to facilitate the learning process for those who seek expertise in this area. This is not an 
area for ALL actuaries. 

We need a lot of education. Basel Capital, ECOR, EVA, EVT, etc., are all unfamiliar concepts that 
we need to know. We need more management training too so that we can add value to the 
operations of any company - not just Insurance or Financial Services Companies. 

See your question 16. You ask about "CAS special interest seminars", but make no reference to 
'normal' meetings and seminars. 1 predict that if you hold a special interest seminar on ERM, you 
will get some of the members. If instead, you hold an introductory session at the spring and fall 
meetings and the ratemaking and reserving seminars, you will get dozens, if not hundreds of people 
at each session. 

I recently attended a luncheon where H. Felix Kloman spoke briefly about this very subject. I think 
he would he a very good speaker/educator about the identification/integration of risk analysis. I 
think RIMS might also be a very good source for education/seminars. 
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What really struck me after attending the special interest seminar in San Francisco, was how it seems 
many people know about this topic, but it seems the education is seriously lacking. Hov, r does one 
go about doing an ERM project, start to finish? I have no clue and would like very much to know. 

The CAS can't be all things to all people. CAS actuaries may decide to pursue this path, but it is not 
for everyone, i wouldn't put the info on the ACAS exams as these are a building block, not 
specifics. General mention on the FCAS exams should provide a start. 

Emphasize simple models for assessing hazard/financial risk that can be set up, run, and rerun 
quickly. Sacrifice mathematical sophistication in favor of  more understandable models. "'Black box" 
DFA models are lo be discouraged. 

The Advisory Committee should issue a call for Forum papers on enterprise risk management, 
including a paper that surveys all methods for quantifying and assessing risks (per question 10). The 
survey should include general description, data requirements, strengths, and weaknesses. 

In an overloaded syllabus which has historically trained "generalists", I believe that other than mild 
knowledge and testing of  students is beyond the scope of  the formal education process. This is an 
advanced topic, needed by only the senior-most company officers / or consulting actuaries. 

1 think the necessary education to produce an enterprise risk manager is far more encompassing than 
what the CAS should offer. Investment and accounting expertise can be picked up in other 
organizations. We can't expect to put students though 8 years o f  exams learning the fundamentals o f  
how to work with properly casually type contingencies, only to need to tack on a few' more to try and 
teach non-insurance accounting and business skills to students. Business skills that teach the wide 
range o f  items that need to be considered in the ERM process can't be taught in a syllabus type 
context. Furthermore, not every actuary needs to be skilled at the level o f  detail required to be a lop- 
notch ERM. I have no problems in adding something like this material to the syllabus (very briet) so 
students are exposed to this area ofpractice. However given how poorly the CAS tests over DFA, 1 
think learning about ERM would probably be best handled by special interest seminars. Disclaimer: 
I took Part 8 this spring, it was a poor exam, yes I'm still bitter. 

Question #18 - I think could be better categorized as some should know about area and some should 
be expert in area. I think it is unrealistic to think all should know about the subject. There are still 
other areas o f  expertise that are needed and should be specialized in as well. 

Seminars should present cutting edge topics. Tiffs year's ERM seminar presented a good perspective 
from Ford, but insurance companies aren't doing anylhmg, except providing some capital markets 
products. I haven't seen anything that is truly combining P&C risk with some other type. 

We could use some better "practitioner" literature on how to combine DFA-type analysis of  hazard 
risks with operational, financial and strategic risks. 
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APPENDIX 

Casualty Actuarial Society Membership Survey on Enterprise Risk Management 

Introduction 
The CAS Board of  Directors established the CAS Advisory Committee on Enterprise Risk 
Management to identify research and education that the CAS should undertake in the area of  
enterprise risk management. A key step in the Committee's work is to identify the current level 
of knowledge, the source of  that knowledge, and the desired level of knowledge of the CAS 
membership as respects enterprise risk management. Your participation in this survey will 
greatly assist the Committee in its efforts. 

Please complete and return the survey even if you are not presently involved in the area of 
Enterprise Risk Management. This alone provides valuable information to the committee. You 
should be able to complete the survey in about 15 minutes. 

Background 
We define and explain some terms and concepts to help you to better understand the questions in 
the survey. 

Enterprise Risk Management 
The Advisory Committee's working definition o f  E n t e r p r i s e  R i s k  M a n a g e m e n t  is: 
"The process by which organizations in all industries assess, control, exploit, finance and 
monitor risks from all sources for the purpose of increasing the organization's short and long 
term value to its stakeholders." 

Note the term " e x p l o i t "  risk. This term is used to highlight the fact that the ERM process can be 
used not just to mitigate or transfer risk, but also to take advantage of thc risks present within a 
firm, and their relationships to the firm's environment. 

Types of Risk 
The advisory committee categorizes the types of risk that are subject to Enterprise Risk 
Management as follows: 

• H a z a r d  - traditional property/casualty risk, including catastrophic loss, business interruption 
risk, and environmental risk; health and safety risk; human resources related risk. 

• F i n a n c i a l  - price (e.g., interest rate, foreign exchange, commodity); liquidity (e.g., cash flow, 
opportunity cost); credit (e.g., default). 

• O p e r a t i o n a l  - operations (e.g., customer satisfaction, human resources, product 
development, capacity, efficiency, product/service failure, trademark/brand erosion); 
empowerment (e.g., leadership, change readiness); information technology (e.g., relevance, 
availability); integrity (e.g., management fraud, reputation); information risk - business 
reporting (e.g., budgeting and planning, accounting information, pension fund, investment 
evaluation, taxation). 

• S t r a t e g i c  - competition, customer wants, technological innovation, capital availability, 
regulatory, political, etc. 
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Enterprise Risk Management Process 
The Advisory Committee considers the Enterprise Risk Management process as comprising the 
following steps: 

E s t a b l i s h  C o n t e x t  - includes understanding the strategic (external) context (e.g., 
organization/environment relationship, stakeholder communication policies, "Strengths, 
Weaknesses, Opportunities and Threats" (SWOT) analysis), the organizational (internal) 
context (e.g., goals, objectives, oversight structure, common language and criteria), and the 
risk management context (e.g., units covered, coordination throughout organization). 

I d e n t i f y  R i s k s  - includes documenting the conditions and events that represent material 
threats to the organization's achievement of its strategic objectives or represent areas to 
exploit for competitive advantage. 

• A n a l y z e ~ Q u a n t i f y  R i s k s  - includes creating probability distributions of outcomes for each 
material risk. 

I n t e g r a t e  R i s k s  - includes aggregating all risk distributions, reflecting correlations and 
portfolio effects, and expressing results in terms of the organization's common language and 
criteria. 

• A s s e s s / P r i o r i t i z e  R i s k s  - includes both quantitative and qualitative determination of the 
contribution of each risk to the aggregate risk profile. 

• T r e a t ~ E x p l o i t  R i s k s  - includes both operational and financial responses. 

• M o n i t o r  a n d  R e v i e w  - includes continual gauging of the risk environment and the 
performance of the risk management processes. 

About the Survey 
Your participation in this survey will greatly assist the Committee in determining the current 
level of activity of CAS members in Enterprise Risk Management (ERM), and where the 
research and education needs are most critical. 

In completing the survey, please understand that the Advisory Committee recognizes that most 
CAS members are involved in the analysis of property/casualty hazard risk and that this can be 
construed as a part of Enterprise Risk Management work. However, w h a t  the Advisory 
Committee is looking for is how involved the CAS membership is in the identification, 
quantification, and treatment of all types of risk in an enterprise-wide context. 

Please return the survey by May 25, 2001 to: 
Casualty Actuarial Society, 

1100 N. Glebe Rd, #600 
Arlington, VA, 2 2 2 0 1  

Fax to: 703-276-3108 
E-mail to: office@casact.org 
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C A S  M e m b e r s h i p  S u r v e y  on  
E n t e r p r i s e  R i s k  M a n a g e m e n t  

1. Please indicate your type of employment (please check one): 
a. Academic 
b. _ _  Broker/Agent 
c. Consultant 
d. Government 
e. Life, Accident, and Health Insurance 
f. _ _  Organization Serving Insurance Business 
g. _ _  Property/Liability Insurance 
h. Reinsurance 
i. Retired 
j. _ _  Other 

2. Please indicate your CAS membership status (ple~tse check one): 

a. Fellow Year Attained 

b. Associate Year Attained 

c. Affiliate Year Attained 

Which o f  the Ibllowing describes how you attained your knowledge of  Enterprise Risk 
Management  (ERM)? 
(Please identify and rank all that apply in order of importance, with 1 = most important.) 

a .  

b. 

C. 

d. 

e .  

f. 

g. 

h. 

_ _  From others in my company. 

From CAS Examination materials. 

_ _  Through seminars/courses presented by: (please specif~,) 

_ _  Through self-study of  the literature. 

_ _  Through on-the-job learning. 

_ _  From specific readings/textbooks. (pleaseapec~,) 

_ _  Other (please specif~,) 

_ _  I have no current knowledge o f  ERM. 
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4 .  Which o f  the following best describes your level o f  knowledge, involvement,  and interest in 
ERM? (Please check one.) 

a. _ _  I consider myse l f  somewhat  o f  an expert in ERM and devote a considerable portion 
o f  my  time to ERM projects. 

_ _  I am familiar with ERM and have been involved with some ERM projects. 

_ _  I have some understanding o f  the ERM concept, but have never  been involved with 
an ERM project. 

_ _  I am not very familiar with ERM, but am interested to learn about it. 

I have no interest in ERM. 

b. 

c. 

d. 

e. 

Note: I f  you answered C, D, or E to question 4, please proceed to question 10 on page 5. 
Otherwise, please continue to question 5. 

5. Approximately what percentage o f  your t ime over the past 12 months  have you been 
involved in ERM projects? (Please check one.) 

a. Over  75% 
b. Between 50% and 75% 
c. About 50% 
d. Between 25% and 50% 
e. Less than 25% 

6. Which o f  the following aspects o f  ERM projects have you personally been involved in? 
(Please check all that apply. ) 

a, Identification o f  risks on an enterprise-wide scale: 

_ _  Hazard risk - property/casualty 
_ _  Hazard risk - other (e.g., health, safety, HR-related) 

Financial risk 
_ _  Operational risk 
_ _  Strategic risk 

b. Analysis/quantification o f  hazard risk: 

_ _  Property/casualty hazard risks 
_ _  Other types o f  hazard risk (please specify) 
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c. Analysis/quantification of  financial risks: 

Credit risk 
Foreign exchange risk 
Interest rate risk 

_ _  Liquidity risk 
_ _  Other (please specify) 

d. Analysis/quantification of  operational risks: 

_ _  Operations 
Information Technology 
Integrity 
Information risk 

_ _  Other (please speci~') 

e. Analysis/quantification of  strategic risk: 

_ _  Competition 
Customer wants 

_ _  Technological innovation 
_ _  Capital availability 

_ _  Regulatory 
Political 

_ _  Other (please speci]3,) 

f. Integrated risk analysis including the following categories: 

_ _  Integration of  various types of  property/casualty hazard risks faced by an entity 
(e.g., property catastrophe risk with automobile liability). 

_ _  Integration o f  property/casualty hazard risks with other types of  hazard risk faced 
by an entity (e.g., workers compensation with health risk). 

_ _  Integration o f  hazard risk, financial risk, operational risk, and/or strategic risk. 

g. Assessment or prioritization of  risks faced by an entity. 

hazard 
financial 

_ _  operational 
_ _  strategic 

h. _ _  Recommending ways to treat or exploit risks that have been identified, quantified, 
and assessed. 

i. _ _  Monitoring o f  changes in the risk environment and performance of  the risk 
management processes. 
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7. W h a t  o ther  types  o f  prac t i t ioners  have  you w o r k e d  wi th  in an E R M  pro jec t?  
(Please check all that apply.) 

a. A c a d e m i c s  
b. Accountants 
c. Actuar ies  - l i fe /heal th  
d. _ _  Actuar ies  - pens ion  
e. _ _  Actuar ies  - p roper ty /casua l ty  
f. Brokers  

g. _ _  Economis t s  
h. _ _  F inancia l  ana lys t s  
i. _ _  H R  profess iona l s  
j. _ _  Internal  audi tors  
k. _ _  IT p ro fess iona l s  
I. _ _  Lawyer s  
m. _ _  M a r k e t i n g  profess iona l s  
n. _ _  M B A s / M a n a g e m e n t  consu l tan t s  
o .  _ _  Opera t ions  exper ts  
p. _ _  R i sk  manage r s  
q. _ _  R i s k  spec ia l i s t s  (e.g., cu r rency  r i sk  exper t )  

r. _ _  S t ra tegy  and o rgan iza t ion  exper ts  
s. Underwr i t e r s  
t. _ _  Others  (please specify) 

8. W h i c h  o f  the fo l lowing  best  desc r ibes  your  p r imary  role in  the E R M  pro jec t s  that  you have  
been invo lved  wi th?  (Please check one.) 

a. _ _  Project  leader.  (If checked, please proceed to Question 10 on the next page.) 

Part o f  a t eam o f  prac t i t ioners  wi th  my  role being:  

b, _ _  P r imary  technica l  ana lys t  for all  r isks.  
c. _ _  P r imary  techn ica l  ana lys t  for hazard  risk,  but  a s econda ry  ro le  in  o ther  risks. 
d, _ _  " In teg ra to r "  o f  al l  risks. 

e. _ _  Other  (please specify) 

9. For  those  E R M  projects  in wh ich  you were  one  o f  severa l  p rac t i t ioners  i n v o l v e d  wi th  the 
E R M  process ,  in genera l  w h i c h  prac t i t ioner  se rved  as the project  leader?  
(Please check only one.) 

a. A c a d e m i c s  
b. Accoun tan t s  
c. Ac tuar ies  - l i fe /heal th  
d. _ _  Actuar ies  - pens ion  
e. _ _  Actuar ies  - p roper ty /casua l ty  
f. Brokers  
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g. _ _  Economis t s  
h. _ _  F inancia l  ana lys t s  
i. _ _  H R  profess iona ls  

j. _ _  Internal  audi tors  
k. _ _  IT profess iona l s  
1. _ _  Lawyer s  
m. _ _  Marke t i ng  profess iona l s  
n. _ _  M B A s / M a n a g e m e n t  consul tants  

o. _ _  Opera t ions  exper ts  
p. _ _  Risk  manage r s  
q. _ _  Risk  spec ia l i s t s  (e.g., cu r rency  r isk expert)  
r. _ _  St ra tegy and organiza t ion  exper ts  
s. Underwr i t e r s  
t. _ _  Others  (please speci~,) 

I0. Please  indicate  your  level  o f  unders tand ing  of  the fo l lowing,  us ing the scale  
I = no or low unders tanding ,  2 = m e d i u m  unders tanding,  3 = h igh  unders tanding.  

a. _ _  Basel  Capi ta l  Accord 
b. _ _  Causa l  m o d e l i n g  
c. _ _  Credi t  R isk  Mode l s  (e.g., Credi t  metr ics .)  
d. _ _  Dynamic  Financia l  Ana lys i s  (DFA)  
e. _ _  Economic  capital  
f. _ _  Economic  Cost  o f  Ruin (ECOR)  or Expec ted  Pol icyholder  Defici t  (EPD) 
g. _ _  E c o n o m i c  Value  Added  (EVA)  
h. _ _  Ex t reme  Value  Theory  (EVT) 
i. _ _  Fuzzy  logic  
j. _ _  Genera l i zed  Autoregress ive  Heteroskedas t ic  ( G A R C H )  models  
k. _ _  Net  Present  Va lue  (NPV)  
1. _ _  Opt ions  Pr ic ing Theory  (e.g., B lack-Scholes  model )  
m. _ _  Real  Opt ions  

n. _ _  Return on Risk  Adjus ted  Capi ta l  ( R O R A C )  
o. _ _  R i sk  Adjus ted  Return on Capi ta l  ( R A R O C )  
p. _ _  Risk  M a p p i n g  
q. _ _  Strengths,  Weaknesses ,  Opportunities~ and Threats  ( S W O T )  Ana lys i s  
r. _ _  Sys tem D y n a m i c s  mode ls  
s. _ _  Va lue  at R i s k  (VAR)  
t. Tai l  V A R  

u. _ _  Other  ERM-re l evan t  metr ics ,  mode l s  and concepts  (please specifi') 

11. P lease  indica te  your  level  o f  ab i l i ty  to quan t i fy /mode l  the fo l lowing  types of  risk, us ing the 
sca le  1 = no or low abil i ty,  2 = m e d i u m  abil i ty,  3 = high abil i ty.  

a. _ _  h a z a r d -  p roper ty /casua l ty  
b. _ _  hazard  - non proper ty /casua l ty  (e.g., health,  safety, HR-re la ted)  
c. f inancial  
d. _ _  opera t ional  
e. _ _  s t ra tegic  
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12. In the future, which o f  the following best describes the role you believe CAS members 
should play in the ERM process? (Please check all that apply.) 

a.  

b. 

C. 

d. 

e,  

f. 
g. 

_ _  As the project leader. 
_ _  As a project team member with primary responsibility for all risk quantification 

work. 
_ _  As a project team member with primary responsibility for all hazard risk 

quantification work. 
_ _  As a project team member with primary responsibility for all property/casualty risk 

quantification work. 
_ _  As a risk "integrator". 
_ _  Other (please specify) 

None 

13. How would you rate the relative importance of  increasing your knowledge o f  ERM? 

a. _ _  Low importance 
b. _ _  Medium importance 
c. _ _  High importance 

14. How important is it for CAS members to become better trained in ERM? 

a. _ _  Low importance 
b. _ _  Medium importance 
c .  _ _  High importance 

15. Please indicate how involved actuaries should be with respect to ERM in the following 
industry groups, using the scale 1 = no or low involvement, 2 = medium involvement, 
3 = high involvement. 

a.  

b. 
C. 

_ _  Property/casualty insurance industry only 
All financial services 

_ _  Any industry 

16. Please rank the relative importance of  the following potential sources o f  ERM education for 
current CAS members, using a scale 1 = no or low importance, 2 = medium importance, 
3 = high importance. 

a. 

b. 
C. 

d. 
e .  

f. 
g. 

_ _  CAS Special Interest Seminars 
_ _  CAS Examination Syllabus 
_ _  Other professional organizations' seminars/syllabi (please specify) 

Business school 
_ _  Self-study 
_ _  On-the-job learning 
_ _  Other (please specify) 
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17. On the risk type / process grid below, please indicate the level of  expertise you currently 
possess, using the scale 1 = no or tow level of  expertise, 2 = medium level of  expertise, and 
3 = high level of expertise. 

Process 
Step* 

Establish Context (all risk types) 
Identify Risks 
Analyze/Quantify Risks 
Integrate Risks (all risk types) 
Assess/Prioritize Risks 

Hazard 

Treat/Exploit Risks 
Monitor & Review (all risk type_s) 

* Refer to definitions in the Background section. 

Risk Type* 
"[ Financial I Operational Strategic 

18. On the risk type/process grid below, please indicate the level of  knowledge you believe is 
necessary for CAS members to have by the year  2005  Use the scale below: 

5 = AI_II CAS members should be expert in this area. 
6 = AI__.I CAS members need to know about this area and some should be expert. 
7 = Some CAS members should know about this area. 
8 = Outside the scope of  CAS and should remain so. 

Process 
Step* Hazard I 

Establish Context (all risk types) 
Identify Risks 
Analyze/Quantify Risks 
Integrate Risks al(._~[isk t y p e s ~  
Assess/Prioritize Risks 
Treat/Exploit Risks 
Monitor & Review (all risk types) 

* Refer to definitions in the Background section. 

Risk Type* 
F i n a n c i a l ]  OpeLat ional~Strategic  

19. To which of  the following organizations do you belong? 

a.  

b. 
C. 

d. 
e.  

f. 
g. 
h. 

_ _  Global Association of  Risk Professionals (GARP) 
_ _  Risk and Insurance Management Society (RIMS) 
_ _  Association for Investment Management and Research (AIMR) 
_ _  American Institute of  Certified Public Accountants (AICPA) 
_ _  International Association of  Financial Engineers (IAFE) 
_ _  Society of  Actuaries (SoA) 
_ _  Other (please speci[v) 

None 
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20. Which of the following designations do you hold? 

a.  

b. 
C. 

d. 
e.  

f. 
g. 
h. 
i. 
j. 
k. 

MBA 
Ph.D. 

_ _  Financial Risk Manager (FRM) 
_ _  Associate in Risk Management (ARM) 
_ _  Chartered Property Casualty Underwriter (CPCU) 
_ _  Chartered Financial Analyst (CFA) 
_ _  Fellow or Associate of Society of  Actuaries (FSA/ASA) 
_ _  Certified Public Accountants (CPA) 
_ _  Associate in Reinsurance (ARe) 
_ _  Other (please specify) 

None 

21. Given the Advisory Committee's charge to identify research and education that the CAS 
should undertake in the area of  ERM, what other information would you like to share to 
assist the Committee in fulfilling this charge? 

R e s e a r c h :  

E d u c a t i o n :  

Optional 
Name: Company 

P l e a s e  r e t u r n  the  s u r v e y  by  M a y  25,  2001 .  T h a n k  y o u  for  y o u r  p a r t i c i p a t i o n .  
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A Sampling of Risk-Related Regulatory, Rating Agency 
and Corporate Governance Guidelines and Requirements 

There are a number of regulatory, rating agency and corporate governance guidelines and 
regulations that ERM programs and policies need to consider. The more prominent of 
these are described below. 

General Industry 
o Cadbury Report, et al (UK) - -  the London Stock Exchange has adopted a set of 

principles - -  the Combined Code - -  that consolidates previous reports on 
corporate governance by the Cadbury, Greenbury and Hampel committees. This 
code, effective for all accounting periods ending on or after December 23, 2000 
(and with a lesser requirement for accounting periods ending on or after 
December 23, 1999), makes directors responsible for establishing a sound system 
of internal control and reviewing its effectiveness, and reporting their findings to 
shareholders. This review should cover all controls, including operational and 
compliance controls and risk management. The Tumbull Committee issued 
guidelines in September 1999 regarding the reporting requirement for non- 
financial controls. 
Dey Report (Canada) - -  commissioned by the Toronto Stock Exchange and 
released in December 1994, it requires companies to report on the adequacy of 
internal control. Following that, the clarifying report produced by the Canadian 
Institute of Chartered Accountants, "Guidance on Control" (CoCo report, 
November 1995) specifies that internal control should include the process of risk 
assessment and risk management. While these reports have not forced Canadian 
listed companies to initiate an ERM process, they do create public pressure and a 
strong imperative to do so. In actuality, many companies have responded by 
initiating ERM processes. 

o Australia/New Zealand Risk Management S t a n d a r d -  a common set of risk 
management standards issued in 1995 that call for a formalized system of risk 
management and for reporting to the organization's management on the 
performance of the risk management system. While not binding, these standards 
create a benchmark for sound management practices that includes an ERM 
system. 

Financial Services Industry 
n Basel Committee: 

- -  The Basel Committee on Banking Regulation and Supervisory Practices was 
established in 1974 (originally called the Cooke Committee) in response to the 
erosion of capital in leading global banks. The committee meets under the 
auspices of the Bank for International Settlements (BIS) but is not part of the 
BIS. The committee consists of representatives from the central 
banks/supervisoryauthorities of the Gl0countries + Luxembourg. The 
committee has no legal authority, but the governments of the representatives 
on the committee have always legislated to make the recommendations part of 
their own national law. The standards set by the committee are widely 
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regarded to be best practice and a large number of other countries that are not 
formally represented on the committee have implemented the proposals. In 
the U.S., the Federal Reserve has adopted the Basel Capital Accord ("Basel 1'" 
- see below). 

- -  "Basel I " - - t h e  1988 Basel Capital Accord established a framework to 
calculate a minimum capital requirement for banks. The Accord focused on 
credit risk and was crude in its recognition of the relative risk of different 
loans. A number of amendments were made to the Accord (prior to "Basel ll" 
- see below), the most significant of which is the market risk amendment in 
1996; this extended the 1988 Accord to cover market risk and allowed for the 
use of internal models to quantify regulatory capital. 

- -  "Basel I t " - - i n  1999 the Basel Committee issued a draft proposal for a ncxv 
accord and accepted comment. Based on feedback, the Committee issued a 
revised proposal in 2001 for review and comment. In this New Basel Capital 
Accord, proposed for implementation in 2004, among other changes a capital 
charge for operational risk is included as part of the capital framework. The 
charge reflects the Committee's "'realization that risks other than market and 
credit" can be substantial. Operational risk is defined as "the risk of direct or 
indirect loss resulting from inadequate or failed internal processes, people and 
systems or from external events". The new capital adequacy framework is 
proposed to apply to insurance subsidiaries of banks and may apply to 
insurance companies as insurance and banking activities converge. 

OSFI (Canada) - -  the Office of the Supervisor of Financial Institutions 
supervisory framework defines "inherent risk" to include credit risk, market risk, 
insurance risk, operational risk, liquidity risk, legal and regulatory risk and 
strategic risk. It states that "Where independent reviews of operational 
management and controls have not been carried out or where independent risk 
management control functions are lacking, OS-FI will, under normal 
circumstances, make appropriate recommendations or direct that appropriate work 
be done." 
FSA ( U K )  - -  the Financial Services Authority (FSA - the recently created 
regulator of all UK financial services businesses) is introducing a system of  risk 
based supervision which will create a single set ofprudential requirements 
organized by risk rather than by type of business. Regulated businesses will have 
to demonstrate that they have identifiod all material risks and have adequate 
systems and financial resources to manage and finance such risks, including 
market risk, credit risk, operational risk and insurance risk. There is also likely to 
be a requirement for formal documentation of the whole process in a format that 
is readily accessible to the FSA. 
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Insurance Industry 
o A.M. Best - -  in its Enterprise Risk Model: A Holistic Approach to Measuring 

Capital Adequacy, A.M. Best describes its VaR-based method for determining the 
adequacy of capital for rating purposes. The report states: "The Enterprise Risk 
Model is a modular system designed to capture all risks, including noninsurance 
and non-U.S, related risks. VaR methodologies are somewhat controversial in 
insurance circles, but they are the standard for other financial-services 
organizations. More importantly, A.M. Best believes that VaR-based 
methodologies provide a more accurate assessment of risk and required capital, 
since they use observable market metrics. Beyond its application in the rating 
process, the model can also be a useful tool for financial managers, since the VaR 
framework provides a natural springboard to other applications, including risk- 
adjusted return on capital (RAROC) and dynamic financial analysis (DFA). The 
Enterprise Risk Model quantifies the risk to the future surplus - net worth - of an 
organization arising from a change in underlying risk variables, such as credit 
risk, insurance risk, interest rate risk, market risk and foreign exchange risk. The 
model also quantifies the benefits of diversification as it takes a macro view of the 
correlations among risks within an organization...Like other VaR-based models, it 
is calibrated to measure the risks over a defined holding period - one year -- for a 
given level of statistical confidence - 99%." 

o Moody's - -  in its One Step in the Right Direction: The New C-3a Risk-Based 
Capital Component, June 2000, Moody's Investors Service states that it will use 
the new method devised by the NAIC and the American Academy of Actuaries 
for measuring a life insurance company's C-3a (imerest-rate) risk, as it 
incorporates a cash-flow testing requirement for annuity and single premium life 
products and is more consistent with industry advances in dynamic cash-flow 
testing: "...the revised calculation is a more accurate barometer of the amount of 
capital required to support an insurer's interest-sensitive business, as it explicitly 
incorporates asset-liability mismatches in determining the appropriate amount of 
required regulatory capital for a company. Consequently, the new calculation 
should help discourage companies from taking unwarranted asset-liability risk." 

o S&P - -  in its Revised Risk-Based Capital Adequacy Model for Financial 
Products Companies Standard & Poor's states: "Standard & Poor's Insurance 
Capital Markets Group has developed a new, risk-based capital adequacy model 
to analyze the credit, financial market, and operational risks of companies that are 
offering products or are using sophisticated risk management techniques that are 
not considered under the existing Rating Group's capital models. The model will 
also determine these companies' capital adequacy. The primary application of the 
model will be to analyze specialized financial product companies (FPCs) that are 
subsidiaries of  insurance companies or that are credit enhanced by insurance 
companies .... The model may also be applied to portions of insurance companies 
that control or mitigate their risks to a greater extent than is implied by the capital 
charges applied in the standard life/health capital adequacy model, which bases 
charges for interest-rate risk and credit risk on industry averages and liability 
types rather than company-specific exposure." 
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a N A I C -  The National Association of Insurance Commissioners: 
- -  Risk Based Capital (RBC) - -  Following a detailed examination of the 

growing diversity of business practices of insurance companies conducted in 
1990, the NAIC concluded that minimum capital requirements placed on 
companies needed to be increased to protect consumers. The NAIC adopted 
life/health risk-based capital requirements in December 1992 and adopted 
Properly/Casualty risk-based capital requirements in December 1993. 
Although risks involved in these two segments of the industry are very 
different, the NAIC was able to develop a consistent two-step approach to 
setting risk-based capital requirements for individual companies: 
- Step I involves the calculation of a company's capital requirement and 

total adjusted capital, based on formulas developed by NAIC for each 
industry. 

- Step 2 calls for comparison of a company's total adjusted capital agains! 
the risk-based capital requirement to determine if regulatory action is 
called for, under provisions of the Risk-Based Capital for Insurers Model 
Act. The model law sets the points at which a commissioner is authorized 
and expected to take regulatory action. 

- -  Interest rate risk - -  the NAIC's Life Risk-Based Capital Working Group, in 
conjunction with the American Academy of Actuaries Life Risk-Based 
Capital Task Force, has finalized the development of an improved method for 
measuring a company's interest-rate risk. The method, which is effective for 
the year-end 2000 statements, "incorporates a cash-flow testing requirement 
for annuity and single premium life products and makes the RBC C-3a 
calculation more consistent with recent industry advances in dynamic cash- 
flow testing...The task force has recognized the need to accurately incorporate 
these additional risks into the RBC formula. They have stated that equity 
indexed annuities (EIAs) and variable products with secondary guarantees 
will be incorporated in a future C-3a update. This would be consistent with 
tbe task force's goal of t, pgrading C-3a from a measure of interest-rate risk to 
a more complete measure of asset/liability risk." 

APRA (Aus t ra l ia ) - -a  feature of ongoing reforms to the regulation of general 
insurers is a layer of four standards covering the subjects of capital adequacy, 
liability valuation, reinsurance arrangements and operational risk. The Australian 
Prudential Regulation Authority ~APRA) is implementing an approach based on 
development of, and compliance with, a range of risk management strategies. 
These strategies will need to deal with the myriad interlocking risks involved in 
managing a general insurance company. Each company will need to have its 
strategy agreed upon by APRA and will then be responsible for managing 
compliance. APRA has made it clear that an internal enterprise risk model with 
appropriate specifications will go a long way toward meeting compliance 
objectives. 
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APPENDIX D 

ERM Learning Objectives 

INTRODUCTION 

These Learning Objectives are expressed in terms of the knowledge required of an 
e x p e r t *  in enterprise risk management (ERM). 

The Learning Objectives are organized within the sequential steps of the Risk 
Management Process: 

• E s t a b l i s h i n g  C o n t e x t  - Achieving a full understanding of the present conditions in 
which the organization operates; this includes understanding the external context 
(e.g., organization/environment relationship, stakeholder communication policies), 
the internal context (e.g., business objectives, oversight structure, key performance 
indicators), and the risk management context (e.g., units covered, degree of 
coordination throughout organization). 

• I d e n t i f y i n g  R i s k s  - Documenting the conditions and events that represent material 
threats to the organization's achievement of its objectives or represent areas to exploit 
for competitive advantage. 

• A n a l y z i n g ~ Q u a n t i f y i n g  R i s k s  - Calibrating and, wherever possible, creating 
probability distributions of outcomes for each material risk. 

• I n t e g r a t i n g  R i s k s  - Aggregating all risk distributions, reflecting correlations and 
portfolio effects, and expressing results in terms of impact on the organization's key 
performance indicators (i.e., the "aggregate risk profile"). 

• A s s e s s i n g / P r i o r i t i z i n g  R i s k s  - Determining the contribution of each risk to the 
aggregate risk profile, and prioritizing accordingly. 

• T r e a t i n g / E x p l o i t i n g  R i s k s  - Developing strategies for controlling or exploiting the 
various risks. 

• M o n i t o r i n g  a n d  R e v i e w i n g  - Continual gauging of the risk environment and the 
performance of  the risk management strategies. 

Note: With regard to the examination syllabus through 2005, the level of knowledge need not be at the 
"expert" level for all subject areas. Hence, for syllabus purposes during this period, the required knowledge 
level should be calibrated to conform to the "Desired Depth of Knowledge" within the table on the 
following page, for each element of the ERM Framework. 
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DESIRED DEPTH OF ERM KNOWLEDGE 

Key to Table Below: 
Code Desired Knowledge 

Level 
! All CAS members should 

be expert in this area 

2 . . .  

3 All CAS members need 
to know about this area 

4 . . .  

5 . . .  

6 

Education Implication 

On exam syllabus - core subject (similar 
to ratemakin~, reserving,) 
On exam syllabus - moderate treatmcnt 
(similar to accountin.~) 
On exam syllabus - light treatment 
(similar to underwriting) 
On exam syllabus - very light 
introductory treatment (similar to claims) 
Continuing Ed - annual ERM seminar 
(similar to CLRS) 

Some CAS members Continuing Ed - special interest and/or 
should know about this limited attendancc seminars (similar to 
area M&A ) 
... Continuing Ed - Special tracks/sessions 

within existing CAS (and non-CAS) 
meetings/seminars 

Outside the scope of  
CAS 

Sel f-study/on-line courses/university 
courses (CAS to maintain bibliography) 
N/A 

Note: Any exam syllabus item (codes I - 4) also carries continuing 
education/self-study implications (codes 5 - 8); any continuing education 

codes I also carries self-stud' 

De s p ~  of  ERM Knowledl~e Within CAS Desired b~ 2005: 

ERM Overview 2 

Process 
Step 

Establish Context 
Identify Risks 
Analyze/Quanti fy Risks 
Integrate Risks 
Assess/Prioritize Risks 
Treat/Exploit Risks 
Monitor & Review 

Hazard 
Risk Tvp_e_ 

]  inancial l Operational l Strategic 
3 

6 7 7 
2 4 4 

2 
4 5 5 

4 4 6 6 
5 
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LEARNING OBJECTIVES 

In addition to the requirements cited in the Learning Objectives specific to each Risk 
Management Process step below, the ERM expert should have a working knowledge of: 
• Economics 
• Business finance and accounting 
• Statistics and stochastic modeling 
• Project management 

!. Establishing Context 

This first step in the Risk Management Process involves achieving a full understanding of 
the present conditions in which the organization operates. This includes understanding 
the external context (e.g., organization/environment relationship, stakeholder 
communication policies), the internal context (e.g., business objectives, oversight 
structure, key performance indicators), and the risk management context (e.g., units 
covered, degree of coordination throughout organization). 

Regarding this step, the expert should be able to: 
• Identify the key business issues in the organization's industry, including growth 

prospects, degree of competition, barriers to entry, supply and demand levels, product 
differentiation, price elasticity, regulatory environment, etc. 

• Analyze the organization's competitive position within its industry. 
• Articulate the organization's mission/vision/strategic objectives 
• Identify the organization's various specific business objectives and constraints (e.g., 

financial, social, political, legal) and the interplay among them. 
• Identify the organization's business model, management and governance structure, 

decision-making processes and systems. 
• Interpret the organization's financial statements and key performance indicators. 
• Evaluate the practical implications of the major stakeholders' (e.g., shareholders, 

employees, clients) expectations of the organization. 
• Determine the organization's key assets. 
• Conduct a strengths/weaknesses/opportunities/threats (SWOT) analysis. 
• Elicit and describe the organization's risk management objectives. 
• Describe the organization's risk control processes. 
• Formulate risk management mission statement, policies and guidelines. 

II. Identifying Risks 

This second step in the Risk Management Process involves documenting the conditions 
and events that represent material threats to the organization's achievement of its 
objectives or represent areas to exploit for competitive advantage. 

The scope of risks includes the following Risk Types: 
• H a z a r d  risks, such as: 

o Liability suits (e.g., operations, products, environmental) 
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[] Fire and other property damage 
[] Windstorm and other natural perils (including catastrophes) 

Theft and other crime 
[] Personal injury, disease, disability (including work-related injuries and diseases) 
[] Business interruption 

• Financial risks, such as: 
n Price (e.g. asset value, interest rate, foreign exchange, commodity) 
[] Liquidity (e.g. cash flow, call risk, opportunity cost) 
t~ Credit (e.g. default, downgrade). 
[] Inflation/purchasing power 
[] Hedging/basis risk 

• Operational risks, such as: 
Business operations (e.g. customer satisfaction, human resources, product 
development, capacity, efficiency, product/service failure, trademark/brand 
erosion) 

r~ Empowerment (e.g., leadership, change readiness) 
[] Information technology (e.g. relevance, availability) 
[] Integrity (e.g., management fraud, reputation) 
[] Information/business reporting (e.g., budgeting and planning, accounting 

information, pension fund, investment evaluation, taxation) 
• Strategic risks, such as: 

[] Competition 
[] Customer wants 
~, Demographic and social/cultural trends 

Technological innovation 
[] Capital availability 

Regulatory and political trends 

Regarding this step, the expert should be able to: 
• Generate a comprehensive list of risks that may affect the organization's objectives, 

using a systematic application of appropriate risk detection techniques, such as: 
Expert interviewing 

[] Site inspections 
ra Checklists 

Document and data reviews 
r~ Scenario analysis 

• Identify the area of impact (i.e., on earnings, cash flow, etc.) of each risk. 
• Identify the possible causes and scenarios underlying each risk. 
• Qualitatively determine the materiality of each risk in the context of  the 

organization's objectives, and considering the potential correlation with other hazard, 
financial, strategic and operational risks. 

• Select and rank order the risks for further analysis. 
• Classify the risks in a manner that is meaningful to their mitigation, for example: 

o Separate the risks that can be simply and immediately mitigated from those that 
require a substantial capital outlay or a change in strategic direction. 
Determine those risks requiring rigorous quantification and modeling. 
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!il .  Analyzing and Quantifying Risks 

This third step in the Risk Management Process involves calibrating and, wherever 
possible, creating probability distributions of outcomes for each material risk. 

Regarding this step, the expert should be able to: 
• Identify and access the sources of relevant external data on the quantification of risks 

relevant to the organization's industry. 
• Collect and organize the necessary internal data on the quantification of risks unique 

to the organization. 
• Understand and apply appropriate risk quantification approaches, depending on the 

nature and availability of data and expert input, including but not limited to: 
Probability distribution fitting to historical data 

o Extreme Value Theory 
-1 Regression over variables that affect risk 

Causal modeling 
Influence diagrams 
Fuzzy logic 
Delphi method 
Judgement 

• Express the risks in terms of a probability distribution of outcomes. 
• Assess the effectiveness of existing control measures (managerial, technical, 

procedural, financial, insurance, etc.). 
• Modify the probabilily distributions as appropriate to reflec't the impacl of existing 

control measures. 
• Provide estimates of the timing and duration of the outcomes in the context of the 

organization's objectives and strategies. 
• Determine the present value of the future stream of contingent financial outcomes. 
• Validate the qualitative rank ordering of risks (from process step 11) under various 

quantitative risk expressions, such as: 
In the context of the organization's objectives and strategies, using the 
organization's key performance metrics (e.g., net operating earnings, probability 
of ruin, growth in embedded value). 
In the context of impact on the organization's social and other non-financial 
objectives (e.g., commitment to the community, commitment to employees). 

• Determine a suitable model for the particular business situation: 
t~ Identify, through the application of statistical tests, the frequency and severity 

probability distributions and parameters that best fit the data. 
Assess the variability of the parameters and the goodness of fit of the model, to 
determine the confidence that should be given to the model output in making 
decisions. 
Consider the quality and credibility of the data. 

c~ Conduct sensitivity testing of the models and assumptions. 
In the absence of an actuarial or other established quantitative model or data for a 
given situation, make reasonable judgments using sound business logic. 
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IV.  I n t e g r a t i n g  R i s k s  

This fourth step in the Risk Management Process involves aggregating all risk 
distributions, reflecting correlations and portfolio effects, and expressing results in terms 
of impact on the organization's key performance indicators (i.e., the "aggregate risk 
profile"). 

Regarding this step, the expert should be able to: 
• Determine and document the correlations and causes of interaction among the various 

hazard, financial, operational and strategic risks, using appropriate qualitative and 
quantitative techniques including but not limited to: 
~a Influence diagrams/event tree analysis 
[] Decomposition analysis 
[] Analysis of variance 
[] Multiple regression analysis 
o Econometric methods 

Neural networks 
• Understand different models and types of analysis commonly'used to aggregate risks, 

know their common features and differences, and apply them appropriately. 
• Identify and describe the importance ofreliances, assumptions and other 

simplifications (such as the inclusion or exclusion of certain risks) in the model or 
analysis that could have a material effect on the results. 
Create an aggregate risk profile (i.e., an aggregate probability distribution) of all 
material risks, reflecting the probability distributions of the individual risks and their 
correlations, using appropriate techniques, including but not limited to: 
[] Monte Carlo simulation 
[] Statistical convolution 
[] Causal modeling 
[] Dynamic Financial Analysis (DFA) and other structural simulation models 
ta Mean/variance/covariance (MVC) and other statistical analytic models 
Create an aggregate risk distribution in terms of the organization's key performance 
metrics. 

V.  A s s e s s i n g / P r i o r i t i z i n g  R i s k s  

This fifth step in the Risk Management Process involves determining the contribution of 
each risk to the aggregate risk profile, and prioritizing accordingly. 

Regarding this step, the expert should be able to: 
• Determine the appropriate risk measures and organizational tolerances against these 

measures, such as: 
D Solvency-related measures (related to the "tail" of  the distribution) 

- -  Value at Risk (VaR) 
- -  Tail VaR 
- -  Probability of ruin/default 
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- -  Expected Policyholder Deficit (EPD)/Economic Cost of Ruin (ECOR) 
- -  Shortfall risk 
- -  Risk Based Capital (RBC) 
- -  Insurance Regulatory Information System (IRIS) tests 
- -  Rating agency models 
- -  Basel Capital Accord measures 
Volatility measures (related to the "center" of the distribution) 
- -  Variance/semi-variance 
- -  Standard deviation/downside standard deviation 
- -  Mean average deviation 
- -  Below-Target-Risk (BTR) 

o Qualitative measures, such as the impact on: 
- -  The community 
- -  Employees 
- -  Brand reputation and image 
- -  Investor perceptions 

Determine the reward measures and benchmarks appropriate to the organization's 
objectives, such as: 
o Expected operating earnings 
o Growth in book value 

Growth in Embedded Value 
o Economic Value Added (EVA) 
o Total return on equity 
o Return on Risk Adjusted Capital (RORAC) 
o Risk Adjusted Return on Capital (RAROC) 
Use appropriate techniques to determine the marginal contribution of each risk to the 
aggregate risk profile, 
Perform stress testing to determine whether and to what degree the importance of 
individual risks varies under different risk and reward metrics. 
Prioritize risks according to their marginal impact on the aggregate risk profile. 
Decompose the impact of each high-priority risk in order to inform its treatment. 

V I .  T r e a t i n g / E x p l o i t i n g  R i s k s  

This sixth step in the Risk Management Process involves developing strategies for 
controlling or exploiting the various risks. 

Regarding this step, the expert should be able to: 
• Identify and evaluate the various financial, operational and strategic techniques to 

avoid, control, transfer/finance or capitalize on the various types and combinations of 
risk; such techniques include but are not limited to: 
o Exposure avoidance 
o Loss prevention 
o Loss reduction 
o Segregationofexposure units 
o Contractual transfer 
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r~ Insurance/reinsurance 
o Risk retention vehicles (e.g., captives, pools) 
o Use of  financial markets (e.g., lines of  credit, d.erivatives, securitization), 

including: 
- -  Arbitrage 
- -  Futures vs. forward contracts 
- -  Spot and forward markets 
- -  Options and swaps 
- -  Exotic options 
- -  Foreign exchange 

• Evaluate altemate risk financing tools and techniques such as: 
[] Special risk insurance solutions 
o Funding alternatives 
o Derivatives 
o Contingent capital 
and their impact on results, such as: 
[] Reducing Cost of Risk (COR), 
[] Stabilizing COR over time, 
[] Strengthening the balance sheet, 
o Optimizing tax position, 
[] Leveraging risk-bearing capacity. 

• Incorporate the evaluation of key strategies in a consistent, comprehensive model; 
these strategies include but are not limited to: 
[] Capital structure (i.e., financial leverage) 

Capital allocation 
o Exposure management 

Asset allocation 
[] Reinsurance 

• Evaluate strategies by using an optimization framework, which includes: 
n Determining the risk and reward characteristics of each strategy 
o Comparing the strategies in an "efficient frontier" analysis 
Q Determining optimal strategies that maximize the organization's objectives and 

satisfy its constraints 
• Develop a comprehensive risk management strategy and rationale that includes: 

o Evaluating the various options for managing risks. 
fa Determining which risks should be controlled and which risks should be exploited 

for competitive advantage given the nature of  the risk and the organization's 
capabilities. 

[] Constructing an integrated plan of action for control and exploitation of these 
risks. 

ta Demonstrating the business case for the risk management strategy, using sound 
business logic. 

• Develop a comprehensive decision framework by which the organization can evaluate 
new threats/opportunities in a consistent manner. 
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VII. Monitoring & Reviewing 

This seventh step in the Risk Management Process involves continual gauging of the risk 
environment and the performance of the risk management strategies. 

Regarding this step, the expert should be able to: 
• Track changes in the business context and risk environment, by: 

:a Keeping current with organizational priorities/objectives. 
Continually updating the organization's risk profile. 

-7 Keeping current with regulatory requirements. 
~, Keeping current with risk management best practices. 

Timely detection of future threats and opportunities. 
• Measure the performance of the implemented strategies, by: 

Tracking results against reward measures. 
~3 Measuring departures from expected results against volatility constraints. 

Tracking compliance with legal and regulatory requirements. 
• Track changing risk factors and use different processes for identifying and sourcing 

risks such as: 
"Fish bone" diagrams 
Run charts 

L.3 Samplings 
• Back-test models and assumptions, and make appropriate adjustments. 
• Revise strategies as appropriate. 
• Determine how often risk models and analyses need to be updated. 
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SURVEY ON MANAGEMENT DATA AND INFORMATION 

Introduction 

On behalf of the Committee on Management Data and Information (MDI), the CAS 
recently distributed a survey to provide the Committee with information that will enhance 
its role in providing resources on management data to the CAS membership. The 
distribution of respondents included 68.5% from insurance or reinsurance companies, 
13.5% from consultants, 6.7% from brokerages or agencies, 5. I% from organizations 
serving insurance, and the remaining 6.2% from other areas. This report will discuss the 
key findings of the survey. 

Data Management Time 

Question #1 asked respondents what percentage of their time did they spend on specific 
data management activities. The two categories where we seem to spend most of our data 
management activities are "extraction and manipulation of data" (with 40.5% spending 
over 10% of their time) and "assisting in the design of new analytical tools" (with 29.8% 
spending over 10% of their time). The other areas, in decreasing order of time spent are: 
assuring the quality of internal data, mining internal data, data extraction, assisting in the 
design of new data collection and processing systems, obtaining data from external 
sources, responding on data issues, and providing input on data collection. What was 
perhaps most interesting was the number of write-in responses for "other." It is clear that 
there is a wide range of activities we consider to fall in the realm of"data management," 
including project management, underwriting, and information systems. 

Privacy/Ownership of Data 

Sixty-four percent of the respondents reported spending no time on this issue, with 
another 31.5% spending I-5% of their time. Not surprisingly, persons working for 
organizations serving insurance or "other" employers such as banks or financial 
institutions each had 11% of the respondents spending 6-10% of their time in this area. 

Data Management Priorities 

Question #3 asked you to indicate the importance of specific data management issues. 
The percentage of respondents rating each issue as either important or of great importance 
is as follows: ease of access to internal data systems (90.4%), having a detailed and 
accurate data dictionary (88.7%), developing the skills necessary to identify, extract, and 
manipulate data (86.5%), actuarial input in system design (84.3%), having knowledge of 
traditional external data sources (68.0%), having the ability to perform data mining on 
internal data (63.5%), having knowledge of non-traditional external data sources (61.8%), 
having current knowledge of reporting rule changes (60.7%), cost considerations 
associated with data collection and extraction (52.8%), understanding emerging data 
technologies (48.3%), ease of integration of external and internal data sources (39.4%), 
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issues of  intellectual property and ownership (23.0%). Thus, while we don't  seem to 
spend a significant amount of  time on data management issues as shown in question #1, 
we do place a high value on data management skills and abilities. 

Data Management Activities 

Many of you have at one time been involved in development of spocifications or design 
for a database or reporting system. Fewer of you have been involved with development 
of test data or definition of  data edits. 

Performance of  Data Management 

Question #5 asked you to identify who performs specific data management activities in 
your company. Actuaries and actuarial students perform most of the ratemaking and 
reserving functions. Non-actuaries perform most reporting activities. 

Data Management Education 

In the last five years, 61.8% oftbe respondents had attended at least one CAS 
Ratemaking Seminar. Only 20.2% of the respondents had attended a presentation of the 
MD1 Committee. Thus, roughly two-thirds of attendees at Ratemaking Seminars do not 
attend the data track presentations. The Limited Attendance Seminar on Emerging 
Technologies was attended by 17.4% of the respondents. 

Future Education Activities 

Question #7 asked how important it was that the CAS become more involved in data 
management education. The respondents rated publishing papers and including sessions 
at CAS meetings as the most important activities. Developing textbooks or syllabus 
material was not rated as very important. 

Use of  Online Catalog/Bibliography 

Roughly 80% of respondents were aware that the CAS Web Site provides an online 
catalog containing a bibliography of reference materials. Of those, 80% found it to be 
useful. There were many suggested additions or enhancements to the catalog, most 
referencing better search and index features. These suggestions will be forwarded to the 
Committee on Online Services. 

Use of Data Management Committee 

Question #9 asked respondents to rate the importance of  activities that the MDI 
Committee could provide assistance with. Activities that over 50% of respondents rated 
as important or of great importance include dealing with data that is incomplete or of 
poor quality (76.4%), developing procedures for ensuring data quality (65.7%), 
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demonstrating techniques for reconciliation of  financial and statistical data (57.9*,6), and 
keeping up with state-of-the-art in data management (56.7%). Less important were 
testing techniques, compiling data for research, information on developing new systems, 
assistance with Web-enabled applications, and providing information on the latest 
software. 

CAS Role in Data Management 

Question #10 asked in which activities should the CAS take an active role. Only one- 
third of  the respondents thought the CAS should serve as a data repository, while 60% 
thought the CAS should provide assistance by directing persons to other resources. 

Additional Comments 

The respondents provided many additional comments. There is clearly a wide range of 
thoughts regarding how and to what extent actuaries should be involved in data 
management activities. For the most part however, the majority of respondents agreed 
that the CAS should not provide data collection services nor should its members become 
technology experts. In fact, it is often a struggle to convince our non-actuarial colleagues 
that we have general business expertise and that we are more than just "number 
crunchers." On the other hand, this committee believes that as generalists having 
knowledge about many areas of  insurance, we should also have some basic understanding 
of data quality, data reconciliation, and other key data management issues. This is 
consistent with many respondents thinking that the CAS should direct members to useful 
sources. We can act as a bridge between business partners and information systems 
programmers for example. Regarding education, while we agree with the respondents 
that a textbook would become quickly outdated, we disagree that data management 
should not be on the syllabus. We strongly believe that some amount of fundamental 
data management information should be included in the syllabus, especially Actuarial 
Standard of Practice #23 on Data Quality. We appreciate the time and effort taken by the 
respondents to this survey and will use this information to improve on the services 
provided by both this Committee and the CAS in data management efforts. 
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EXECUTIVE SUMMARY 

The Casualty Actuary Society's Committee on Management Data and Information addresses 
actuarial issues on property and casualty insurance data and information systems. The CAS 
Membership Survey on Management Data and Information was intended to provide the 
Committee with information that will enhance its role in providing resources on management 
data to members of the Society. The following are the key findings of the survey: 

When asked how much of their time was spent in various data management activities, 
respondents reported that "extraction and manipulation of data" (40.5% of respondents spent 
over 10% of their time) and "assisting in the design of new analytical tools" (29.8% of 
respondents spent over 10% of their time) were the most time-consuming activities. 

Nearly two-thirds of all respondents (64%) reported that they do not spend any time on issues 
related to privacy/ownership of data About a third (31.5%) spend i-5% of their time on 
these issues. 

When asked to rate the importance of data management activities, respondents rated "ease of 
access to internal data systems" as the most important, with over nine in ten respondents 
(90.4%) rating the activity "important" or of"great importance." Nearly nine in ten of the 
respondents (88.7%) rated "having a detailed and accurate data dictionary" as "important" or 
of  "great importance." 

Almost three-fourths of respondents (71.9%) have recently been involved in the "production 
ofad-hoc reports from the database," while over two-thirds (64%) have recently been 
involved in the "development of specifications for a report or report system." 

When asked to indicate who performed data management activities for their company, over 
three-fourths of the respondents reported that actuaries performed ratemaking/pricing and 
reserve setting (83.1% and 76.4%, respectively). 

Nearly two-thirds of all respondents (61.8%) have attended at least one CAS Ratemaking 
Seminar in the last five years. Of those that reported attending the CAS Ratemaking 
Seminar, about a third (32.7%) attended the Management Data and Information Committee's 
presentation. 

When asked about the importance of future data management education activities, nearly 
two-thirds of respondents (63.5%) indicated that "publishing papers on data 
management/data quality" was "important" or of"great importance." About the same 
percentage (62.9%) indicated that "publishing papers on new applications" was "important" 
or of  "great importance." 

More than eight in ten of the respondents (81.5%) indicated that they are aware that the CAS 
Web Site provides an Online Catalog that contains a bibliography of reference materials. Of 
those that are aware of the Catalog, 80% have found it useful. 
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When asked about the importance of various activities the Data Management Committee is 
considering undertaking to provide assistance to actuaries, over three-fourths (76.4%) of the 
respondents indicated that assistance in "dealing with data that is incomplete or of  poor 
quality" was "important" or of "great importance." Nearly two-thirds (65.7%) indicated that 
assistance in "developing procedures for insuring data quality" was "important" or of "great 
importance." 

When asked about the importance of various activities in which the CAS could take an active 
role, over three-fifths of the respondents (60.5%) indicated that "providing assistance by 
steering requestors" to other sources was "important" or of"great importance." Just over a 
quarter of respondents (28. l) felt that "serving as a data repository" was "important" or of 
"great importance." 

SURVEY METHODOLOGY 

Designing the Questionnaire 
A ten-page, 78-item self-administered questionnaire (see Appendix) was developed by the CAS 
Committee on Management Data and Information and approved by the CAS Executive Council. 

Conducting the Survey 
A total of 3,021 questionnaires were sent as an e-mall attachment to Fellows, Associates, and 
Affiliates of  the CAS on February 5, 2001. In addition, the survey could be completed online 
through the CAS Web Site. Respondents were asked to complete the survey by March 2, 2001. 

Data Analysis 
A total of 178 (5.9%) completed questionnaires were returned to the CAS Office. A total of 153 
surveys (86%) were completed electronically through the Web Site. Responses to survey 
questions were compiled, coded, and entered into a database. The responses were then analyzed 
using a statistical analysis software package (SPSS). 

For each question, responses are provided for all that completed the survey. In addition, the 
responses are reported for select groups of respondents: insurance company actuaries, consulting 
actuaries, organizations serving insurance and other. The groups were divided based on the 
response to the question "Which of the following best describes your company, organization or 
department?" The first group includes those that indicated "Property/Liability Insurance 
Company" or "Reinsurance Company." The second group includes "Consulting Actuary" and 
"Insurance Broker or Agent." The third group includes "Organization Serving Insurance" and 
the fourth group includes all others. Thus, there are five tables of  responses for each question - 
one for all respondents followed by four more for the break-out groups. 

Responses to Open-ended Questions 
The survey contained several open-ended questions that asked respondents to write-in their 
responses. Where responses to open-ended questions are summarized in the report, a number 
precedes each response. This identification number represents the specific survey on which the 
comments were written. This allows those reading the report to track the written comments of a 
particular respondent, if desired. 
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RESULTS 

Question a): 
What is your highest CAS designation? 

Response 
FCAS 

Frequency 
128 

Percent 
71.9 

ACAS 46 25.8 
Blank 4 2.2 
Total 178 100.0 

Question b): 
How many years of actuarial experience do you have? 

Response 
0-5 

Frequency Percent 
8 4.5 

6-10 31 17.4 
11-20 84 47.2 
21+ 55 30.9 
Total 178 100.0 

Question c): 
Which of the following best describes your company, organization or department? 

Response 
Property/Liability Insurance Company 
Reinsurance Company 
Life, Accident, and Health Insurance 
Insurance Broker or Agent 
Banks, Financial Institutions 
Organization Serving Insurance 

Academic 
Government 
Consulting Actuary 
Retired 
Other 
Blank 
Total 

Frequency Percent 
101 56.7 
21 11.8 

0 0.0 
12 6.7 

1 0.6 
9 5.1 
1 0.6 
5 2.8 

24 i 3.5 
0 0.0 
2 1.1 
2 1.1 

178 100.0 

Responses to "Other": 
(6) Monopolistic state fund. 
(I 85) Multi-line (L&NL insurer & reinsurer). 
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Question 1: Data Management Time 
What percentage of your time do you spend on the following activities? 

a) Assisting in the design of new data collection/processing systems (that support operations, 
policy issuance, claims, billing, etc.). 

All Respondents 
Response 
0% 

Frequency 
48 

Percent 
27.0 

1-5% 96 53.9 
6-10% 25 14.0 
11-24% 7 3.9 
25+% 2 1.1 
Total 178 100.0 

0% 
1-5% 

Insurance Company, Actuaries 
Response Frequency 

25 
71 

6-10% 21 
11-24% 4 
25+% 1 
Total 122 

Percent 
20.5 
58.2 
17.2 
3.3 

.8 
i 00.0 

Consulting Actuaries 
Response Frequency Percent 
0% 16 44.4 
I-5% 15 41.7 
6-10% 3 8.3 
11-24% 1 2.8 
25+% i 2.8 
Total 36 100.0 

Organizations Serving Insurance 
Response Frequency 
0% 3 
! -5% 3 
6-10% 1 

Percent 
33.3 
33.3 
11.1 

11-24% 2 22.2 
25+% 0 0.0 
Total 9 100,0 
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Other (Banks, Financial Institutions, Academic, Government, Other) 
Response Frequency Percent 
0% 3 33.3 
1-5% 6' 66.7 
6-10°/o 0 0.0 
11-24% 0 0.0 
25+% 0 0.0 
Total 9 100.0 

b) Assisting in the design of new analytical tools (that support pricing, reserving, underwriting, 
etc.). 

All Respondents 
Response 
O% 
1-5% 

, 6-10% 
11-24% 
25+% 
Blank 
Total 

Frequency Percent 
10 5.6 
58 32.6 
56 31.5 
30 16.9 
23 12.9 
I 0.6 

178 100.0 

Insurance Company Actuaries 
Response 
0% 

Frequency Percent 
5 4.1 

Total 

1-5% 39 32.0 
6-10% 41 33.6 
11-24% 19 15.6 
25+% 18 14.8 

122 100.0 

Consulting Actuaries 
Response Frequency Percent 
0% 3 8.3 
1-5% 9 25.0 
6-10% 10 27.8 
11-24% 11 30.6 
25+% 3 8.3 
Total 36 100.0 
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Organizations Serving Insurance 
Response Frequency 
0% 
1-5% 
6-10% 
I 1-24% 
25+% 
Blank 
Total 

Percent 
1 11.1 
4 44.4 
2 22.2 
0 0.0 
1 11.1 
1 11.1 
9 100.0 

Other (Banks, Financial Institutions, Academic, Government, Other) 
Response Frequency Percent 
0% 0 0.0 
1-5% 5 55.6 
6-10% 3 33.3 
11-24% 0 0.0 
25+% 1 11.1 
Total 9 100.0 

c) Assuring the quality of internal data being compiled by existing systems. 

All Respondents 
Response Frequency Percent 
0% 
I-5% 
6-10% 
11-24% 
25+% 
Total 

27 15.2 
82 46.1 
45 25.3 
19 10.7 
5 2.8 

178 100.0 

Insurance Company Actuaries 
Response 
0% 

Frequency 
14 

Percent  
11.5 

1-5% 51 41.8 
6-10°/o 37 30.3 
11-24% 16 13.1 
25+% 4 3.3 
Total 122 100.0 
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Consulting Actuaries 
Response 
0% 

Frequency 
g 

Percent 
22.2 

1-5% I g 50.0 
6-10% 6 16.7 
! !-24% 3 8.3 
25+% 1 2.8 
Total 36 100.0 

Organizations Servin~ Insurance 
Response 
0% 

Frequency 
1 

Percent 
11.1 

1-5% 7 77.8 
6-10% 1 I 1.1 
11-24% 0 0.0 

~25+% 0 0.0 
Total 9 100.0 

Other (Banks, Financial Institutions, Academic, Government, Other) 
Response Frequency Percent 
0% 3 33.3 
1-5% 5 55.6 
6-10% I l l . I  
11-240/0 0 0.0 
25+% 0 0.0 
Total 9 100.0 

d) Providing input on collection of data including cost/benefit analysis. 

All Respondents 
Response 
0% 

Frequency 
48 

'101 

Percent 
27.0 

1-5% 56.7 
6-10% 23 12.9 
11-24% 5 2.8 
25+% 0 0.0 
Blank 1 0.6 
Total 178 100.0 I 
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Insurance Company Actuaries 
Response 
0% 
i-5% 
6-10% 
11-24% 
25+% 
Total 

Frequency 
33 
71 
13 

122 

Percent 
27.0 
58.2 
10.7 
3.3 
0.8 

100.0 

Consulting Actuaries 
Response 
0% 

Frequency 
10 

Percent 
27.8 

1-5% 18 50.0 
6-10% 8 22.2 
I 1-24% 0 0.0 
25+% 0 0.0 
Total 36 100.0 

Orsanizations Servin 8 Insurance 
Response Frequency 
0% 2 

Percent 
22.2 

1-5% 6 66.7 
6-10% 1 11.1 
11-24% 0 0.0 

0 0.0 25+% 
Total 9 100.0 

Other (Banks, Financial Institutions, Academic, Government, Other) 
Response Frequency Percent 
0% 1 11.1 
1-5% 6 66.7 
6-10"/, I 11.1 
11-24% 1 11.1 
25+% 0 0.0 
Total 9 100.0 
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e) Extraction and manipulation of  data. 

All Respondents 
Response 
0./o 

Frequency 
20 

Percent 
11.2 

1-5% 39 21.9 
6-10% 47 26.4 
11-24% 43 24.2 
25+% 29 16.3 
Total i 78 100.0 

Insurance Company Actuaries 
Response 
0% 

Frequency Percent 
12 9.8 

1-5% 23 18.9 
6-10% 33 27.0 
11-24% 30 24.6 
25+*/, 24 19.7 
Total 122 100.0 

Consulting Actuaries 
Response 
0% 

Frequency 
5 

Percent 
13.9 

1-5% 10 27.8 
6-10% 8 22.2 
11-24% 11 30.6 
25+% 2 5.6 
Total 36 100.0 

Organizations Serving Insurance 
Response 
0% 

Frequency 
1 

Percent 
11.1 

1-5% 5 55.6 
6-10% 3 33.3 
11-24% 0 0.0 
25+% 0 0.0 
Total 100.0 
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Other (Banks, Financial Institutions, Academic, Government, Other) 
Response 
0% 
1-5% 
6-10% 
11-24% 
25+% 
Total 

Frequency Percent 
2 22.2 
1 I1.1 
3 33.3 
1 11.1 
2 22.2 
9 100.0 

f) Training co-workers how to properly identify data elements to be extracted, as well as data 
extraction techniques. 

All Respondents 
Response 
0% 

Frequency 
55 

Percent 
30.9 

1-5% 85 47.8 
6-10% 23 12.9 
! 1-24% 13 7.3 
25+% I 0.6 
Blank 1 0.6 
Total 178 100.0 

Insurance CompanyActuaries 
Response 
0% 

Frequency 
32 

Percent 
26.2 

!-5% 59 48.4 
6-10% 18 14.8 
11-24% 12 9.8 
25+% 1 0.8 
Total 122 100.0 

Consulting Actuaries 
Response 
0% 
1-5% 

I 6-I0% 

I !-24% 
25+% 
Blank 
Total 

Frequency Percent 
15 41.7 
17 47.2 
3 8.3 
0 0.0 
0 0.0 
1 2.8 

36 100.0 
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Organizations Servin Insurance 
Response 
0% 

Frequency 
5 

Percent 
55.6 

I-5% 3 33.3 
6-10% 1 11.1 
11-24% 0 0.0 
25+% 0 0.0 
Total 100.0 

Other (Banks, Financial Institutions, Academic, Government, Other) 
Response Frequency Percent 
0% 3 33.3 
1-5% 4 44.4 
6-10% 1 I 1.1 
l 1-24% l 11.1 
25+% 0 0.0 
Total 9 100.0 

g) Mining internal data (e.g., new product development, identifying data correlations, neural 
networks). 

All Respondents 
Response 
O% 
1-5% 

Frequency 
70 
73 

Percent 
39.3 
41.0 

6-10% 19 10.7 
11-24% 9 5.1 

178 

25+% 
Blank 
Total 

3.4 
0.6 

100.0 

Insurance Company Actuaries 
Response 
0% 
1-5% 
6-10% 
1 !-24% 

Frequency 
44 
53 
13 

Percent 
36.1 
43.4 
10.7 
4.9 

25+% 5 4.1 
Blank 1 0.8 
Total 122 100.0 
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Consulting Actuaries 
Response 
O% 

Frequency 
17 

Percent 
47.2 

1-5% 12 33.3 
6-10% 4 11.1 
11-24% 2 5.6 
25+% 1 2.8 
Total 36 100.0 

Organizations Serving Insurance 
Response 
0% 
1-5% 
6-10% 
11-24% 
25+% 
Total 

Frequency 
3 

Percent 
33.3 
44.4 
11.1 
11.1 
0.0 

100.0 

Other (Banks, Financial Institutions, Academic, Government, Other) 
Response Frequency Percent 
0% 5 55.6 
1-5% 3 33.3 
6-10% 1 !!.1 
11-24% 0 0.0 
25+% 0 0.0 
Total 9 100.0 

h) Obtaining data from external sources (e.g., industry, government, economic statistics). 

All Respondents 
Response 
0% 
1-5% 
6-10% 
11-24% 
25+% 
Blank 
Total 

Frequency Percent 
34 19.1 

110 61.8 
25 14.0 

8 4.5 
0 0.0 
1 0.6 

178 100.0 
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Insurance Company Actuaries 
Response 
O% 
1-5% 
6-10°,6 
11-24% 
25+% 
Blank 
Total 

Frequency 
26 

Percent 
21.3 

72 59.0 
17 13.9 
6 4.9 
01 o.o 
1 0.8 

122 100.0 

Con.suiting Actuaries 
Response 
0% 

Frequency 
3 

Percent 
8.3 

1-5% 27 75.0 
6-10°,6 4 11.1 
I 1-24% 2 5.6 
25+% 0 0.0 
Total 36 ! 00.0 

Percent 
Organizations Servin Insurance 
Response 
0% 
1-5% 
6-10% 
11-24% 
25+0 
Total 

Frequency 
2 22.2 
4 44.4 
3 33.3 
0 0.0 
0 0.0 
9 100.0 

Other (Banks, Financial Institutions, Academic, Government, Other) 
Response Frequency Percent 
0% 3 33.3 
1-5% 6 66.7 
6-10% 0 0.0 
11-24% 0 0.0 
25+% 0 0.0 
Total 9 ! 00.0 
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i) Responding on data issues (e.g., regulatory, bureaus, AM Best). 

All Respondents 
Response 
0% 

Frequency 
71 

Percent 
39.9 

I-5% 80 44,9 
6-10% 20 11,2 
11-24% 6 3,4 
25+% I 0,6 
Blank 0 0.0 
Total 178 100.0 

Insurance Company Actuaries 
Response 
0% 

Frequency 
43 

Percent 
35.2 

I-5% 59 48,4 
6-10% 14 I 1.5 
11-24% 5 4. I 
25+% I 0,8 
Total 122 100.0 

Consulting Actuaries 
Response 
0% 

Frequency 
20 

Percent 
55.6 

1-5% 13 36. I 
6-10% 2 5.6 
11-24% I 2.8 
25+% 0 0.0 
Total 36 100.0 

Organizations Serving Insurance 
Response 
0% 

Frequency 
3 

Percent 
33.3 

I-5% 2 22.2 
6-10% 4 44.4 
11-24% 0 0.0 
25+% 0 0.0 
Total 9 100.0 
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Other (Banks, Financial Institutions, Academic, Government, Other) 
Response Frequency Percent 
0°,6 4 ' 44.4 
I-5% 5 55.6 

6-10% 0 0.0 
11-24% 0 0.0 
25+% 0 0.0 
Total 9 100.0 

j) Other management and data activities: 
• (3) Project management (25%+). 
• (6) Recreating hardcopy reports in S.S. (11-24%). 
• (8) Client P&C filings (11-24%). 
• (8) Client loss reserve opinions (6-10%). 
• (10) Creation and modification of data models (1-5%). 
• (11) Rate filing (11-24%). 
• (11) Internal reports (I 1-24%). 
• (11) External reports (25%+). 
• (l 3) Management of loss cost reviews and policy form development (25%+). 
• (38) Management Information Reports (1-5%). 
• (45) Manage staff who verify and report stat data (6-10%). 
• (45) Manage staff who extract & summarize information. 
• (50) Management-level communications (25%+). 
• (64) Analysis (25%+). 
• (73) Product management (11-24%). 
• (75) Various reporting to keep management informed (1-5%). 
• (78) Reports to Boards / Action plans (25%+). 
• (78) Accounting / Annual statement (6-10%). 
• (78) Pension plans (i i-24%). 
• (96) Data warehouse (I 1-24%). 
• (109) Assisting in the conversion to the new information system (25%+). 
• (I 29) Developing group data standards (1-5%). 
• (131) Reconciling data from one system to another (1-5%). 
• (150) Design and modification of data models (6-10%). 
• (156) Reinsurer data requests (I 1-24%). 
• (I 56) Pricing/Reserving reports (11-24%). 
• (162) Head technology management committee (1-5%). 
• (165) Data stewardship - reaching consensus on definitions (6-10%). 
• (185) Risk management (11-24%). 
• (185) Manage life & health underwriting unit (25%+). 
• (185) General executive/management (I 1-24%). 
• (185) Management of actuarial department (6-10°,6). 
• (185) Underwriting (25%+). 
• (186) Creating and overseeing the population of planning databases (6-10%). 
• (186) Overseeing the creation of data warehousing capabilities (6-10%). 
• (188) Working with vendors to supply good data (1-5%). 
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Question 2: Privacy/Ownership of Data 
a) What percentage of your time do you spend on issues related to privacy/ownership of data? 

All Respondents 
Response 
0% 
1-5% 

i 6-10% 
I 1-24% 
25+% 
Blank 
Total 

Frequency Percent 
I 14 64.0 
56 31.5 
5 2.8 
0 0.0 
I 0.6 
2 1.1 

178 100.0 

Insurance Company Actuaries 
Response 
0% 

Frequency 
83 

Percent 
68.0 

i-5% 33 27.0 
6-10% 3 2.5 
11-24% 0 0.0 
25+% i 0.8 
Total 122 100.0 

Consulting Actuaries 
Response 
0% 

l l - 5 %  

Frequency 
21 

Percent 
58.3 

15 41.7 
6-10% 0 0.0 
11-24% 0 0.0 
25+% 0 0.0 
Total 36 100.0 

Organizations Serving Insurance 
Response 
0% 
1-5% 

Frequency 
4 

Percent 
44.4 

4 44.4 
6-10% 1 I I .I 
11-24% 0 0.0 
25+% 0 0.0 
Total 9 100.0 
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Other (Banks, Financial Institutions, Academic, Government, Other) 
Response Frequency Percent 
0% 4 44.4 
1-5% 4 44.4 
6-10% I 1 I.I 
11-24% 0 0.0 
25+% 0 0.0 
Total 9 100.0 

b) Please identify the privacy issues you have recently dealt with and the percentage of time 
spent on each issue: 

• (3) Release of employer data (I 1-24%). 
• (8) Expert Witness on Loss Reserving Techniques 0-5%). 
• (10) Should individual applications "own" (have exclusive write access to) specific corporate 

data elements? 0-5%). 
(29) Access to individual claims data by journalists (1-5%). 
(3 I) Regulatory requests for individual company data (1-5%). 
(43) Fair credit reporting act (1-5%). 
(43) Protecting insurer data from regulatory release (1-5%). 
(50) Claimant confidentiality issues (I-5%). 
(51) Confidentiality issues (1-5%). 
(51) Proprietary issues (1-5%). 
(53) GLB act (I-5%). 
(58) Internal firewalls (1-5%). 
(59) Ownership of aggregated data from several clients 0-5%). 
(66) Client listings (1-5%). 
(67) Reporting private data to reinsurers 0-5%). 
(69) Cat model vendors (1 °5%). 
(69) Client exposure data and operating plans (1-5%). 
(85) Banking and insurance secrecy - no sharing of data (1-5%). 
(91) Limiting output to keep account lists private 0-5%). 
(I01) Actuarial reports on other companies (1-5%). 
(106) Ownership of and access to prospecting info 0-5%). 
(i 06) Extranet access to customer loss data (1-5%). 
(106) Ownership of and access to customer profitability (1-5%). 
(116) Confidentiality of examination information (6-10%). 
(126) Ownership of credit score data 0-5%). 
032) Working with product manager on implications of GLB 0-5%). 
(140) Discussion over ownership of policy data with company (1-5%). 
(150) Should applications "own" specific data elements? (I-5%). 
(152) Non-sharing of client specific information (1-5%). 
(I 59) Use of client loss experience for another client (I-5%). 
(161) Contractual issues with client (1-5%). 
(162) Following new privacy regulations (1-5%). 
(i 65) Graham-Leach Biiley (1-5%). 
(170) Intellectual property issues (1-5%). 
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• (170) Password and security issues (1-5%). 
• (171) Business unit data accessibility by other units (6-10%). 
• (173) Credit scoring(l-5%). 
• (! 74) Input necessary for modeling cat data (1-5%). 
• (176) GLB issues - sending third-party aggregate data (I-5%). 

Question 3: Data Management Priorities 
Please indicate the importance of the following data management issues. 

a) Actuarial input in system design. 

All Respondents 
Response 
Little Importance 
Somewhat Important 

Frequency Percent 
I.I 

19 10.7 
Neutral 7 3.9 
Important 87 48.9 
Great Importance 63 35.4 
Blank 0 0.0 
Total 178 100.0 

Insurance Company Actuaries 
Response 
Little Importance 
Somewhat Important 

Frequency 
I 

15 

Percent 
0.8 

12.3 
Neutral 5 4. I 
Important 60 49.2 
Great Importance 41 33.6 
Total 122 100.0 

Consultin~ Actuaries 
Response 
Little Importance 
Somewhat Important 

Frequency 
0 

Percent 
0.0 

3 8.3 
Neutral 1 2.8 
Important 17 47.2 
Great Importance 15 4 ! .7 
Total 36 100.0 
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Organizations Serving Insurance 
Response Frequency 
Little Importance 0 
Somewhat Important 0 
Neutral 0 
Important 5 
Great Importance 4 
Total 9 

Percent 
0.0 
0.0 
0.0 

55.6 
44.4 

100.0 

Other (Banks, Financial Institutions, Academic, Government Other) 
Response Frequency Percent 
Little Importance 1 11.1 
Somewhat Important 0 0.0 
Neutral l l 1. I 
Important 4 44.4 
Great Importance 3 33.3 
Total 9 100.0 

b) Ease of access to your internal data systems. 

All Respondents 
Response 
Little Importance 
Somewhat Important 
Neutral 
Important 
Great Importance 
Blank 
Total 

Frequency Percent 
! 0.6 
7 3.9 
8 4.5 

80 44.9 
81 45.5 

1 0.6 
178 100.0 

Insurance Company Actuaries 
Response 
Little Importance 
Somewhat Important 

Frequency 
0 

Percent 
0.0 
3.3 

Neutral 4 3.3 
Important 59 48.4 
Great Importance 55 45. i 
Total 122 100.0 
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Consulting Actuaries 
Response 
Little Importance 
Somewhat Important 
Neutral 

Frequency 
1 

Percent 
2.8 

2 5.6 
5.6 

Important 15 41.7 
Greatlmportance 15 41.7 
Blank 1 2.8 
Total 36 100.0 

Organizations Serving Insurance 
Response 
Little Importance 
Somewhat Important 
Neutral 
Important 
Great Importance 
Total 

Frequency 
0 

Percent 
0.0 
0.0 

0 0.0 
! 11.1 
8 88.9 
9 100.0 

Other (Banks, Financial Institutions. Academic, Government. Other) 
Response 
Little Importance 
Somewhat Important 
Neutral 
Important 
Great Importance 
Total 

Frequency Percent 
0 0.0 
0 0.0 
2 22.2 
5 55.6 
2 22.2 
9 100.0 

c) Having a detailed and accurate data dictionary including fields, definitions, etc. 

All Respondents 
Response 
Little Importance 
Somewhat Important 
Neutral 

Frequency 
1 

Percent 
0.6 
5.1 
5.1 9 

Important 93 52.2 
65 36.5 Great Importance 

Blank 1 
178 Total 

0.6 
100.0 
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Insurance Company Actuaries 
Response 
Little Importance 
Somewhat Important 
Neutral 

Frequency 
0 

Percent 
0.0 
1.6 
4.1 

Important 70 57.4 
45 36.9 Great Importance 

Total 122 100.0 

Consulting Actuaries 
Response 
Little Importance 
Somewhat Important 
Neutral 

Frequency 
I 

Percent 
2.8 

5 13.9 
8.3 

Important 1 i 30.6 
15 41.7 Great Importance 

Blank 
Total 36 

2.8 
100.0 

Organizations Serving Insurance 
Response 
Little Importance 
Somewhat Important 
Neutral 

Frequency 
0 

Percent 
0.0 

11.1 
0.0 

Important 7 77.8 
Great Importance I 1 l. 1 
Total 9 100.0 

Other (Banks, Financial Institutions, Academic, Government Other) 
Response 
Little Importance 
Somewhat Important 
Neutral 

Frequency 
0 

Percent 
0.0 
0.0 

11.1 
Important 4 44.4 

4 44.4 Great Importance 
Total 100.0 
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d) Having knowledge of traditional external data sources (publications, historical data vendors). 

All Respondents 
Response Frequency Percent 
Little Importance 
Somewhat Important 20 

2.2 
11.2 

Neutral 33 18.5 
Important 97 54.5 
Great Importance 24 13.5 
Total 178 ! 00.0 

Insurance Company Actuaries 
Response Frequency 
Little Importance 3 
Somewhat Important 18 
Neutral 27 
Important 63 
Great Importance 11 
Total 122 

Percent 
2.5 

14.8 
22.1 
51.6 
9.0 

100.0 

Consulting Actuaries 
Response 
Little Importance 
Somewhat Important 

Frequency 
1 

Important 
Great Importance 
Total 

Percent 
2.8 

0 0.0 
Neutral 3 8.3 

21 58.3 
I! 30.3 
36 100.0 

Organizations Serving Insurance 
Response Frequency 
Little Importance 0 
Somewhat Important I 
Neutral 1 
Important 6 
Great Importance 1 
Total 9 

Percent 
0.0 

l l .I  
11.1 
66.7 
11.1 

100.0 
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Other (Banks, Financial Institutions, Academic, Government, Other) 
Response 
Little Importance 
Somewhat Important 

Frequency Percent 
0 0.0 
1 11.1 

Neutral 2 22.2 
Important 5 55.6 
Great Importance 1 11. I 
Total 9 100.0 

e) Having knowledge of non-traditional external data sources (e.g., internet, Web Sites). 

All Respondents 
Response 
Little Importance 
Somewhat Important 
Neutral 
Important 
Great Importance 
Blank 
Total 

Frequency Percent 
7 3.9 

19 10.7 
41 23.0 
91 51.1 
19 10.7 

I 0.6 
i 78 100.0 

Insurance Company Actuaries 
Response 
Little Importance 
Somewhat Important 

Frequency 
7 

17 

Percent 
5.7 

13.9 
Neutral 29 23.8 
Important 58 47.5 

10 Great Importance 
Blank 
Total 122 

8.2 
0.8 

100.0 

Consulting Actuaries 
Response 
Little Importance 
Somewhat Important 

Frequency 
0 

Percent 
0.0 

1 2.8 
Neutral 7 19.4 
Important 20 55.6 

8 22.2 Great Importance 
Total 36 100.0 
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Organizations Serving Insurance 
Response Frequency 
Little Importance 0 
Somewhat Important ! 
Neutral 1 
Important 6 
Great Importance 1 
Total 9 

Percent 
0.0 

I1.1 
11.1 
66.7 
11.1 

100.0 

Other (Banks, Financial Institutions, Academic, Government, Other) 
Response Frequency Percent 

i Little Importance 0 0.0 
I Somewhat Important 0 0.0 

Neutral 3 33.3 
Important 6 66.7 
Great Importance 0 0.0 
Total 9 100.0 

f) Ease of integration of external and internal data sources. 

All Respondents 
Response Frequency 

13 
Percent 

7.3 Little Importance 
Somewhat Important 32 i 8.0 
Neutral 63 35.4 

61 34.3 Important 
Great Importance 
Total 

9 5.1 
178 100.0 

Insurance Company Actuaries 
Response 
Little Importance 
Somewhat Important 
Neutral 

Frequency 
11 
25 
44 

Percent 
9.0 

20.5 
36.1 

Important 39 32.0 
Great Importance 3 2.5 
Total 122 100.0 
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Consulting Actuaries 
Response 
Little Importance 
Somewhat Important 
Neutral 

Frequency 
2 

17 

Percent 
5.6 

I1.1 
47.2 

Important 9 25.0 
Great Importance 4 11.1 
Total 36 100.0 

Organizations Serving Insurance 
Response Frequency 
Little Importance 0 
Somewhat Important 0 
Neutral I 
Important 8 
Great Importance 0 
Total 9 

Percent 
0.0 
0.0 

11.1 
88.9 
0.0 

100.0 

Other (Banks, Financial Institutions, Academic, Government, Other) 
Response 
Little Importance 
Somewhat Important 
Neutral 

Frequency 
0 

Percent 
0.0 

22.2 
1 i1.1 

Important 4 44.4 
Great Importance 2 22.2 
Total 9 100.0 

g) Issues of intellectual property and ownership. 

All Respondents 
Response Percent 
Little Importance 
Somewhat Important 
Neutral 

Frequency 
24 
36 
76 

13.5 
20.2 
42.7 

Important 29 16.3 
Great Importance 12 6.7 
Blank I 0.6 
Total 178 100.0 
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Insurance Company Actuaries 
Response 
Little Importance 
Somewhat Important 
Neutral 
Important 
Great Importance 
Blank 
Total 

Frequency Percent 
18 14.8 
21 17.2 
60 49.2 
18 14.8 
4 3.3 
1 0.8 

122 100.0 

Consulting Actuaries 
Response 
Little Importance 

! Somewhat Important 

Frequency 
4 

Percent 
II .I  

12 33.3 
Neutral 10 27.8 
Important 6 16.7 
Great Importance 4 11.1 
Total 36 100.0 

Organizations Servin~ Insurance 
Response Frequency 
Little Importance 0 
Somewhat Important 2 
Neutral 3 

Percent 

Total 

0.0 
22.2 
33.3 

Important 2 22.2 
Great Importance 2 22.2 

9 100.0 

Other (Banks, Financial Institutions, Academic, Government, Other) 
Response Frequency Percent 
Little Importance ! 11.1 
Somewhat Important i 11.1 
Neutral 3 33.3 
Important 2 22.2 
Great Importance 2 22.2 
Total 9 100.0 
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h) Developing the skills necessary to identify, extract and manipulate data. 

All Respondents 
Response 
Little Importance 
Somewhat Important 
Neutral 

Frequency 
3 

12 
Important 102 

52 Great Importance 
Blank 

Percent 
1.7 
5.1 
6.7 

57.3 
29.2 

0.0 
Total 178 100.0 

Insurance Company Actuaries 
Response 
Little Importance 
Somewhat Important 
Neutral 

Frequency Percent 
1 0.8 
8 6.6 
6 4.9 

Important 69 56.6 
Great Importance 38 3 I. I 
Total 122 100.0 

Consulting Actuaries 
Response 
Little Importance 
Somewhat Important 
Neutral 

Frequency 
2 

Percent 
5.6 
2.8 

l l . l  
Important 21 58.3 
Great Importance 8 22.2 
Total 36 100.0 

Organizations Serving Insurance 
Response 
Little Importance 
Somewhat Important 
Neutral 

Frequency Percent 
0 0.0 
0 0.0 
1 11.1 

Important 6 66.7 
Great Importance 2 22.2 
Total 9 100.0 
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Other (Banks, Financial Institutions, Academic, Government, Other) 
Response Frequency Percent 
Little Importance 0 .0.0 
Somewhat Important 0 0.0 
Neutral 1 11. I 
Important 4 44.4 
Great Importance 4 44.4 
Total 9 100.0 

i) Keeping up-to-date on reporting rule changes that change the substance of data collection 
(e.g., recent loss expense definition change). 

All Respondents 
Response 
Little Importance 
Somewhat Important 
Neutral 
Important 
Great Importance 
Blank 
Total 

Frequency Percent 
9 5.1 

20 11.2 
41 23.0 
77 43.3 
31 17.4 
0 0.0 

178 I00.0 

Insurance Company Actuaries 
Response 
Little Importance 
Somewhat Important 
Neutral 
Important 
Great Importance 
Total 

Frequency 
5 

13 
35 
51 
18 

122 

Percent 
4.1 

10.7 
28.7 
41.8 
14.8 

100.0 

Consultin[~ Actuaries 
Response Frequency Percent 
Little Importance 
Somewhat Important 
Neutral 
Important 
Great Importance 
Total 

3 8.3 
6 16.7 
4 11.1 

13 
10 
36 

36.1 
27.8 

100.0 
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Organizations Serving Insurance 
Response Frequency 

0 Little Importance 
Somewhat Important 0 0.0 
Neutral 0 0.0 
Important 7 77.8 
Great Importance 2 22.2 
Total 9 100.0 

Percent 
0.0 

Other (Banks, Financial Institutions, Academic, Government Other) 
Response Frequency Percent 
Little Importance 1 1 I. I 
Somewhat Important 1 11.1 
Neutral 2 22.2 
Important 4 44.4 
Great Importance I 11.1 
Total 9 100.0 

j) Having the ability to perform data mining on internal data. 

All Respondents 
Response 
Little Importance 
Somewhat Important 
Neutral 
Important 
Great Importance 
Blank 
Total 

Frequency Percent 
6 3.4 

18 10.1 
40 22.5 
68 38.2 
45 25.3 

I 0.6 
178 100.0 

Insurance Company Actuaries 
Response 
Little Importance 
Somewhat Important 
Neutral 

Frequency 
4 

26 

Percent 
3.3 
6.6 

21.3 
Important 51 41.8 
Great Importance 33 27.0 
Total i 22 100.0 
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Consulting Actuaries 
Response 
Little Importance 
Somewhat Important 
Neutral 

Frequency Percent 
1 2.8 
7 19.4 

I 1 30.6 
Important 8 22.2 

8 22.2 Great Importance 
Blank I 2.8 
Total 36 100.0 

Organizations Serving Insurance 
Response Frequency 
Little Importance 0 
Somewhat Important 1 
Neutral 2 
Important 4 
Great Importance 2 
Total 9 

Percent 
0.0 

I1.1 
22.2 
44.4 
22.2 

100.0 

Other (Banks, Financial Institutions, Academic, Government Other) 
Response Frequency 
Little Importance 1 

Percent 
I1.1 

Somewhat Important 2 22.2 
Neutral 1 i 1.1 
Important 4 44.4 
Great Importance 1 1 I. 1 
Total 9 100.0 

k) Understanding emerging data technologies. 

All Respondents 
Response 
Little Importance 
Somewhat Important 
Neutral 

Frequency 
7 

22 
63 

Percent 
3.9 

12.4 
35.4 

Important 66 37. I 
Great Importance 20 11.2 
Total 178 100.0 
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Insurance Company Actuaries 
Response 
Little Importance 
Somewhat Important 
Neutral 
Important 
Great Importance 
Total 

Frequency 
4 

13 
46 
46 
13 

122 

Percent 
3.3 

10.7 
37.7 
37.7 
10.7 

100.0 

Consulting Actuaries 
Response 
Little Importance 
Somewhat Important 
Neutral 
Important 
Great Importance 
Total 

Frequency 
2 

Percent 
5.6 

19.4 
25.0 

15 41.7 

36 
8.3 

100.0 

Organizations Serving Insurance 
Response 
Little Importance 
Somewhat Important 
Neutral 
Important 
Great Importance 
Total 

Frequency 
1 

Percent 
I1.1 
0.0 

33.3 
22.2 
33.3 

100.0 

Other (Banks, Financial Institutions, Academic, Government Other) 
Response Frequency Percent 
Little Importance 0 0.0 
Somewhat Important 2 22,2 
Neutral 3 33.3 
Important 3 33.3 
Great Importance i ! 1.1 
Total 9 100.0 
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i) Cost considerations associated with data collection and extraction. 

All Respondents 
Response 
Little Importance 
Somewhat Important 
Neutral 
Important 
Great Importance 
Blank 
Total 

Frequency Percent 
7 3.9 

29 16.3 
45 25.8 
73 41.0 
21 11.8 

2 1.1 
178 ! 00.0 

Insurance CompanyActuaries 
Response 
Little Importance 
Somewhat Important 
Neutral 
Important 
Great Importance 
Blank 
Total 

Frequency Percent 
7 5.7 

15 12.3 
32 26.2 
53 43.4 
14 11.5 

1 0.8 
122 100.0 

Consulting Actuaries 
Response 
Little Importance 
Somewhat Important 
Neutral 
Important 
Great Importance 
Blank 
Total 

Frequency 
0 

10 

13 

36 

Percent 
0.0 

27.8 
22.2 
36.1 
11.1 
2.8 

100.0 

Organizations Serving Insurance 
Response 
Little Importance 
Somewhat Important 
Neutral 
Important 
Great Importance 
Total 

Frequency 
0 
2 
I 

Percent 
0.0 

22.2 
11.1 

4 44.4 
2 22.2 
9 100.0 
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Other (Banks, Financial Institutions, Academic, Government Other) 
Response Frequency Percent 
Little Importance 0 0.0 
Somewhat Important 2 22.2 
Neutral 4 44.4 
Important 2 22.2 
Great Importance I 11.1 
Total 9 100.0 

m) Other: 
• (47) Quality of  data not reported outside the company- Important. 
• (111) Availability of software (e.g., Excel, Access) - Great importance 
• (111) Ability of systems to handle large amounts of data - Great importance 

Question 4: Data Management Activities 
Which of following data management activities have you been involved in? 

All Respondents 

a) 

b) 

c) 

d) 

Development of specifications for 
design of a database. 
Selection of data elements to be 
captured in a database. 
Development of specifications for a 
report or report system. 
Production of ad-hoc reports from the 
database. 

Recently Earlier In 
Your Career 

47.2 50.6 

Never 

9.0 

59.0 44.4 5.1 

64.0 

71.9 

39.9 

35.4 

6.2 

3.9 

e) Development of test data. 34.3 43.8 25.8 

f) Definition of data edits. 29.8 44.4 28.7 

g) 45.5 40.4 19.7 Development of procedures to insure 
data quality. 
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Insurance Company Actuaries 

a) Development of specifications for 
design of a database. 

b) Selection of data elements to be 
captured in a database. 

c) Development of specifications for a 
report or report system. 

d) Production ofad-hoc reports from the 
database. 

Never Recently Earlier In 
Your Career 

53.3 45.9 

63.1 40.2 

67.2 40.2 

74.6 34.4 

36.9 41.8 

32.8 41.8 

49.2 38.5 

9.0 

4.9 

4.9 

4.1 

e) Development of test data. 26.2 

f) Definition of data edits. 28.7 

g) Development of procedures to insure 18.0 
data quality. 

Consulting Actuaries 
Recently Earlier In Never 

Your Career 
a) Development of specifications for 30.6 63.9 8.3 

design of a database. 
b) Selection of data elements to be 50.0 55.6 2.8 

captured in a database. 
c) Development of specifications for a 58.3 38.9 8.3 

report or report system. 
d) Production ofad-hoc reports from the 66.7 41.7 2.8 

database. 
e) Development of test data. 27.8 52.8 22.2 

f) Definition of data edits. 22.2 50.0 30.6 

g) Development of procedures to insure 41.7 33.3 30.6 
data quality. 
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Organizations Serving Insurance 

a) Development of specifications for 
design of  a database. 

b) Selection of  data elements to be 
captured in a database. 

c) Development of specifications for a 
report or report system. 

d) Production ofad-hoc reports from the 
database. 

Recently 

44.4 

66.7 

Earlier In 
Your Career 

55.6 

33.3 

55.6 44.4 

Never 

11.1 

11.1 

11.1 

44.4 44.4 11.1 

e) Development of test data. 33.3 44.4 22.2 

f) Definition of  data edits. 22.2 55.6 22.2 

g) Development of procedures to insure 33.3 55.6 11.1 
data quality. 

Other (Banks, Financial Institutions, Academic, Government Other) 
Recently Earlier In 

Your Career 
a) Development of specifications for 44.4 55.6 

design of a database. 
b) Selection of data elements to be 33.3 66.7 

captured in a database. 
c) Development of specifications for a 66.7 33.3 

report or report system. 
d) Production ofad-hoc reports from the 88.9 1 l . l  

database. 
e) Development of test data. 33.3 33.3 

f) Definition ofdata edits. 33.3 33.3 

g) Development of procedures to insure 33.3 66.7 
data quality. I 

Never 

0.0 

0.0 

0.0 

0.0 

33.3 

33.3 

11.1 

h) Other: 
• (7) Decision if/how to use a collected field - Earlier in your career. 
• (10) Design and development of logical/physical data models - Recently. 
• (54) Investigation of data quality problems - Recently. 
• (74) Testing/Error checking a new report system - Recently. 
• (78) Develop OLAP tools - Earlier in your career. 
• (111) Testing data systems - Earlier in your career. 
• (125) Specifications for new collection procedures - Recently 
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• (I 32) Helping to move from one data system to another - Recently. 
• (140) Selection of vendors for data management - Recently, Earlier in your career. 
• (140) Oversight of vendors - Earlier in your career. 
• (150) Designing of logical/physical data models - Recently. 
• (165) Data stewardship - Recently. 
, (165) DMV reporting process development - Recently. 
• (170) Design of business intelligence - Recently. 

Question 5: Performance of Data Management 
Please indicate who performs the following data management activities for your company. 

Note: The percentages in the table represent the percentage of respondents that reported that the 
particular group performed the activity (e.g., 83.1% of the respondents indicated that actuaries 
perform data management activity for ratemaking/pricing). 

All Respondents 
Data Management Activity Actuaries 

a) Ratemaking/pricing 83.1 

b) Reserve setting 76.4 

c) Reserve opinions 70.8 

d) Underwriting reports 37. I 

e) Marketing reports i 3.5 

f) Claims management 16.3 

g) Financial analysis and 40.4 
investments 
h) Financial reporting 41.0 

i) Rate regulation 46.6 

l J) Statistical agency reporting 20.8 

Actuarial 
Students Actuaries 

58.4 

45.5 

11.8 

26.4 

10.1 

6.7 

11.2 

19.7 

32.6 

15.2 

Non- External 
Consultants 

38.2 5.6 

20.8 9.6 

2.8 17.4 

65.2 I.I 

72.5 1.7 

71.3 1.7 

76.4 6.2 

75.3 3.4 

47.8 4.5 

64.6 3.4 
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Insurance Company Actuaries 
Data Management Activity Actuaries Actuarial Non- External 

a) Ratemaking/pricing 

b) Reserve setting 

c) Reserve opinions 

d) Underwriting reports 

e) Marketing reports 

f) Claims management 

g) Financial analysis and 
investments 

~h) Financialreporting 

i) Rate regulation 

j) Statistical agency reporting 

91.0 

88.5 

80.3 

45.9 

13.1 

19.7 

45.1 

49.2 

53.3 

21.3 

Students 
64.8 

52.5 

10.7 

35.2 

12.3 

9.0 

12.3 

23.8 

40.2 

16.4 

Actuaries 
44.3 

25.4 

2.5 

84.4 

90.2 

88.5 

88.5 

91.0 

61.5 

81.1 

Consultants 
5.7 

9.8 

20.5 

0.8 

0.8 

0.8 

4.1 

0.8 

2.5 

2.5 

Consulting Actuaries 
Data Management Activity Actuaries Actuarial 

Students 
Non- 

Actuaries 
External 

Consultants 
a) Ratemaking/pricing 63.9 41.7 19.4 2.8 

b) Reserve setting 50.0 33.3 I !. 1 5.6 

c) Reserve opinions 55.6 16.7 5.6 8.3 

d) Underwriting reports 19.4 8.3 19.4 2.8 

e) Marketing reports 16.7 8.3 36. ! 2.8 

f) Claims management 1 I. 1 2.8 36.1 2.8 

g) Financial analysis and 27.8 11.1 44.4 5.6 
investments 
h) Financial reporting 19.4 8.3 41.7 5.6 

i) Rate regulation 27.8 8.3 16.7 8.3 

j) Statistical agency reporting 13.9 2.8 27.8 5.6 
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Organizations Serving Insurance 
Data Management Activity Actuaries Actuarial 

Students 
Non- 

Actuaries 
External 

Consultants 
a) Ratemaking/pricing 88.9 77.8 33.3 0.0 

b) Reserve setting 44.4 22.2 0.0 0.0 

c) Reserve opinions 33.3 11. I 0.0 0.0 

d) Underwriting reports 11.1 11.1 22.2 0.0 

e) Marketing reports 1 !. 1 0.0 33.3 0.0 

f) Claims management 0.0 0.0 11.1 0.0 

g) Financial analysis and 22.2 I 1.1 66.7 0.0 
investments 
h) Financial reporting 44.4 33.3 33.3 0.0 

i) Rate regulation 66.7 55.6 33.3 11. I 

j) Statistical agency reporting 44.4 55.6 44.4 0.0 

Other (Banks, Financial Institutions, Academic, Government Other) 
Data Management Activity Actuaries Actuarial Non- 

Students Actuaries 
External 

Consultants 
a) Ratemaking/pricing 44.4 22.2 44.4 22.2 

b) Reserve setting 55.6 22.2 22.2 22.2 

c) Reserve opinions 44.4 11.1 0.0 22.2 

d) Underwriting reports 22.2 0.0 22.2 0.0 

e) Marketing reports 11.1 0.0 11.1 0.0 

f) Claims management 1 I. 1 0.0 33.3 11.1 

g) Financial analysis and 55.6 0.0 44.4 33.3 
investments 
h) Financial reporting 22.2 0.0 33.3 22.2 

i) Rate regulation 11.1 11.1 1 I. 1 11.1 

11.1 11.1 22.2 j) Statistical agency reporting I1.1 
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k) Other: 
• (45) Product/Loss cost custom work; performed by actuaries, actuarial students, and non- 

actuaries. 
• (45) Development of underwriting tools; performed by actuaries, actuarial students, and 

external consultants. 
• (45) New coverages and forms; performed by performed by actuaries, actuarial students, and 

external consultants. 
• (I 16) Financial examinations; performed by actuaries, actuarial students, and external 

consultants. 

Question 6: Data Management Education 

a) How many times have you attended the CAS Ratemaking Seminar in the last 5 years? 

All Respondents 
Response Frequency Percent 

3.9 
4 3 !.7 
3 9 5.1 
2 33 18.5 
1 58 32.6 
0 68 38.2 
Total 178 100.0 

Insurance Company Actuaries 
Response Frequency Percent 

3.3 
4 3 2.5 
3 4 3.3 
2 22 18.0 
1 42 34.4 
0 47 38.5 
Total 122 100.0 

Consulting Actuaries 
Response 
5 
4 
3 
2 
I 
0 
Total 

Frequency Percent 
1 2.8 
0 0.0 
5 13.9 
7 19.4 

10 27.8 
13 36.1 
36 I00.0 
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Organizations Serving Insurance 
Response Frequency 
5 
4 
3 
2 
1 
0 
Total 

Percent 
2 22.2 
0 0.0 
0 0.0 
3 33.3 
3 33.3 
1 11.1 
9 100.0 

Other (Banks, Financial Institutions, Academic, Government, Other) 
Response Frequency Percent 

0.0 

Total 

5 
4 0 0.0 
3 0 0.0 
2 1 1.1 
i 1 1.1 
0 7 77.8 

9 100.0 

b) How many times have you attended the Management Data and Information Committee's 
presentation at the CAS Ratemaking Seminar in the last 5 years? 

All Respondents 
Response 
5 
4 
3 
2 
1 
0 
Total 

Frequency Percent 
I 0.6 
1 0.6 
1 0.6 
5 2.8 

28 15.7 
142 79.8 
178 100.0 

Insurance Company Actuaries 
Response 
5 
4 
3 
2 
I 
0 
Total 

Frequency Percent 
0 0.0 
1 0.8 
1 0.8 
3 2.5 

21 17.2 
96 78.7 

122 100.0 
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Consulting Actuaries 
Response 

4 
3 
2 
1 
0 
Total 

Frequency Percent 
0 0.0 
0 0.0 
0 0.0 
1 2.8 
4 i1.1 

31 86.1 
36 100.0 

Organizations Serving Insurance 
Response 
5 

Total 

Frequency 
1 

Percent 
11.1 
0.0 
0.0 
0.0 

22.2 
66.7 

100.0 

Other (Banks, Financial Institutions, Academic, Government, Other) 
Response 

Total 

Frequency Percent 
0 0.0 
0 0.0 
0 0.0 
! 11.1 
1 11.1 
7 77.8 
9 100.0 

c) How many times have you attended the Emerging Technology Seminar? 

All Respondents 
Response 
2 

Frequency 
2 

Percent 
I.I 

1 29 16.3 
0 147 82.6 
Total 178 i 00.0 
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Insurance Company Actuaries 
Response 
2 

Frequency Percent 
1 0.8 

1 21 15.6 
0 100 82.0 
Total 122 100.0 

Consulting Actuaries 
Response 
2 

Frequency 
0 

Pereent 
0.0 

1 5 13.9 
0 31 86.1 
Total 36 100.0 

Organizations Serving Insurance 
Response Frequency 
2 1 
I 2 
0 6 
Total 9 

Percent 
11.1 
22.2 
66.7 

100.0 

Other (Banks, Financial Institutions, Academic, Government, Other) 
Response Percent Frequency 

0 0.0 
1 i 11.1 
0 8 88.9 
Total 9 100.0 

Question 7: Future Education Activities 
Please indicate the importance of each of the following ways in which the CAS could become 
involved in data management education. 

a) Developing a textbook or other reference resource. 

Response 
Little Importance 
Somewhat Important 
Neutral 

Frequency 
42 
38 
41 

Percent 
23.6 
21.3 
23.0 

Important 45 25.3 
Great Importance 7 3.9 
Blank 5 2.8 
Total 178 100.0 
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Insurance Company Actuaries 
Response 
Little Importance 
Somewhat Important 
Neutral 

Frequency 
29 
28 

Percent 
23.8 
23.0 

28 23.0 
Important 28 23.0 

6 4.9 Great Importance 
Blank 3 2.5 
Total 122 i 00.0 

Consulting Actuaries 
Response 
Little Importance 
Somewhat Important 
Neutral 

Frequency 
9 

Percent 
25.0 
13.9 

I0 27.8 
Important I 1 30.6 

0 0.0 Great Importance 
Blank 1 2.8 
Total 36 100.0 

Organizations Serving Insurance 
Response 
Little Importance 
Somewhat Important 
Neutral 

Frequency 
2 

Percent 
22.2 
11.1 

1 11.1 
Important 3 33.3 

1 Great Importance 
Blank 

!1.1 
1 11.1 

Total 9 100.0 

Other (Banks, Financial Institutions, Academic, Government 
Response Frequency Percent 
Little Importance 1 11.1 
Somewhat Important 3 33.3 
Neutral 2 22.2 
Important 3 33.3 
Great Importance 0 0.0 
Total 9 100.0 

Other) 
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b) Sponsoring seminars or workshops. 

Response 
Little Importance 
Somewhat Important 
Neutral 
Important 
Great Importance 
Blank 
Total 

Frequency Percent 
I1 6.2 
34 19.1 
33 18.5 
86 48.3 
11 6.2 
3 1.7 

178 100.0 

Insurance Company Actuaries 
Response 
Little Importance 
Somewhat Important 
Neutral 
Important 
Great Importance 
Blank 
Total 

Frequency Percent 
10 8.2 
20 16.4 
23 18.9 
58 47.5 

9 7.4 
2 1.6 

122 100.0 

Consultin 8 Actuaries 
Response 
Little Importance 
Somewhat Important 
Neutral 

Frequency Percent 
1 2.8 

11 30.6 
5 13.9 

Important 19 52.8 
0 0.0 Great lmportance 

Total 36 100.0 

Organizations Servin 8 Insurance 
Response 
Little Importance 
Somewhat Important 

Frequency 
0 

Percent 
0.0 

2 22.2 
Neutral 1 11.1 
Important 3 33.3 

2 Great Importance 
Blank 

22.2 
I II.I 

Total 9 I00.0 
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Other (Banks, Financial Institutions, Academic, Government, Other) 
Response 
Little Importance 
Somewhat Important 
Neutral 

Frequency 
0 

Percent 
0.0 
0.0 

3 33.3 
Important 6 66.7 
Great Importance 0 0.0 
Total 9 100.0 

c) Including this subject in the CAS Syllabus. 

Response Percent 
Little Importance 
Somewhat Important 
Neutral 

Frequency 
46 
27 
57 

25.8 
15.2 
32.0 

Important 32 18.0 
Great Importance 13 7.3 
Blank 3 1.7 
Total 178 100.0 

Insurance Company Actuaries 
Response 
Little Importance 
Somewhat Important 
Neutral 

Frequency 
31 
18 
40 

Percent 
25.4 
14.8 
32.8 

Important 21 17.2 
Great Importance 10 8.2 
Blank 2 1.6 
Total 122 100.0 

Consulting Actuaries 
Response 
Little Importance 
Somewhat Important 

Frequency 
13 

Percent 
36.1 

4 11.1 
Neutral 10 27.8 
Important 8 22.2 

1 Great Importance 
Total 36 

2.8 
100.0 
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Organizations Serving Insurance 
Response Frequency 

2 
Percent 

Little Importance 22.2 
Somewhat Important 1 I 1.1 
Neutral 3 33.3 
Important 1 11.1 
Great Importance 1 11. l 
Blank 1 11.1 
Total 9 100.0 

Other (Banks, Financial Institutions, Academic, Government Other) 
Response 
Little Importance 
Somewhat Important 
Neutral 

Frequency 
0 

Percent 
0.0 

33.3 
3 33.3 

Important 2 22.2 
Great Importance 1 11.1 
Total 9 100.0 

d) Including sessions at CAS Meetings. 

Response Percent 
Little Importance 
Somewhat Important 
Neutral 
Important 
Great Importance 
Blank 

Frequency 
4 

31 
32 
90 
18 

2.2 
17.4 
18.0 
50.6 
10.1 

3 1.7 
Total 178 100.0 

Insurance Company Actuaries 
Response 
Little Importance 
Somewhat Important 
Neutral 
l lm_portant 
Great Importance 
Blank 

Percent 
3.3 

Frequency 

18 14.8 
19 
65 
14 

15.6 
53.3 
11.5 

2 1.6 
Total 122 100.0 
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Consulting Actuaries 
Response 
Little Importance 
Somewhat Important 
Neutral 

Frequency 
0 

I1 

P e r c e n t  
0.0 

30.6 
25.0 

Important 15 41.7 
Great Importance 1 2.8 
Total 36 100.0 

Or[:anizations Servin 8 Insurance 
Response Frequency 
Little Importance 
Somewhat Important 
Neutral 

Percent 
0.0 

22.2 
0.0 0 

Important 4 44.4 
2 22.2 Great Importance 

Blank 1 11.1 
Total 9 100.0 

Other (Banks, Financial Institutions, Academic, Government, Other) 
Response Frequency Percent 
Little Importance 0 0.0 
Somewhat Important 0 0.0 
Neutral 2 22.2 
Important 6 66.7 
Great Importance 1 11. ! 
Total 9 100.0 

e) Publishing papers on data management/data quality. 

Response 
Little Importance 
Somewhat Important 
Neutral 
Important 
Great Importance 
Blank 
Total 

Frequency Percent 
8 4.5 

23 12.9 
30 16.9 
98 55.1 
15 8.4 
4 2.2 

178 100.0 
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Insurance Company Actuaries 
Response 
Little Importance 
Somewhat Important 

i Neutral 
Important 
Great Importance 
Blank 
Total 

Frequency Percent 
6 4.9 

14 11.5 
20 16.4 
69 56.6 
II 9.0 
2 1.6 

122 100.0 

Consulting Actuaries 
Response 
Little Importance 
Somewhat Important 

Neutral 
Important 
Great Importance 
Blank 
Total 

Frequency Percent 
2 5.6 
7 19.4 
4 II.I 

20 55.6 
2 5.6 
1 2.8 

36 100.0 

Or~ganizations Serving Insurance 
Response 
Little Importance 
Somewhat Important 
Neutral 
Important 
Great Importance 
Blank 
Total 

Frequency 
0 

Percent 
0.0 

22.2 
2 22.2 

33.3 
11.1 
11.1 

100.0 

Other (Banks, Financial Institutions, Academic, Government, Other) 
Response Frequency Percent 
Little Importance 0 0.0 
Somewhat Important 0 0.0 
Neutral 3 33.3 
Important 5 55.6 
Great Importance 1 1 !. ! 
Total 9 100.0 
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f) Publishing papers on new applications, incorporating new data sources. 

Response 
Little Importance 
Somewhat Important 
Neutral 
Important 
Great Importance 
Blank 
Total 

Frequency Percent 
9 5.1 

19 10.7 
34 19.1 
92 51.7 
20 11.2 

4 2.2 
178 I00.0 

Insurance Company Actuaries 
Response 
Little Importance 
Somewhat Important 

Frequency 
7 

12 

Percent 
5.7 
9.8 

Neutral 26 21.3 
Important 64 52.5 
Great Importance 11 9.0 
Blank 2 1.6 
Total 36 100.0 

Consulting Actuaries 
Response 
Little Importance 
Somewhat Important 
Neutral 

Frequency 
2 

Percent 
5.6 

19.4 
8.3 

Important 17 47.2 
Great Importance 

I Blank 
16.7 
2.8 

Total ! 22 100.0 

Organizations Serving Insurance 
Response 
Little Importance 
Somewhat Important 
Neutral 

Frequency 
0 

Percent 
0.0 
0.0 

0 
Important 6 66.7 

2 Great Importance 
Blank 

0.0 

22.2 
1 11.1 

Total 9 100.0 
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Other (Banks, Financial Institutions, Academic, Government Other) 
Response 
Little Importance 
Somewhat Important 
Neutral 

Frequency Percent 
0 0.0 
0 0.0 
4 44.4 

Important 4 44.4 
I 11.1 Great lmportance 

Total 9 100.0 

g) Other: 
• (43) What 's  happening in data standards arena; important. 
• (I 10) Paper call; important. 
• (110) Have a survey; important. 
• (110) Look at data quality for cat models; important. 
• (146) Define scope of FCAS to include insurance data; great importance. 
• (148) Feedback/review of existing software/sources; important. 
• (148) Review or referral to non-CAS published papers: important. 
• (175) Presentations at IASA; important. 

Question 8: 
Use of Online Catalog/Bibliography 

a) Are you aware that the CAS Web Site provides you with an Online Catalog that contains a 
bibliography of reference materials? 

All Respondents 
Response 
Yes 

Frequency 
145 

Percent 
81.5 

No 30 16.9 
Blank 3 ! .7 
Total 178 100.0 

Insurance Company Actuaries 
Response [Frequency 
Yes 94 
No 25 
Blank 3 
Total 122 

Percent 
77.0 
20.5 

2.5 
100.0 

Consulting Actuaries 
Response Frequency 
Yes 32 

Percent 
88.9 

No 4 11.1 
Total 122 100.0 
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Organizations Serving Insurance 
Response Frequency Percent 
Yes 8 88.9 
No I I I.I 
Total 9 I00.0 

Other (Banks, Financial Institutions, Academic, Government, Other) 
Response Frequency Percent 
Yes 9 100.0 
No 0 0.0 
Total 9 100.0 

b) Ifyes, is theOnline Catalog ofany use toyou? 

Percent Response 
Yes 

Frequency 
116 80.0 

No 29 20.0 
Total 145 100.0 

Insurance Company Actuaries 
Response Frequency 
Yes 69 
No 25 
Blank 28 
Total 122 

Percent 
56.6 
20.5 
23.0 

100.0 

Consultin 8 Actuaries 
Response 
Yes 

Frequency 
30 

Percent 
83.3 

No 3 8.3 
Blank 3 8.3 
Total 36 100.0 

Orl~anizations Servin 8 Insurance 
Response Frequency 
Yes 7 

Percent 
77.8 

No 0 0.0 
Blank 2 22.2 
Total 9 100.0 
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Other (Banks, Financial Institutions, Academic, Government, Other) 
Response Frequency Percent 
Yes 8 88.9 
No 1 11.1 
Total 9 100.0 

c) What can be added to make the data management section of  the Online Catalog more useful? 
• (9) When I search the CAS Web Site I often get many references leading nowhere. Maybe 

include a synopsis on each found search item. 
• (10) Subsection for improving information quality through proper coding/interface standards: 

"Code Complete", Steve McConnell, Microsoft Press, 1993; "Microsoft Windows User 
Experience", Microsoft Press, 1999. 

• (34) More user-friendly. 
• (43) References to IDMA and ACORD, if not already there. 
• (44) I LOVE it. However, some links between the download library and the online catalog 

are not provided, although they should be. (I am a member of COOS). 
• (48) More complete. 
• (56) Better topical searches. 
• (58) Provide access to 1) All CAS papers, 2) Important Papers (published by actuaries or 

others). Have a much better index. It's rarely worth my time to try and find something 
online. Provide access to useful information like ISO/NCCI filings, trend reports, etc. Also 
AM Bests reports. ! realize this would be expensive, but I think if you included it as an 
option and charged members extra for it, over-time you could collect the costs. And 
actuaries would be even more likely to pull a decent rabbit out of the hat, thus enhancing the 
profession long-term. 

• (60) I know it 's out there, but except for one instance, have not used it too much. I think we 
have perused it looking for specific items such as Use of  Credit or Vehicle Symboling 
papers. So maybe grouping or cross referencing available papers by topic for easier use. 
Also some of the papers are mere power-point presentations of the slides. These are just 
highlight or bullet point information, and a broader summary of the presentation would 
generally be more helpful if the topic was to the point I was looking for. 

• (99) Better indexing / search features. I often can't find what I 'm looking for, even i f l  know 
it's there. 

• (134) ! have had trouble obtaining the right references when looking up a specific topic. I 
ended up using the index to the Proceedings at the library. 

• (140) Outlines of data elements to be considered in developing a new data management 
system. Discussion of the paths and uses of data within an insurance operation, highlighting 
the importance of accuracy in various elements depending on the ultimate user. 

• (165) Basic texts on data management. 
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Question 9: Use of Data Management Committee 
The Committee is considering undertaking several activities in order to help actuaries deal with 
data management issues. Please indicate the importance of the following areas that the 
Committee may be able to provide assistance to actuaries. 

a) Keeping up with the state-of-the art in data management. 

All Respondents 
Response 
Little Importance 
Somewhat Important 
Neutral 

Frequency 
9 

28 
35 

Percent 
5.1 

15.7 
19.7 

Important 80 44.9 
Great Importance 21 11.8 
Blank 5 2.8 
Total 178 i 00.0 

Insurance Company Actuaries 
Response 
Little Importance 
Somewhat Important 
Neutral 

Frequency 
8 

19 

Percent 
6.6 

15.6 
18 14.8 

Important 59 48.4 
15 12.3 Great Importance 

Blank 2.5 3 
Total 122 100.0 

Consulting Actuaries 
Response 
Little Importance 
Somewhat Important 
Neutral 
Important 
Great Importance 
Blank 
Total 

Frequency Percent 
I 2.8 
7 19.4 
9 25.0 
15 41.7 
3 8.3 
i 2.8 

36 100.0 

Organizations Serving Insurance 
Response 
Little Importance 
Somewhat Important 
Neutral 

Frequen~ 
0 

Percent 
0.0 
0.0 

33.3 
Important 4 44.4 
Great Importance 2 22.2 
Total 9 100.0 
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Other (Banks, Financial Institutions, Academic, Government Other) 
Response Frequency Percent 
Little Importance 
Somewhat Important 

0.0 
1 11.1 

Neutral 4 44.4 
Important 2 22.2 
Great Importance I 11.1 
Blank 1 11.1 
Total 9 100.0 

b) Demonstrating how to get users involved in developing new systems. 

All Respondents 
Response 
Little Importance 
Somewhat Important 

Frequency 
15 
29 

Percent 
8.4 

16.3 
Neutral 48 27.0 
Important 65 36.5 
Great Importance 13 7.3 
Blank 8 4.5 
Total 178 ! 00.0 

Insurance Company Actuaries 
Response 
Little Importance 
Somewhat Important 

Frequency 
9 

Important 

Percent 
7.4 

21 17.2 
Neutral 34 27.9 

46 37.7 

122 

Great Importance 
Blank 
Total 

5.7 
4.1 

100.0 

Consulting Actuaries 
Response 
Little Importance 
Somewhat Important 

Frequency 
6 

Percent 
16.7 

5 13.9 
Neutral 7 19.4 

14 38.9 Important 
Great Importance 
Blank 

8.3 
1 2.8 

Total 36 100.0 
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Organizations Serving Insurance 
Response 
Little Importance 
Somewhat Important 
Neutral 

Frequency 
0 

Percent 
0.0 

11.1 
2 22.2 

Important 4 44.4 
Great Importance 1 1 I. 1 
Blank 1 I I. 1 
Total 9 ! 00.0 

Other (Banks, Financial Institutions, Academic, Govemmen, 
Percent Response 

Little Importance 
Somewhat Important 
Neutral 

Frequency 
0 0.0 

11.1 
4 44.4 

Important 1 11.1 
Great Importance 2 22.2 
Blank 1 11.1 
Total 9 100.0 

c) Developing procedures for insuring data quality. 

All Respondents 
Response Percent 

Other) 

Little Importance 
Somewhat Important 
Neutral 

Frequency 
6 

21 
30 

3.4 
11.8 
16.9 

Important 93 52.2 
Great Importance 24 13.5 
Blank 4 2.2 
Total 178 100.0 

Insurance Company Actuaries 
Response 
Little Importance 
Somewhat Important 
Neutral 
Important 
Great Importance 
Blank 
Total 

Frequency Percent 
5 4.1 

14 11.5 
22 18.0 
61 50.0 
17 13.9 
3 2.2 

122 100.0 
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Consulting Actuaries 
Response 
Little Importance 
Somewhat Important 

Frequency 
1 

Percent 
2.8 
8.3 3 

Neutral $ 22.2 
Important 21 58.3 

3 8.3 
36 

Greatlmportance 
Total 100.0 

Organizations Serving Insurance 
Response Frequency 
Little Importance 0 
Somewhat Important 0 
Neutral 0 

Important 7 
Great Importance 2 
Total 9 

Percent 
0.0 
0.0 
0.0 

77.8 
22.2 

100.0 

Other (Banks, Financial Institutions, Academic, Government, Other) 
Response Frequency Percent 
Little Importance 
Somewhat Important 
Neutral 
Important 
Great Importance 
Blank 
Total 

0 0.0 
3 33.3 
0 0.0 
3 33.3 
2 22.2 
1 I1.1 
9 100.0 

d) Dealing with data that is incomplete or of poor quality. 

All Respondents 
Response Frequency 

2 
Percent 

Little Importance 1. I 
Somewhat Important 14 7.9 
Neutral 21 11.8 
Important 
Great Importance 
Blank 

91 51.1 

Total 

45 25.3 
5 2.8 

178 100.0 
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Insurance Company Actuaries 
Response 
Little Importance 
Somewhat Important 
Neutral 
Important 
Great Importance 
Blank 
Total 

Frequency Percent 
2 1.6 

11 9.0 
17 13.9 
57 46.7 
32 26.2 

3 2.5 
122 100.0 

Consulting Actuaries 
Response 
Little Importance 
Somewhat Important 

Frequency 
0 

Percent 
0.0 

2 5.6 
Neutral 4 I 1.1 
Important 23 63.9 
Great Importance 
Total 36 

19.4 
I00.0 

Organizations Serving Insurance 
Response Frequency Percent 

0 Little Importance 0.0 
Somewhat Important 0 0.0 
Neutral 0 0.0 
Important 6 66.7 
Great Importance 3 33.3 
Total 9 100.0 

Other (Banks, Financial Institutions, Academic, Government, Other) 
Response 
Little Importance 
Somewhat Important 

Frequency 
0 

Percent 
0.0 

i 11.1 
Neutral 0 0.0 
Important 3 33.3 

3 Great Importance 
Blank 

33.3 
2 22.2 

Total 9 100.0 
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e) Demonstrating techniques for reconciliation of financial and statistical data. 

All Respondents 
Response 
Little Importance 
Somewhat Important 

l Neutral 

Frequency 
7 

18 
46 

Percent 
3.9 

10.1 
25.8 

Important 81 45.5 
Great Importance 22 12.4! 
Blank 4 2.2 
Total 178 100.0 

Insurance Company Actuaries 
, Response 
~Little Importance 
Somewhat Important 
Neutral 

Frequency 
6 

14 

Percent 
4.9 

11.5 
29 23.8 

Important 55 45.1 
15 12.3 Great Importance 

Blank 
Total 122 

2.5 
100.0 

Consulting Actuaries 
Response 
Little Importance 
Somewhat Important 

Frequency 
I 

Percent 
2.8 

11.1 
Neutral 13 36. I 
Important 14 38.9 
Great Importance 4 11.1 
Total 36 100.0 

Organizations Serving Insurance 
Response Frequency 
Little Importance 0 
Somewhat Important 0 

Percent 

Great Importance 
Total 9 

0.0 
0.0 

Neutral 2 22.2 
Important 6 66.7 

1 ii.1 
100.0 
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Other (Banks, Financial Institutions, Academic, Government, Other) 
Response 
Little Importance 
Somewhat Important 

Frequency 
0 

Percent 
0.0 

0 0.0 
Neutral 1 I i. 1 
Important 5 55.6 
Great Importance 2 22.2 
Blank I 11. I 
Total 100.0 

f) Demonstrating techniques for testing reports, report systems, etc. 

All Respondents 
Response 
Little Importance 
Somewhat Important 
Neutral 
Important [ 
Great Importance 
Blank 
Total 

Frequency Percent 
8 4.5 

24 13.5 
58 32.6 
71 39.9 
13 7.3 
4 2.2 

178 100.0 

Insurance Company Actuaries 
Response 
Little Importance 
Somewhat Important 
Neutral 
Important 
Great Importance 
Blank 
Total 

Frequency Percent 
7 5.7 

17 13.9 
39 32.0 
46 37.7 
10 8.2 
3 25 

122 100.0 

Consultinl~ Actuaries 
Response 
Little Importance 
Somewhat Important 
Neutral 

Frequen~ Percent 
1 2.8 
6 16.7 

13 36.1 
Important 13 36.1 

3 8.3 Great Importance 
Total 361 100.0 
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Organizations Serving Insurance 
Response Frequency 
Little Importance 0 
Somewhat Important 0 
Neutral 4 
Important 5 
Great Importance 0 
Total 9 

Percent 
0.0 
0.0 

44.4 
55.6 

0.0 
100.0 

Other (Banks, Financial Institutions, Academic, Government, Other) 
Response Frequency Percent 
Little Importance 0 0.0 
Somewhat Important 1 ! I. 1 
Neutral 2 22.2 
Important 5 55.6 
Great Importance 0 0.0 
Blank 1 11.1 
Total 9 100.0 

g) Providing information on the latest software. 

All Respondents 
Response Percent 
Little Importance 
Somewhat Important 
Neutral 

Frequency 
17 

Total 

9.6 
29 16.3 
62 34.8 

Important 59 33. i 
Great Importance 7 3.9 
Blank 4 2.2 

178 100.0 

Insurance Company Actuaries 
Response 
Little Importance 
Somewhat Important 
Neutral 

Frequency 
I0 

Great Importance 
Blank 

20 

Percent 
8.2 

16.4 
33.6 41 

Important 43 35.2 
5 4.1 
3 2.5 

Total 122 100.0 
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Consulting Actuaries 
Response 
Little Importance 
Somewhat Important 
Neutral 

Frequency 
7 

13 

Percent 
19.4 
16.7 
36.1 

Important 9 25.0 
1 

36 
Great Importance 
Total 

2.8 
100.0 

Organizations Serving Insurance 
Response Frequency 

0 
Percent 

Little Importance 0.0 
Somewhat Important 1 I 1. I 
Neutral 4 44.4 
Important 3 33.3 
Great Importance 1 11.1 
Total 9 100.0 

Other (Banks, Financial Institutions, Academic, Government, Other) 
Response 
Little Importance 
Somewhat Important 

FrequencY0 [ Percent 
0.0 

22.2 
Neutral 3 33.3 
Important 3 33.3 
Great Importance 0 00.0 
Blank 1 11.1 
Total 9 100.0 

h) 

All Respondents 
Response 

Demonstrating techniques for implementation and use of Web enabled applications. 

Little Importance 
Somewhat Important 
Neutral 
Important 
Great Importance 
Blank 
Total 

Frequency Percent 
17 9.6 
27 15.2 
60 33.7 
57 32.0 
13 7.3 
4 2.2 

178 100.0 
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Insurance Company Actuaries 
Response 
Little Importance 
Somewhat Important 
Neutral 
Important 
Great Importance 
Blank 
Total 

Frequency 
13 
16 
41 
42 

122 

Percent 
10.7 
13.1 
33.6 
34.4 

5.7 
2.5 

100.0 

Consulting Actuaries 
Response 
Little Importance 
Somewhat Important 
Neutral 

Frequency 
4 

13 

Percent 
I1.1 
16.7 
36.1 

Important 10 27.8 
Great Importance 3 8.3 
Total 36 100.0 

Organizations Serving Insurance 
Response 
Little Importance 
Somewhat Important 
Neutral 
Important 
Great Importance 
Total 

Frequency 
0 

Percent 
0.0 

I1.1 
44.4 
22.2 
22.2 

100.0 

Other (Banks, Financial Institutions, Academic, Government Other) 
Response Frequency Percent 
Little Importance 
Somewhat Important 
Neutral 

0.0 
22.2 
22.2 

Important 3 33.3 
Great Importance ! 11.1 
Blank I ! 1.1 
Total 9 100.0 
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i) Compiling data for research. 

All Respondents 
Response 
Little Importance 
Somewhat Important 

Frequency 
14 
27 

Percent 
7.9 

15.2 
Neutral 52 29.2 
Important 59 33.1 
Great Importance 21 11.8 
Blank 5 2.8 
Total 178 100,0 

Insurance Company Actuaries 
Response 
Little Importance 
Somewhat Important 

Frequency 
I0 

Percent 
8.2 

18 14.8 
Neutral 39 32.0 
Important 38 31. I 
Great Importance 14 11.5 
Blank 3 2.5 
Total 122 100.0 

Consulting Actuaries 
Response 
Little Importance 
Somewhat Important 

Frequency 
1 

Percent 
2.8 

8 22.2 
Neutral 10 27.8 
Important 12 33.3 
Great Importance 5 13.9 
Total 36 100.0 

Organizations Serving Insurance 
Response 
Little Importance 
Somewhat Important 

Frequency 
2 

Percent 
22.2 

0 0.0 
Neutral 2 22.2 
Important 4 44.4 
Great Importance 0 0.0 
Blank 1 11.1 
Total 9 100.0 
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Other (Banks, Financial Institutions, Academic, Government Other) 
Response 
Little Importance 
Somewhat Important 
Neutral 

Frequency 
1 

Percent 
11.1 
11.1 
11.1 

Important 3 33.3 
2 Great Importance 

Blank 
Total 

22.2 
11.1 

100.0 

j) Compiling data for general membership use. 

All Respondents 
Response 
Little Importance 
Somewhat Important 
Neutral 

Frequency 
18 
24 

Percent 
10.1 
13.5 

51 28.7 
Important 56 31.5 

23 12.9 Great Importance 
Blank 6 3.1 
Total i 78 100.0 

Insurance Company Actuaries 
Response 
Little Importance 
Somewhat Important 

Frequency 
13 
13 

Percent 
10.7 
10.7 

Neutral 38 31. I 
Important 38 31.1 

16 13.1 Great Importance 
Blank 
Total 

4 3.3 
122 100.0 

Percent 
Consulting Actuaries 
Response 
Little Importance 
Somewhat Important 

Frequency 
1 2.8 
8 22.2 

Neutral 9 25.0 
Important 
Great Importance 
Blank 
Total 

12 33.3 
5 13.9 
1 2.8 

36 100.0 
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Organizations Serving Insurance 
Response Frequency 
Little Importance 2 

, Somewhat Important 1 
Neutral 3 
Important 3 

Percent 
22.2 
11.1 
33.3 
33.3 

Great Importance 0 0.0 
Total 9 100.0 

Other (Banks, Financial Institutions, Academic, Government Other) 
Response Frequency Percent 
Little Importance 
Somewhat Important 

22.2 
0 0.0 

Neutral I 11.1 
Important 3 33.3 
Great Importance 2 22.2 
Blank I 11.1 
Total 9 100.0 

k) Other: 
• (6) How to get "tribal wisdom" about the data + system documented; great importance. 
• (34) Make real data available for research; great importance. 
• (78) Expense information survey (departmental); great importance. 
• (I 10) Study data quality for cat models; great importance. 

Question 10: CAS Role in Data Management 

Please indicate the importance of each of the following activities where the CAS could take an 
active role. 

a) Serving as a data repository, in general. 

All Respondents 
Response 
Little Importance 
Somewhat Important 
Neutral 
Important 
Great Importance 
Blank 
Total 

Frequency Percent 
51 28.7 
21 11.8 
51 28.7 
37 20.8 
13 7.3 
5 2.8 

178 100.0 
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Insurance Company Actuaries 
Response 
Little Importance 
Somewhat Important 
Neutral 
Important 
Great Importance 
Blank 
Total 

Frequency Percent 
37 30.3 
17 13.9 
36 29.5 
22 18.0 

7 5.7 
3 2.5 

122 100.0 

Consulting Actuaries 
Response 
Little Importance 
Somewhat Important 
Neutral 
Important 
Great Importance 
Blank 
Total 

Frequency Percent 
11 30.6 
2 5.6 
8 22.2 
9 25.0 
5 13.9 
1 2.8 

36 100.0 

Organizations Serving Insurance 
Response Frequency 
Little Importance 
Somewhat Important 
Neutral 

Percent 

Total 

22.2 
I1.1 
22.2 
33.3 Important 

Great Importance 0 0.0 
Blank I 11.1 

9 100.0 

Other (Banks, Financial Institutions, Academic, Government, Other) 
Response Frequency 
Little Importance 1 
Somewhat Important ! 
Neutral 4 
Important 
Great Importance 
Total 

Percent 
11.1 
I1.1 
44,4 

2 22.2 
I 11.1 
9 100.0 
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b) Serving as data repository for research committees. 

All Respondents 
Response 
Little Importance 
Somewhat Important 
Neutral 
Important 
Great Importance 
Blank 
Total 

Frequency 
21 
31 
44 

Percent 
11.8 
17.4 
24.7 

62 34.8 
15 8.4 

178 
2.8 

100.0 

Insurance Company Actuaries 
Response 
Little Importance 
Somewhat Important 
Neutral 
Important 
Great Importance 
Blank 
Total 

Frequency 
15 
19 
33 
43 

122 

Percent 
12.3 
15.6 
27.0 
35.2 
7.4 
2.5 

100.0 

Consulting Actuaries 
Response 
Little Importance 
Somewhat Important 
Neutral 
Important 
Great Importance 
Blank 

Frequency 
3 

Percent 
8.3 

25.0 
22.2 

10 27.8 
5 13.9 
1 2.8 

Total 36 i 00.0 

Organizations Serving Insurance 
Response 
Little Importance 
Somewhat Important 
Neutral 

Frequency 
2 

Percent 
22.2 
!1.1 
11.1 

Important 4 44.4 
Great Importance 0 0.0 
Blank ! I 1. I 
Total 9 100.0 
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Other (Banks, Financial Institutions, Academic, Government, Other) 
Response Frequency Percent 
Little Importance 1 11.1 
Somewhat Important 2 22.2 
Neutral 2 22.2 
Important 3 33.3 
Great Importance 1 11.1 
Total 9 100.0 

c) Providing assistance by steering requestors to other sources. 

All Respondents 
Response Percent 
Little Importance 
Somewhat Important 

Frequency 
12 

Great Importance 
Blank 

6.7 
18 10.1 

Neutral 38 21.3 
Important 85 47.8 

22 12.4 
1.7 

178 Total 100.0 

Insurance Company Actuaries 
Response 
Little Importance 
Somewhat Important 
Neutral 

Frequency 
8 

13 

Percent 
6.6 

10.7 
26 21.3 

Important 56 45.9 
16 13.1 Great Importance 

Blank 
Total 122 

2.5 
100.0 

Consulting Actuaries 
Response Frequency Percent 

11.1 
8.3 

22.2 
47.2 
11.1 

100.0 

Little Importance 4 
Somewhat Important 3 
Neutral 8 
Important 17 
Great Importance 4 
Total 36 
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Organizations Serving Insurance 
Response Frequency 
Little Importance 0 
Somewhat Important 1 
Neutral 2 
Important 5 
Great Importance I 
Total 9 

Percent 
0.0 

I1.1 
22.2 
55.6 
11.1 

100.0 

Other (Banks, Financial Institutions, Academic, Government Other) 
Response Frequency Percent 
Little Importance 0 0.0 
Somewhat Important 1 11. I 
Neutral I 11.1 
Important 6 66.7 
Great Importance 1 11.1 
Total 9 100.0 

d) Serving no role in this area. 

All Respondents 
Response Frequency Percent 
Little Importance 
Somewhat Important 
Neutral 

73 41.0 
3 1.7 

78 43.8 
Important 5 2.8 
Great Importance 7 3.9 
Blank 12 6.7 
Total 178 100.0 

Insurance Company Actuaries 
Response 
Little Importance 
Somewhat Important 
Neutral 
Important 
Great Importance 
Blank 
Total 

Frequency Percent 
43 35.2 

3 2.5 
57 46.7 

3 2.5 
6 4.9 

10 8.2 
122 100.0 
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Consulting Actuaries 
Response 
Little Importance 
Somewhat Important 
Neutral 
Important 
Great Importance 
Total 

Frequency 
21 

13 

Percent 

36 

58.3 
0.0 

36.1 
1 2.8 

2.8 
100.0 

Organizations Servin~ Insurance 
Response 
LiRle Importance 
Somewhat Important 
Neutral 
Important 
Great Importance 
Blank 
Total 

Frequency 
3 

Percent 
33.3 

0.0 
44.4 
11.1 
0.0 

11.1 
100.0 

Other (Banks, Financial Institutions, Academic, Government, Other) 
Response Percent Frequency 
Little Importance 
Somewhat Important 

i Neutral 
Important 
Great Importance 
Blank 
Total 

5 55.6 
0 0.0 
3 33.3 
0 0.0 
0 0.0 
I 11.1 
9 100.0 

11. Additional Comments: 

• (4) The SoA takes a real leadership role as a repository of data (mortality studies and so 
forth). Maybe the CAS should consider this as well. 

(9) 1 am not interested in the technical aspects of new/emerging technologies - that is what 
my IT area should be doing. I also don't think it is reasonable to have the syllabus cover 
specific current technologies. I think it should cover things like (1) how to check for 
reasonableness; and, (2) how to verify against other sources. 

(23) I hope there is a strong link between the CAS Committee and the Insurance Data 
Management Association. The IDMA can both contribute knowledge and gain knowledge in 
the area of data management, 
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(37) I can't  imagine that my company would ever view the CAS as a legitimate source of 
information on data management or technologies. The CAS should focus their energies on 
areas where they are the acknowledged experts (e.g. ratemaking, reserving, DFA, etc.). This 
doesn't mean that individual actuaries shouldn't be involved with data management or 
technology issues in their jobs. It just means that the CAS as a professional organization 
shouldn't focus their time there. Leave data management and technology issues to the ITS 
professional organizations. 

(56) The CAS should focus on the call paper programs and seminars. The CAS should NOT 
become a provider of data, data services or data collection/manipulation standards. 

(57) I would rank publishing textbooks up higher except that it seems that the information 
could become quickly out of date. Maybe this committee could review some of  the books 
written for general database and data management and recommend some of the better ones. 
Many issues regarding data management are not insurance specific and there is always new 
material being published in this area. 

Where/how does IDMA fit in with this committee - should that be considered an additional 
resource for insurance data issues? 

(58) I feel it is of no long-term benefit and may even be a detriment to the 
maintenance/prestige of the actuarial profession to concentrate resources around the issue of 
designing data collection systems. Although actuaries often do (and should) contribute input 
as to what data needs to be collected, the actual design of systems is not an actuarial issue. If 
we spend a lot of time designing computer systems, we run the risk of being regarded as no 
more than programmers. And, in fact, I 've actually seen it happen that a competent actuary 
gets disregarded because he 's  seen as a "great data resource person" but not someone who 
can help with insurance analysis or management. I 'm personally very opposed to devoting 
the Casualty ACTUARIAL Society's resources on COMPUTER issues. 

On the other hand, I think it would be a benefit if the CAS could provide more data (not just 
theory papers) to its members, even if the CAS charged the members for access. 

(60) As for documenting data quality and coding issues - how much time will be wasted 
developing intuitive ideas? I don't  know how much non-intuitive issues need to be brought 
to the forefront, although I 'm sure there are a few. 

Data Issues are extremely important, but all issues boil down to a company level, so are a lot 
of  generalities or guidelines for good data a necessity? I think most actuaries can 
differentiate between good data and bad data inside their company. It 's more of an internal 
company issue in understanding your data sources, what they mean and what the pitfalls in 
the data are. Unfortunately that is a tough thing for people new to a company to develop 
immediately, so their natural thoughts are that any data is good - 1'11 take what I can get, and 
try to use it. 
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Certainly w/ the  electronic age and downloading data - there is often an assumption among 
younger workers that I got data, now lets go...not spending time to verify the data, or have 
the background to know intuitively the data looks wrong. This is always a problem. 

As for Other Data Sources - A book?? Scary thought - how fast do these become outdated. I 
would assume an online source would be much more preferential and much more easily 
updated for new sources. I think the idea is not a bad one it 's just how it 's accomplished. 

Syllabus material - this is not unlike DFA - a very untestable subject. I think a few 
meaningless papers use to be on the old Ratemaldng exam. Data sources are transforming 
every 5 or 10 years, so it is hard to stay current. But in general I don' t  see this as a very 
practical subject for the syllabus. 

(78) I would love to know the average cost of  annual statement production, winning rate 
approval, processing a policy, and other items only obtainable via surveys. 

(83) Actuaries and statisticians were heavily involved in MIS long before MIS was an 
acronym. 15 years ago, it was a prerequisite for an actuarial student to be able to extract and 
manipulate raw data with mainframe languages such as Basic, Fortran, SAS, or FOCUS. 
Sadly, I 've seen much of the data extraction/data manipulation functions leave the actuarial 
realm and become part of traditional IT departments, with armies of DBAs maintaining 
oversized Oracle and DB2 tables. 

Most experienced actuaries can glance at a table of  raw data and instantly know far more 
about the data, how it should be arranged, and how it can be used than "owners" of  the data 
residing in IT. I 'm concerned that younger actuaries may not be getting the type of  lxaining 
we received. 

(98) I would have answered this survey differently if  you had asked how much my staffis 
involved in these activities. Much of the data work is done by students. Are you sending this 
to students? 

I wasn't  sure about your ranking system. To me, "neutral" seems like a lower ranking than 
"little importance", yet you give it a ranking of between "important" and "somewhat 
important". 

(I 17) At Travelers, each department has different data management requirements, and so my 
response reflects my unit 's data issues and probably is not representative of  other 
departments. 

(12 !) The CAS should be very careful not to let itself evolve into a statistical agent. 

(129) Section 6 is left blank since I work in an international group head office and these 
activities are performed in the local countries. 
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(140) As legacy systems begin to crumble, and new insurance operations come online, some 
actuaries will soon be participating in the design and (re)building of data management 
systems. The sheer number of data elements that need to be considered can be staggering. 
Also, few actuaries (or anyone else) truly understand the complex path of data within 
insurance organizations, who the final users are, and why certain elements are critical to 
certain users. Providing information that would help to dose this gap is important. 

(144) I think the Committee's role is more to obtain existing materials rather than develop 
actuarial-specific papers. I expect that database administrators, data warehouse architects 
and developers of  accounting systems have addressed most of these issues already. 
Nevertheless, in my experience actuaries are considered the data experts from the business 
(as opposed to Information Technology) point of view, despite no formal education. 

(146) As part of the debate on the value oflhe FCAS designation, 1 believe we provide the 
most value in touting our ability to recognize and properly analyze insurance data. Actuaries 
should become more involved in the entire data management process for insurance 
companies, from system design to data quality. It is important that actuaries are able to 
develop these skills and that actuaries are able to trade on these skills within their 
organizations. 

(165) Good survey except that I didn't know how to answer 10d. I think we should have a 
small role, but should not compile a general data repository for the membership. 

(167) You are headed into dangerous waters here. I am not convinced that the CAS needs to 
be tremendously active here nor am I convinced that the CAS is the most qualified 
organization to develop these skill sets in their members. Please do not overstep the bounds 
that the CAS has set for itself: "to advance the body of knowledge of actuarial science 
applied to property, casualty, and similar exposures, to establish and maintain standards of 
qualification for membership, to promote and maintain high standards of conduct and 
competence for the members, and to increase the awareness of actuarial science." I am 
having trouble justifying some of the activities suggested above relative to this standard. Do 
we need data management competency - absolutely, is the CAS the right vehicle for us to 
develop those skills - I 'm not convinced. 

(183) Actuaries in my company spend far, far too much time scrubbing data. 
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APPENDIX 

CAS Membersh ip  Survey 
Management Data and In format ion 

The Casualty Actuary Society's Committee on Management Data and Information addresses actuarial 
issues on property and casualty insurance data and information systems. The following survey is 
intended to provide the Committee with information that will enhance our role in providing resources 
on management data to members of  the Society. For your convenience, an electronic version of  the 
Survey can be completed on the CAS Web Site at http://www.casact.org/research/datasurv.htm. Please 
return the survey no later than March 2, 2001. 

Your personal assistance in completing the Survey will be greatly appreciated. 

YOUR ROLE AS AN ACTUARY 

a) What is your highest CAS designation? FCAS• ACAS• 

b) How many years of actuarial experience do you have? 
0-sD 6-1o [] 11-20 [ ]  21+[] 

c) Which of the following best describes your company, organization or department? 

Property-Liability Insurance Company 

Reinsurance Company 

Life, Accident & Health Insurance 

Insurance Broker or Agent 

Banks, Financial Institutions 

Other (Please specify.) 

[ ]  Organization Serving Insurance [ ]  

[ ]  Academic [ ]  

[ ]  Government [ ]  

[ ]  Consulting Actuary [ ]  
[ ]  Retired r ' l  
[]  

1. Data Management Time 

What percentage of your time do you spend on the following activities? (Check the appropriate 
percentage.) 

a) Assisting in the design of new data collection/ 
processing systems (that support operations, 
policy issuance, Claims, billing, etc.). 

[] []  []  []  []  
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b) Assisting in the design of new analytical tools 
(that support pricing, reserving, underwriting, etc.). 

c) Assuring the quality of internal data being 
compiled by existing systems. 

d) Providing input on collection of data including 
cost/benefit analysis. 

e) Extraction and manipulation of data. 

f) Training co-workers how to properly identify 
data elements to be extracted, as well as data 
extraction techniques. 

g) Mining internal data (e.g., new product development, 
identifying data correlations, neural networks). 

h) Obtaining data from external sources (e.g., industry, 
government, economic statistics). 

i) Responding on data issues (e.g., regulatory, 
bureaus, AM Best). 

J) 

[]  [ ]  []  [ ]  [ ]  

[ ]  O []  [ ]  [ ]  

[]  [ ]  []  []  []  

[ ]  [ ]  [ ]  0 []  
[ ]  [ ]  [ ]  [ ]  [ ]  

0 [ ]  []  [ ]  [ ]  

[ ]  D [ ]  []  [ ]  

[ ]  [ ]  []  []  []  

Other management and data activities. (Please specify and check the appropriate 
percentage.) 

1. []  D []  []  []  
2. D []  D [] O 
3. O []  D []  [ ]  
4. []  [ ]  [ ]  [ ]  []  
2. []  [ ]  [ ]  [ ]  [ ]  

2. Privacy/Ownership of Data: 

a) What percentage of your time do you 

spend on issues related to privacy/ownership of data? [ ]  [ ]  [ ]  [ ]  [ ]  
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b) Please identify the privacy issues you have recently dealt with and the percentage of time 
spent on each issue. 

~ 7  r~-~7 ~ ~:~~ f~~ 

~. []  []  []  0 []  

2. []  []  0 [ ]  []  

3. [ ]  0 [ ]  []  []  

4. [ ]  [ ]  [ ]  [ ]  [ ]  

3. Data Management Priorities 

Please indicate the importance of the following data management issues. 

a) Actuarial input in system 
design. 

c) Ease of access to your 
internal data systems. 

d) Having a detailed and 
accurate data dictionary 
including fields, definitions, 
etc. 

e) Having knowledge of 
traditional external data 
sources (publications, 
historical data vendors). 

e) Having knowledge of non- 
traditional external data 
sources (eg., Internet, Web 
Sites). 

f) Ease of integration of 
external and internal data 
sources .  

Little Somewhat Neutral Important Great 
Importance Important Importance 

[] []  [] []  0 

[] [ ]  []  []  0 
[] [] [] [] [] 

[] []  [] []  [] 

[]  []  []  []  [] 

[]  [ ]  [] [] [] 
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Little Somewhat Neutral Important Great 
Importance Important Importance 

g) Issues of intellectual property [ ]  [ ]  [ ]  [ ]  [ ]  
and ownership. 

h) Developing the skills [] [] [] [] [] 
necessary to identify, extract 
and manipulate data. 

i) Keeping up-to-date on [ ]  [] [] [] [] 
reporting rule changes that 
change the substance of 
data collection (eg., recent 
loss expense definition 
change). 

)) Having the ability to perform [ ]  [] [] [] [] 
data mining on internal data, 

k) Understanding emerging [] [] [] [] [] 
data technologies. 

[) Cost considerations [] [] [] [] [] 
associated with data 
collection and extraction. 

m) Other (Please specify.) 
1. []  [ ]  [ ]  [ ]  [ ]  
2. [] [] [] [] [] 
a. []  []  []  []  [ ]  
4 []  []  []  []  [ ]  
5 []  []  [ ]  [ ]  [ ]  

4. Data Management Activities 

Which of following data management activities have you been involved in? (Check all that apply.) 

Earlier 
Recently In Your Never 

Career 

a) Development of specifications for design of a database, []  []  [ ]  

b) Selection of data elements to be captured in a database. []  13 []  

c) Development of specifications for a report or report system. 0 []  [ ]  
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d) Production of ad-hoc reports from the database. 

e) Development of test data. 

f) Definition of data edits. 

g) Development of procedures to insure data quality. 

h) Other (Please specify.) 

1. 

2. 

3. 

4. 

5. Performance of Data Management 

Earlier 
Recently In Your Never 

Career 

[] r-i [ ]  

[]  []  [ ]  

[]  []  [ ]  

[ ]  []  [ ]  

[ ]  []  [ ]  

[] []  []  

[]  [] []  

[]  [ ]  []  

Please indicate who performs the following data management activities for your company. 
(Check all that apply.) 

Actuaries Actuarial Non- Extamal 
Students Actuaries Consultants 

Data Management Activity 

a) Ratemakinglpricing [ ]  [ ]  [ ]  [ ]  
b) Reserve setting [ ]  I"! [ ]  I"1 
c) Reserve opinions [ ]  [ ]  O [ ]  
d) Underwriting reports [ ]  [ ]  [ ]  [ ]  
e) Marketing reports [ ]  [ ]  [ ]  [ ]  
f) Claims management [ ]  [ ]  [ ]  [ ]  
g) Financial analysis and [ ]  [ ]  [ ]  r ' l  

investments 
h) Financial reporting [ ]  [ ]  [ ]  [ ]  
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Actuaries Actuarial Non- External 
Students Actuaries Consultants 

Data Management Activity 

i) Rate regulation !-I [ ]  [ ]  [ ]  

j) Statistical agency reporting [ ]  [ ]  [ ]  [ ]  

k) Other (Please specify.) 
1. []  []  [ ]  []  

2. [ ]  []  []  []  

3. [ ]  []  [ ]  [ ]  

4. [ ]  []  0 []  

6. Data Management Education 

a) How many times have you attended the CAS Ratemaking Seminar in the last 5 years? 

~[] 40 3 m 20 10 om 

b) How many times have you attended the Management Data and Information Committee's 
presentation at the CAS Ratemaking Seminar in the last 5 years? 

50 40 30 20 10 O0 

c) How many times have you attended the Emerging Technology Seminar? 

20 10 oCl 
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7. Future Education Activities 

Please indicate the importance of each of the following ways in which the CAS could become 
involved in data management education. 

Little Somewhat Neutral Important Great 
Importance Important Importance 

a) Developing a textbook or [ ]  [ ]  [ ]  [ ]  [ ]  
other reference resource. 

b) Sponsoring seminars or [ ]  [ ]  [ ]  [ ]  [ ]  
workshops. 

c) Including this subject in the [ ]  [ ]  [ ]  [ ]  [ ]  
CAS Syllabus. 

d) Including sessions at CAS [ ]  [ ]  [ ]  [ ]  [ ]  
Meetings. 

e) Publishing papers on data [ ]  [ ]  [ ]  [ ]  [ ]  
management/data quality. 

f) Publishing papers on new [ ]  [ ]  [ ]  [ ]  [ ]  
applications, incorporating 
new data sources. 

g) Other (Please specify.) 

~. [ ]  [ ]  [ ]  [ ]  [ ]  
2. [ ]  [ ]  [ ]  [ ]  [ ]  
3. [ ]  [ ]  [ ]  [ ]  [ ]  

L Use of Online Catalog/Bibliography 

a) Are you aware that the CAS Web Site provides you with an Online Catalog that contains a 
bibliography of reference materials? Yes [ ]  No [ ]  

b) If yes, is the Online Catalog of any use to you? Yes [ ]  No [ ]  

c) What can be added to make the data management section of the Online Catalog more 
useful? 

1. 

2. 

3. 
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Use of Data Management Committee 

he Committee is considering undertaking several activities in order to help actuaries deal with data 
,anagement issues. Please indicate the importance of the following areas that the Committee may 
.= able to provide assistance to actuaries. 

Little Somewhat Neutral Important Great 
Importance Important Importance 

i) Keeping up with the state-of- [ ]  
the art in data management. 

)) Demonstrating how to get [ ]  
users involved in developing 
new systems. 

;) Developing procedures for [ ]  
insuring data quality. 

I) Dealing with data that is [ ]  
incomplete or of poor quality. 

:) Demonstrating techniques [ ]  
for reconciliation of financial 
and statistical data. 

) Demonstrating techniques [ ]  
for testing reports, report 
systems, etc. 

I) Providing information on the [ ]  
latest software. 

~) Demonstrating techniques [ ]  
for implementation and use 
of Web enabled applications. 

) Compiling data for research, [ ]  

) Compiling data for general [ ]  
membership use. 

{) Other (Please specify.) 

[]  [] 0 []  
[]  []  []  []  

[]  [] [] D 
[] []  [ ]  n 

[] []  [ ]  []  

[]  [ ]  [ ]  []  

[ ]  [] [] []  

[]  []  [ ]  []  

[ ]  []  []  [ ]  
[]  [ ]  [ ]  [ ]  

1. 0 [] []  [] 0 

2. [] [ ]  [] []  [ ]  

3. [] []  [] []  0 
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10. CAS Role in Data Management 

Please indicate the importance of each of the following activities where the CAS could take an 
active role. 

Little Somewhat Neutral Important Great 
Importance Important Importance 

a) Serving as a data repository, [ ]  
in general. 

b) Serving as data repository [ ]  
for research committees. 

c) Providing assistance by [ ]  
steering requestors to other 
sources. 

d) Serving no role in this area. [ ]  

e) Other (Please specify.) 

[ ]  [ ]  [ ]  [ ]  

[ ]  [ ]  [ ]  [ ]  

[ ]  [ ]  [ ]  [ ]  

[ ]  [ ]  [ ]  [ ]  

I. [ ]  [ ]  [ ]  [ ]  [ ]  

2. [ ]  [ ]  [ ]  [ ]  [ ]  

3 [ ]  [ ]  [ ]  [ ]  [ ]  

4 [ ]  [ ]  [ ]  [ ]  [ ]  

11. Additional Comments: 
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Thank  you for  tak ing the t ime to part ic ipate in th is very important  survey.  

NAME: 
TITLE: 

COMPANY/ORGANIZATION 
MAILING ADDRESS: 

TELEPHONE NUMBER 
E-MAIL ADDRESS 

Please complete the following: 

PLEASE RETURN THE COMPLETED SURVEY TO: 

CASUALTY ACTUARIAL SOCIETY 
ATTN: DATA SURVEY 

1100 NORTH GLEBE ROAD 
SUITE 600 

ARLINGTON, VIRGINIA 22201 
FAX: 703-276-3108 
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Abstract: 

In its usual (one-dimensional)form, a loss model is ju.st a distribution of  nonnegative real 
numbers [O, Qo). This note establishes neeessary and sufficient conditions for a 
differentiable function to equal the life expectancy of  some loss model. Examples are 
provided to illustrate the shape of  the life expectancy function of  several common loss 
models. The characterization is used to define a general class o f  loss models flexible 
enough to cover the Pareto, Lognormal, Weibull, and Gamma densities. Finally, the 
approach is extended to model multi-dimensional survivorship. 
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!. Introduction 

In general, life expectancy can be expressed as a simple descriptive statistic. The usual 
functional forms used to describe loss distributions, namely cumulative density functions 
[CDFs], probability density functions [PDFs], and hazard rate functions generally 
demand some processing to visualize and often require fitting parameters to an assumed 
form for calculation purposes. 

On the other hand, the formal nature of CDFs and PDFs and hazard rates are apparent. A 
differentiable function F(t) on [0,oo) is a CDF of a loss model exactly when: 

dF > 
F(O)=O, ~ t  - 0 '  and l i m F ( t ) = l .  

An integrable function, fit), on [0,oo) is a PDF of a loss model exactly when: 

f ( t )>  0, and Jf( t )dt  =1. 
0 

Similarly, an integrable function, h(t), on [0, oo)is a hazard rate function of a loss model 
exactly when: 

h(t) >0, and "ih(t)dt = ~. 
0 

The main result is that a differentiable function p(t) > 0 on [0,oo) is a life expectancy 
function [LEF] of a loss model exactly when: 

!, dP > -1, and d t = ~ .  
dt p(t) 

When working with insurance data, "claim life expectancy" can often be regarded as a 
reserve and conversely a reserve as a life expectancy (c.f. [4]). In practice, reserves may 
be related with claim survival data to the extent that closed, i.e. "dead", cases are 
characterized by having no reserves. 

It is evident from the discussion below how a life expectancy function completely 
determines the loss model. Because life expectancy is often easier to determine than the 
CDF, PDF or hazard function, being able to recognize such functions may come in 
handy. Examples show that the graph of the life expectancy function is simpler than those 
of the CDF or PDF functional forms used to define some popular loss models. Also, 
bivariate loss models pose many technical difficulties; however, these observations on 
life expectancy are readily extended to higher dimensions (c.f. [5]). 
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!I. Notation and Background 

Let f ( t )  denote an integrable function on the nonnegative real numbers [0,oo) satisfying: 
oo 

~f( t)dt  = 1 
o 

Regard f ( t )  as a probability density o f  failure times and define the function: 

t Q¢ 

S(t) = 1-  I f ( s ) d s  = ~f (s )ds  
0 t 

As is customary, we refer to S(t) as the survival function, f ( t )  as the probability density 
function [PDF], F(t)=l-S(t) as the cumulative density function[CDF], and t as "time." 
We also let T denote the random variable for the distribution o f  survival times and 
11 = E(T) the mean duration or life expectancy, which we assume throughout to be finite 
and nonzero. Survival analysis refers to the following function: 

h(t) = f ( O  
S(t) 

as the hazard rate function or sometimes as the force of  mortality. The hazard rate 
function measures the instantaneous rate o f  failure at time t and can be expressed as a 
limit o f  conditional probabilities: 

P r { t  < T  < t  + A t l T  >-t} 
h(t) = lim 

A t ~ O  A t  

There are many well-known relationships and interpretations o f  hazard rate functions 
(refer to Allison[ 1 ] for a particularly succinct discussion). 

It is convenient to recall that i f  we set 
t 

g(t) = Sh(s)ds, then S(t) = e -g('> . 
o 

Let's fix t and restrict our attention to values o f  time w > t. The conditional probability o f  

survival to w, given survival to t, is S, (w) = S(w).  In this context (see [2]), the 
s(t)  

expectation of  life at time t, given survival to time t, is just: 

I ( w -  t ) f (w)dw 

p ( t ) =  t = SSt(w)dw = S(W) dw 
o~ 

i f ( w ) d  w t t S(t) 
t 
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Observe that under our assumptions,/9(0) = /1  > 0 and the function p( t )  is well defined 

for all t>0. We also observe that for any a<b with S(a) > 0, we have the relation: 

p(a)S(a) = SS(t)dt = iS(t)dt  + SS(t)dt 
a a b 

<_ IS(a)dt S(t)dt = S(a)(b - a ) +  p(b)S(b) 
a b 

::* (read "implies") a + p(a) <- b + p(b)S(b) <_ b + p(b) ,  
S(a) 

with strict inequality exactly when S(b) < S(a). 

Not surprisingly, there are formal relationships between hazard, h(t), and life 

expectancy, p(t), as in: 

P r o p o s i t i o n  1 : 

l + dp : h(t)p(t) 
dt 

Proof'. This is straightfo~'ard from the above definitions--see [2]. 

Proposi t ion 2: For any differentiable fiowtion, q~(l), on [0 ,~) ,  the following are 
equivalent: 
i) a,bs[O,m),a-<b ~ a+~o(a)_<b+q~(b) 

ii) d ip  >__ -1  on [0,~) 
dt 

Proof'. Consider the function ~( t )  = ~p(t) + t ,  then ~ is non-decreasing on [0,oo) if and 

only d~g d~o - +1>_0 on [0 ,~ ) ;  the result follows. 
dt dt 

So we now let ~(t)  > 0 be a differentiable function on [0,oo)such that d~ ~-1 on 
dt 

[0 ,~ ) .  From Proposition 1, it is natural to consider the loss model defined via its hazard 
function, as above, by: 

]+d~_~ 
h( t )  = hq,(t) = dt > 0 on [0,oo) 

¢(t) 

Keeping the above notation, we have: 
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1 d In ¢p(t) 
h( t )  = + 

qo(t) dt 

I 

- -  ::~ g ( t ) =  f h ( w ) d w . :  t[ d w +  I n (  q)(t> ~ 

o ggo(w) ~,~,(o)) 

-i #w 
::~ S ( t )  = e -gO) = go(O)e ,¢,(w) 

go(t) 

I •( W) 

p( t )  = [°~-AY2dv [ e 

go(t) dv 
: s(o : go(v) 

Regard t as fixed and use the change of  variable: 

u(v) = "[ 
dw  dv  

::> du = -  
:go(w) go(v) 

At the limits of  integration we have 

v = t co r re sponds  to u = 0 and  v = oo co r responds  to u = 
dw 

, go(w)" 

It follows that: 

p ( t )  = go(t) ~e-"du = go(t) 1 - e - ! ~  <_ go(t) 
0 

Which means that the life expectancy function, or, can be characterized as the smallest 
solution to the differential equation (Proposition l) that relates hazard with life 
expectancy. 

Since clearly 

i dw =oo 
go(w) 

ao 

~ (read " i f  and  only  if")  I dw 
, go(w) 

= oo for  all t ~ [0,oo), 

it follows that: 
oo 

p( t )  = go(t) ¢:> I dw  = o~ 
o ~o(w) 

and we have established the main result of  this paper, which is stated as the following 
Proposition: 
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Proposition 3: A differentiable funetion p( t )  > 0 on [0 ,~)  is a life expectancy o f  a loss 
model exactly when: 

_ ) ,  dp >__l, and d t=oo 
dt p(t)  

In this paper we will refer to a function p(t)  as an LEF exactly when it is a life 

expectancy o f  a loss model. The remainder of  this paper consists primarily of  applying 
the Proposition 3 characterization of  LEFs. Conceptually, the "local" derivative 
constraint relates to a limitation that at any time no more "deaths" can occur than the 
number then "living" while the "global" integral constraint requires the model to account 
for all lives. 

Example: Suppose ¢p(t) = t 2 + 1. Then d e  = 2t >_ - I  when t ~ [0,oo) and we can define 
dt 

l + d ~  ° 

h ( t ) = h , ( t ) = d____J_t = +..____L t 
1 

~p(t)  t 2 + 1 

The reader can readily verify that in this case we have: 

g ( t )  = ln(t 2 + 1) + tan-t  (t) 

1 
s ( t )  = 

(t 2 + l)e ~a" '(,~ 

/ l /  .... 1 p ( t ) = ( t 2 + l )  l - e  - =¢p(t) l - e  ~ 

We see that ¢p(t) = t 2 + 1 is not the life expectancy of  any loss model. 

I lL  Examples of Life Expectancy Functions 

In this section we show what the life expectancy looks like for several o f  the most 
commonly used loss models. 

Example III.1. Pareto density with parameters a > 1, b > 0. In this example, define 

f ( a , b ; t )  = a b ° ( b + t )  -"-~ . 

Then (see, e.g. [6], pp. 222-223) 

(b~_ t  / ~ a and p ( t ) =  b + t  S(t)  = ,h( t )  = b + t  a - l "  
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The Pareto density is characterized by a linear LEF. Note that for the Pareto loss model: 
d p  1 

- and l im p ( t )  = oo . 
d t  a - I t .--~ oo 

Example III.2. Lognormal density with parameters /.4a > 0. In this example, define 

to- 
(see, e.g. [6], pp. 229-230). It can be shown that for a Lognormal loss model: 

lira h ( t )  0; l im p ( t )  oo; l im d p  ~ - - - - ' ~  o o  , 

t - - +  oo t - - +  oo t - ~  oo d t  

The coefficient o f  variation, CV, is defined as the ratio o f  the standard deviation to the 
mean; it is a convenient and dimensionless measure o f  variation. We leave to the reader 
the verification that the parameters for a Lognormal density with mean M and coefficient 
of  variation C can be determined from: 

O , . z  
a = x/In(C" + 1) ,u = ln(M) - - -  

2 
The following chart shows the LEF's for a Lognormal loss model, expressed as above as 
a function (p(t) o f " t ime"  t and with a constant mean, cp(0) =5,000,  and for CV = ½, I, 

and 2, respectively. 

Expectation of Life Function for the Lognormal Distribution 

25 ,000  =. ,~., ~:,,., .. ~..: ~. , , . . . . . . . .  ,; . . . . . .  ; . . . , ,  f . ~ . ~ . ~ , ,  

",: ".Y ' . ~  . . ~ ; ' , 7 " - ~ ; , ; ' ; ' , ' . . ' ¢  ' ~  . ~ , ' ~  .t-' ~ ' " '  ,.~ | -. ~. f . . . .  r, .,. - .~  . ~ , ,  ,~.. ~ , ~ f ~  " ~ ~ ' ,  , ' .  :;.: 

/ 15,000 - " ~ "  . . . . .  ~ " ~ "  - " " :  . . . . .  "~ " " ' " " ' '  " . . . . .  " . . . . .  

10,000 /~..v,'..-~ ~ ~ " , ~  

5 ,000  ' " ~ . . . .  " , . ,  " ' , '  " . ' , ' , , "  " ~ . :  : ' :  "~ ,i+,,. '"" ..'-.-'~ 

0 5 ,000  10 ,000  15 ,000  20 ,000  25 ,000  

t 
30 ,000  
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Example  III.3. Weibull density with parameters a, b > 0.  In this example,  define 

f(a,b,'O abt b - l  : a t b  

Then (see, e.g. [6] pp. 231-232) 

S(t) = e -~:,' h(t) = abtb-l ; and  ~ = - -  

F(;I 
I 

bab 
For a Weibull density we have: 

l im p ( t ) =  _ _ 1  _ b = 1 

,-,"~ l im h(t) 
' - ~  b > I 

The following chart shows the LEF's  for a Weibull loss model with mean of  5,000 and 
coefficients o f  variation = ½, 1, and 2, respectively• Note that a Weibull loss model with 
CV = 1 is an exponential density (case b=l) ,  characterized by a constant LEF. 

Expectation of Life Function for the Weibul l  Distribution 

25,000 

20,000- 

15,000- 

10,000- 

5,000 [ 

0 " 

0 

{ 
. • . , ,  . 

CV=1/2]: "; :, , ,.. 
CV=l / ' " .~ ' 

~ C V = 2  | : '  , ' - 

5,000 10,000 15,000 20,000 25,000 
t 

},:. 

30,000 

3 5 0  



Example  III.4. Gamma density with parameters a,b > 0. In this example, define 

a b lb-le-at 
f ( a , b ; O  - 

r(b) 
Then (see, e.g. [6] pp. 226-227) 

b 
S( t )=l-F(b;at ) ;  and p = -  

a 
It can be shown (see, e.g. [7] pp. 86-87) that for a Gamma loss model: 

1 
lira h ( t ) =  a and lim p ( t )  = - -  

t ---~ oo t --~ oo a 

We leave to the reader the verification that the parameters for a Gamma density with 
mean M and coefficient o f  variation C can be determined from: 

1 1 
a=c---- ~ and b =  C--- T 

The following chart shows the expectation of  life for a Gamma loss model with mean of  
5,000 and coefficients o f  variation = V=, 1, and 2, respectively. Note that a Gamma loss 
model with CV = 1 is again an exponential density (case b=l).  

Expectation of Life Function for the Gamma Distribution 

2 5 , 0 0 0  . ~ . . . . . . . . . . . . .  

I 2 0 , 0 0 0  -."~1 ^ I' , ~  : : , ~ ,~ : :  " , ~  *'~, ~,."~ " ";; ? ' -  '.-:- ~ '  " .  ,I 

1 5 , 0 0 0  . . . . .  .. '~'~ ' . . . "  . . . . .  : . . . .  -. s . , " ~ ' : , "  .;~ . . . .  ~.-~ 

5 , 0 0 0  . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .  , '" , - 

0 5 , 0 0 0  1 0 , 0 0 0  1 5 , 0 0 0  2 0 , 0 0 0  2 5 , 0 0 0  3 0 , 0 0 0  

t 

This section concludes with two general examples. 
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Example 111.5. Piecewise linear functions 

In each of the above loss models the graph of the expectation of life function is rather 
flat, exhibiting at most one relative maximum or minimum. This suggests that such 
curves can be successfully approximated by fairly simple functions, e.g. by piecewise 
linear functions with rather few pieces. Consider any positive, continuous, piecewise 
linear function on [0,oo) with finitely many pieces. Then the rightmost slope must be 

nonnegative, so the integral over [0, co)diverges. It is intuitively clear (and easy to prove) 
each of  the "comers" of  such a function can be approximated to any desired tolerance by 
a smooth curve that matches the slopes of the corner's two sides while keeping its 
derivative within the range of those two slopes. It follows from our findings that a 
positive, continuous piecewise linear function on [0,oo) represents the expectation of life 
of a loss model exactly when all its (finitely many) slopes are > -1. This is a very simple 
criterion to accommodate when fitting empirical data to a piecewise linear representation. 

Example III.6. Rational functions 

Another natural choice of"simple" functions, these differentiable, is the set of rational 
functions. We consider first the case of a ratio of two first degree polynomials: 

b t + c  
~(t )  = q~(b,c,d;t) = - -  t ~ [0,oo) 

t + d  
We claim that the following are necessary and sufficient conditions for ¢p(t) to be LEF of 
a loss model on [0,oo) with positive mean: 

(RF1) c > O , d > O , b ~ -  - d , O  . 

We will abuse notation somewhat and use RFI to denote both these conditions and the 
class of functions they determine. To verify the claim, observe first that: 

_ l < d ( p  ( t + d ) b - ( b t + c )  = ¢ :>( t+d)  2 > c - d b  
dt  (t + d )  2 

which holds for all t > 0 exactly when d 2 > c -  db. 

Assume first that ~p(t) satisfies conditions RF I, then clearly~o(t) is differentiable and 
positive on [0,oo)and we have just verified that its derivative is > -1. We also have: 

b=O:=> 1 t + d  ® dt l i t 2  ]® 
= - -  ~ ! ~ t )  = +dr =oo 

¢p(t) c c [_ 2 -]o 

1 t + d  1 ~t dt 
b > O ~  l i m - -  !im O ~  =oo / 

,--,~ ~o(t) bt + c b ~go(t) 

and so conditions RFl suffice to make ~(t)an LEF. 
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Convesely, if tp(t) is an LEF, then being well defined on[0,oo) forces d>0 and clearly: 

C 
0 < #  = ¢ o ( 0 ) = - ~ c > 0  

d 

lim~a(t) = b ~ b > 0 
f --~ao 

and the observation on dcp implies that conditions RFI hold. 
dt 

Ratios of linear terms are a rather restricted class of functions, not even including linear 
functions. So we consider next the case of a second-degree polynomial divided by a 
linear term: 

at ~ + b t + c  
~o(t) = ~o(a ,b ,c ,d; t )  = t ~ [0,oo) 

t + d  
Two simple lemmas are useful here: 

Lemma: For a>O, b>O the quadratic at 2 + bt + c has a posit ive root i f  and only i f  

b <_ - 2 ~ a c .  

Proof" Assume first thatb _< - 2 ~ a c ,  then b 2 - 4ac > 0, and from the quadratic formula, 

r =  - > 0  
2a 2a 

is a positive root. Conversely, if there is a positive root, the quadratic formula implies 
that 

- b + ~ - 4 a c  > O = l b l = 4 b T  > f b T - 4 a c  > b = b < 0 ,  

and it follows that 

b 2 - 4ac > 0 ~ b 2 > 4ac ~ Ibl >-_ 2 ~ a c  ~ b = -[b I < -2~[acr-- 

and the lemma is established. 

Lemma: dq~ = a  + b d - a d  2 - c  d2~° = - 2  
dt (t + d )  2 dt 2 

Proof" This is just a straightforward calculation: 

bd - a d '  - c 

(t + d)  3 

d~_~ = (t + d)(2at  + b ) - ( a t  2 +bt  +c)  

dt (t + d)  2 

at 2 + 2adt +ad  2 - a d  2 + b d - c  

t 2 + 2 d t + d  2 

bd - ad 2 _ c 
= a ~  

(t÷d) 
and the lemma is clear. 
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We claim that the following are necessary and sufficient conditions for ~p(t) to be the 

LEF of  a loss model on [0,oo) with positive mean: 

We have already verified this for a = 0 ,  so we assume a ~ 0. 

Assume first that q~(t)satisfies conditions (RF2),  then clearlyq~(t)is differentiable and the 

above observations assure thatrp(t) is positive on [0 ,~)  with derivative _> - I .  Also, 

We observe that the first integral diverges: 

2at + b dt = [In(at 2 + St + c)]~ = oo, 
Jo a t  2 + b l  + c " 

while the fight hand integral is finite: 

o,2 + ~,  + c  >_ ot~ - 2 4 : r ,  + c - -  ( 4 ~ , - ~ ) '  = ~(,)' 

a 1 d t =  
t 2 +b t  + c  

1 , 1 ~ d u  
< ! a / + - =  J.-5- = at 2 + bt + c ~[ a t u 

~o(t) 

~+~ 

So 1 dt + 7 l . d  t 
at 2 + b t + c  ~+~at  2 + b l + c  

--g~-- 

-'~-a 

1 d t +  < 
at2 +bt  +c  

and (RF2)  is sufficient to make~o(t) an LEF. 

Conversely, if  ~o(t) is an LEF, then being well defined on[O,~)  again forces d>0 and 
clearly: 

C 
O<~t  =¢o(0) = - - ~ c > O  

d 

at 2 + bt  + c 2a t  + b 
0 < limbO(t) = lira = lira ~ a > 0 

,-,® ,-,*~ t + d ,--~ 1 
and the lemmas imply that conditions (RF2)  hold. 
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These constraints can be imposed when fitting data. Since this class of functions includes 
any linear expectancy function, it covers the Pareto and exponential cases. The following 
graphs show how the RF2 class of functions approximates the Lognormal Example I11.2: 

2 5 , 0 0 0  

2 0 , 0 0 0  

15 ,000 

10 ,000 

5 ,000 

0 

Fitted Expectation of Life 
of the Lognormal D i s t r i b u t i o n  

CV=1 /2  Actual  . . . . . . .  . ~. _ . . ; ~  :,~ ..,, .,~.~.~,-"~;~;~-~-:~ 

CV=1 /2  Fitted . . . .  - ,i . '~: !)i._ ,~ : ! ~ . , ~ ? _ . ~  

C V = l A c t u a l  "" " "" " ' ~ :  ' "~" 
O ' t . ' . ~ i ' '  , 4 re I ~ "  "~ t 

• C V = I  Fit ted ~." . • 

.2 

• • - . . ,  , . . , . & ' ,  . . 

5,000 10,000 15 ,000 20 ,000  25 ,000  30 ,000  

Parameters 
CV=½ 4 ,175  
CV=l 
CV=2 

R F 2  Fi t to  Lognormal 
a b c 
0.1079 332 18,814,530 
0.2337 31739 4,388,204 
0.4245 22,265.8 85,152,045 

938  
18013.2  

Observe that while the tail behavior seems closely fit, the RF2 approximation is not 
particularly good for CV=2 near t=0. This is because the RF2 class of functions is not 
adept at fitting a slope at or near -1 over an interval. The Lognormal density shows few 
failures near t=0, corresponding to the thin right-hand tail of the corresponding normal 
density. There are various approaches to dealing with this (the next section illustrates 
restricting or renormalizing the loss interval); we conclude this section with a refinement 
of the formula. Consider broadening RF2 by eliminating the derivative constraint: 

(RF2) a>O,c>O,d>O,b>-2~ac. 
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Let 

{~ ad2-bd+c d ad2-bd+c>O 
at = ¢ t (a ,b ,c ,d)  = a + 1 

- d  ad  ~ - b d  +c<_ 0 

From an earlier lemma, has the same sign as the constant ad 2 _ bd + c, which 

implies that a is the largest value oft ,  if any, for which d !  = -1. We can now define: 
dt 

f(p(at) + (at -t) t ~ at 
~ ( a , b , c , d ; t )  

[ ~( t )  t > a 

Then ~(t) is  a differentiable function and our observations show ~(t) is  an LEF. As no 
surprise, we note that: 

(RF2) & (~ = ~p) ¢~ (RF2) & (a < 0) 

¢:} (RF2)& ( ~  ad2 a+l-bd+c < d )  

¢~ (RF2) & (ad 2 - b d  + c g a d '  + d' ) 

,,F2) & (~-a <b)~ (,F2) 

We conclude this section with charts illustrating how well the class of functions R F 2  is 
able to approximate Examples Ill.2, I11.3, and III.4. We arrived at these estimates by first 
fitting the form ~o(t)without the derivative constraint on parameter b (using the SAS 
PROC NLIN procedure) and then usingTp(t)as the fitted LEF. 
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25,000 

20,000 

15,000 

10,000 

5,000 

Fitted Expectation of Life 
of the Lognormal Distribution 

CV=1/2  Actual  . :.. . . . .  .. 

C V = l A c t u a l  ' , .~. '  ' ' " ° ~ , i ( . . ~ _  r 

C V = 2 A c t u a l  ~ . . ?" '. - ~ / * ~ . ' . ' . :  ~. : -, ' 

• CV=2 F i t t ~ ' "  ' , ," i 

• . . ~ ' ~ ~ -  . . . . . .  ~ , ~ , ~ ' ~  

o~ . ~  : ,,~ ;,~ . ~ . ,  . . . . .  ~ . - , ,  , . ,  . _ - , . . -  ~ . ~ - . . ~ - ,  . . . . . . . . .  

0 5,000 10,000 15,000 20,000 25,000 30,000 

t 

RF2 Fit to Lognormal 

Parameters  a b c 

CV=V2 0.0867 919 9,728,662 
CV=I 
CV=2 

0.2313 3,685.7 
0 .4245 22,265.8 

1 ,968,510 
85 ,152 ,045  

d 
1,845.1 

387.5 
18,013.2 
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25,000 

20,000 

15,000 

10,000 

5,000 

- -  CV=1/2 Actual ~,,.l~i~t:'~i 
• CV=1/2 Fitted I,~",.~'~ 

CV=I Actual ~ '"!::~ 
• r ! ~ q , ' %  

• CV=I F~tted P?4H4' 

CV-2 Actual 1!":':';5 
• CV=2F~tted ~": ~'~, 

0 5,000 

Fitted Expectation of Life 
of the Welbull Distribution 

~,.: ~ ' r  , ~ - . , ~ '  • '  ~';~6~.' ,~. ~ ' ~ "  . ~ L ~ . ~ '  " ' "  , ~ ' "  

10,000 20,000 15,000 

t 

~ ::T'~ ~ ,¢~ ' 

25,000 30,000 

RF2 Fit to Weibull 
Parameters a b 
CV=V2 
CV=I 
CV=2 

0.0289 
0 

0.2339 

-1,081.5 
5,000 

13,948.5 

27,621,056 
5,000 

22,940,996 

5,479 

4,040.4 
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Fitted Expectation of Life 
of the Gamma Distribution 

!5 ,000 C V = l / 2 A c t u a l  , ',°, ' , /  ' ; :  - ~  , ~ , = . '~:. :* 

• C V = 1 / 2  F t ted i "  " : : : - "  ; ".? " ' : :  ~< : :'~:'" : ' "  

!0 ,000 -I C V - 1  Ac tua  .- . ~ . . . .  . , ~ . , .  ~ , . . .  ~: ....... , '  , 

• C V = l F t t e d  " = ~  " '~  , : '  ~ , , ' . . . ' . ~ .  . . . .  ' 

- - C V = 2  Ac tua l  '~i;i'i). ":'!;-)i-. :'~'; ' : " :  : 

5 ,000  • C V = g F i t t e d  ' "  ' : . . . .  " ~: " ° ' : ' :  " 

. , , L , ' r ,~  ' ~ : " ~  ' ' "  * . ' ~ , ;  ; ' ~A ' :  :,' ' ~ "  ' ~  "~ ,~ ,~ :  - " '~ " :  " .  . , , . - ' : ~ '  

5,000  ~ ` ~ " ~ : ~ ' ` ; ~ ` " ~ ; ; ; ~ ` ~ ' ~ ` ~ ` ~ . ` ` ~ ' ~ P È ~ ` ~ . ~ * ~ ` ~ ` ~ : ~ ' ~ ` ~ " ` ` ` ~ ` `  . ' ~ ' ~ - . " ~ : ' =  

0 5 ,000  10 ,000  15 ,000  2 0 , 0 0 0  2 5 , 0 0 0  30 ,000  

RF2 Fit to Gamma 
Parameters a c 

CV=V2 0 998 .9  1 1 , 9 4 3 , 6 6 3  

C V = I  0 5 ,000  5 ,000  

CV=2 0 .098  13 ,558 .6  9 , 6 0 0 , 8 5 2  

2 ,306 .2  

1 
1,636 .5  

IV. Limited Loss Models 

In the previous discussion we have referred to loss models as essentially equivalent to 
continuous probability densities on [0,oo). The astute reader will have noticed a rather 

clumsy slight o f  hand as regards loss models of  finite support, i.e., for which there is an 
upper loss limit L such that f ( t )  = 0 for t>L. We have implicitly assumed that life 

expectancy p(t)  > 0 on [0,oo), which in effect means that there is no maximum loss. 

Consider, then, any probability density on [0,oo)with survival function, S(t), and 

expectation of  life function p ( t ) .  We have: 

d.._SS = - f (t ) < 0 ~ S nonincreasing ::=> S~({0}) = [L,oo) 
dt  
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for some L. Note that we may have L = oo (and [oo,ov) = ¢ is empty). We find, 
therefore, from the definition o f  the expectation of  life function that: 

% ¢t,,~ 
P (O  = J -Z~2dv ~ {tl p(t) = O} = S" ({0}) = [L,oo) 

, s ( t )  

and the reader can easily verify that this observation, together with our previous 
arguments, enables us to refine our main result somewhat: 

Proposition 3: A differentiable function p(t) on [0, oo) is a life expectancy of  a loss 
model exactly when: 

L 1 
{tlp(t)=O}=[L,~o), dP >_ l ,  and [ art=oo. 

dt - ~o p(t) 

When L < oo is finite, the (continuous) loss models we have considered still demand that 
the probability of  meeting or exceeding L is 0. It is more convenient when dealing with 
limited losses to consider an alternative formulation. By a limited loss model, we mean a 
probability density on [0,1 ] that is a combination of  a continuous density on [0,1) and a 
point mass at { 1 } that may have a positive probability. This corresponds to the case 
when all losses may not exceed a particular maximum value. It is convenient  to use that 
maximum value as the unit for expressing loss amounts. In effect, this amounts to a 

change o f  variable x = t and the point mass at { I } corresponds to the probability that a 
L 

loss hits the per occurrence loss limit. For convenience, we further require that S(t) > 0 on 
[0,1) (see [3] for a more complete discussion, where these models are related to "hazard 
functions with finite support"). 

In this case, some of  the arithmetic is simplified, as we have fewer improper integrals to 
worry about. 

A differentiable function, F(t), on [0,1) is a CDF of  a limited loss model exactly when: 

d F  
F ( 0 ) = 0 ,  --  > 0 ,  and l i m F ( t ) - < l  

dt  - ,--,~ 

An integrable functionf(t) on [0,1] is a PDF of  a limited loss model exactly when: 

I 

f(t)>_O, and Sf(t)dt =1 f ( l )  
0 

Similarly, any nonnegative integrable function h(t) on [0,1) is a hazard rate function of  a 
limited loss model. Observe that Propositions 1 and 2 apply in this context, when 
restricted to the open interval (0,1), and we have: 
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Proposition 3A: A differentiable function p(t) on [0,I) is a life expectancy o f  a limited 
loss model exactly when," 

i 1 
p ( t ) > 0 , - - ~ t P > - l ,  and ~p(t)dt=oo 

Proof. Let ~p(t) > 0 be a differentiahle function on [0,1) such that ---~>-1 on [0,I) and 
dt 

consider the limited loss model determined via its hazard function, as above, by: 
1÷ d(p 

h(t) = h~ (t) = dt > 0 on [0,1) 
¢,(t) 

Keeping the above notation, we have, just as before: 

h(t )= 1 + d ln(p:=~g( t )= Sh(w)dw= +In 
~o(t) dt o g q~(w) [ qo(O) ) 

S( t)  = e -~') = ¢o(O)e °~'<~) 
~o(t) 

= p ( t ) =  '~'$(-~v = ["e-!{~ 
a,S(t) ~°(t), a ~o(v) dv 

Similar to before, using the change of variable 

u(v) = "[ 
dw dv 

: ~,(w) ~ du = --~(v) 

v = t  corresponds t o u = 0  and v = l  corresponds to ,~ cp(w) 

i d w  

- I -  - 
~ P ( O - ~ o ( O  e "du-~o( t )  l e "' 

0 

Which means that here too the LEF is the smallest solution to the differential equation 
(Proposition 1) that relates hazard with life expectancy and it follows that: 

dw 

o Ca(w) 
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and we have established the sufficiency of the conditions to be a LEF. For the necessity, 
it only remains to observe that S(t) > 0 on [0,1) implies that p(t) > 0 on [0,1), completing 

the proof. 

Note that evidently: 
l imp(t) = 0 
t---hi 

for the LEF of any limited loss model, even though we did not need to make that an 
explicit requirement in the statement of Proposition 3A. 

V. Application to Multi-Dimensional Loss Models 

One significant advantage of expectation of life is that it is rather simple to generate 
empirical data in multi-dimensional contexts. Given a database o f individual claim 
information, it would be reasonable to expect to be able to identify closed cases and to be 
able to identify claims whose paid costs exceed a fixed amount x and whose ALAE 
exceeds a fixed amount y. Taking the average benefits =MeanCost(x,y) and average 
ALAE costs =MeanALAE(x,y) over that set of claims leads to another pair of positive 
numbers (U,V) = (U(x,y),V(x,y)) = (MeanCost(x,y)-x,MeanALAE(x,y)-y). Because we 
are considering closed cases, (U,V) can be regarded as a life expectancy or "reserve" 
vector. The association of(x,y) with (U,V) is a vector field which is termed an "expected 
survival" vector field in [5]. The correlation between claim costs, ALAE, and claim 
closure is all captured in that vector field. 

Similarly, we could let x represent indemnity benefits and y medical benefits on 
Workers' Compensation claims. A good model of the survival vector field might help in 
the determination of case reserves or in modeling loss development. 

It follows that an understanding of what type of functions can reasonably model life 
expectancy can be helpful in producing multi-dimensional survival models. It can be 
shown that these models are more flexible than traditional multi-variate loss models (see 
[5]). The use ofpiecewise linear functions to approximate life expectancy is 
straightforward, just noting, as above, the condition that the partial derivatives (where 
they exist) exceed or equal -1 and that the function be nonnegative sufficiently far from 
the origin. 

To illustrate, we conclude this paper by presenting a model for using rational functions, 
as above, to approximate life expectancy in two dimensions. Begin with the observation 
that, formally: 

a,,x~ + fl, xy+a,2y 2 +b,,x+b,2y+c,, =a, ,x 2 +(b,, + fl,.y)x +(a,2y 2 +b,2y+c,~ ) 
x + y+d, ,  x +(y+d~,)  

= ~p(a,,,b, + fl,y,(d,, + y)q~(a,2,b,2,c,,,d,,;y),d,, + y;x) 
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Consider, therefore, the following two-dimensional vector field on the positive quadrant 
in the xy-plane: 

V(x.  y)  = ~(at.,b.. + fl.y, (d,, + y)~9(a,2, b,2,cH, d . ;  y), d H + y; x) 
V(x ,y )  = ¢o(a2,,b,, + ,O,x,(d,, + x~,(a~,,b2,,c, , ,a~,;x),a,,  +x;y) x , y  e [o, oo) 

and then the vector field defined by: 

f I-~ OU _ I +  OV" 

x , y  e [0,oo) 

We claim that the following conditions suffice to assure that)? is a hazard vector field as 
defined in [5] (or what amounts to the same, that (U.V) is an expected survival vector 
field as defined there): 

a/i ~0 ,b / i  > - 2 ~ . l , c j l  > 0, d/i >0,  

j = l , 2  

From the above, and the obvious symmetry in x and y, all is clear except to verify that 
these conditions assure that: 

b N +,O~y~.-2~a~(a~2y 2 +b~2y+c.) f o r a l l y > 0  

To see this, first note that 

a~2y ~ +b~2y+cH > a~2y2 + 2 a~.~2cny+c~ =(.¢~2 + ~ y  

And it follows that: 

b,, + fl, y + 2~/a,,(a,2y 2 + b,2y + c,) ) 

: b,, + p , y+  z a-,/'C,,{ 

and the result follows. In practice, however, the recommendation is to fit data without 
constraints and then make any ad hoc adjustments needed to assure the use e r a  valid 
LEF. 
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Can Long Tailed Lines of Business Really Afford Higher Loss 
Ratios ? 

Jonathan Evans, FCAS, MAAA 

Abstract  

Perhaps the most commonly accepted principle of modem property and liability 
insurance is that longer tailed lines of business are able to operate profitably at higher 
loss ratios, or almost equivalently higher combined ratios, than short tailed lines. A 
combined ratio of 120% might be devastating to an auto physical damage line of business 
but quite healthy for per occurrence excess liability reinsurance. However, this maxim 
may be eroding due to three real world forces: 

1. The requirement that property and casualty insurers generally hold loss reserve 
liabilities at full undiscounted values. 

2. The requirement that additional surplus capital be held to support risk in loss reserves 
on top of surplus held to support current writings. 

3. The demands of investors, insurance executives, and modem capital markets that 
profits be high enough to support all invested capital at a cost per unit of capital 
judged to be commensurate with the perceived exposure to risk. 

All of these factors may push necessary loss ratios for longer loss payment duration lines 
down to the levels necessary for short loss payment duration lines. In concrete terms, it 
may be that a per occurrence excess liability reinsurance line requires a combined ratio 
on the order of 95%, just like an auto physical damage line, to produce an equivalent 
return on invested capital. In this paper we review some modeling results for different 
sets of assumptions and examine this issue, but do not attempt to ultimately resolve it. 

Note: Henceforth we shall use the terms "long duration" and "short duration" to refer 
to lines of business whose average times from policy inception to loss payments are long 
and short, respectively. 

Caveat and Disclaimer: It is not the intent of  th• paper to strongly advocate the ultimate 
validity of a specific profitability model or specific values for model parameters such as 
surplus requirements. It does intend to show that within the range of  different models 
and parameter assumptions, which may be appropriate according to contemporary 
actuarial practices and standards, there are frequent cases where longer duration lines 
require underwriting profit provisions equal to or greater than those for short duration 
lines. 

Acknowledgement: The author would like to thank Sholom Feldblum, FCAS, FSA, 
MAAA for invaluable assistance in confirming a specific implication of the NAIC RBC 
lest. 
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Some Results from an Internal  Rate of Return Analysis 

Consider the following results from a simple internal rate of return analysis (See 
Appendix 1 for modeling details): 

Combined Rat ios Necessary  to Produce 15% Internal  Rate o f  Return Before Income 
Taxes Under  Di f ferent  A s s u m p t i o n s  

5.5 Years 1.5 Years 
Undiscounted Undiscounted 

Loss Reserve Loss Payout Loss Payout 
C a s e  Surplus Requirement Requirement Duration Duration 

1 Released After Premium Earned Undiscounted 106.2% 97,0% 
2 Released After Premium Earned Discounted 110.8% 97,1% 
3 Held Until Loss Reserves Paid Undiscounted 95.5% 95,5% 
4 Held Until Loss Reserves Paid Discounted 98.8% 95,6% 

The traditional perspective is that Case 1 most accurately represents reality. Here we 
clearly see a higher combined ratio tolerance for the long duration line, However, Cases 
3 or 4 may be closer to reality, for reasons which we will address subsequently. In Case 
3 both lines must produce the same combined ratio to achieve their profitability objective. 
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Internal Rate of Return Model Combined Ratios for 15% Pre 
Income Tax Rate of Retum by Duration and Case Assumptions 
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Some Results from a Calendar Year Analysis 

Now, we will alter our case assumptions slightly and consider results for an ongoing 
steady state calendar year analysis (See Appendix I1 for modeling details): 

Combined Ratios Necessary to Produce 15% Calendar Year 
Return Before Income Taxes Under Different Assumptions 

Case 
5.5 Years Undiscounted 1.5 Years Undiscounted 

Loss Payout Duration Loss Payout Duration 
1 120.0% 100.5% 

2* 106.3% 99.7% 
3 95.3% 95.3% 
4* 87.8% 94.6% 

Cases 1 and 3 embody basically tlle same surplus and reserve assumptions as in the 
previous internal rate o f  return analysis. Cases 2* and 4* are different from Cases 2 and 
4 in the previous section. I11 Cases 2* and 4* loss reserves are actually held at 
undiscounted values in addition to surplus, but the loss reserve equity due to discount is 
included in the calculation o f  invested capital. 

These results are even more stark. In Case 4*, where loss reserve equity is recognized as 
adding to invested capital and surplus is held to support loss reserves in addition to 
current writings, the allowed combined ratio is actually lower for the long duration line ! 
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Loss Reserves 

Higher loss ratios for longer duration lines are tolerated based on the justification that, 
from the calendar year perspective, the large reserves which build up to support long 
duration lines generate large amounts of  investment income. Almost equivalently, from 
the internal rate o f  return perspective, one can say that much more investment income is 
earned between the time premium is collected and when losses are paid. This 
justification may be flawed. It ignores the additional cost o f  capital for large amounts of  
discount equity in the loss reserves. Loss reserves for long duration lines are generally 
held at undiscounted nominal values under both U.S. statutory accounting and GAAP. 

It is generally true that return on equity and related profitability objectives set by 
insurance executives typically refer to return on GAAP equity, which excludes loss 
reserve discount equity, or a similar measure o f  return on invested capital. However, 
U.S. federal income tax accounting does consider equity in loss reserves. Such concerns 
are taken into account for valuations of  books of  loss reserves during acquisitions. They 
are also present in the minds of  managers of  long duration excess reinsurance companies. 

Insurance companies must actually carry assets sufficient to cover nominal loss reserve 
liabilities in addition to their capital held as policyholder surplus and as deferred 
acquisition expense equity in their unearned premium reserves. In an economic sense the 
excess of  nominal loss reserves over present value loss reserves is an additional 
contribution of  invested capital by the insurer. The capital implicit in these nominal 
reserves demands much more profit be made to produce an overall rate o f  return 
consistent with the cost of  invested capital. 

Surplus Capilal 

Another consideration ,.',,ilia regard to invested capital is the required level o f  statutory 
surplus held. Traditionally this required level has been set at a fixed ratio to yearly 
written or earned premium. This standard is regulated by the first NAIC IRIS test. 
Alone, it would imply that no surplus is needed for loss reserves. However,  the recent 
addition o f  a Risk Based Capital {RBC) test requirement by the NAIC regulates that 
surplus also be required to support loss reserves. Although the RBC test does account for 
discount in its reserve risk component, this test is compared to an adjusted surplus where 
even tabular reserves are adjusted to nominal values. The RBC is therefore a requirement 
for assets in addition to undiscounted reserves and will generally be positive even ill the 
case o f  a pure runoffportfolio. RBC generally results in a surplus requirement less than 
extetading a leverage ratio to reserves in addition to premium. However,  RBC will be 
higher, relative to annual premium levels, for a company writing long duration business. 
This requirement can add another large amotmt o f  invested capital, which must be 
supported at an appropriate cost per unit. 
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Even beyond the requirement imposed by RBC, credit rating agencies and financial 
analysts would be wary of large loss reserves unsupported by capital. Although the 
NAIC IRIS test 1 does not distinguish between different lines of business, many financial 
analysts do. It is not uncommon to see companies use different premium to surplus 
ratios, with long duration lines having lower leverage ratios, when doing internal 
allocations of surplus. For example, the overall premium to surplus ratio might be 1.00 
with a 1.50 ratio for property lines and a 0.75 ratio for liability lines. 

The argument may be made that the discount equity in the nominal loss reserves acts as a 
sufficient amount of capital at risk. However, if reserves are underestimated in any of a 
number of ways - neglect of IBNR, implicit discounting, etc. this risk buffer may easily 
prove to be nonexistent. The discount buffer itself is highly sensitive to the effects of 
inflation and varying investment returns. Relying on this discount equity as the only risk 
buffer for loss reserves is often an unsuitable solution. 

The Demands of Investors 

Modem investment analysts and capital markets will recognize the total invested capital 
value of a company. If profits are not competitive with investments in the same broad 
category of risk, market forces will require divestiture or restructuring of operations. 

It may be argued that recognition of a larger amount of capital leads to recognition of 
lower risk, and hence less pressure on profitability targets, due to a reduced cost per unit 
of capital. This argument is somewhat relevant when the comparison is a highly 
capitalized long duration line of business versus a minimal capitalization of the same 
long duration line. The same long duration line has the same underwriting obligations, 
and therefore the same volatility in its underwriting liabilities whether it is highly 
capitalized or minimally capitalized. More capital is likely to reduce the risk per unit of 
capital and hence the cost. 

This same argument is usually not applicable if the relevant comparison is the larger 
capital invested in long duration insurance lines versus short duration lines. A long 
duration line, with its build up of volatile loss reserves or equivalently from the 
individual policy perspective the longer delay in reporting or payment of claims brings 
additional risk not present in a short duration line. The capital in both loss reserve 
discount and surplus supporting loss reserves may in fact be a reasonable requirement to 
cushion the extra risk at the same cost per unit of capital. 

There is another point about cost of capital, aside from the arguments of changing risk 
and cost per unit of capital which might accompany changes in requirements for capital, 
or just changes in the recognition of total invested capital. It is probably unrealistic to 
expect markets, analysts, and possibly even executives to quickly adjust their targeted 
rates of return for such subtleties. That is to say any of these parties is very likely to fix 
on a standard such as: "Insurance operations should return 15% on investment." They 
are likely to apply the same standard of 15% to a larger amount of recognized capital, at 
least over the short term, tbr a specific company or a specific line of business. 
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It is difficult to dismiss the possibility that more absolute dollars o f  profit must be made 
to support a much larger capital base at roughly the same cost per unit o f  capital, for a 
long duration line. 

The Risk in Large Loss Reserves 

At this point it is warranted, based on the above discussions o f  surplus and required rates 
o f  return, to briefly consider in more detail the issue o f  risk in loss reserves. There is 
frequently a confusion that mature loss reserves for older accident or policy years are 
always less volatile than losses for current writings or reserves for more recent years. In 
some cases, where there is no possibility o f  pure IBNR and most claim cases have been 
closed, this may be true. It is often not true if risk is measured by an appropriate relative 
measurement such as the coefficient o f  variation of  loss reserves. The confusion arises 
because older, mature accident or policy years are usually less volatile relative to their 
ultimate total losses. However, most o f  these ultimate losses have already been paid and 
are not being held as loss reserve liabilities. Relative to their loss reserves, older, mature 
accident or policy years may easily be as volatile as recent years' or next year 's  writings. 

Consider the following hypothetical example (See Appendix IV for details): 

Coefficients of Variation 
I / 

Years After Policy I Total Accident/Policy Incremental Calendar Yea~ 
Inception I Year Losses Losses Loss Reserves I 

1 15.7% 7.4% 17.5% 
2 15.1% 9.0% 18.9% 
3 14.4% 11.0% 20.6% 
4 13.5% 13.5% 22.5% 
5 12.4% 16.6% 24,7% 
6 11.0% 20.3% 27.4% 
7 9.3% 24.8% 30.9% 
8 7.2% 30.4% 36.0% 
9 4.6% 37.3% 45.6% 
10 0.0% 45.6% NA 

Correlated Totals 16.2% 17.2% 

In the example above the total calendar year reserves o f  a company have a coefficient o f  
variation, at 17.2%, which is higher than for the ultimate o f  a single accident/policy 
year's losses at inception, which is 16.2%. What declines over time is the coefficient o f  
variation for the ultimate total losses for a given accident/policy year. 
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Inadequate Profits Versus Operating Losses, a Possible Mitigating Factor 

A possible mitigating factor for the dangers of running long duration lines at high loss 
ratios may be found by examining what happens when loss ratios are high. Consider the 
internal rate of return results when we revisit Case 3 with a 120% combined ratio (See 
Appendix V for modeling details): 

Internal Rates of Return Before Income Taxes Corresponding to 120% Combined 
Ratios for Case 3. 

5.5 Years 1.5 Years 
Undiscounted Undiscounted 

Loss Reserve Loss Payout Loss Payout 
Case Surplus Requirement Requirement Duration Duration 

3 Held Until Loss Reserves Paid Undiscounted 5.17% -8.43% 

Similarly, here are the calendar year results when we revisit Case 3 with a 120% 
combined ratio (See Appendix V for modeling details): 

Calendar  Year  Returns Before Income Taxes Impl ied by a 
120% C o m b i n e d  Ratio for Case 3 A s s u m p t i o n s  

Case 
5.5 Years Undiscounted 1.5 Years Undiscounted 

Loss Payout Duration Loss Payout Duration 

3 7 .08% -3 .70% 

Previously, we had shown that both the calendar year and internal rate of return models 
indicated a combined ratio of slightly over 95% was needed for a pre-tax return of 15% in 
Case 3. When we change the combined ratio to 120% we see a consistent difference in 
both models between the different loss payout durations. The long duration line still 
produces a gross profit, although lower than our 15% target. The short duration line 
actually produces an operating loss. 

A partial explanation of the insurance industry's general tolerance of higher loss or 
combined ratios for long duration lines may be that the consequence is only an 
inadequate rate of return, rather than actual dollar losses as would be the consequence for 
a short duration line. 
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Implications for Actuarial Practice 

Actuarial practitioners doing profitability analyses, with emphasis on loss reserve payout 
durations, should take special care with the following considerations: 

• What exactly is total invested capital ? What asset components such as unearned 
premium reserve equity, statutory surplus, loss reserve discount equity, etc. should be 
included in invested capital ? 

• For what periods of time after policy inception must invested capital remain 
committed, and to what specific lines/exposures is invested capital allocated ? When 
exactly must capital be contributed and when exactly can it be released from 
corporate assets ? 

• What is an appropriate rate of rate of return on invested capital ? Does this rate apply 
to all the components of invested capital or just a fraction of total invested capital ? 
Does this rate differ for different components ? 

These questions are not new. There has been much discussion of these considerations by 
actuaries doing profitability analyses. However, as we have shown, differences in how 
these considerations are addressed by modeling assumptions may dramatically and 
qualitatively alter results for long duration lines of business. Specifically, it may change 
the relative performance benchmarks of long duration versus short duration lines of  
business 

Conclusion 

In this paper we have raised the question of whether long duration lines of business can 
run higher loss ratios than short duration lines and be equally profitable, We have shown 
that this principle is dependent on assumptions about invested capital and its associated 
cost per unit. Some common assumptions about these two considerations, which lead to 
higher loss ratio tolerances for long duration lines, may not be valid in the real world. 
These assumptions may be inconsistent with regulatory requirements, demands of  
investors, or perhaps even financial economic theory. The acceptance of  higher loss 
ratios for long duration lines may be partially explained by the property that such cases 
tend to produce lower rates of return but not actual dollar operating losses. It is beyond 
the scope of this paper to propose a definite solution or take a specific stance on this 
issue. It is clear that in the insurance industry there is a great deal of  confusion and 
disagreement about which assumptions should be used for profitability modeling, There 
are sets of assumptions, which are not entirely outlandish, implying that long duration 
lines of business should produce loss ratios equal to, or even below, loss ratios for short 
duration lines of business. 
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Appendix 1 

An internal Rate of Return Model 

Here are some details o f  this specific IRR model: 

* Time is measured in discrete years and each transaction is at year beginning or 
equivalently last year end. 

• Premium is collected at year 0. 
• Losses are reported and paid at the same time. 
• All underwriting expenses are a fixed 30% of  premium. 
• All underwriting expenses are paid at year 0 and correspond to an investment o f  

capital for equity in the unearned premium reserve for the time between year 0 and 
year 1. 

• Initial surplus is an investment o f  capital equal to 50% o f  premium or equivalently 
50% of  the initial unearned premium reserve. 

• Depending on the case assumptions surplus in subsequent years is either 0 or 50% of  
loss reserves. 

• Depending on the case assumptions loss reserves are either held at discounted or 
undiscounted values. 

• Invested assets correspond to the total of  loss reserves, unearned premium reserves, 
and surplus. 

• Investment income is a fixed 5% of  the prior year 's  invested assets. 
• The underwriting profit provision, or equivalently the loss ratio or combined ratio, is 

chosen to produce a 15% internal rate o f  return before income taxes. 
• Income taxes are not explicitly modeled, but they could be reasonably modeled as a 

factor adjustment to the internal rate ofreturn.  (i.e. If income tax is 30% we are 
solving for a 10.5% after tax rate of  retuna.) 

• Although we have fixed premium and solved for loss ratio, the same underwriting 
profit provisions result i f  loss cost is fixed and we solve for premium. 

• Although we have modeled all underwriting expenses as a variable, that is a fixed 
percentage o f  premium, we could have modeled fixed dollar expenses as a deduction 
to the loss cost resulting in an adjustment to the resulting loss ratio. The combined 
ratio would be unaffected. 
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Surplus 
Loss Reserves 

UWproviaion 

Case 1 - 5.5 Year Loss Payment Duration 
Released 
Nominal 

-62% 

0 I 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9 10 

. . j  
-..I 

Premium Collected 1000 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 6 0 O 
Expense Ratio 30.0% 0.0% 0.0% 0,0% 0.0% 0.0% 0.0% 0.0% 0.0% 0.0% 0.0% 
Loss Ratio 76.2% 0.0% 0,0% 0,0% 0.0% 0.0% 0.0% 0.0% 0.0% 0.0% 0.0% 
Surplus 500 
Invested Capital 800 
UEPR 1000 O 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 
Nominal Loss Reserve 686 610 534 457 381 305 229 152 76 
Total Invested Assets 1.500 686 610 534 457 381 305 229 152 76 
Expense Payments 300 
Incremental Loss Payout Pattern 0.0% 1 0 . 0 %  1 0 , 0 %  1 0 . 0 %  1 0 . 0 %  1 0 . 0 %  1 0 . 0 %  1 0 . 0 %  1 0 , 0 %  1 0 . 0 %  10.0% 
Incremental Loss Payout 76 76 76 76 76 76 76 76 76 76 
Investment Income Rate 5.0% 5.0% 5,0% 5,0% 6.0% 5.0% 5.0% 5.0% 5.0% 5.0% • 5.0% 
Investment Income 75 34 30 27 23 19 15 11 B 4 

Release of Earnings (800) 813 34 30 27 23 19 15 11 8 4 

IRR 15.0% 

Discount Factor 1.000 0.870 0.756 0.658 0.572 0.497 0.432 0,376 0,327 0.284 0,247 
Cash Flow of Earnings and Capital (800) 707 26 20 15 11 8 6 4 2 1 

Discounted Loss ReseP~e 542 493 441 387 330 270 206 142 73 



Surplus 
Loss Reserves 

UW provision 

Case 1 
Released 
Nominal 

3 0~, 

- 1.5 Year Loss Payment Duration 

1 2 3 4 5 6 7 
10 

~sJ 
--.1 
O0 

Premium Collected 
Expense Ratio 
Loss Ratio 
Surplus 
Invested Capital 
UEPR 
Nominal Loss Reserve 
Total Invested Assets 
Expense Payments 
Incremental Loss Payout Pattern 
Incremental Loss Payout 
Investment Income Rate 
Inveslment Income 

Release of Earnings 

1000 
300% 
670% 

500 
800 
1000 

1,500 
300 

0.0% 

5 0% 

(800) 

0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 
0.0% 0 0% 00% 0.0% 00% 0.0% 0.0% 0.0% 0.0% 0 0% 
0,0% 00% 00% 0 0% 0 0% 0.0% 0 0% 0.0% 0.0% 0.0% 

0 0 0 0 0 0 0 
335 
335 

50.0% 50,0% 0 0% 0.0% 0.0% 00% 0.0% 0 0% 0,0% 0 0% 
335 335 

50% 5.0% 5 0% 5 0% 50% 50% 5.0% 5,0% 5.0% 5 0% 
75 17 

905 17 0 0 0 0 0 

IRR 

Discount Factor 
Cash Flow of Earnings and Capital 

Discounted Loss Reserve 

150% 

1.000 
(8OO) 

0,870 0.756 0.858 0.572 0 497 0432 
787 13 

319 

0.376 0327 0.284 0.247 



Surplus 
Loss Reserves 

UW provision 

Case 2 - 5.5 Year Loss Payment Duration 
Released 
Discounted 

-108% 

0 1 2 3 4 5 6 7 10 

,..I 

Premium Collected 
Expense Ratio 
Loss Ratio 
Surplus 
Invested Capital 
UEPR 
Nominal Lois Reserve 
Total Invested Assets 
Expense Payments 
incremental Loss Payout Pattern 
Incremental Lose Payout 
Investment Income Rate 
Investment Income 

1000 
30.0% 
80.8% 

500 
800 
1000 

1,500 
300 

0.0% 

5.0% 

0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 
0.0% 00% 0.0% 0.0% 0.0% 0.0% 0.0% 0.0% 0.0% 0.0% 
0.0% 0.0% 0.0% 0.0% 00% 0.0% 0.0% 00% 0.0% 0.0% 

0 0 0 0 O 0 0 0 0 
727 646 566 485 404 323 242 162 81 
574 522 467 410 350 286 220 150 77 

10.0% 1 0 . 0 %  1 0 . 0 %  1 0 . 0 %  1 0 . 0 %  1 0 . 0 %  1 0 . 0 %  1 0 . 0 %  10.0% 
81 81 81 81 61 81 81 81 81 

5.0% 5.0% 5.0% 5.0% 5.0% 5.0% 5.0% 50% 5.0% " 
75 29 26 23 21 17 14 11 8 

0 
(0) 

10.0% 
81 

5,0% 
4 

Release of Earnings (800) 920 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 

IRR 

Discount Factor 
Cash Flow of Earnings and Capital 

Discounted Loss Reserve 

15.0% 

1.000 
(BOO) 

0.870 0.756 0.658 0.572 0.497 0.432 0.376 0.327 0.284 
800 

574 522 487 410 350 286 220 150 77 

0.247 



Surplus 
Loss Reserves 

UW provision 

Case 2 - 1.5 Year Loss Payment Duration 
Released 
Discounted 

2 9'~ 

0 1 2 3 4 5 6 7 10 

OO 
C~ 

Premium Collected 
Expense Ratio 
Loss Ratio 
Surplus 
Invested Capital 
UEPR 
Nominal Loss Reserve 
Total invested Assets 
Expense Payments 
incremental Loss Payout Pattern 
Incremental Loss Payout 
Investment Income Rate 
Investment Income 

1000 
300% 
67.1% 

500 
800 
1000 

1,500 
300 

0.0% 

5.0% 

0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 
0.0% 0 0% 0.0% 0.0% 00% 0.0% 0.0% 0.0% 0.0% 0.0% 
00% 0 0% 0.0% 0.0% 0 0% 0.0% 00% 0.0% 0.0% 00% 

0 
335 
320 

0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 

50.0% 500% 0 0% 0 0% 0.0% 0.0% 0.0% 0.0% 0.0% 0.0% 
335 335 

50% 5 0% 50% 5.0% 50% 5 0% 5.0% 50% 50% 50% 
75 16 

Release of Earnings (800) 920 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 

IRR 

Discount Factor 
Cash Flow of Earnings and Capital 

Discounted Loss Reserve 

150% 

1 000 
(8OO) 

0.870 0 756 0.658 0.572 0497 0432 0.376 
800 

320 

0.327 0.284 0247 



Surplus 
Loss Reserves 

UW provision 

Case 3 - 5.5 Year Loss Payment Duration 
Held 
Nominal 

4 5% 

0 1 2 3 4 5 6 7 10 

Oo 

Premium Collected 
Expense Ratio 
Loss Ratio 
Surplus 
Invested Capital 
UEPR 
Nominal Loss Reserve 
Total Invested Assets 
Expense Payments 
Incremental Loss Payout Pattern 
Incremental Loss Payout 
Investment Income Rate 
Investment Income 

1000 
300% 
65.5% 

5O0 
800 
1060 

1,500 
300 

0.0% 

5.0% 

0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 
0.0% 00% 0.0% 0.0% 0.0% 0,0% 0.0% 0.0% 0.0% 0.0% 
0.0% 0.0% 0 0% 0,0% 0.0% 00% 0.0% 00% 0.0% 0.0% 
295 262 229 197 164 131 98 66 33 
295 262 229 197 164 131 98 66 33 

0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 
590 524 459 393 328 262 197 131 66 
884 786 688 590 491 393 295 197 98 

10.0% 1 0 . 0 %  1 0 . 0 %  1 0 . 0 %  1 0 . 0 %  1 0 . 0 %  1 0 . 0 %  1 0 . 0 %  1 0 . 0 %  10.0% 
66 66 66 66 66 66 66 66 66 66 

5.0% 5.0% 5.0% 5.0% 5.0% 5.0% 5.0% 5.0% 5.0% 5.0% 
75 44 39 34 29 25 20 15 10 5 

Release of Earnings (800) 625 77 72 67 62 57 52 47 43 38 

IRR 

Discount Factor 
Cash Flow of Earnings and Capital 

Discounted Loss Reserve 

15.0% 

1.000 
(8O0) 

0,870 0.756 0.658 0.572 0497 0.432 0.376 0.327 0.284 0.247 
544 58 47 38 31 25 20 16 12 9 

466 423 379 332 284 232 178 122 62 



Surplus 
Loss R ~  

UWp~vis~n 

Case 3 - 1.5 Year Loss Payment Duration 
Held 
Nominal 

4 5% 

0 1 2 3 4 5 6 7 10 

~) 
O0 

I~fn l~m Colkctld 
Expense Ratio 
Loss Rat~ 
Surplus 
Invested Capital 
UEPR 
Nominal Loss Reserve 
Total InvestKI Alsets 
Expense Payments 
Incremental Loss Payout Pattern 
Incremental Loss Payout 
k w e s ~ m t  Incoml Rldm 
Investment Income 

1000 
30.0% 
65.5% 

5OO 
800 
1000 

1,500 
300 

0.0% 

5.0% 

0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 
0.0% 0.0% 0.0% 0.0% 0.0% 0.0% 0.0% 0.0% 0.0% 0.0% 
0.0% 0.0% 0.0% 0.0% 0.0% 0.0% 0.0% 0.0% 0.0% 0.0% 
164 
164 

0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 
328 
491 

50.0% 50.0% 0.0% 0.0% 0.0% 0.0% 0.0% 0.0% 0.0% 0.0% 
328 328 
5.0% 5.0% 5.0% 5.0% 5.0% 5.0% 5.0% 5.0% 5.0% 5.0% 

75 25 

Re lem of F.a'nin~s (800) 756 188 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 

IRR 

Discount Factor 
Cash Flow of Eamingl and Capital 

Discounted Loss Reserve 

15.0% 

1.000 
(8OO) 

0.870 0.756 0.658 0.572 0.497 0.432 
658 142 

312 

0.376 0,327 0.284 0.247 



SUi~US 
L.~4S Roser~s 

UW provlsloe 

Case 4 - 5.5 Year Loss Payment Duration 
Held 
Oi~ounted 

1.2% 

0 1 2 3 4 5 6 7 

Oo 

Premium Collect~l 
Expense Ratio 
Loss Ratio 
Surplus 
Invested CMdUtl 
UEPR 
Nominal ~ Reserve 
Total invested Assets 
Expense Payments 
Incrmmmtal Loss Payout Pattom 
Incremental Loss Payout 
Invqml~mt income Rate 
Im~smNmt income 

of Eannin~ 

Dlscoum Factor 
Cash Flow of Eamlngl and Capital 

DIzcountzd L o u  Ruewe 

1000 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 
30.0% 0.0% 0.0% 0.0% 0.0% 0.0% 0.0% 0.0% 0.0% 0.0% 0.0% 
68.8% 0.0% 0.0% 0.0% 0.0% 0.0% 0.0% 0.0% 0.0% 0.0% 0.0% 

500 310 275 241 206 172 138 103 69 34 
800 310 275 241 206 172 138 103 69 34 
1000 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 

619 551 482 413 344 275 206 138 69 
1,500 799 720 639 556 470 382 291 197 100 

3OO 
0.0% 1 0 . 0 %  1 0 . 0 %  1 0 . 0 %  10.0% 1 0 . 0 %  10.0% 10.0% 1 0 . 0 %  10.0% 10.0% 

69 69 69 69 69 69 69 69 69 69 
5.0% 5.0% 5.0% 5.0% 5.0% 5.0% 5.0% 5.0% 5.0% 5.0% 5.0% 

75 40 36 32 28 24 19 15 10 5 

(800) 707 50 48 46 45 43 41 40 38 36 

15.0% 

1.000 O.BTO 0.756 0.658 0,572 0,497 0,432 0.376 0.327 0.284 0.247 
(800) 615 38 32 27 22 19 16 13 11 9 

489 445 398 349 298 244 187 128 66 



Surplus 
Loss Reserves 

UW provision 

Time Period 

Case 4 - 1.5 Year Loss Payment Duration 
Held 
Disounted 

4.4% 

0 1 2 3 4 5 6 7 ~0 

OK) 

Premium Collected 
Expense Ratio 
Loss Ratio 
Surplus 
Invsstsd Capital 
UEPR 
Nominal Loss Reserve 
Total Invested Assets 
Expense Payments 
InCremental Lose Pa~/out Pattern 
Incremental Loss Payout 
Investment Income Rate 
Investment Income 

Release of Earnings 

1000 
30.0% 
65.6% 

500 
800 
1000 

1.500 
300 
0.0% 

5.0% 

(BOO) 

0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 

164 
164 

0 
328 
477 

0 0 0 0 0 0 0 

50.0% 50,0% 0,0% 0.0% 0~0% 0.0% 0.0% 0,0% 0.0% 
328 328 
5.0% 5,0% 5.0% 5.0% 5.0% 5.0% 5.0% 5.0% 5.0% 

75 24 

770 172 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 

0.0% 

5.0% 

IRR 

Discount Factor 
Cash Flow of Earnings and Capital 

Discounted Loss Reserve 

15.0% 

1 .O00 
(8OO) 

0,870 0.756 
670 130 

313 

0,658 0.572 0.497 0.432 0,376 0.327 0,284 0,247 



Appendix II 

A Calendar Year Rate of Return Analysis 

Here are some details o f  this specific calendar year rate o f  return model: 

• Loss reserves are held at nominal undiscounted values. 
• All underwriting expenses are a fixed 30% o f  premium. 
• All underwriting expenses are paid up front and correspond to an investment o f  

capital for equity in the unearned premium reserve. 
• Depending on the case assumptions surplus is 50% o f  either premium, or premium 

and loss reserves. 
• The unearned premium reserve is equal to 50% of  the premium. 
• Loss reserves are equal to the product o f  the premium, loss ratio, and duration. (See 

Appendix III.) 
• The discount factor for computing loss reserve discount equity is based on a uniform 

payout pattern lasting for twice the payout duration. (See Appendix III.) 
• Depending on the case assumptions loss reserve discount equity is or is not included 

in invested capital. 
• Invested assets correspond to the total o f  loss reserves, unearned premium reserves, 

and surplus. 
• Investment Income is a fixed 5% of  Invested Assets. 
• The underwriting profit provision, or equivalently the loss ratio or combined ratio, is 

chosen to produce a 15% calendar year rate of  return before income taxes. 
• Income taxes are not explicitly modeled, but they could be reasonably modeled as a 

factor adjustment to the internal rate of  return. (i.e. If  income tax is 30% we are 
solving for a 10.5% after tax rate of  return.) 

• Although we have fixed premium and solved for loss ratio, the same underwriting 
profit provisions result if  loss cost is fixed and we solve for premium. 

• Although we have modeled all underwriting expenses as a variable, that is a fixed 
percentage of  premium, we could have modeled fixed dollar expenses as a deduction 
to the loss cost resulting in an adjustment to the resulting loss ratio. The combined 
ratio would be unaffected. 
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Case 1 Premium leverage based on premium, with no loss reserve discount equity 
included in invested assets, 
Case 2* Premium leverage based on premium, with loss reserve discount equity included 
in invested assets. 
Case 3 Premium leverage based on premium and loss reserves, with no loss reserve 
discount equity included in invested assets. 
Case 4* Premium leverage based on premium and loss reserves, with loss reserve 
discount equity included in invested assets. 
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Calendar Year Model for 5.5 Year Loss Payout Duration 

Ca=re Target ROR Premium Expense Ratio Investment Rate of Return Duration Leverage Combined Ratio 

O0 
.,,,.,J 

1 15% 1,000 30% 5.0% 5.50 2.00 120.0% 
2* 15% 1,000 30% 5.0% 5.50 2.00 106.3% 
3 15% 1,000 30% 5.0% 5.50 2.00 95.3% 

4 ° 15% 1,000 30% 5.0% 5.50 2.00 87.8% 

Case UW Margin 
1 -20 00% 

2" -634% 
3 475% 

4" 1224% 

Loss Ratio UEPR UEPR Equity Loss Reserves Held LOSs Reserve Discount Equity Statutory Surplus 
90% 500 150 4,950 500 
76% 500 150 4,199 660 500 
65% 500 150 3,589 2,294 
58% 500 150 3,177 500 2,088 

Case Invested Assets Invested Capital UW income Investment Income Earnings ROR 
1 5,950 650 (200) 298 97 15.0% 

2* 5,199 1.310 (63) 260 197 15.0% 
3 6,383 2,444 48 319 367 15.0% 

4" 5,765 2,738 122 288 411 15.0% 

Calendar Year Model for 1.5 Year Loss Payout Duration 

Case Tar~let ROR Premium Expense Ratio Investment Rate of Return Duration Leverage Combined Ratio 
1 15% 1,000 30% 5.0% 1.50 2.00 100.5% 

2" 15% 1,000 30% 5.0% 1.50 2.00 99.7% 
3 15% 1,000 30% 5.0% 1.50 2.00 95.3% 

4" 15% 1,000 30% 5.0% 1.50 2.00 94.6% 

Case UW Margin Loss Ratio UEPR UEPR Equity Loss Reserves Held Loss Reserve Discount Eqult~ Statuto~ Surplus 
1 -0.54% 71% 500 150 1,058 500 

2* 0.26% 70% 500 150 1,046 49 500 
3 4.75% 65% 500 150 979 989 

4* 5.43% 65% 500 150 968 46 984 

Case Invested Assets Invested Capital UW income Investment Income Eamin~ls ROR 
1 2,058 650 (5) 103 98 15.0% 

2* 2,046 699 3 102 105 t 5.0% 
3 2,468 1,139 48 123 171 15.0% 

4* 2,453 1,180 54 123 177 15.0% 



Appendix I!i 

Loss Reserves Held at a Point in Time and Discount Factor 

We will calculate the average ratio of outstanding loss reserves to the rate of losses 
currently being incurred. The motivation behind this is to show that without growth or 
decline in written exposures the product of the premium, loss ratio, and duration is a 
reasonable estimate of loss reserves. 

Let f(t) be the probability density for the time between when a certain amount of 
exposure is earned and the time when the corresponding losses are paid. Let F(t) be the 
corresponding cumulative distribution for f(t). Let D be the undiscounted duration or 
average time to loss payment, which we shall refer to as the "duration". Hence the 
following integral relations hold: 

oO 

I f  (t)dt = 1 
0 

oO 

D : It. f(t)dt 
0 

S 

F(s)= I f  (t)dt 

We define v(t) to the rate at which exposure (measured in incurred losses) is earned at 
time t. Consequently we can calculate the average outstanding loss reserves R at time 0 
based on previously earned exposure : 

oO 

R= Iv(- t). [1- F(t)]dt 
0 
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Next we let v(t) follow a constant exponential rate of  growth and solve the integral using 
integration by parts: 

V(t)= e at 

0(3 

R= ~e-a~.[1-F(t)]dt 
0 

I 1] = ~ [ 1 -  F ( t )  - f ( t )dt  
0 g-t2'  

m 

1 -  M T ( - ~  ) 

where Mr( ) is the moment  generating function of  the density f(t). Finally, we can use 
L 'Hospi tal ' s  Rule to evaluate this expression for the steady state case, where growth is 
zero: 

~ =  cr=O = E[T] = D 

3 8 9  



Since we defined our exposure to be 1 unit of loss per time period at time 0, the duration 
is a reasonable estimate of  the ratio of outstanding loss reserves to the rate of  losses 
incurred at a point in time, when there has been 0 growth for a long time prior. 
Now we will address the issue of the average discount factor for loss reserves. If we 
denote the discount factor for dollars paid at time s, by the symbol a(s), the following 
expression holds. 

P V ( Loss Re serves) = 

O0 O0 

v(- t )dt  ~f (t + s)a(s)ds 
0 0 

We will set the discount factor to correspond to continually compounded interest, the loss 
payout density to be uniform between 0 and 2D, and the exposure to be uniformly earned 
at a rate of 1 : 

a ( s )  = e -  # s 

1 
f ( t ) = Z D  

f(t)  =0 

t ~ [0 ,2D]  

t ~ [0 ,2D]  

v(t) = 1 
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Now we can evaluate the present value of loss reserves: 

P V(Loss Reserves) = 

m 

2D - f l (2D- t )  

f l--e dt 
o 

1 e-2/5'D- 1 
+ 

/7 2p2D 

2D 2D-t  -/?s 
~ d t ~  e 

2D 
0 0 

r o d s  
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We can divide this by the nominal amount of reserves, which we have previously shown 
to be D, to get an overall discount factor: 

1 

PV(Loss Reserves) fl 
Loss  R e  serves  

e - 2 l ~  - 1 
- - +  

2/~ D 
D 

- -  m 

- 2 / ~  1 e - 1  
+ 

/~  2/SeD ~ 
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Appendix IV 

Hypothetical Demonstration of Volatility of Loss Reserves 

* This demonstration uses a flat dollar amount reporting/payment pattern over 10 years 
after policy inception. 

• Time is discrete and losses are reported and paid at the same time 
. The number o f  claim counts reported/paid for a given policy year in a given calendar 

year after policy inception is Poisson distributed. 
• The severity o f  claims is uniformly distributed between 0 and twice the average 

severity. 
• As the policy year matures the expected number o f  claims reported/paid in a given 

calendar year decreases and their severity increases. 
• The incremental dollar amounts o f  losses for different calendar periods after policy 

inception for the same policy year have a correlation coefficient o f  50%. This is used 
to determine the total variance for the losses of  a policy year. 

• Similarly, the total dollar amounts of  loss reserves for different accident/policy years 
have a 50% correlation. This is used to determine the total variance for the loss 
reserves o f  a calendar year, assuming no growth or decline in written exposure 
volume. 
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Hypothetical Demonstration of Loss Reserve Volatility 
Correlation Coefficient of Incremental Losses for an Accident/Policy Year 50% 
Correlation of Between Loss Reserves for Different Accident/Policy Years 50% 

Incremental Policy/Accident Year Losses 
Standard 

Mean Deviation of 
Years After Incremental Potsson Frequency Mean Claim Claim Severity Variance of Incremental Incremental 

Policy Inception Losses on Policy of Claims Severity Variance Losses Losses 

Coefficient of 
Variation of 
Incremental 

Losses 
1 1,000.000 200.0 5.000 2,083,333 5,416,666,667 73,598 
2 1,000,000 133.3 7,500 4,687,500 8,125,000,000 90,139 
3 1.000,000 88.9 11 ,250  10,546.875 12,187,500,000 110.397 
4 1,000,000 59 3 16 ,875  23,730,469 18,281,250,000 135,208 
5 1,000,00O 39.5 25 ,313  5 3 , 3 9 3 , 5 5 5  27,421.875,000 165.596 
6 1.000,000 26.3 37,969 1 2 0 , 1 3 5 , 4 9 8  41,132,812.500 202,812 
7 1,000,000 17.6 56 ,953 270,304,871 61.899,218.750 248,393 
8 1,000,000 11.7 85 ,430 6 0 8 , 1 8 5 , 9 5 9  92,548,828,125 304.218 
9 1,000.000 7.8 1 2 8 , 1 4 5  1 , 3 6 8 , 4 1 8 , 4 0 7  138,823,242,188 372,590 
10 1,000.000 5.2 1 9 2 . 2 1 7  3 , 0 7 8 , 9 4 1 , 4 1 7  208,234.863,281 456,328 

7.4% 
9.0% 

11.0% 
13.5% 
16.6% 
20.3% 
24.8% 
30.4% 
37.3% 
45.8% 

4~ 
Total 10,000,000 589.6 16.961 4 ,373 ,583 ,686  2,638,178,325,928 1,624.247 16.2% 

Policy/Accident Year Reserves 

Standard 
Deviation of Coefficient of 

Years After Mean Loss Variance of Loss Loss Variation of Loss 
Policy Inception Reserves Reserves Reserves Reserves 

1 9.000,000 2,479,259,701,390 1,574,567 17.5% 
2 8,000.000 2,291,25&g65,740 1.513,691 18.9% 
3 7,000,000 2.070,957,081,014 1,439,082 206% 
4 6,000,000 1,816,070,055,659 1,347,616 22.5% 
5 5,000,000 1.526,288,345,750 1,235,430 24.7% 
8 4,000,000 1,204,964,483,487 1,097,709 27.4% 
7 3,000,000 861,801,932,280 928,333 30.9% 
8 2,000,000 517,081,159,368 719.084 36.0% 
9 1,000,000 208.234.883.281 456,328 456% 
10 NA 

Calendar Year 
Totals 45,000,000 59,654,966,719,124 7,723,663 17.2% 

Ultimate Losses 
Coefficient of  

Variation of 
Ultimate 

Years After Policy Accident/Policy 
Inception Year Losses 

1 15.7% 
2 16.1% 
3 14.4% 
4 13.5% 
5 12.4% 
6 11.0% 
7 9.3% 
8 7.2% 
9 4.6% 
10 00% 



Appendix V 

Calendar Year Model Case 3 at 120% Combined Ratio for 5.5 
Year Loss Payout Duration 

Case Target ROR Premium Expense Ratio Investment Rate of Return Duration Leverage Combined Ratio 
3 7,08% 1,000 30% 5.0% 5.50 2.00 120,0% 

Case UW Margin Loss Ratio UEPR UEPR Equity Loss Reserves Held Loss Reserve Discount Equity Statutory Surplus 
3 -20.00% 90% 500 150 4,950 2,975 

Case Invested Assets Invested Capital UW i ncome  Investment Income Earnings ROR 
3 8,425 3,125 (200) 421 221 7.1% 

Calendar Year Model Case 3 at 120% Combined Ratio for 1.5 
Year Loss Payout Duration 

Case Target ROR Premium Expense Ratio Investment Rate of Return Duration Leverage Combined Ratio 
3 -3.70% 1,000 30% 

Case UW Margin Loss RatiO UEPR 

5.0% 1.50 2.00 120.0% 

UEPR Equity Loss Reserves Held Loss Reserve Discount Equity Statutory Surplus 
3 -20,03% 90% 500 150 1,350 

Case Invested Assets Invested Capital UW i ncome  Investment Income Earnings 
3 3,026 1,325 (200) 151 (49) 

ROR 
-3.7% 

1,175 



120% Combined Ratio for Case 3 - 5.5 Year Loss Payment Duration 
Surplus Held 
Loss Reserves Nominal 

UW provision -200% 

0 1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9 10 

Premium Collected 1000 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 
Expense Ratio 30.0% 0.0% 0.0% 0.0% 0,0% 0.0% 0.0% 0.0% 0.0% 0.0% 0.0% 
Loss Ratio 90.0% 0.0% 0.0% 0.0% 0.0% 0.0% 0.0% 0.0% 0.0% 0.0% 0.0% 
Surplus 500 405 360 315 270 225 180 135 90 45 (0) 
Invested Capital 600 406 360 315 270 225 180 135 90 45 (0) 
UEPR 1000 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 
Nominal Loss Reserve 810 720 630 540 450 360 270 160 90 (0) 
Total Invested Assets 1,500 1,215 1,080 945 810 675 540 405 270 135 (0) 
Expense Payments 300 
Incremental Loss Payout Pattern 0.0% 1 0 . 0 %  1 0 . 0 %  1 0 . 0 %  1 0 . 0 %  1 0 . 0 %  1 0 . 0 %  1 0 . 0 %  1 0 . 0 %  10.0% 10.0% 
Incremental Loss Payout 90 90 90 90 90 90 90 90 90 90 
Investment Income Rate 5.0% 5.0% 50% 6.0% 6.0% 6,0% 5.0% 5.0% 5.0% 6,0% 5.0% 
Investment Income 75 61 54 47 41 34 27 20 14 7 

Release of Earnings (800) 270 106 99 92 86 79 72 65 59 52 

IRR 5 2% 

Discount Factor 1.000 
Cash Flow of Earnings and Capital (800) 

Discounted Loss Reserve 

0951 0.904 0,660 0817 0.777 0739 0.703 0.668 0.635 0.604 
257 96 85 75 66 58 51 44 37 31 

640 582 521 457 390 319 245 167 66 



120% Combined Ratio for Case 3 - 1.5 Year Loss Payment Duration 
Surplus 
Loss Reserves 

UW provision 

Held 
Nominal 

-20 0% 

0 1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9 10 

~D 
-..I 

Premium Collected 
Expense Ratio 
Loss Ratio 
Surplus 
invested Capital 
UEPR 
Nominal Loss Reserve 
Total Invested Assets 
Expense Payments 
In¢mment~l Loss Payout Pattern 
Incremental Loss Payout 
Inveslment Income Rate 
investment Income 

1000 
30.0% 
90.0% 

5OO 
800 
1000 

1.500 
300 
0.0% 

5.0% 

0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 
0.0% 0.0% 0.0% 0.0% 0.0% 0.0% 0.0% 0.0% 0.0% 0.0% 
0.0% 0.0% 0.0% 0.0% 0.0% 0.0% 0.0% 0.0% 0.0% 0.0% 
225 
225 

0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 
45O 
675 

50.0% 50.0% 0,0% 0.0% 0.0% 0.0% 0.0% 0,0% 0.0% 0.0% 
45O 45O 
5.0% 5.0% 50% 5.0% 5.0% 5.0% 5.0% 5.0% 5.0% 5.0% 

75 34 

Release of Eamir~s (800) 450 259 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 

IRR 

Discount Factor 
Cash Flow of Earnings and Capital 

Discounted Loss Reserve 

-8.4% 

1.000 
(800) 

1.092 1,193 
491 309 

429 

1.302 1.422 1.553 1.696 1,852 2.023 2.209 2.412 
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MISAPPLICATIONS OF INTERNAL RATE OF RETURN MODELS 1N PROPERTY/LIABILITY 
INSURANCE RATEMAKING 

Abstract 
This paper describes two common misapplications o f  internal rate o f  return (IRJ{) models in 
property~liability insurance ratemaking. These misapplications have contributed to the popular belief 
that the fair premium is heavily dependent on supporting surplus, leading casualty actuaries to devote 
much time and attention to techniques o f  surplus allocation. In a correct property/hability pricing 
application, premium is scarcely impacted by changes in supporting surplus 

1. INTRODUCTION 

The internal rate of return (IRR) model has been widely utilized for P/L insurance ratemaking, beth for 

regulatory purposes and internal pricing studies. The National Council on Compensation Insurance 

(NCCI), for example, has extensively utilized 1RR models for workers compensation rate filings. 

Feldblum (1992) describes and discusses NCCI's IRR model in depth 

The IRR method determines the fair premium by equating the internal rate of return with the cost of 

equity capital. Most practical applications of the IRR method accomplish this task by performing two 

steps independently In step one, the user specifies the cost of equity capital, r~ Feldblum describes 

several approaches to determining re, including the CAPM, the Gordon Growth Model, and an analysis of 

historical returns in the industry. [n step 2, the user calculates the premium that equates the IRR with the 

selected cost of equity capital. 

Myers and Cohn (1987) have developed an alternative discounted cash flow model. The Myers/Cohn 

(M/C) technique determines the fair premium for a P/L insurance policy according to the following 

formula: 

Fair premium = PV of expected loss and expense 

+ PV of the tax burden on the insurer's underwriting and investment income 
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The original M/C model ignored default risk, implicitly assuming that the insurer holds enough surplus to 

reduce the probabili~ of ruin to a negligible level. 

In a 1990 article in thedourna! of Risk andlnsurance, J David Cummins compared and contrasted the 

IRR and M/C models In particular, Cummins demonstrated that the models arc nearly equivalent in a 

one-period (that is, two-date) ratemaking application Section 2 of this paper provides a demonstration 

that is similar to that of Cummins L In doing so, Section 2 highlights the first misapplication of most 

practical IRR models: failing to recognize the relationship betxveen the cost of equity capital and the 

amount of supporling surplus 

Section 3 extends the original Cummins demonstration by pointing out the second misapplication. 

confusion bet~veen the average and marginal investment slraleg.~ Lastly. Section 4 closes v.ith three 

related topics: (l)  problems with the IRR model in a multi-period setting. (2) the concept of"notional 

surplus", and (3) dealing with default risk and convexit) 

2 MISAPPLICATION ONE: FALLING TO RECOGNIZE THE RELATIONSHIP BETWEEN THE 
COST OF EQUITY CAPITAL AND THE AMOUNT OF SUPPORTING SURPLUS 

In the application of Ihc IRR model, the imernal rate of return varies inversely with the amount of 

supporting surplus For instance, let's assume that ~vc've allocated $1.000 of surplus to an insurance 

contract with a 10% cost of equity capital : Given the premmm for the polio', the exp¢cled loss amount. 

and the expected investment return, we car~ calculate the IRR - let's say it 's equal to the I0% hurdle rate: 

thai is, this is an acceptable risk 

The demonstration in Section 2 has clarified some of the assumptions in the Cummins paper and slightl~ 
modified the approach. 
-" Also assume thai this $1,000 of surplus is greater than or equal to some minimum solvenc~ reqtnrement. 
S~,l. This assumption will be clarified later in the paper. 
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Now, let's assume that the amount of supporting surplus is increased to $2,000. At this level, the new 

IRR will decreaso; this new IRR will, in facl, fall below the 10% hurdle rate. The risk is no longer 

acceptable. 

Unfortunately, this type of analysis is plagued by the first misapplication: it correctly recognizes that the 

IRR vanes inversely with suppomng surplus, hut fails to recognize that the cost of equity capital does too. 

In fact, once this misapplication is corrected, the IRR premium is essentially equivalent to the M/C 

premium) We will illustrate this result with a one-period ratemaking model, both with and without 

federal income taxes. Section 4 extends the discussion to multi-period models. 

One Period Model m the Absence o f  Taxes 

Assume a one-period insurance ratemaking model in the absence of federal income taxes. The insurer 

collects a premium of P at time 0, in exchange for assuming an expected loss and expense amount of L at 

time 1. The insurer's shareholders have committed S of surplus at time 0. The insurer then invests the 

premium and surplus funds, P+S, in financial assets with an expected return ofrA. At the end of of the 

period, the difference between assets and losses will be returned to the shareholders. 

As in the Myer~Cohn model, we will assume that the probability of insolvency is zero. That is, let SM be 

the m o u n t  of capital required to ensure that the assets will exceed losses at time 1 in all states of the 

world. We assume that the actual surplus committed by shareholders is greater than or equal to S~a, that is 

S>=SM. 

3 The relationship is exact in a One-period raa:making model with no taxes. This will be demonstrated 
subsequently in the paper. 
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In the absence of taxes, the Myers/Cohn formula reduces to: fair premium = discounted value of expected 

losses and expenses, In symbols, we have P = PV(L), Note that the fair premium in this case does not 

depend on the amount of surplus. S, provided that S>=SM ~ 

[n order to calculate the IRR, we need to determine the cash flov,'s to and from the insurance shareholders 

at the beginning and end of the period At time 0, the shareholders commit S of capital: at time L, the 

shareholders receive the difference bel~reen the assets and the losses and expenses, or (P+S)( 1 +r,0 - L 

Thus, IRR is the solution of the follownng equation: 

-S + [(P+S)(I+rA)-LJ / (I+IRR) = 0. (2z) 

Solving this equation for [RR and equating to thc cost of equiD capital, r¢, gives us the follo~slng 

[(P+S)(I+rA)-L]/S - I = IRR = r .  (2.2) 

Lastly. by solving equation (2.2) for P, wc have the fair premium according to the IRR method: 

P = [(r~-rA)S + L] / (l+r,0 (2.3) 

In the actual application formula (23). most 1RR models make t~so important assumptions. First. it is 

often assumed that the insurer invests in super-safe government debt: hence, rA = rr, where rr is the risk- 

free rate of interest. Second. because the shareholders bear the underwriting risk of insurance, the models 

generally assume that r, > rf. Together. these two assumptions imply that the cost of equip' capital is 

greater than the expected invcstment return (that is, r, > r^). 

4 This statement is not necessarily true in the presence of taxes or bankrupt~ costs 
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In order to determine the relationship between premium and supporting surplus in the IRR model, we 

calculate the first derivative of premium with respect to surplus in formula (2.3): dP/dS = (r,-r^) / (l+rA). 

As shown in the preceding paragraph, under the standard IRR assumptions r,>r^. Thus, dP/dS > 0, 

implying that fair premium in the IRR model is directly proportional to supporting surplus, even in the 

absence of federal income taxes and default risk. 

Hence, the M/C model and the IRR model apparently provide contradictory results By digging a little 

deeper, however, we will find that the discrepancy results from a common misapplication of the IRR 

model. Specifically, most practical applications of the IRR model implicitly assume that the cost of equity 

capital, r., is independent of the amount of supporting surplus. In reality, we demonstrate below that the 

cost of equity capital is inversely related to supporting surplus, assuming that P,L, and rA are held 

constant, 

In a 1968 Proceedings of the Casualty Actuarial Society paper, Ferrari proposed viewing the P/L insurer 

as a levered equity trust. In other words, Ferrari visualized the insurer as borrowing funds from 

policyholders, then investing the combined policyholder and shareholder funds in financial assets. This 

levered equity trust analogy points out that the shareholders o fa  P/L insurer hold a residual claim on the 

insurer's assets. By decreasing the amount of supporting surplus - for a fixed P,L, and In -  we increase 

the insuser'sfinancial leverage, s Increasing financial leverage creates a riskier position for shareholders, 

since their residual claim on the firm becomes more volatile. 6 This increased risk is reflected, in turn, by 

a higher cost of equity capital. 

In a classic financial paper, Modigliani and Miller, or "MM", derived a well-known formula describing 

the relationship between financial leverage and the cosl of equity capital Specifically, MM's proposition 

II formula states: 

s Financial leverage is the ratio of the discounted value of liabilities to supporting surplus. 
6 For a simple and clear mathematical demonstration of the relationship between leverage and volatility, 
see Brealey and Myers (1996), pp. 451-454. 
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r, = rA + (D/E)(r,.,-rD). ( 24 )  

where r, is the cost of equity capital, r,~ is the expecled return on assets, ro is the expected return on debt. 

and D/E is the financial leverage ratio in terms of  market (or present) values 

In the one-period insurance example of this section, the r~) term in the MM formula is given b.'. r~> = L/P - 

I R The financial leverage ratio is given by PV(L)/S This gives us the following formula for the cost of 

equity capital to the P/L insurer 9 

r, = r~, + IPV(L)/SIIrA - (L/P) +l l  ( 25 )  

By solving equation ( 2  1) for the internal rate of return, we have the corresponding formula for the IRR: 

IRR = r^ + (P/S)[rA - (L/PI -~ll ( 26 )  

Lastly, by comparing formulas (25)  and (26).  ~ e  see that re = IRR if and only i fP  = PV(L)  Thus. the 

1RR model and the DCF model provide a consistent ansv.'er In the absence of taxes and default risk. the 

fair premium equals the discounted value of  expeclod losses and expenses 

One-I)erlod Insurance Ratemakmg AIodel in the l're.s'ence of  "l~7xes 

" In their original proof. MM utilized four simpli~'ing assumptions: (1) no costs of bankrupts , .  (2) risk- 
frec debt, (3) no signaling opporlunities, and (4) no agency costs The risk-free debt assumption would 
seem to rule out our insurance example, where actual losses and expenses are var iable  Fortunately. 
relaxing the assumption that debt is nsk-free will not change the MM results: see. for instance, pages 462- 
464 of Weston and Copeland 

In other words, thc cost of dcbt is the expected underwriting loss as a percentage of  the policyholder 
p remium 
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Next, we extend the one-period ratemaking model to incorporate federal income taxes. In order to 

incorporate federal taxes into any DCF model, the user must first specify (either implicitly or explicitly) 

the applicable assumptions regarding three key items: 

(1) The relationship between the expected return on bonds and stocks of equivalent risk; or, in 

financial theory, the selected version of "debt and taxes." 

(2) The insurer's asset allocation. 

(3) The convexity structure of the corporate tax code) ° 

Most DCF models in practical use make the following assumptions regarding these items: I1 

(1) The expected (or required) return on risk-free common stock equals the interest rate on risk- 

free government debt. In other words, bonds and stocks of identical risk offer the same expected return. 

Brealey and Myers (1996) refer to this as the MM "'corrected" theory of debt and taxes. 

(2) The insurer invests only in risk-free government (i.e. taxable) debt. 

(3) The insurer's expected tax liability equals the product of the corporate tax rate and the 

insurer's expected taxable income. ~2 

In order to maintain consistency with current models, we will maintain these assumptions in this section. 

Moreover, we will also assume that rL is the appropriate discount rate for expected losses and expenses, ~ 

and Tc is the marginal corporate tax rate. 

Under these assumptions, the Myers/Cohn formula for fair premium is as follows: 

9 Note that this formula is very similar to the well-known Ferran formula. The major difference is that 
the MM formula refers to cash flows and market values, while Ferrari 's formula focuses on accounting 
values. 
in For a discussion of the role of convexity in insurance pricing, see Vaughn (1999). 
~1 These assumptions are also consistent with the assumptions made in the original Myers and Cohn 
paper. 
t2 In financial terms, this is equivalent to specifying a linear (not convex) corporate tax code. 
~3 For many P/L lines, iodcnmity losses possess very little systematic risk. As such, the risk-free rate is 
often used as an acceptable approximation for rL. 
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Fair Premium = Present Value of  Expected Losses and Expenses 

+ Present Value of  Tax on Investment Income 

+ Present Valuc of  Tax on Underwriting Income 

OR 

P "  L/(I+rL) + [(P+S)rrT~l/(l+rr) + PTd( l+ r0  - LTJ( l+r l  ) (2 7) 

Solving equation (2.7) for P gives us: 

P = L/(l+ri.) + SrrTdl(l+r0(I-Tc) I (28)  

Under thc same assumptions, thc IRR is given by the solution of  the folloxving formula: 

-S + { ( P + S ) ( l + r 0  - L - Tcl(P+S)rf + (P-L)I}/iI+IRR) = 0, (29 )  

Soh'ing equation (2.9) for the IRR and SCtling equal to Ihc cost of equity capital, r.. gi~es us: 

{(P+S)(l+rf) - L - Tcl(P+S)rf + (P-L)I}/S - I : IRR = r, (210)  

Thc original MM formula for the cost of  equity capital (discussed in the previous section) ignored taxes 

In a 1963 paper, Modigliani and Miller rcvised thcir analysis to accommodale corporate taxes. This MM 

"'corrccted"formulaforthccostofcquitycapitalis:r~=rA÷(I-T¢)(D/E)(r,wrD). In our insurance 

cxamplc, this formula Iranslalcs to  

r, = rf + (I-T~){ [IJ(l +rL)]IS }(rrrL) (2.11) 
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Thus, by substituting the formula for r. in equation (2.11) into equation (2.10) and solving for P, we have: 

P = L/(l+rc) + SrfTJl(l+rf)(l-T,)l + [(L/S)(rt-rL)]/l(l+rL)(l+rf)l (212) 

Note that equation (2 12) is equivalent to equation (2.8) with the exception of the additional (third) term 

on the nght-hand-side. Yet, visual inspection of the formula reveals that the amount of this additional 

term is negligible compared to the total premium. Hence, the fair premium in the IRR model very closely 

approximates the fair premium in the MyersJCohn model, even in the presence of taxes -- provided that 

the cost of equity capital in the IRR model is correctly calculated 

An Illustrative Fxample 

For purposes of illustration, let's put some numbers on the one-period model of this section. Assume the 

following values for each of the necessary variables: 

L = $100, rf= 5%, rL = 3%, S = $100, T~ = 35% 

The fair premium according to the MyersJCohn model is given by equation (2.8) and equals $99.65. The 

fair premium according to the IRR model, given by equation (2.12), equals $99.67 -- a negligible 

difference from lhe M/C premium) 4 

Furthermore, let's examine the sensitivity of the IRR premium to changes in the amount of supporting 

surplus using the values assumed above, First. assume - as in most practical IRR models - that the cost of 

equity capital is fixed regardless of the amount of supporting surplus Figure l displays the fair premium 

as a function of supporting surplus under this assumption: 
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Figure 1 - Premium vs. Surplus: Fixed Cost of Equity 
Capital 
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Yet, by correcting this first misapplication the slope of this graph will change significantly Specifically, 

utilizing formula (2.11) to calculate the cost of equity capital gives us a "flatter" relationship between 

premium and supporting surplus Figure 2 graphically demonstrates the resulting premium for both 

approaches 

E 

a. 

Figure 2 - Premium vs. Surplus:  Fixed and 
Var iab le  Cost  of Equity Capital  
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~4 Cummins (1990, pp 90-91) notes thai the two models are exactly equivalent if and only ifrL = rr. In 
terms of formula (2.12), note that if rl. = rr, the third term drops offand the two formulas are identical 
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Note that the IRR premium is still highly dependent on supporting surplus. In the next section, however, 

we will further flatten the graph by correcting the second misapplication 

3 THE SECOND MISAPPLICATION: CONFUSION BETWEEN AVERAGE AND MARGINAL 
INVESTMENT STRATEGIES 

In the previous section, we assumed an all-taxable-bond asset allocation and an MM "'corrected" theory of 

debt and taxes. In the MM "corrected" model, there is a very strong tax disadvantage to corporate 

lending Given this tax disadvantage, an all-taxable-bond portfolio would be highly suboptimal. ~S Under 

these assumptions, a value-maximizing insurer would invest a substantial amount of the available funds in 

municipal bonds and/or common stock. 

As an illustration, let's maintain the Section 2 assumptions regarding "debt and taxes" and convexity: thai 

is, an MM "corrected" world with a linear tax code Assume, howe~'er, that the insurer allocates the P+S 

of available funds as follows: invesl P in risk-free taxable bonds, and invest S in common stock of 

equivalent systematic risk (that is, "~zero-beta'" common stock) 

In the MM "corrected" world, both the taxable bonds and the common stock will be priced to offer an 

expected (pre-tax) return of rf Interest payments from the taxable bovals will still be taxed at the full 

corporate rate of 35% The effective tax rate on the common stock will be less than 35%, owing to two 

provisions of the corporate lax code (1) only 30% of the dividends on common stock are taxed, and (2) 

"unrealized capital gains escape laxation entirelyr 

Now, recall equation (2.12) for the fair premium according to the IRR rule in the presence of federal 

income taxes. Ignonng the negligible third term on the right-hand-side, this formula can be described in 

words as follows: 

,5 For a further discussion, see Vaughn (1998) 
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Fair premium = PV of expected losses and expenses 

+ PV of tax liability on investmen! income from policyholders surplus ~6 

If the policyholders surplus is invested in zero-beta common stocks, the second term in this formula is 

greatly reduced. For instance, let's assume that the effective tax rate on common stocks is T* = 10%. 

Under this assumption, the IRR premium is as follows: 

P = L/(I +rL) + SrrT*/l( I +rf)( I-T* )] 

Finally. be applying this fonnula to our illustrative example, we can soe how the fair premium ,.'aries 

according to supporting surplus. Figure 3 displays this relationship with the Figure 2 curves also shown 

for comparison. 

Figure 3 - Premium vs. Surplus: Efficient 
Investment Strategy 
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Note that by recognizing this more efficient investment strategy, the fair premium becomes even less 

sensitive to changes in supporting surplus. In fact, the fair premium is approximately equal to the present 

~6 Remember: to derive formula (2.12) we assumed an MM "corrected" world. Under these assumptions, 
the expected investment income on the policyholders premium is offset by the expected underwriting loss. 
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value of expected losses and expenses, regardless of the surplus allocation In other words, surplus 

allocation is irrelevant to the insurance pricing problem, even in the presence of federal income taxes w 

Interestingly, many IRR models in current use already assume that the insurer invests in some 

combination oftaxable and tax-favored securities. Yet, premium in these models is still highly sensitive 

to supporting surplus So. v, here do these models go wrong'? 

Here, the problem is confusion between average and marginal investment strategy For instance, many 

IRR models begin b 3 calculating the average investment return and average tax rate for the insurer's (or, 

in the case of the NCCI model, the indust~"s) current inveslmenl portfolio 

The mistake occurs when the supporting surplus is varied For instance, assume that the minimum 

surplus requirement is Sx~, and the current surplus allocation is S~. If we increase the surplus allocation to 

$2, the marginal surplus. S~-S~, is assumed to be invested to earn the average return subject to the average 

tax rate. In reality, however, this entire marginal surplus would be invested in tax-favored securities, and 

would be taxed at a much lower rate than the company's average tax rate. In other ~ords, the marginal 

investment strategy differs significantly from the average investment strategy 

4~ OTHER CONSIDERATIONS 

The Multi-Period Context 

The examples and discussion in this paper have assumed a single-period ratemaking model. In real world 

insurance ratemaking applications, loss and expense payments extend well beyond one year. In this case, 

aT Brealey and Myers (1996) describe two other common theories of "debt and taxes": (I) The Miller 
theory, and (2) A compromise theory. Vaughn (1998) demonstrates thai there is an optimal asset 
allocation for each of these theories that eliminates the problem of double taxation and sets the fair 
premium equal to the discounted value of expected losses and expenses 
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one must specify not only the surplus allocation, but also the timing of the surplus release throughout the 

life of the policy. 

As discussed earlier, the appropriate cost of equity capital in the IRR model depends on the ratio of PV(L) 

to S. In a multi-period context, however, this ratio generally varies by period. As such, there is no one 

"cost of equity capital" to compare to the IRR. ~g Hence, in multi-period scenarios, the IRR model quickly 

becomes intractable~ 

Fortunately, the Ivl/C model looks not at equity cash flows, but at the individual components. Thus, the 

M/C model can be easily extended to the multi-period scenario. Moreover, by ineorpomting an optimal 

investment strategy, the fair premium in the M/C model will simply equal the discounted value of 

expected losses and expenses, regardless of the surplus allocation or timing of surplus release. Details are 

provided in Vaughn (I 998). 

"Notional Surplus '" and Minimum Surplus A llocation 

The method presented in Sections 2 and 3 assumed that the insurer's entire surplus is allocated as part of 

the ratemaking process. In other words, the sum of the surplus allocated to individual policies equals the 

total surplus actually held by the insurer. Recall that for every policy we assumed that there exists some 

minimum surplus requirement Sx4. In practice, this S~ depends on the marginal risk of the policy in 

relation to the rest of the insurance portfolio. The actual surplus allocated to the policy, S, was generally 

assumed to be greater than this minimum amount. Moreover, provided that S >= S~a, the resulting 

premium was shown to be essentially independent of the surplus actually allocated -provtded the two 

misapplications are corrected. 

~s Taylor (1994) describes the specific circumstances under which the cost of equity capital will be 
constant for each period. 
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Unfortunately. in the incorrect application of the IRR model, premium is heavily dependent on supporting 

surplus. Many actuaries recognize (and are troubled by) the implicit penalty' associated with excess 

surplus in these models They may reason. "If we hold more surplus for a given policy (or line) than the 

market dictates, then we will be penalized for this excess surplus," Hence, in order to reduce this penalty, 

actuaries may establish a "notional surplus" account 

The notional surplus concept proceeds as follows First, allocate to each policy only Ihe minimum surplus 

required, S~.~ Next, define ST as the sum of these Sr,~'s across all policies The difference between the 

total surplus actually held by the company, SA. and the sum of the S~.~'s is earmarked in a "notional 

surplus" account (that is, notional surplus = SA - St) Furthermore. the assumption ~s made that the entire 

notional surplus is invested in tax-favored securities that will earn the shareholders' required rate of 

return In this manner, the amounl of notional surplus v, ill have no impact on the insurer's pricing 

decisions. 

The surplus allocation problem then becomes one ofdetcrmining the minimum surplus required for each 

policy; that is. one must select the Sx~'s by policy (or line) Unforlunalcl',. unless the two misapplications 

discussed above are corrected, the fair premmm v, iil still be heavily dependent on the selection of the 

SM's AS such, a notional surplus methodology is a step in the right direction, but it doesn'l eliminate the 

need to correct the two misapplications 

Default Risk and Convexity 

This paper also highlighted two important assumptions inherem in all DCF models (both IRR and M/C) 

First, these models implicitly assume that the insurer holds enough surplus to reduce default risk to a 

negligible level, Second, the expected tax payment is calculated as the product of the corporate tax rate 

and expected taxable income, this is equivalent to a linear, not a convex, tax code 
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These two assumptions, rarely explicitly stated, are made for one reason: simplicity. Within the 

framework of any DCF model, it is very difficult to incorporate ttefault risk or convexity. 

Fortunately, these assumptions are reasonable for most P/C lines. Mos~ insurers carefully manage the 

total risk of the business to ensure a very low probability of default. Moreover, any taxable losses on the 

business can generally be absorbed relatively quickly via tax carryovers - thereby eliminating the tax costs 

of convexity. 

Yet, the assumptions may not be appropriate for lines of insurance with extremely volatile or skew 

aggregate loss distributions. For these lines, it may lake many years for a worse-case loss to be absofl~ed 

by carryovers - or, worse yet, such a loss may even threaten the solvency of the company. In this case, 

one may need to utilize a contingent claims analysis (CCA) approach, which explicitly allows for the 

incorporation of default risks and convexity costs.~9 

5. CONCLUSION 

Sections 2 and 3 prove the following two points within the context of a one-period ratemaking model: (I) 

the IRR model is nearly equivalent to the M/C model, and (2) fair premmm is essentially independent of 

supporting surplus. 

Section 4 extends the discussion to a multi-period ratemaking model. In a multi-period context, the cost 

of equity capital will generally vary by period; as a result, the IRR model becomes intractable The M/C 

model, however, works very well even in multi-period scenarios. In this case, the fair premium can be 

shown to equal the present value of expected losses and expenses. 

~9 For these lines, most insurers utilize reinsurance (or one of the newer cat hedging tools, such as cat 
options) to reduce the costs of default risk and convexity. If so, the net costs (e.g. transaction costs) of the 
reinsurance should be included in the P/L premium. For a further discussion, see Vaughn (1999). 
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